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PREFACE
On April 19, 1983, the United states International Trade Commission
instituted investigation No. 332-162 to obtain information on foreign
industrial targeting. The investigation was instituted by the Commission on
its own motion at the request of the Subcommittee on Trade of the House
Committee on Ways and Means, under section 332(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 u.s.c. 332Cb)) to advise the subcommittee on the implications of these
practices for u. s. industries. The Commission received the request on Karch
25, 1983. On October 7, 1983, the Commission gave the subcommittee its report
on the first phase of the investigation. That report contained a general
.introduction to the issue of targeting, a discussion of the relationship
between ·u.s. trade laws and targeting, and a thorough discussion of industrial
targeting in Japan. 11
The Commission subsequently began the secon.d phase of this investigation,
which involves targeting by the European Community and its member states.
Public notice of the investigation was given by posting a copy of the notice
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, . D.C., and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of
October 26, 1983 <.volume 48, No~ 208, pp. 49559-60). ~/
The information contained in this report is from a number of sources,
including fieldwork, ·briefs filed by interested parties, the Commission's
files, and other Government agencies.
This report is the Commission's
response· to that part ·of the subcommittee's request regarding the European
Community (EC) member states. The Commission may further consider and review
the subject of this report in the final phase of this investigation as
appropriate.

11 · (Foreign Industrial Targeiing and Its Effects on U.S. Industries Phase 1:
Japan. Report to the Subcommittee on Trade, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives on Investigation No. 332-162)
USITC
Publication 1437,- October 1983.)
~I A copy of the Commission's notice of investigation and hearing is
presented in app. A.
The hearing was ·later canceled because of. a lack of
witnesses.
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Introduction
This report covers the second phase of the Commission's. investigation of
industrial targeting.
This phase examines the policies cf the European
Comm.unity (EC) and certain of its member states to determine which ones affect
trade patterns by targeting selected industries. A report on the first phase,
which covered Japanese industrial targeting, was released in October 1983. !I
A report on the ·third and final phase, which will cover targeting by other
major U.S. trading partners, is planned for the fall of 1984.
Industrial targeting is defined as coordinated government actions that
direct productive resources to give domestic producers in selected nonagricultural industr:ies a competitive advantage. There are four elements to
this definition: (1) there are coordinated government actions; (2) productive
resources. are directed; (3) only selected industries are targeted; and, (4)
the purpose is to provide ,domestic producers in these industries with a
competitive advantage.
Targeting hchniques include the selective use of
home-market protection, tax policies, financial assistance, sci~nce and
technology assistance, and exemptions to laws governing cartels and mergers.
Different techniques can have very different effects. For example, whereas
financial assistance may quickly increase an industry's output,. science and
technology· assistance may not increase output for years, and antitrust
exemptions may reduce an industry's output by enabling it to increase its.
prices above the competitive level.
This report begins with a discussion of the definition of targeting and
of targeting's effects on U.S. industries. The report explains that although
targeting can seriously harm. the competitiveness of a U.S. industry or group
of industries, it l~ unlikely to significantly ·affect· the U.S. long-run
current account balance.
The report· then discusses the policies of the EC that relate to
targeting.
It also discusses the industrial policies of three EC member
states:
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the United Kingdom.
Each of the country sections discusses the historical development of the
country's industrial policy and then discusses five major areas of industrial
policy corresponding to the· targeting techniques listed above: home-market
protection, tax policy, financial assistance, science and technology, and
cartel and merger policy. The report also reviews targeting techniques of the
EC and its·member states as they relate to a group of specific industries, and
it presents data profiles for those industries. outside of the steel and coal
sectors, the EC does not target, but its member states have targeted both
new-technology industries 1rnd dep!"essed industries.
The EC has a set of
regulations that discourages targeting by member states when the targeting
distorts intra-EC trade.

!/ Foreign Industrial Targeting and Its Effects on U.S. Industries Phase 1:
Jap~n

. . . , USITC Publication 1437, October 1983.
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SUMMARY

o

The EC uses its treaty-based industrial policy instruments to regulate
selected industries and to influence the member states' industrial
policies and targeting practices.

The EC targets coal and steel, but in other industries where significant
targeting exists the targeting almost always is done by member states. rbe
Paris Treaty, which established the European Coal and Steel Community, gives
the EC more power over coal and steel than the Rome Treaty, which established
the European Economic Community, gives the EC over other industries.
Although the Rome Treaty does not empower the EC to make or implement
industrial policy, it does charge it to regulate, administer, and develop tbe
collllllon market. As a consequence, the EC regulates import trade through the
Collllllon External Tariff, which includes import quotas, minimum import prices,
voluntary restraint agreements,. and antidumping duties; it regulates state
subsidies to industries and intra-EC trade through the common competition
policy; and it assists various industrial sectors, regions, and other areas of
common interest, through its programs for subsidized loans and grants. These
loans andgrants generally are not directed to specific industries.

o

The EC has authority to disapprove aids to industry granted by its
member states, if these aids distort competition within the Community.

Any aid granted by a member government that distorts competi tlon by
favoring certain firms or production of certain good~ is incompatible witb tbe
provisions of the Rome Treaty. The EC Commission is empowered to disapprove
or force modification of state aids that do not satisfy a strict set of
guidelines. The EC Commission has developed specific codes of aid for the
steel, coal, textiles and clothing, synthetic fibers, and shipbuilding
industries. These aids must be accompanied by plans to restructure and reduce
capacity, and they must avoid distorting trade among the member states. Some
state aids escape the EC Commission's scrutiny. However, on balance, tbe EC
commission's powers are important constraints on the ability of the member
governments to grant state aids to support domestic industry.
o

EC member states have targeted several industries whose decline in
international competitiveness threatened to cause politically
unacceptable levels of unemplorment.

Among the industries aided for this reason are steel, coal, shipbuilding,
textiles, apparel, and automobiles. In aiding these industries, the EC member
states generally tried_ to ensure that their capacity did not increase.
However, the states' actions lessened the decline in capacity that otherwise
would have taken place. In addition, these industries hav~ been aided to ·a
cet=tain degree by import protection and subsidies.
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o

EC member states have targeted new-technology industries that they
believe will be of great importance in the future.

Through a variety targeting practice, the EC member states. have targeted
the aircraft, computer, and telecommunications equipment industries for this
reason. Because the EC believes that it is at a disadvantage in competing
with U.S. or Japanese industries, the apparent goal of this targeting is to
create industries that are strong competitors in world.markets.
·Home-Market Protection
o

Barriers to imports generally have declined in the EC member-states;
of the few exceptions, most have involved increased import protection
for depressed industries.

The EC has participated in several international agreements to reduce
barriers to imports, notably the Kennedy and Tokyo rounds of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
Barriers to imports, however, did
increase in some industries.
For example, the EC negotiated voluntary
___rest~ain~ agreements involving textiles and apparel with several countries and
a voluntary restraint agreement involving machine tools with Japan. The EC
also imposed a system of minimum import prices for steel.
o

The EC Governments sometimes take action outside of GATT procedures to restrict imports; recent examples involve Japanese
automobiles and video cassette recorders (VCR's) imported into
France and Japanese automobiles and bearings imported into the
United Kingdom.

For example, a quota on Japanese automobiles limits the level of imports
from Japan to 3 percent of French domestic auto sales. The French Government
temporarily required that Japanese VCR's be cleared through a- small, rural
customs office, 210 miles from Paris, which was unable to process a large
number of imports.
o

Government procurement preferences once were an important method EC
member states used to support domestic industries. Alth~ugh their use
of these preferences bas declined significantly, they could possibly
be of considerable importance as a targeting tool.

For example, France and the United Kingdom used procurement preferences
to encourage their aircraft and computer industries. On January 1, 1981,
however, EC member states acceded to the GATT Agreement on Government
Procurement. This agreel!lent requires them, as well as other signatories, to
. give imported and domestic products equal treatment in many areas of
government procurement. Furthermore, the member states have been reducing
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procurement preferences in areas not covered by the. agreement, because such
preferences reportedly are often a costly and ineffective way to support
domestic industry.
o

EC member states generally are open to U.S. investment.

Representatives of U.S. industry report that there are very few
restrictions on their ability· to invest in EC member states and that the
Governments of these countries generally treat subsidiaries of U.S. businesses
the same way they treat native firms.
o

France is open to most foreign investment. However, the tools to
restrict investment in. certain targeted industries are in place and
have been used in the past.
Freguently in sensitive industrial
sectors, joint ventures between foreign and national companies are
encouraged by the Government as alternatives to wholly-owned foreign
subsidiaries.

Foreign ownership of French industry is extensive, and most. foreign
direct investment seems to take place without much difficulty. Nonetheless,
all foreign investments require · the approval of French authorities.
Furthermore, by offering investment incentives like capital grants and ·tax
breaks for investments in depressed areas, the Government's actual and
potential role in controlling foreign . direct investment is still further
enhanced.
Tax Policies
o

The French, British, and West German tax laws generally apply egually
to all industries, but these countries do have a few tax benefits that
favor specific depressed industries.

France briefly gave specific tax benefits to textiles, but the EC stopped
that practice.
Other French tax benefits are legally available to firms
throughout manufacturing, although industries differ in their ability to take
advantage of them.
The only industry to which the United Kingdom gives
specific tax benefits is shipbuilding.
West Germany gives EC-approved tax
benefits to coal, shipbuilding, and steel.
·
o

The French, British, and West German Governments all use special tax
provisions to encourage research and development.

France gives a tax·· credit for an increase in research and development
expenditures.
The United Kingdom allows certain assets to be
depreciated more quickly if they . are used in R&D than if they are used in
other investment activities.
West Germany gives a tax credit for R&D
expenditures.
Because these tax provisions have very different structures,
they are difficult ·to compare, however, the British tax benefits for R&D,
appear to be the least generous. Iri general, the various c·ountry programs· do
not seem to·account for differences in investment levels.
(R&D)

s
Financial Assistance
o

the EC provides a wide variety of subsidized loans, loan guarantees
and grants.
this aid goes mostly to mature and growth-oriented
industries, to depressed regions, and to other areas of common
interest, such as promotion of small- and medium-size enterprises.

the EC gives financial aid through a variety of channels. One of these,
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), mostly aids the coal and steel
industries. Other EC aid generally is not directed to specific industries.
o

French Government control over domestic financial markets could be a
powerful targeting tool, although its use is restricted by internal
economic considerations and international commitments.

The French Government's control over local financial markets comes from
its ownership of the major banks, from its control over numerous financial
intermediaries and over access to the bond market, and from its regulation of
interest rates and credit flows.
o

the French Government provides special financial
support to
nationalized companies in several industries:
the proportion of
Government ownership has increased considerably since the Second World
War and especially in the years since 1981.

According to one estimate, from the Second World War until the
mid-1970' s, the state acquired majority shareholdings in 500 industrial arid
commercial companies and minority shareholdings in over 600 others. In 1981,
five large companies and almost all major banks were nationalized, bringing
the proportion of employment, sales, exports, and value added of the
state-owned enterprises to about 25 percent of the total for French industry.
(State-owned enterprises' share of French value added is even higher if
subsidiaries of the nationalized firms are included.)
o

In addition to its support of major nationalized companies, the French
Government also directly funds a number of special sectors to improve
their international competitiveness.

these sectoral plans aim to increase the international competitiveness of
processing industries such as textiles, steel, clothing, footwear and leather,
and machine tools.
the plans promote associations of domestic producers,
increase R&D spending, and encourage new investment.
o

To increase the funds gofog.to innovative industrial activity, the
French Government has established a special tax-free savings account
and several financial intermediaries. Because the French Government
.controls the distribution .of these funds, it can use them for
targeting if it chooses.

The largest of these funds under the current Government are the Fund for
Industrial Modernization, the Credit National, and the Credit d'equipment des
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PKE.
The three offer loans at subsidized interest rates, and they are all
managed by boards on which the Government has a significant role.
o

British grant programs usually are not directed to specific industries.

The British Government usually gives grants to encourage investment in
general or to encourage the growth of depressed regions.
The only known
recent exceptions to this rule are schemes to help the aircraft and
shipbuilding industries and a program to help nonnationalized steel producers
restructure their plants. the Government stopped accepting applications for
restructuring aid from these steel producers in September 1982.
o

The British Government has made equity investments in firms in
depressed industries that probably could not have attracted private
capital. The Government, however, also has constrained the workings
of these firms in ways that reduced their competitiveness.

The Government has often forced nationalized firms to take steps that
further Governmental -goals but that harm corporat-e -growth.
For example,
political considerations forced British steel to spread its investment too
thinly rather than concentrating it in a few locations where it could do the
firm the most good.
o

The British Government is reducing its ownership of industry.

Since Prime Minister Thatcher came to power in 1979, the Government has
sold 2 billion pounds of its equity holdings. The Government is planning to
sell more of its holdings, including the country's largest airline and a
controlling share of its telecommunications network.
o

Both the United Kingdom and West Germany have programs to make
financing more readily available to small innovative firms.

These programs, which are not directed to specific industries, are
motivated by a belief that the capital markets do not provide such firms with
sufficient financing. In 1982, investments by these programs were less than
0.1 percent of gross fixed capital formation in the United Kingdom and less
than 0.05 percent in West Germany.
o

West German financial aid favors four industries:
shipbuilding, and steel.

aircraft, coal,

In 1982, coal mining received approximately 35. 9 percent of West German
financial aid, aircraft received 11.0 percent, steel receivsd 10.0 percent,
and shipbuilding received 6.5 percent.
Shipbuilding also benefited from
subsidies given to encourage modernizing the West German merchant marine.
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o West German financial aid and tax benefits to industry rose from 1966
to 1980 but fell from 1980 to 1982.
The combine4 value of financial aid and tax benefits to industry, after
adjusting for inflatio~, rose ~y 362 percent fro~ 1966 to 1980, and then fell
by 35 percent from 1980 to 1982.
Science and Technolpgy
o

The EC funds r·esearch and development projects,
in whole or. in part,
1
COVering COal, Steel, ·textiles, fOOtWear, data pr.OCeSSing, information·
technologies, biotechnology, nuclear and solar en~rgy, nuclear fusion,
and telecommunications.

Over the past ten years, the EC member governments' combined R&D budgets
have increased by one-third. The EC member governments still spend 16 percent
less on civ~l R&D than does the United $tates, but they spend twice as much on
commercial innovation as Japan.
o

Kost government expenditures on research and development by members of
the EC were spent on defense-related· research and on promoting basic
knowledge.
Relatively little was spent on improving industrial
productivity.

In 1982, EC member states reported that improving industrial productivity
was the goal of 11.1 percent of their total R&D expenditures. It was the goal.
of 12.5 percent of French Government R&D expenditures, 7.0 percent of United
Kingdom Government R&D expenditures, and 12.0 percent of West German
Governn1ent R&D expenditures.
o

The EC recently began a special program to ·support research and
development in informa.tion technolo~y industries.

Projected EC funding for the European Strategic Program for Research and
Development in Inforn1ation Technologies (ESPRIT) is $650 million. to be spent
from 1984 to 1988.
Almost all of this funding wi 11 be · dir.ected to
c·ollaborative projects carried out by firms or r~HQ,rch in~t~tutions from at
least two member states.
ESPRIT will focus on five ·areas:
advanced
microelectronics, software technology, advanced infe>rmation processing, office
automation, and computer-integrated manufacturing.
·
The French Government has long pursued policies aimed at advancing
science and technology.
At times · these policies have been
specifically targeted at certain industries i at other times they have
been oriented to industrial innovation in l?eneral.
In the 1970' s the French Government invested large amounts in computers
(the Plan Calcul), in aviation (Air~us and Concorde). and in other .
industries.
Currenqy, the French· Government is concerned primarily with.
scientific innovation in the electronics anr,t related indus'tries . and has an
elaborate plan, Programme plurane en Faveur de ia Filiere Electronique, for
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this sector.
The Government also has established a goal of 2. 5 percent of
Gross National Product to be invested. by the state and private industry in
industrial research and development activity by 1985.
o

British and West German Government funding of research and
development has favored the aircraft and electronics industries.

Both of these governments have established special programs· to fund R&l>
in these industries, and they finance a larger share of R&D for these
industries than for all manufacturing.
o

West German Government aid to coimnercial R&D has steadily grown.

From 1975 to 1982, the inflation...:.adjusted value of direct Government
funding of commercial R&D rose by 39 percent. The inflation-adjusted value of
total Government funding of R&D, which includes the cost of tax benefits and
other measures that encourage firms to do more R&o, increased by 66 percent.
Cartel
o

an~

Merger Policy

Occasionally EC member states' antitrust policies differ from
those in the United States.
French cartel and ·merger policy aims
primarily to increase competition·, but it also allows for, .considerable
concentration in iridustrles with distressed firms. . Furthermore,
through the use of subsidized loans, the French Government indirectly
encourages mergers in distressed industries.

Although · the French Government actively prosecutes anticompetitive
actions, French cartel and merger policy usually is subordinated to the major
goals of French economic policy--employment and growth. The Government has
arranged loans or grants. to .. help over 500 distressed firms merge with
healthier firms.
o

The United Kingdom and west Germany both allow depressed industries to
jointly agree on capacity reductions. Such agreements are rare and
apparently'do not involve targeting.

In 1983, two such agreements were known to exist in the United Kingdom,
and one was known to exist in West Germany. These agreements do not involve
targeting, because they are allowed under provisions of the antitrust laws
that apply equally to all industries, and there is no evidence that these
agreements direct productive resources to the industries involved.
o

.
.
The British policy of-encouEaging mergers apparently failed; this
policy was discontinued in 1972.

In 1967, the British Governme-nt began to give financial incentives to
encourage mergers through_ the industrial Reorganization Gorporatio_n· (IRC).
The IRC • s efforts app~rently met with little success. · In the automobile and
machine tool industries, the IRC encouraged the formation of firms that later
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collapsed. It did encourage efficiency-promoting mergers in the ball-bearing
industry, but these mergers might have taken place without the IRC. In 1972,
the Government stopped offering these. financial incentives and instituted a
stricter antitrus,t law to r~gulate 111ergers.
o

The West German Government rarely gives exemptions to its iaws
involving mergers.

Since 1973, West German antitrust laws . have forbidden mergers that
stt"engthen or create a mjirket-dominating position. The Government has given
only four special exemptions to this rule:
two were given to further the
Government's energy policy, and two were given to allow the rescue of
financially troubled fi~s.
Targeting Practices For Specific Industries
o

Aircraft and aerospace

France has used Government c;>wnership as the primary mechanism to control
and promote the growth 9f its commercial aircraft industry.
The French
Government also uses discriminatory Government procurement,
encourages
industry to "Buy French," and promotes joint international ventures.
West
Germany and the United J<,ingdom have both encouraged mergers to promote their
industries. The United Kingdom also finances aircraft development costs. In
addition to their individual programs, France, West Germany, and the United
Kingdom cooperate on Airbus Industrie projects.
The estimated share of the U, S. market accounted for by EC-manufactured
aerospace products rose from less than 1 · percent in 1963 to 5 .1 perc:ent in
1982.
The European aerospace industry has been more successful in its
penetration of the world market than it has been in the U.S. market.
Approximately one-half of the top 40 aircraft/aerospace manufacturers in the
free world are located in EC member states, and together they accounted for
more than 30 percent of the international market in 1982.
o

Apparel

The EC member state firms supply medium- to high-priced merchandise in
the U.S. market.
High-fashion, expensive apparel is a s111all segment of the
U.S. market. From 1967 to 1982, although the share of total imports increased
in the U.S. market, imports from the EC stayed at approximately 1 percent of
U.S. consumption.
EC producers have certain competitive advantages over U.S. pr9ducers.
Within the EC market~ EC produc•rs benefit from duty-free entry, geographical
proximity, and simUiar style preferences. Also, in the high-fashion market
segment, French and Italian producers known for their fashion leadership. In
the more traditional market segment, however, both the United States and the
EC. compete against a growing number of low-priced Far Eastern producers.
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o

Automobiles and trucks
..

France, West Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom have agreements with
Japan for the voluntary restraint of Japanese exports. Franc·e has recently
established the Fund for Industrial Modernization, which will make low-cost
loans availabie to industry. French auto makers will receive 14 percent of
the initial outlay of funds. West Germany• s assistance to i'ts industry has
been primarily confined to funding R&D.
The United Kingdom has provided
substantial assistance to British-Leyland during its financial difficulties.
In general, European automobiles are perceived to be about equal, in
terms of safety·and passenger comfort, to U.S.-produced automobiles. However,
in the. U.S. market, availability of parts and cost of maintenance are major
advantages for U.S. producers. i:n the international market, both the U.S. and
EC motor-vehicles producers have lost market shares to Japanese producers over
the past 20 years. Productivity rates in West Germany are about equal to U.S.
rates, but rates in the United Kingdom and Italy are believed to be somewhat
lower.
o

Coal

The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) has controlled the coal
sectors of all member states since 1951. The EC coal policy encourages
domestic consumption· of coal and provides subsidies to·producers to reduce the
price which is generally higher in Europe than in the United States. Since
1976~ a special code of aids has regulated member state subsidies to producers.
The EC coal producers are not considered major sources of coal in the
international, market:
their shipments are directed principally toward EC
consumption, and their exports of coal are relatively minor. West Germany
accounts for 77 percent of total EC exports of coal. From 1975 ·to 1982, total
EC coal imports and EC .coal imports from ·the United States both increased
their share of the EC market.
o

Computers and peripherals, and telecommunications

France began restructuring its telecommunications sector in 1976 by
forcing certain foreign corporations to sell their French subsidiaries to
French buyers.
France has since nationalized its major telecommunications
equipm'ent manufacturers. France also uses discriminatory procurement by the
state-owned telecommunications network and domestic subsidies to aid its
electronics industries. The B'ritish Government aids its industry through R&D
grants, sales assistance, and education grants. West Germany provides R&D
support and financial assistance to its information technologies \ndustries.
U.S. computers compete well in world markets and enjoy worldwide
reputations for quality mainframe systems, software. and suppo~t systems.
E.C.-based firms compete we·n with U.S. firms in certain product lines, but
they do not offer the wide range of products offered .bY their U.S.
counterparts.
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European R&D in telecommunications is of high quality, although its scope
nor is the scale of its operations as large as the U.S.
telecommunications• industry.
The U.S. man1,1facturers of telecommunications
apparatus, also, have maintained a technological edge as well as superiority
in design, manufacture, and installation of most types ~f products.
is not as broad,

o

Heavy electrical eguipment
I

When buying equipment, state-owned .electrical utilities, which are cominon
in the EC, often have discriminated in favor of local producers. France and
the United Kingdom also have attempted to rational,ize their industries by
initiating mergers.
Within the United states, domestic producers of heavy electrical
equipment face a depressed market but llttle co111petition from EC producers.
Imports from the EC were 2 percent of U.S. consumption in 1982. In part, due
to depressed domestic demand, exports have increased as a share of U.S.
producers• shipments.
o

Machine tools

The EC has attempted to protect and encourage it~ machine tool industry
by negotiating a voluntary restraint agreement involving imports from Japan
and by giving subsidies to accelerate the production· and use of machine .
tools.
France developed plans to restr1,1cture its industry and provided
subsidies for purchases. The French Government also encouraged private and
public machine tool purchaser~ to "Buy French." Italy provided low-interest
loans for machine tool purchases and grants for R&D projects. West Germany
has provided R&D grants and domestic subsidies for ro~oti~s and other advanced
technoiogies since 1974. The United Kingdom has a variety of Federal programs
to upgrade technologies and applications in the ma~hine tool induotry.
Machine tool builders in the European CoJlllllunity have traditionally
produced sophisticated machines with a worldwide reputation for quality.· In
general, U.S. metalworking machine tools are compet~~ive in price .and quality
with most types of machine tools manufactured in the EC.
o

Semiconductors

France has helped its semiconductor industry through· grants for R&D and
for . the development of microprocessor applications.
France has also
encouraged mergers in the hope that they wot1ld lead to efficiencies. West
The
Germany provides domestic subsidies. to its semiconductor industry.
British Government began an explicit program ·to ald semiconductors in '1978
when INMOS, a manufacturer of integrated circuits, was created. Prior to that
time, the bulk of British aid to the electronics sector went to the computer
industry.
Reportedly, British standards for
integrated circuits · and
components have been used to protect the home market by creating significant
barriers to imports.
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EC semiconductor producers have not been a factor in the U. s. market,
except in providing high~purity silicon wafers.
They have been less
innovative than U.S. and Japanese producers and have beeri· unable to gain a
significant share of the world market for these products.
In fact, EC
producers have accounted for·orily 10 percent of world production.
o

Steel mill products

The ECSC, which now" is part of the EC, has regulated the steel industry
of all member states since 1951. The ECSC steel policy currently is aimed at
modernizing,
restructuring·,
reducing
capacity,
and reestablishing the
financial viability of EC steel producers.
All state aids are regulated
through a code of aids which also establishes and enforces guide prices,
production controls, and capacity controls.
The EC declared a "state of
manifest crisis" in 1980, thus empowering it to set price and production
levels for producers.
The EC als.o employs its Common External Tariff to
protect domestic steel producers from foreign competition. In addition, the
EC imposes import quotas and antidumping duties, negotiates voluntary
restraint agreements with foreign suppliers, and fixes minimum import prices.
From 19 78 to 1982, the share of imports from the EC in the U.S. market
increased until it was 7 percent of .U.S. consumption in 1982. In that year,
the EC agreed to limit' its . ~liport~ of certain steel mill products to the
United States until the'erid of 1985.
o Textiles
The EC has intervened direc'tly to protect. and develop the EC textile
industry. The EC textile policy emphasizes protection of the home market and
maintenance of internal competition. The Multifiber Arrangement provides the
basis for controlling ·EC imports from third countries, and a code of aids
adopted in 1970 helps maintain internal competition.. ·France has designated
its industry for specific restructuring and .modernization efforts.
West
Germany does not ·provide direct subsidies for its industry.
The United
Kingdom had several sch~mes that aid investment and rationalization in the
local textile industry. These schemes have been discontinued.
The EC producers of textiles have advantages over their U.S. counterparts
in many sectors of the world market.
The EC member states not only allow
duty-free
intermarket trade flows,
they also have preferential duty
arrangements with many countri.es outside the EC. Past cultural, social, and
economic relationships pl8y ·an important role. in EC sales of textiles to
Africa and Asia. However, when U.S. and EC producers compete in new markets
(which are becoming important to the textile industry), they compete equally
well in quality, price, service, and product diversity.
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Targeting: Definition and Effects l/
Definition of Industrial Targeting
Industrial targeting, as used in this study, means coordinated government
actions ta~en to direct productive resources to help domestic . producers i.n
selected industries become more competi'tive. There are four elements to this
definition:
(1) there is coordinated government action; (2) productive
resources are directed; (3) only selected industries are targeted; and (4) the
purpose is to provide domestic producers -in these industries with a
competitive advantage. This definition is quite broad and includes defensive
targeting, where the goal is to gain sales in the domestic market, as well as
export targeting, where the goal is to gain sales in foreign markets.
Nevertheless, the definition· restricts the types of actions that are labeled
as industrial targeting.
The first element in the definition restricts targeting to government
actions.
Strategies of individual firms, such as investment and. marketing
strategies, are not included.
For example, a conglomerate ·may finance
research on production in a particular industry out of its revenues in another
industry. However, unless this strategy is at least encouraged by some form
of government action, it is not industrial· targeting, although the results
might be the same. The important difference between the two is that targeted
firms stand to benefit from government actions, whereas other firms only reap
the rewards or suffer the consequences of their own actions.
The second element of the definition requires that productive resources
be directed.
Examples of government actions that direct resour-ces are
preferential tax treatment; government subsidies (either outright or in
implicit forms such as loan guarantees or favorable terms on loans to finance
investment, research and development, or export sales); special legal
treatment (such as exemption from antitrust laws); government procurement
preferences; and restrictions on imports.
In some cases, a government
statement of policy can cause resources to be directed to domestic producers
in selected industries. For example, if a government announces its intention
to underwrite losses of its local producers in a selected industry, competing
producers in other countries may be discouraged from investing. in the
industry, but local producers in the industry are encouraged to invest more,
even though no actual government payments may occur.
The government
announcement removes the t:isk to domestic firms, but in so doing, increases
the risk to its foreign competitors.
The third element . requires that only selected industries be directly
affected. This element is important for distinguishing industrial targeting
from more general industrial policies. However, there can be considerable
latitude in the meaning of "selected industries." For example, one could
consider exchange~rate manipulation by the government as targeting all
industrie~ that compete with internationally traded goods.
Similarly, a broad
program of export-financing subsidies could be considered targeting of all
11 For a mor'e extensive discussion of the definition and effects of
industrial targeting. see U.S. International Trade Conuni ssion, Foreign
Industrial Targeting and its Effects ~n U~S. Industries Phase 1: Japan, . . . ,
USITC Publication 1437, October 1983. October 1983, pp. 17-32.
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export industries. Here we use "selected industries" in a narrower sense than
a.11 traded goods industries or all export industries. For example, although
most government export-financing programs exist ostensibly to benefit all
exporting industries, export loans tend to be concentrated in certain sectors.
This element of the definition helps one to distinguish whether -such a program
qualifies as targeting or as a broader industrial policy, but it does not
provide an absolute rule for making this distinction.
The fourth element requires that the purpose of targeting be to give
domestic producers in the selected industries a competitive advantage. This
element of our definition restricts our study to presumably "predatory"
actions, where the goal of targeting is to increase domestic output in
selected industries at the expense of their foreign competitors.
Both
defensive targeting and export targeting can be predatory, and predation might
be consistent with a wide rang·e of ultimate goals of industrial targeting.
Ultimate goals of targeting can be to increase domestic employment
opportunities, to improve the productivity of domestic labor, or to enhance
overall domestic economic development and growth.
Other goals include
self-sufficiency in agriculture, raw materials or energy, or a strong national
defense.
These other goals usually are reached by increasing the
international competitiveness of domestic producers in selected industries.
This element of the definition does not include government policies to
increase production in sectors where there is too little private investment
due to external factors--that is, where private investors cannot capture all
of the benefits that come from their investments.
These sectors include
public goods such as education, the development of infrastructure to aid
economic development (for example, roads, conununication networks, public
water, and sewage networks), medical research, and pollution control.
Government action to direct productive resources into these sectors is not
directly oriented toward increasing domestic output in selected industries at
the expense of competing foreign producers.
·
Industrial Targeting and Overall Competitiveness
of a Nation's Industrial Output
When exam1n1ng the possible effects on U.S. producers of foreign
targeting, it is important to distinguish between the effects on specific
industries and the aggregate effects on all industries. Those who warn of the
dangers of foreign industrial targeting fear that such policies can· cause
foreign industries to become more competitive at the expense of total U.S.
industrial output, where the loss in U.S. industrial competitiveness is
measured as the movement toward deficit in the U.S. industrial trade balance.
Clearly, a foreign government can direct resources to a specific industry or
group of industries to the detriment of competing U.S. suppliers. But the
foreign government cannot use such actions to improve competitiveness of local
producers in all industries, except for limited time periods. Tbe following
discussion explains how foreign targeting can affect the aggregate U.S. trade
balance in manufacturing. The analysis points to the facto~s thet need to be
considered in gauging these.effects.
First, consider the ways in which a country can improve its overall trade
balance. To export more than it imports in any year, the country must either
lend or give to foreigners the differences between the export -receipts and the
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payments for imports. To run continuous surpluses, the country must maintain
a constant net outflow of loans or_ gifts. This is true whether exchange rates
are fixed or flexible.
Under fixed exchange rates, an outflow of loans can
consist of either net private lending to foreigners, or net official purchase~·
of foreign exchange by the U.S. Treasury.
I;f exchange rates are perfectly
flexible, the outflow must consist entirely of private loans, because U.S.
officials would not buy foreign exchange.
Thus,· an industrial policy that
improves international competitiveness ,of all local producers is equivalent to
a policy of promoting loans and gifts to foreigners.
Attempts
to
improve
competitiveness
of
local
industries
through
subsidies, tax breaks, or other stimuli· cannot succeed across all industries,
except to the extent that they promote international financial flows. Even if
the stimuli came from a reduction in resources allocated to government, .so
that a subsidy or tax break to. one industry did not -merely amount to a 'tax
increase for another, the exchange rate would automa~ically move to offset the
total trade-balance effects of the stimuli. l/
Even industrial policies that promote loans to foreigners can help the
trade balance for only a limited time.
If a countr;y is making net foreign
loans, it is also building up pressure for a time when it will have to either
lose· competitiveness or turn its loans ·into gifts. This. ,is true even if the
foreign loans are never fully repaid.
Net lo~ns in l year will provide a
positive trade-balance stimulus for that year, but no further stimulus in
later years.
On the other hand, the ·receipt of payments of interest and
principal on the loans will provide negative trade-balan~e stimuli in every
succeeding year until the loans are repaid. Only by ever-increasing outflows
of new loans can a country maintain a trade surplus for a number of years.
Although industrial policies can be targeted to help specific sectors,
they cannot permanently affect the overall trade balance. Thus, industrial
targeting
must
eventually
harm
the
internationai
competitiveness
of
non targeted local producers· by the same amoupt that it helps the_ targeted
ones.
For example~ if a country• s targeting helps its entire industrial
sector, it must ·eventually harm the competitiveness of its nonindustrial
sectors that compete internationally.
Cc;mvers~ly,
the. only way foreign
industrial targeting can cause long-term <ieindu~tr;ial,ization in the United
States is by increasing the ~ompetitiveness of our ~onindustrial exports, such
as food and services.
This report concentrates on the effects of foreign industrial targeting
on specific industries. It does not attempt to qetermine the effects on the
o;;en;.11 international competitiveness of U.S. manuh,cturing. These overall
eftects are likely to be qulte s~all due to the smai1 fqreign expenditures on
targeting re la ti ve to total for~ign ~anufacturing o~tput. They may even be
negative, since most foreign governments follow vigorous programs to aid local
agriculture, and, as we have seen, these programs will decrease the
competitiveness of foreign manufactu~ers.

l/ This reaction of exchange rates is well recognized in international
agreements. A good example is the value-added tax with border tax adjustments
used by the European countries.
These countries levy a value-added tax on
imports, and they rebate their own value-added ~ax on ·goods that are
exported.
Thus, they would appeai;- to tax imports a11d subsidize exports. ·
However, the General Agreement on · Tari,ffs and Trade CGATT). recognizes the
trade neutrality of these taxes and the fact that they do pot encourage any
incipient trade surpluses on the part of the European countries.
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND INDUSTRIAL POLICY
Introduct.ion
The European Community (EC) targets the steel and coal industries, but in
general does not target other industries .. Although the EC gives aids designed
to further certain broad industrial policy goals, such· as promoting R&D,
helping small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME' s), and encouraging growth i·n
depressed regions,
these aid~ generally a~e not directed to specific
industries.
Furthermore, because the EC regulates the aids that its member
states grant their industries, it somewhat constrains those states' ability to
target.
The 1951 Paris ·Treaty gave extensive powers to the European Coal and
Steel Conununity (ECSC) to intervene in the coal and steel sectors of the
member states.
The 1957 Rome Treaty gave extensive powers to the European
Economic Community (EEC) to intervene in the agricultural economy of the
member states, but such powers were not extended to the member states'
industrial ·sectors;." The EC' s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), with its price
supports, export· subsidies, and other forms of support, has no equivalent in
the non-ECSC industrial sectors. ·However, the EC can ·and does influence the
member-states' industrial policies and targeting practices. Although the Rome
Treaty is silent, on indu.strial policy, it does charge the EC to regulate,
administer, and develop the conunon market.
As a result, the EC employs a
variety of treaty..:b'ased industr.ial policy instruments to aid certain
industries and to pursue other industrial policy goals. Table 1 shows some of
the purposes for which these instruments are used..
·
This section focuses on the EC's programs and policies that are designed
to fulfill its treaty obligations to administer and regulate the common market
but that also affect industrial policy. In '1967, the ECSC, the EEC, and the
European Atomic Energy' Community (EURATOM) were merged into the EC under a
single CommissiC?D· !/ The Commission, which consists of 14 members appointed
by mutual agreement between the member Governments, is· the administrative arm
of the EC that propos~s legislation and directives for action by the Council
of Ministers.
The Conunission also regulates, administers, and enfo_rces the
laws of the common market. Commissioners act in the interests of the EC as a
whole. They may not receive instructions from any national Government. The
Council of Ministers·, which consists of the direct ministerial representatives
of the member Governments, is. the chief EC decisionmaking body and has veto
power over most important matters facing the EC.
Historical Overview
Since the founding of the ECSC, the coal and steel industries have been
the most closely regulated industrial sectors in Europe.
Whenever the
Commission believes that a serious market imbalance or clear crisis requires
regulatory. intervention, it may subject the coal and steel industries to
mandatoLy Europeanwide price, production, and trade restrictions. Under these
circumstances, EC member states almost totally surrender their rights to
independent coal and steel policies." The· Conunission exercised this power only
once in 1980.
Since 1980 the EC steel sector has remained regulated under
this authority.
!I There are 10 members of the EC:
Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, United Kingdom, and West Germany.
Spain and Portugal are applicants for membership and may join in 1987.
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The. EC S\lcceeded quite rapidly in creating the customs union and setting
up the Conunon External Tariff (CET).; It also made substantial progress in
increasing intra-EC trade. The EC, however, has n.ot a&hieved one of its chief
initial· goals -- to create European-scale firms capable of .taking advantage of
a vast, continental'. market."
Sfnce the .domestic markets of the individual
.member states were considered too small for efficient firms· in
certain
sectors, it was hoped that a large conunon market, such as the United States
has, would spur firms to take advantage of economles of scale, to expand
production and sales, and to ·strengthen ·their competitiveness in. export
markets, particularly against the United States.
Firms that have tried to
operate on a European scale have not found the expected advan.tages. 11
Europea~
firms
are sometimes
treated with susp1c1on by ·some· member
Governments.
Moreover, EC economic integration has apparently not spurred
industrial concentration· and mergers between firms in different member
countries, · although' important mergers and· takeovers have occurred within
them.
Some members ha~e tried to compete with U.S. multination~ls by
enc.our aging mergers .. between 'firms within their 'borders while discouraging
cr'oss-frontier mergers. When international merger:s have occurred, they have
·largely been between EC and nonmember conipariies. £1 In particular, u:s. and
Japanese, coq~orations, whether through ·direc;:t investment, operation of
affiliates in Europe, or agreements between U.S. and EC member firms, have
often provided European business with. more ·attractive opportunities for
·. cooperation than have competing member state f.irms. '3/
'
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It 'was not . unti1 July 1967 that a separate .Directorate-~e~eral for
. Induotrial Affairs ~as. establiBh~d in the Conanission. This new Directorate
. WaB crea~ed because the EC felt that more, work . needed to be done to promote
industrial integration~
Prior. to 1968, the ~c was less concerned with
industrial policy than ·with implementing the customs union and the CET·. The
·Conmtission was lQat~e in the :1960's to initiate industrial policy programs
because interventionist strategies were. viewed as being inconsistent with the
objectives of the conunon market. In 'the 1970's and 1980's, the Conunission was
:forced to deal with the: increasing number of defensive, unilateral restrictive
'trade measures taken by the member states,' measures that violat~d the spirit,
if nc;>t the letter, of the Rome Treaty.
EC· policy makers, faced· with the
'.threat of large declines in some industrial. sectors, began to depart from
'tradition al conununi ty reasoning ; that ·always condemned interventionist and
protectionist measures. !I .
After 1967, the Conunission realized that creation of the cu·stoms union
would not
prompt
the cross-frontier -mergers needed to create
Euro~ean~scale .industries.
Sin~e the late 19JO's, mariy in the EC have felt
that; Europe's industria~ competitiveness has declined compared with that of
the· United States and Japan. For example, Europe's share of world exports in
manufactured go~ds. has declined compared with the U.S. and Japanese shares.
The Conunission fel't that the EC lacked adequate· productive investment .. Unit
labo~ c?its in the· EC rose faster than those in the United States and Japan
alone
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between 1960 and 1980. At the same time, the number of jobs in Europe has
increased much more slowly than: in the United States and Japan. In an attempt
to improve the performance_of European industry both·at home and abroad, the
Commission began proposing measures for Council action to improve the internal
functioning of the common market so that European firms could derive more
benefits from the large internal·market.than they h~ve in the past.
During 1980-83, the .Commission. increased tl~e number of its proposals
designed to give the EC a common industrial strategy. The proposed strategy
was something less ·than a common supranational policy but more than passive
cooperation among the member ·states in industrial matters.
The industrial
strategy approach taken by the Comn:iission is to al.low European industry to
derive the maximum advantages from the existence and .size of the common
market.
The Commission hopes 'to remove i ntra-Eul"opeari impediments to
cross-frontier mergers, and , thereby. ·enc~urage creation and growth of European
firms. The Commissfon also wants ·European businesf(les to take fuller advantage.
of a continental-scale market with its 272 million coni;UJRers and to be able to
compete for large publi~ contracts. open to them regardless of thei~ national
origin. According to the C9mmission, ·promotion of large E·uropean firms will
enable them to benefit from the common market and to compete with large
nonmember firms both at ~ome and abroad.
·
Table 2 shows that many of the proposals submitted by the Commission· for
Council consideration have not been acted on. T~e Commission's proposals have
concentrated on monetary· integration, on el~minating barriers to intra-EC
trade, and on research and development policy.
I11 the al>sence of a common
industrial policy, the EC currently has ~ pe,tchwork of ·instruments and
programs that affect industrial polic·y in the member 11tates. Ta~en together,
these instruments and programs do not constitute ~~ in4ustrial policy that is
common to all of the member states in non-ECSC sectors.
The EC' s various
instruments and programs which touch upon industrial policy are implemented in
a more piecemeal than integrated fa.sh ion. Program leaders in the Commission
who are responsible for the EC' s various industrial poUcy instruments do· not
view their individual areas of compelence as part 'of ~n overall integrated
. plan or design to b,uild a common.· industrial policy for Euro.pe. . In other
words, non-ECSC industrial policy in Europe largel* remains under the purview
of the national Governments.
Absence of a common EC industrial policy outside the coal and steel sectors is
not surprising for th~ following reasons:
(1)
Member. Governments de net agres en the direction or
even
efficacy of· a common industrial policy.
They agree on common EC
strategies only when it is in their ow interest to do so and are
generally unwilling_ to relinquish even a little control over their
own industrial structure anc;i policy to the E.C.

(2)
Industrial policy ·is in·terpreted by some of. ;.the member
Governments . as antithetical to the .. Rome Treaty's commitment to
foster free trade in the EC. This polnt is underlin~d by Article 93
of the Rome Treaty, which empowers tl)e Commis~ion .to approve member
Government plans to·. aid domestic ·. indu~tri~s ln need of financial
support. When such aid violates the. EC' s strict c9mpetition rules,
the Conunission usually withholc;is approval. The Co~ission believes
that state aids fragme.nt the· common mar.ket.

Table 2.-Inventory of EC C0111111ission proposals for· a comnon industrial strategy and Council response, 1980-83
Proposal/explanation
Monetary lntegration.--Promote public and
private use and international role of the
European Currency Unit (ECU); strengthen
the European Monetary System (EMS);
create a European capital 11111rket.

Policy goals'

Council response

Enable EC to achieve monetary stability, thereby
promoting industrial integration; prevent erratic
exchange-rate fluctuations; channel funds .to develop
productive activities to make greater contribution
to economic growth.

None.--Greece and the United Kingdom are not
--p&rticipants in EMS. No consensus among members
on promoting expanded usage of the ECU.

Internal Market.-Dfomntle nontariff
Consolidate the coaaon market; offer producers an
barriers to intra-l!C trade, such as
open market so that "they may benefit from economies
fr on tier checks, iraport formalities,
of scale and boosted indu•ttial efficiency; enforce
company and tax laus, cue t;oms clearance
Art. 30 of Rome Treaty, vhicb·prohibits barriers to
proceedings, -national preferenc.ea,
intra-EC trade by challenging member states'· import
marking of product· origin, and aubsidie.s
restrictions·; es.tablish through ECG a single set of
among the many oth.,rs. Establish ·European:
rules governing cross-frontier cooperation cc>nnon
Cooperation Grouping (ECG), a new legal
to all member states based on EC:law.
instrument under EC: lav to encourage
cooperation between companies established
under the lav. of different member s ta tea :
with particular emF•hasis ori assisting.
'
small- and medium-aiaed firms.

:Some-Council has adopted some Commission proposals
for directives on dismantling ~ontarjff bar~iera.
For example, Council approved a directive on·
simplication of b_order formalities for the trans-·
P<>rtation of goods between member states. Thia
new directive is expected to shorten the queues
of lorries waiting at border posts.

Harmonization-Harmonize national industr 1al standards and norm& on nev products and institute a system for. in- .
formation and discussion of nev industrial standards proposed by member governments, using the Commission as a forum.
Technical norms and standards fixed at
the national level inhibit producers from
supplying markets i11 other member atatee.

Some.--Council baa adopted some Commission propos-als. for directives to harmonize· industrial standards and norms and has stated its coanitment in
principle to the need for more.BC action in this
area. Member Governments have had difficulty in
agree.ins to directives aimed at eliminating technical trade barriers b~cause of a clause coanon
to all of theta concerning "Community certification" and whether it should not be applied to
oods covered by the directives but ~riginating.
n third countries. The clause could be used ·
aa a means of protection against imports from
third countries. !/

Allov producers to take fuller advantage of a
Europeanwide market and use it as a springboard
to increase their share of the world market; give
preferential treatment to.European producers; and
insure.product quality and public safety.
·:

f

See

footno~at-end

-of table.
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Table 2.--lnventory of "EC C•lllllllission proposals for a connnon industrial strategy and Council response, 198(1-83--Continued

.Proposal/explanation

·Pol icy goals

Council response

.Public Procurement.--Open up national
public procurement contracts to 'bidding
by firms from other member ·states.
Sealing off national .public procurement
threatens the unity of. the connnon market.
Threat will worsen unless growth of
·public sector in the member states is
accompanied by an ·Opening up of public
contracts .• Public supply contracts,
which absorb roughly 10 percent of GDP
in the member states, constitute an
obstacle to the crea·tion of a unified
internal market, since they are concluded
mainly. with in national frontiers.

Create ·European firms cto take advantage of a
continental-scale, open. common market economy and
to compete with large Foreign firms in the European
and international markets.

None.--This area remains a highly national issue
-wTth EC consensus difficult ·to reach. However
public supply contracts in the member-states are
subject to an EC directive dating back to 1978.
Certain public supply contracts awarded by
national, regional and local authorities must be
published in the Official Journal of the Eurofean
Communities (OJ) and are subject to coDDDon ru es
and procedures.

Common ·connnercial Policy.-Adopt a
Community instrument s.tren,thening the
EC' s connnon co111J11ercial pohcy to protect
member firms against unfair trading
practices used by firms in nonmember
countries by imposing retaliatory
measures.

Strengthen the ability of the EC to receive and
respond to complaints lodged by member firms in a
speedy fashion.

None.--Member Governments disagree over the
--"the decision-making apparatus of the proposed
instrument.· Some members want to empower the
CODDDission to receive complaints directly and
decide on retaliatory measures when there is not
a qualified majority in the Council. Others
fear the proposed instrument will be used
as a means of protectionism and want to subject
-it to strict guidelines excluding any
prote_ctionist slant.

Research and development·.--Provide nond1scr1m1na tory .access for all. member
firms ·to res~a'rch activities carried ·out
jointly by.membe.!'.' government and/or EC"
aid; exempt .. from EC's competition rules
(Art. 85) c.ross-frc;mtier collaboration
between member fir.Dis ·to sancti_on_R&D
cooperation: support R&D projects in new
technologies, such as information technology, biot~chnology,.telecoDDDunications
and nuclear energy •. ·science-based industr.ies., where ·the .national markets are !
too small -to prov.ide a viable base and
.:
where national Governmen:ts ·provide a large:
_part .of the market and a ·majority .of R&D .:
fu1_1d_s, would benefit from EC-vi.de
·strategies.

Reduce costs: stimulate research: avoid duplication
. of research; speed' up technological development and
EC industry by sharing research work and findings;
exploit -the advantages offered by increased ·research
effort
the 'European level i and develop .pilot and
demonstration· projects to create ·diffusion of
r-esearch fi.ndlngs through European induii.tdeii~

See footnote at end of table.
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Some.--Council approved funding for EC
--ri!search and development projects in information
technology',"blotechnology and nucle~.r energy •. ,
· The EC also provi~es financing. for R&D projects.
. for tiixtiles. and coal. Council has not approved
finandng for the Commies ion's proposed research
program for 1984-87. The Commission's
proposals for R&D funding. for microeletronics·
and telecoaimunlca'dons ·have not :been acted on
by the co..;ncil;
· · ' ·

·

.:

' ..

· ..

N
.......

Table 2.--Inventory of EC Commieaion proposals for a comon industrial strategy and C_ou~c~l res·ponse, 19.80-83--Continued
···Proposal/ explanation
Small- and medium-sized enter~rises.-
Support small- an•! medium-s·~zed firms by
exempting them from EC ·competition rules,
providing them with "innovation loans"
through EC financial in1trument11,
and permitting me11ber governments to
favor them in the-Lr public procurement
policy.
·:

Policy Goals
A11si11t the developnent and growth of
medium-sized enlerpriaea, as major
European worker11, which contribute
their adaptability and flexibility
economic change.

Ci:Juncil response
small- and
employers of
to the EC by
in dealing with

Some.--Council approved aid to small- and
--medium-sized firms to help finance projects that
associate companies from different member states,
involve o_perations .carried out at the EC level,
or are open to all member state11. Council has
· no.t acted on the Commission· .propo114l to provide
small- and medium-sized enterprises with
innovation loans.

!/The French govl!rnment prop0aat -for-"community certification" involvee the definition ·of what .constitutes a European product. The French ma1ntain---_tliat
an EC firm is one that unufacturee its product within the Comunity. · Thitt definition excludes foreign-b411ed multinational corporations that sell products
in the EC which are made elsewhere and products .that are a111embled in. the EC which .include a large number·of foreign parts.
Source:

Completed! by the staff of the U.S.lnternational Trade c-iuion•

.N
N
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(3) Member Governments sometimes prefer to encourage their firms to
trade with partners outside the EC for a variety of .foreign policy
and economic reasons. Such preferences may sometimes conflict with
their participation in intra-EC industrial cooperation.
(4) The Rome Treaty does not specifically refer to industrial
policy. The EC ins ti tut ions are limited in what they can do to
promote industrial cooperation among the member Governments. The EC
can influence industrial policy only through certain treaty powers
related to the functioning of the common market and the customs
union.
(5) The Common Market is not fully integrated: nontariff barriers
to intra-EC trade are growing as are the. conflicts between the
different economic and industrial policies pursued by the ten member
Governments. Both stymie industrial cooperation at the EC level.
(6) Budgetary constraints make funding a common industr~al policy
difficult, particularly since the CAP already consumes 70 percent of
the EC's revenues and a large portion of its energies. The
difficulty in raising new sources · of income ~nd general budget
consciousness among the financially str~pped member Governments
tighten constraints.
(7)
Commission propo.sals often fail to be acted on due to the rule
of unanimity on most important matters facing the Council. Full
consensus on common industrial policy matters is very difficult to
reach.

EC Industrial Policy Instruments
The Rome Treaty provides a numJ>er 9f industrial, policy instruments that
enable the EC to regulate, administer, and devel,op· the common market. They
include control of the Common Exter~al Tariff, foreign trade policy, the
common competition policy (CCP), and subsittized loans and grants. l/. Table 1
depicts the EC's application of these industrial policy instruments to various
industrial sectors and other recipients in the member states.
The EC is empowered by Articles 113 and 116 to administer and adjust the
CET (which includes adjusting tariff rates and. imposing import quotas, minimum
import prices and antidumping ouuesi, to negotia~e with nonmembers for
voluntary restraint agreements and preferential trade accords, and to
represent and act for the members in international organizations that are
economic in nature. The EC' s CET powers may be used to reduce or increa~e
restrict ions on imports from nonmember cou11tries. The EC' s role in trade
policy is to strike a balance between the need to mitigate the social and
political impact of industrial adjustment and the need to maintain a
sufficient degree of external competition to insure that adjustment takes·
place. 'l/ The EC is divided between members that are more- inclined toward

l/ For a review of the EC' s CET, CCP, and fore~gn trade policy s~e.
et al. , Protectionism and the European. Community, Antwerp,
Kluwer Publishers, 1983.
The Community Dimension,"
'/,/ Stephen Woolcock, "Industrial Adjustment:
Economic Divergence in the European Conununity, London, Royal Institute of
International Affairs, 1981, p. 64.
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trade protectionism and toward state. intervention in the domestic economy and
members that are more in'c'iined to· promulgate a liberal. import policy and to
shun state intervention. !I ·

..

Tremendous pressure has been applied to the EC in recent years to offer
home-market protection through the CET for ailing industries ·in the member
states. Kuch of the recent thrust of the industrial policies of European
Governments has been aimed at protecting producers from external shocks due to
import competition or to declining exports. 'J./ With its control of trade
policy, the EC plays a central role in determining the length of the breathing
space offered to such industries. 11 Table 1 shows that the CET has been used
to extend home-market protection to the steel industry and to the textile and
clothing industries. This protection has been· extended through import quotas,
voluntary restraint agreements, minimum import prices, preferential trade
accords, or antidumping duties. Table 3 shows the number of antidumping and
antisubsidy investigations and actions taken by the EC during 1980-82.
The EC has signed the GATT agreement on government procurement, which was
activated in 1981.
The agreement requires government agencies to allow
bidding by foreign firms on major governmental purchases.
The· agreement
established common international procedures for providing information on bids,
opening and awarding. bids, and filing complaints. Signatories provide lists
of those government entities whose purchases are subject to the code .. The
agreement does not apply to leased products, purchases of services,
construct ion
contracts.
national security i terns.
purchases by local
governments, or national security items. The EC has its own set of rules and
procedures for competitive bidding of public contracts awarded by national and
local authorities in the member states. The EC's rules and procedures do not
cover public transport authorities, the production, distribution, arid
transmission of water or energy, and telecommunications services.
The EC has considerable influence over industrial targeting in the member
states through its competition policy powers. The EC's common competition
policy, whose. laws are superimposed on the member states, gives the Commission
wide-ranging powers to halt abuses both by private firms and by national
Governments. Outside the CAP, contr~l of competition rules between the member
states is the Comm.is~ion's most powerful instrument.
The EC's competition powers are based on articles 3 and 85-94 of the Rome
Treaty.
Article 3 calls . on the EC to "institute a system ensuring that
competition in the ·common,.market is not distorted." Articles 85 and 86 of the
'Rome Treaty mandate the EC' s ant~trust policy but apply only to agreements
between firms that. affect tt;"ade. and distort competition between the member
states. They· forbid cartels that fix prices, curb output, or divide markets.
They a.lso forbi d firms that dominate a market to use their position to harm
consumers or competitors. Arti~le 85 confers wide-ranging powers to the EC to
0

!/ For example, France has proposed higher EC tariffs to protect infant
high-tech indus~ries.
West Germany and Denmark have opposed such higher
tariffs.
~/ Lawrence Franko. op. ·cit. • p. ·1 ~
11 Stephen W~olcock.. op. · cit .• _ p. 5.9.
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Tabie 3.,..,-Aratidumping ~rad antisubsidy investigations,
·
Jan.1, 1980-Pec.31, 19$2
1980

lt~m

1981

.•

. .1982

58

lnves~i~ations in pro~res~ at the begiraning of
.
period--~-----~---------------~--------------------:

71

29

Investigations initiated during the period-----------:

25

48 :

Investigations in progress during the period---------:

96

Investigations te~iraated· by:
I•po,ition of definitive dut1------~------------~--:

104

77
:

..

8

46

.
.•·

;

1,0

7.

35

7

..
.

4

.

7

7 •·

1
.

Determination of no

in~ury----~----~---~---~-------:

.

;t.

Other reasons~---------~-----~------,..,----~---------:

-.

6

6

1

1

Total investi,gatiops ter.iniraated durlill? the period,.....,...,-:

67

31

Investigations in progress at the end of the perio~--:

29

46

Provisional duties

impose~

during the per\od--,... ................ -:
:

7

.

.~

..

51
53

18

;J,.O

:

3

:

Source: ···~ir'st Annual Report of the Commi$sioq ·of the E1iropean'communltles
on the community's Anti-Dumping arad Ant;i-subsic;ty Activities," Commission of.
the European Co~unities, CO" (83) 519, Sept. 12, 1983, p. 2. .
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exempt agreements between firms that meet certain criteria.
To combat
structural .. problems .. in. individual' industries, the· Commhsion may condone
agreements. that restrain compet-ition if· they relate to a sector as a whole,
are aimed solely at achieving a coorcHnated reduction. of overcapacity, and do
··not otherwise restrict free.decisionmaki~g by firms involved. Article 86 has
served· as ~ s·pringboard for the Commission's attempts to extend its powers of
control over mergers· between· compan.ies. Article 87 empowers the EC to adopt
any appropriate regulations· to. ~nforce articles ·as· and 86. For example, the
EC can levy fines and lay down rules to ensure compliance with articles 85 and
86.
Under articles 85 and 87, the Commission may invoke a crisis cartel to
force agreements between .firms to. restructure, or it can regulate competition
to i."mplement an orderly restructuring program. The Commission has authorized
eris.ts cartels in the iron, and steel industry under the ECSC Treaty's
article 66 pr ovided that they do not hinder effective competition.
The
commission claims to carefully monitor firms· .that abuse -their dominant
pos~tion and .to apply article 86 judiciously.·
1

;·

. Articles .92 ·and 93. govern state .aids and give the EC extensive power to
regulate iridu'strial policy in the member states. The Treaty states that any
aid that dis.torts or threatens to distqr..t competition' must be covered by
appropriate' EC policy. Article 92 stipulates that any aid granted by a member
state that ·distorts·· or threatens tq distort .. competition by favoring. -certain
firms or production of certain goods is incompatible with the common market if
it· affects trade between the membE!,r st!l~es ... It. also.. out.lines· those aids that
are ·compatible with the common market.
These include, aid having a social
character, aid to promote economic development in areas where the.standard of
living or employment level is very low, aid to promote the execution of
important projects of conunon European interest or to remedy serious
disturbances in the economy of a member state, and aid to facilitate the
development of certain ec.onomic activ:it.ies or of. certain econo111ic areas where
such ··aid does·: not affect t:rading ·conditions in a way that is contrary to
conunon EC interests.
Article 93 empowers the .Conunission tq review all aid
existing in th·e member states and fo decide if a state a.id is compatible with
the cotmnon : market under article 92 or if . such an aid ._:is misused.
The
Commission can order a·member state to abolish or alter an aid. Noncompliance
with the Commission's .:decision is referred. to . the Europea~ Court of Justice
(ECJ). •'

'

I
l
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The CommiSsicfo, 'tiowever, is not aiways success fol in enforcing article 92
prohibitions. Some national subsidies may escape the Commission's scrutiny or
may be implicitly tolerated by the Commission. The Commission has developed
codes of aid for the steel, coal, textiles and clothing, synthetic fibers, and
shipbuilding industries (table 1) that define permissible state aids. Without
aid codes regulating Government subsidies to these industries, many of the
aids given would be illegal under EC laws.
The aid codes are designed to
allow Governments to provide certain subsidies to troubled industries for only
limited periods of time.
When they expire and are not renewed, the EC's
. strict competition rules regulate ,state aids. A state aid must not lead to
increased production capacity; it must be limited to individual cases where it
is justified by the circumstances; it must be progressively reduced and linked
to restructuring plans; and it must not transfer an industry or unemployment
problem fr:om one membet" state to another.
The intensity of aid must be
proportionate to the problem it. is designed to resolve so that distortions to
competition are kept to a minimum.
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State aids that clearly benefit an industry in one member state to the
detriment of a competing industry in another member state are often brought to
the Commission's attention. In this fashion, the Commission may at least be
able to keep abreast of the most visibly offensive state aids. Finally, the
Commission announced in late 1983 that it would stiffen its control of state
aids with member Governments ·that grant their industries unauthorized
subsidies.
The ·Commission has admitted that the incidence of illegal
Government aids has been on the upswing due to the recession, high
unemployment, and intense competition from newly industrialized countries.
Member Governments are under pressure to provide subsidies to industries to
avoid plant closures and worker layoffs. l/ To enforce its latest attempt to
crack. down on illegal subsidies, the Commission announced it will demand the
repayment of any unauthorized state aids from the member Governments to the EC
Table 4 shows the Commission's positions on state aids during 1970-82.
The jump in the number of state aids considered by the Commission reflects the
increased frequency of intervention by the member states in recent years due
to the effects of the economic recession.
Many requests for state aid
approval undergo revisions to meet Commission guidelines. It appears that the
Commission prefers to negotiate modifications of state aids to meet its
criteria rather than forbid them.
Table 1 shows how the EC applies its policy instruments to assist and
regulate five depressed industries in the member states:
steel, coal,
textiles and clothing, synthetic fibers, and shipbuilding. Currently, all of
these industries, except the synethetic fiber industry, are regulated by EC
codes of aid.
Through these codes, the Commission permits certain state
subsidies. to the five industries provided they are accompanied by plans to
restructure and reduce capacity and provid_ed they follow a prescribed set of
strict guidelines to avoid distorting trade among the member countries. Table
1 also shows how the EC uses the CET to provide home-market protection to the
steel and textiles industries and the extent to which all of Europe's
depressed industries benefit from the EC' s various programs and instruments
for subsidized loans and grants.
The section on targeting techniques
discusses the. various methods used by the EC to assist its depressed
industries. A brief discussion of the EC's shipbuilding industry illustrates
how the EC applies its policies to one ailing industry.
The EC has adopted a set of guidelines for member state aids to the
shipbuilding industry. The current directive governing aids to shipbuilding
expires on December 31, 1985. However, given the worsening recession in the
EC' s shipbuilding industL"y, the Commission proposed to the Counc i1 that the
aids code be extended until the end of 1986. Through the aids code, the
Commission concentrates on minimizing national aid levels and requires that
they be granted only if they contribute to necessary restructuring.
The
Commission seeks to monitor efforts to cut capacity in various member states
to insure that the reductions are shared equitably as required by the code of
aids.
The Commission has authorized some member states to grant aid for
limited periods and under certain certain guidelines. Under the terms of the
current aids code, all planned state aid to shipbuilding must be aimed at
serious restructuring to restore competl ti veness, rather than saving jobs in
the short term.
Aids that increase capacity rather than productivity are
strictly forbidden.
!I Europe, November/December 1983, p. 48
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Table 4.--Positions taken by the Commission concerning
State aids, 1970-82 l/

Year

1970-----------:
1971-----------:
1972-----------:
1973-----------:
1974-----------:
1975-----------:
1976-----------:
1977-----------:
1978-----------:
1979-----------:
1980-----------:
1981-----------:
1982-----------:

Total

21
18
35
22
35
45
47
112
137
133
105
141
233

Procedures under
93(2) or art.:
of Dec. 2320
/81 ECSC 3/

.:Approved ii:. art.
. 8(3)
·15
11
24
15
20
29
33
99
118
79
72
79
104

..
...

.

6
7
11
7
15
16
14
13
19
54
33
62
129

Formal negative
published
in the OJ

de~isions

1
3
3
4
2
·2
1
3
2
14
13

l/ Excludes agricultural aids.

The comparable figures following are for
agricultural aids in 1982:
Notified--170; no objections--165; procedures
under Art. 93(2)--8; procedures under Art. 169--2; negative decisions--8; and
notifications on which decisions pending-~21. Also excludes transport aids.
ll Some of these proposed state aids were changed after negotiations between
the Commission and the member state concerned.
11 Completed proceedings. These procedures may have resulted i~ acceptance
of the original proposal, acceptance of a modified proposal, or withdrawal of
the proposal by the member state after it· be.came clear that the state aid in
question was incompatible with the common market.
Source: Twelfth Report on Competition Policy, Commission of the European
Communities, 1982, p. 113.
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Aid from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) ·and the European
Social Fund (ESF) has been granted to various shipbuilding firms or regions in
the member states. ERDF aid for investment in shipyards amounted to only 3.5
million European Currency Units (ECU's) ot· $4.0 million during 1975-81.
Through the Social Fund, the Commission approved applications for aid from the
shipbuilding industry for 11.5 million ECU's ($16 million) in 1980 and 9.5
million ECU's ($10.6 million) in 1981.
Subsidized Loans and Grants
The EC provides a wide variety of subsidized loans, loan guarantees, and
grants shown on table 1. l/ Subsidized loans and grants to aid the EC's less·
developed regions through the European Investment Bank (EIB) and ERDF enable
the EC to assist member states in their own regional policies. Grants from
the European Social Fund offer assistance to redundant workers in the member
states by offering reemployment and resettlement financing.
EURATOM loans
fund projects which reduce the EC's dependence on energy imports and improve
energy use and efficiency. EURATOM loans are discussed in the ·R&D section.
The ECSC provides an extensive set of loan and grant programs to assist the
coal and steel industries in· the member states. These programs are discus.sed
in the section on EC targeting techiques. The EC's grants for research and
developm~nt touch upon all industries· listed in Table 1 as well.
European Regional Development Fund.
The ERDF was founded in 1975 in response to EC enlargement and to the
need to correct the EC's regional imbalances. Managed by the Commission, the
ERDF makes grant aid available to member states by partially reimbursing them
for their own regional expenditures.
It is the only EC body established
solely to ass_ist development in the EC' s les·s developed regions. The Fund is
used to support, coordinate, and steer the regional policies of the member
states for the benefit of the EC as a whole.
The ERDF makes grants for
investment projects, such as infrastructural development, in the member
states' eligible regions. The ERDF' s assistance is not intended to replace
member states' own regional development efforts, but to complemeot them.
Payments from the ERDF are made only after payment of the national aids; the
member states' payments are used as a basis for calculating ERDF assistance.
Other requirements for receiving ERDF grants stipulate that (1) aid be used in
an area or project already assisted by the member Government; (2) a minimum of
10 new jobs be created; (3) the amount of investment be more than 50,000
ECU's; and (4)
investment not be completed by the date on which the
Commission receives the grant application. ll

l/ Report from the Commission to the Council and The European Parliament on
the· Borrowing and Lending Activities of the Community in 1982, Commission of
the European Communities, Brussels, COM (83) 527 final, Sept .. 14, 1982,
p. 15. Total borrowfog by EC organizations to fund the Conununi ty' s loans and
grants rose from $1.1 billion in 1973 to $4.9 billion in 1982.
£! European Regional Development Fund Eighth Annual Report, October 1983.
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ERDF aid is divided into quota and nonquota sections. Th~ quota section,
which consumes over 90 percent of ERDF expenditures, provides an allotment of
aid per eligible member ·state to finance industrial, tourist, and service
sector projects and to help finance infrastructure run by public authorities.
The nonquota section, first implemented in 1982, assists regions that are
experiencing serious industrial decline or are adversely affected by EC
policies. The nonquota section combines a range of initiatives to improve the
economic environment for firms and, in addition, assists SME's. The following
are two examples of these special measures: (1) promotion of development of
the EC' s Mediterranean regions in anticipation of EC enlargement to include
Spain and Portugal• and (2) development of alternative economic activities in
areaa seriously affected by restructuring in the textile, clothing, steel, and
shipbuilding industries. The amount of aid expended by the nonquota section
of the ERDF amounted to 90.5 million ECU's ($88.7 million) in 1982.
A total of 1.8 billion ECU's ($1. 76 billion) was expended in 1982 among
3, 277 investment projects under the quota section. The industry and service
sector projects accounted for $230 million, or 13 percent, infrasztructure
projects
accounted
for
$1.57 billion,
Or 87 percent of
total Fund
expenditures. Grants to infrastructure projects in 1982 again exceeded the
70-percent ceiling laid down by the Commission.
Table 1 shows that ERDF grants under the quota and nonquota sections are
made across a wide variety of industries. The ERDF grants are not targeted to
specific firms or industries, but are used primarily to aid economically
troubled regions in order to help redress the EC's overall regional
disparities. The ERDF funds projects that make a clear contribution to the
development of the region in question and that do not violate the EC' s
competition rules.
European Investment Bank (EIB) and the New Conununity Instrument (NCI)
Since its inception in 1958, the EIB has lent over 16 billion ECU's for
industrial, energy and infrastructure investments in the EC member states. !I
The EIB is a nonprofit banking institution set up by the Rome Treaty as an
integral but independent body within the EC. £1 A permanent dialogue between
the EIB and the Commission helps them both to keep abreast of information on
regional development. An EIB representative participates as an observer at EC
meetings involving regional policy.
One of the EIB's directors is the
Commission's Director-General for Regional Policy. EIB's Board of Governors
is composed of the. finance ministers from all of the EC member Governments.
It appoints and removes members of the Board of Directors and lays down the
Bank's lending and credit policies. The Board of Directors; assisted by a
permanent staff, grants loans and guarantees and fixes interest rates on EIB
loans.
EIB grants long-term loans from its own resources and furnishes
guarantees to enterprises, public authorities, and financial institutions for
projects which (1) stimulate economic development of less prosperous regions9
(2) are of common interest to several member states or the EC as a whole9 and
(3) lead to modernization or conversion of enterprises to overcome structural
!I European Investment Bank, European Investment Bank: Twenty-Five Years,
1958-1983, Luxembourg, 1983.
£1 Fo~ a description of EIB's history, functions, and activities see Sheila
Lewenhak, The Role of the European Investment Bank, London, Croom Helm, 1982.
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problems or creation of new business activities. The majority of EIB loans
are made for industrial investment (to incfease competitiveness), for
development of energy supplies to cut the EC's high dependence on imported oil
(the EC depends on imported oil for 47 percent of its needs), and for
improvement of public infrastructure.
The bulk of the funds required for financing EIB's lending operations are
borrowed
in
financial markets
from
individual nonmembers
and
from
international markets.
The EIB then uses these funds to make loans for
investment projects in the member states that meet its criteria.
The EIB' s lending rates closely follow interest rates in the markets
where it obtains its funds. The Bank makes a loan. only if it is guaranteed by
a member state or by another first-class credit risk. The period of the loan
and the 2 to 5 year grace period before capital repayment begins is dependent
on the type of project and the prevailing conditions of the capital market.
Loans to industry are typically for periods of 7 to 12 years. Infrastructure
projects could qualify for 20-year loans. The EIB can offer borrowers low
interest rates because its own excellent credit rating enables it to obtain
funds at the best possible market rates, and because it works on a
nonprofit-making basis and therefore is able to make loans at advantageous
interest rates. 11
In 1979, to provide the EIB with new resources, the Commission initiated
the NCI, a new method for the EC to raise money to f~nance special projects in
the member states. i_1 The EC uses the NCI to borrow in international and
national capital markets and then transfers those funds to the EIB. The EIB
acts as an agent for the EC by lending funds raised through the NCI to finance
projects deemed eligible by the commission.
These projects include (1)
investment aimed at rationalizing energy uses and replacing oil by other
sources; (2) investment in infrastructure .that ~s of regional or EC interest;
and (3) starting in 1982, productive investment by SME's. These enterprije~
receive 7 or 8 year loans. Infrastructure projects receive 20-year loans.
During 1979-82, approximately 2 billion ECU's in loans were financed from
the NCI. Currently, the Commission is contracting loans for up to 3.0 billion
ECU' s ($2. 9 billion) from the NCI to be issued in two installments. ~/ . NCI
combines the EC' s own credit standing and borrowing capability with EIB' s
experience in project evaluation. Procedures for NCI loans are similar to
those which apply to loans from EIB' s own resources. The main difference is
that for each application, the Bank must first "sk the Commission for its
op1n1on within the Council's guidelines on usage of the funds.
Once
eligibility is established, the Bank's staff then carries-' out its own
customary project appraisal and the Board of Directors decides on loans and
fixes conditions.

ll Finance from Europe~ A Guide to Grants and Loans from the European
Community, Connnission of the European Communities, London, July 1982, p. 8.
£1 The NCI is also known as the "Ortoli facility," after Commission
Vice-President Francois-Xavier ortoli, who initiated the concept of NCI.
~/ European Investment Bank:
Twenty-five years, 1958-1983, European
Investment Bank, Luxembourg, 1983, p. 19.
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The EIB and· the.. European Monetary System. (EMS) have an arrangement
concerning interest subsidies on loans to Italy and Ireland. The EMS was set
up in 1979 to encourage· investment and trade among the ·member states through
greater stability in exchange rates. EMS members agreed to help the economies
of the less prosperous participants, Italy and Ireland, by providing subsidies
on loans made both by EIB and through the NCI.
An interest subsidy of 3
percent annually is paid by the EC budget for investment projects in Italy and
Ireland. The subsidies are intended to increase the amount of loans to these
countries for prior·ity investments. During 1979-83, 181 loans were made under
the EMS, valued at 4. 0 billion ECU' s. During tµis period, interest subsidies
paid out amounted to 800 million ECU's covering 20 percent of all loans. !I
In 1982, total loans· granted by the Bank within the EC amounted to 4. 2
billion ECU's ($4.11 bi'llion), of which $3.4 billion came from the EIB's own
resources, and $774 million came from the NCI. ~./ In 1983, total EIB loans
granted within EC amounted to 5 .. 5 ·billiOn ECU's · ($4.9 billion)--$3.83 billion
came from EIB' s own resources and · $1.07 billion came from the NCI.
EIS
lending for industrial: modernization grew from $1.39 billion in 1982 to
$1.56 billion in 1983· and provided considerable financing for SME'S. ~/ ·
EIB provides · gl'obal loans, or lines of credit, to other financing
organizations
that work at
the regional or national levels.
These
organizations use EIB funds to make a series of smaller loans, subject to
EIB' s normal interv~ntion ·criteria, for its own clients• investments. These
institutions have their ow personnel in the field who have detailed local
knowledge.
Thus, by ·working through them, the EIB can· reach a range of
smaller investments than ·it could efficiently deal with directly.
The
interest rate charged· by participating financial organizations on loans made
from EIB global loan furtds includes a charge for exchange-risk cover and,
where applicable, ·the ri:sk they carry in guaranteeing the loan to the EIB.
Interest rates are ·fiXed for the period of the loan, which are usually for 7
to 8 years. There are ·no 'capital repayments during the first 2 years. !/
In terms of industrial investment, the EIB has channeled 1. 0 billion
ECU's ($980 milliob). t~ eligible projects under the broad heading of
"modernization and· conversion." For example, the EIB has provided investment
support loans to finance Cl) the car industry in southern Italy; (2)
modernization and/or conversion of the steel industries in France, the United
Kingdom, West Germany,· and Italy; (3) the manufacture of cancer treatment
drugs in Italy; (4) satellite-tracking and launching techniques in Italy and

!/ Report from the Cotrimission to the Council and The European Parliament on
the Borrowing and Lending Activities of the Community in 1982, Commission of
the European communities, Brussels, COM (83) 527 final, Sept. 14, 1983, p. 34.
ll Of the NCI loans, 54.3 percent was allocated for infrastructure,
12.6 percent for the energy. sector, and 33.1 percent for the development of
SME~s.

~I European Report, ·Jan·. 24, 1984, p. 3.
Approximately 3,250 small- and
medium-sized firms were helped to set up, expand, or modernize.
!/ Commission of the European Communities, Finance from Europe: A Guide to
Grants and Loans from the ·European Community, London, July 1982, p. 9.
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France; (5) the conversion of a typewriter factory in Italy to manufacture
electronic word-processing machinery; (6) rationalization. to help companies
succeed in certain segments of the textile and apparel sectors; and (7)
development of telecommunications infrastructure in Italy, France, United
Kingdom, and Ireland. l/
Table ;t shows that EIS and NCI loans are wi.dely distributed throughout EC
industries.
.The vast majority of these loans, approximately 85 percent,
finance infrastructure projects; the remaining 15 percent directly financ·e
investment in industries.
As is the case .with other EC aid-giving or
aid-approving rules, the loans must not favor specific industries and must not
increase production capacity in industries where there are structural problems.
European Social Fund (ESF)
Since 1958, the EC has managed the ESF, which is designed to improve
employment
opportunities
for
workers
by financing
reemployment
and
resettlement.
For example, the ESF helps to retrain displaced textile
workers. The ESF aid is also granted for redeployment of workers in the coal
and steel industries and to finance social measures in support of the
restructuring of the steel industry. The ESF was reorganized in 1971 with a
new commitment to give differential assistance to regions with particular
employment problems.
In 1982, the ESF expended 1. 5 bi 11 ion ECU' s
Table 1 shows that grants from the ESF have been
($1.47 billion). £1
distributed across a wide range of industry sectors~
Industrial Research and Development
The EC funds research and development projects, in whole or in part,
covering coal, steel, textiles, footwear·, data processing, information
technologies, biotechnology, nuclear and solar energy, nuclear fusion, and
telecommunications. 31 Most of the EC' s research programs are carried out
through contracts placed by the Commission with· firms and research
institutions in the member states. The ·EC says its R&D aid is not granted on
an industry or sector-specific basis but serves several general objectives.
For example, such aid serves to increase productivity, manage resources, and
avoid duplication of research in science and technology. The EC' s research
and development policy is designed, in many cases, to fund and conduct

l/ The EIS has been active in providing loans to teleconununications projects
because it views telecommunications as infrastructure.
Most of the EIS's
loans to telecommunications have been for infrastructure projects, such as
telephone communications in poor regions of the EC. However, loans granted to
the French postal, telephone, and telegraph authority in 1980 were for
advanced telecommunications sytems.
Similarly, EIS loans to the United
Kingdom
assisted
the
updating
of
the
Post
Office's
computerized
telecommunications system. Sheila ·Lewenhak, op. cit., p. 175.
£1 Commission of the European Communities, Sixteenth General Report on the
Activities of the.European Communities, 1982, p. 125.
II The EIB provides loans and ERDF provides grants for many infrastructure
projects in the member states involving telecommunications.
However, the
Commission's proposal for increasing EC spending and intraEC R&D cooperation
in telecommunications has not met with affirmative Council action.
The
telecommunication industry is still tightly controlled by most member
Governments.
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research that is beyond the· financial means of individual member states. The
Commission also ins is ts that all EC-funded research must be "precompeti ti ve,"
that is, it must be of a preliminary nature with only long-term prospects for
commercial application and exploitation. 11
The EC countries have shown an increasingly active interest in research
and development. Although accounting for 6 percent of the world's population,
Western Europe accounts for 20 percent of total world R&D expenditures. The
EC countries combined have over one million active researcher.s, conducting R&D
work valued at $40 billion.
Over the past ten years, the EC member
Governments' combined R&D budgets have increased by one-third. The EC member
Governments still spend 16 percent less on civil R&D than does the United
States, but they spend twice as much on commercial innovation as Japan. £1
Table l
shows that the EC's R&D activity stretches across all
industries. However; the EC spent only 600 million ECU's ($588 million) on
R&i> in 1982 ,. up from 70 million ECU' s ($83 .5 million) in 1974. The EC' s 1982
R&D spending amounted to just 2 percent of the combined research spending by
the member states. The money spent on research.by the EC in 1980 amounted to
1. 4 percent of member Governments' R&D expenditures and 1. 7 percent of their
civil R&D expenditures .. .~/ In nominal terms, the research appropriations of
.EC institutions have recorded an annual average growth rate of 18. 5 percent
over- the 1975-1981 period, well above the corresponding rate for all EC
countries, which amounted to 12. 5 percent. In 1981, R&D spending by the EC
was 24 percent higher than in 1980, a rate of increase above the average for
the 1975-1981 period. ~/
The EC has been interested in industrial and .energy research since the
creation of the ECSC and EURATOM in 195 7. Up to 1974, when the EC launched
its first research program, it had no general responsibility for R&D, but only
responsibilities in certain sectors, such as coal, steel, and nuclear energy.
In 1974, the EC opened all nonmilitary aspects of research and development to
funding.
one major area of EC research policy is the promotion of its industrial
competitiveness, notably in the steel sector and in the new-technology
industries. The Commission believes that R&D cooperation at the EC level will
enable European industries to improve their competitiveness in international
trade and to exploit the advantages offered by such cooperation on a
continental scale. The Commission's proposalS for increased R&D cooperation
at the EC level are considered a part of its common industrial strategy

11 By promoting cross-frontier research collaboration at a "precompetitive"
stage only, the EC does not risk breaking any of the Rome Treaty• s strict
anti trust rules.
£1 Economist, Apr. 2, 1983, p. 94.
11 Government Financing of Research and Development, 1975-82, Statistical
Office of the European Communities, Luxembourg, 1983, p. 106.
f!/ Ibid.
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outlined in Table 2. Officials in the Commission• s Directorate-General for
Research and Development, however, believe that the t;C' s R&D programs are
independent of the Commission's proposed plan for a common industrial
strategy. They do not believe the EC' s R&D programs are part of a broader.·
strategy to improve Europe's industria~ competitiveness.
EC funding for
research in this area has been increasing during the past 1 years. This trend
is expected to continue given the Commission• s active lobbying of the council
for increased funding for R&D projects.
·
The Commission has proposed a new s~ientific and technological R&D
stL"ategy known as the "FramewoL"k ProgL"am for ReseaL"ch." The Commission• s
proposal would cost 3.8 billion ECU's during 1984-87. Two of the goals of the
Commission's framework program . are to promote industrial competitiveness ·and
to improve the management of energy resouL"ces.
~rojects
that promote
industrial competitiveness include those projects that ~pply new technologies
and products for · traditional industrie.s an<.t thor,;~ that develop new
technologies.
Projects that improve the manage~e~t of energy resources
include those that develop nuclear fission energy, controlled thermonuclear
fusion, renewable energy sources, and rational use of energy. Out of the
proposed budget of 3.8 billion ECU's, 1.0 billion ECU's (28 percent) is
earmarked for promoting industrial competitiven~ss and 1.8 billion ECU' s (47
percent) is earmarked for improving the management of ene~gy resources.
The Commission has put forth three main p~iorities in this new program
for increasing industrial competitiveness: Cl) develop ~armonized industrial
-standards to foster creation of an EC-wide market fqr industrial goods; (2)
modernize traditional industries by applying.new technologies~ such as la~ers,
new materials, and computeriz~d construction methods in· a variety of sectors;
and (3)
promote new technologies, such as information technology and
biotechnology. The Commission feels that i.f the ~G is to keep up with its
foreign competitors, it must coordinate the nation•l research programs and
collaborate in joint efforts to master. basic technologies, such as
microelectronics, especialiy integrated circuits; softw!lre engineering; office
automation; computer translation systems; and industrial robots.
The council has approved in principle the commis~ion•s framework program
for 1984-87 but has yet to approve funding fol" most of the projects involved.
If funding is made available under the Commission• s ~1Jdget, 4 percent of the
EC's budget will be devoted to research by 1987, compar~d with 2.6 percent at
present.
A description of the EC' s coal, steel, and textiles R&D projects is in
the section on targeting techniques.
A discussion of the EC' s efforts in
information technology, biotechnology, and energy research and develop~ent
follows.
The EC and Information Technologies
The EC and member-state firms have developed a new approach to R&D in the
information technology (IT) industry called European Strategic Program for
Research and Development in Information Technologi~s (F;SPIRT). 11 ESPRIT is

11 The IT industry refers to those industries whose products process or
transmit information.
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designed to help the' EC' s IT· industry ·improve its competitiveness in internal
and world markets. · · ES.PRIT '·'began on January 1, 1983 with a 1-year pilot
program followed in 198'4 whh the first 5-year phase of a· 10-year program.
The Commission cont·ribut.es. ·so· percent (or more in some cases) to the cost of
individual research·· projects." : ·ESPRIT ·categorizes the IT industry into five
areas where R&D aid. h·as ··beeri ' ... planned:
advanced microelectronics. software
technology.
advanced 'info.rmation
processing.
off ice
automation.
and
computer-integrated manufacturing. !/
·
..
•·.
Background on ESPRIT
The EC' s trade b:aran~~- in IT products fell from a $1.17 billion surplus
in 1975 to a $5.0 billion defic'it in 1980. One estimate puts the EC's trade
·deficit in IT products at $io.o. b.illion in 1982. Eight out of 10 personal
computers sold in the ~C ar~·imported ~rom the United States. Over 90 percent
of video recorders sold fn· '.the. EC are made in Japan. ~/ European-based
integrated circuit inS,nuf.~ct'urers supply 30 percent of their own . home market
and represent only.13 per~~~t.of-world production. 11
The EC' s growing .!± tr~de deficit and its technological lag behind its
major competitors ·is · iargely attributed to the low level of cross-frontier
business and researc~ co.llaboration among the member countries, absence of
venture capital to pro~ote .. <;re~tion of small-· and medium-sized high-technology
firms, duplication •. ~f ·nati9nal research efforts, nontariff barriers to
intra-EC trade. and public. prqcurement preferences for domestic firms by their
member Governments:.· . _The . . commiSsion. feels · that member Governments and
·companies cannot ,indfvidua1ly reverse the widening trade deficit in II
.products because their" scale. of resources committed to R&D is too small to be
effective.
There 1s a ..consensus in_ Europe that II is an area where EC
industry must· be .co~p~titive enough to .win a larger share of its own and
foreign markets.
Ih~ ~.C believ;es . that IT will be its largest manufacturing
industry by 1990. ~./ . .'As. a ,result, representatives of the largest II companies
in the EC asked the ·commissfon to find a solution to the problem. They warned
that unless a major..cooperative indµstry. program can be mounted at the EC
l'evel, most. or alt" 9f t~e'_ .current IT industry could disappear in a few years•
time. ~/
•
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!I "Prospects for the Development of New Policies:
Research and
Development,
Energy and New Technologies." Bulletin of the European
Communities, May 1983,_p. 3Q ....
'?J Economist. June i~ • 1~'83.; p. 6 5 .
11 "Proposal for .a ~ouncil. Deci·sion Adopting the First European Strategic
Program for Research and Development in Information Technologies." Commission
of the European Communities, Brussels, June 2, 1983, p. 1.
ii Bulletin of the European Communities, op. cit., p. 26.
~/ This group of IT firms includes ICL, Plessey, and GEC in the United
Kingdom; Nixdorff, Siemens, and AEG-Telefunken in West Germany; CII-Honeywell
Bull and CGE in France; 1.Philips in the Netherlands; and Olivetti and STET in
It.aly.
.
.
. . .
.
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Objectives of ESPRIT
The chief goal is to achieve technological parity with,
if not
superiority over; the· United States and Japan. ESPRIT is aimed at providing
the European IT industry with the technological base it will need to achieve
this goal. Kost of the ESPRIT projects must be shared companies or research
centers from two or more member states·. · The EC goal here is threefold: (1)
foster cross-frontier industrial R&D collaboration among member firms and
research centers enabling them to benefit from a 18.rge common reservoir
knowledge that cannot be duplicated at the national level; (2) create common
IT standards, a fu~ler common market for IT products, and a stronger and more
competitive industry; and (3) avoid wasteful duplication of national R&D .
e·fforts.

of

Pilot phase of ESPRIT
The objective of the pilot phase, which was in effect from January 1,
1983 to December 31, 1983, was to prepare the Commission and the participants
for implementation of the first 5-year phase of ESPRIT beginning in 1984. The
pilot phase was conducted on a small scale. The EC paid 11. 55 million ECU' s
($10.23 million) to cover 50 percent of the cost of the research projects.
The pilot phase involved 16 general research areas under which the Commission
selected 38 individual projects out of 200 research proposals.
Preliminary
reports indicate a generally positive response from the more than 80
participating companies and institutions, although problems arose , over
language barriers ~nd divergent working methods.
Table 5 depicts the 16
general projects areas and their budget allotment.
Current phase of ESPRIT
The first 5-year phase of ESPRIT (1984-88) will cost ·a total of 1.5
billion ECU's ($1.3 billion), of which $650 million will be paid directly by
the EC. ESPRIT expenditures will be about 6 percent of the total individual
research effort currently carried out in the EC member states in IT.
EC
funding of IT research and development activities is small relative to the
overall IT industry's R&D expenditures of $5.0 billion annually in the member
states.
ESPi.~T .is .divided into .Type A and Type B projects.
Type A· projects
include iarge- to mediuJD-range R&D activities requiring targe infrastructure
and resources. Type A.projects are viewed as the strategic backbone of ESPRIT
and will receive about 75 percellt of ESPRIT funds.
The Commission may not
subsidize more than 50 percent of each Type A research project.
Type B
projects rely mostly ·on flexible infrastructure and on individual thinking
rat}Jer than on a systems approach.
Type B projects require fewer resources
than Type A projects.
Such projects could range from very long-term R&D to
relatively short-term, highly specialized R&D. The Commission may pay over 50
percent of Type B projects if the contractors have limited financial
resources, as may.be the case with SME's and research institutions. Inclusion
of Type B projects in ESPRIT is impo.rtant to a country such as Belgium, whose
companies and research institutions posse·ss scientific capability but not the
finaricial capability of large companies such as Siemens or Philips. Type B
projects receive 25 percent of ESPRIT funding.
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Table 5:

Item

ESPRIT pilot proje~ts and budget·
(in millions of ECU's)
•,

Amount

Advanced Microelectronics:
Advanced Interconnect for VLSI----------:
High Level Computer Aided Design for
Interactive Layout and Design--------~:
Software Technology:
Portable Common Tool Environment--------:
Formal Specification and Systematic
Program Development---------~---------:
Software Production and Maintenance-----:
Management System ( SPMKS )--------------- :·
Advanced Information Processing:
Advanced Algorithms and Architecture
for Signal Processing--~--------------: .
Knowledge Information Management system-:
Interactive Query System~---------------:
Off ice Automation:
·Functional Analysis of Office
· · Requirements--------------------------:
Multimedia User Interface at the
Office Workstation--------------------:
Local Wideband Communication Systems----:
Office Filing and Retrieval of
Unstructured Information--------------:
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Design Rules for Computer Integrated
Ma nu f ac tu ring Systems--------·---------:
Integrated Microelectronics Subsystems ·
for Plant Automation------------------:
Process arid Production Control Based on :
Real-Time Imaging Systems-------------:
Information Exchange System---------------:
Total---------------------------------:-------------------------------

1.3
2.5
3.1
1.1
.7
.8

1. 5

.s

1.0
2.4
1.4
.5
2.3
1.9

1.4
.6

23.0

Source:
Commission of the European Communities, Communication to the
Council on Laying the Fundamentals for a European Strategic Program in
Research and Development in Information Technology: the Pilot Phase, COM (82)
486, Aug. l3, 1982.
'•
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commercial application and exploitation of ESPRIT research
According to the Conunission, the general guidelines for the conunercial
application and exploitation of ESPRIT research Ej.re the same in. principle as
those of other EC-financed projects. Ownership anc;l right to exploitation. of
any information and industrial property rights resulting from work under
contract (called foreground information) normally resides with the contractors
who make the invention. However, the Commission stipulated a few additional
rules for the pilot phase.
These rules will probably apply to the first
5-year phase of ESPRIT.
Arrangements between contractors must ensure that
each participant in the same project has guaranteed and privileged access to
the results of the work done by the others.
Access for; a project team to
foreground knowledge generated by another team working on a different project
within ESPRIT will also be ar.ranged under; privileged conditions if such
information enables better or quicker .results to be e>l:>tainec;l from the project
that needs it. To promote improved competitiveness in the EC, .companies that
did not participate in a specific project, but that have the ability to use
its results and wish to do so, will have the opportunity to acquire the
rights.
The terms will be negotiated on a commercial basis taking into
account the contributions of the originating parties as well as those of the
EC.
The Commission has
insisted
that
all ESPRIT projects must . be
"precompetitive," i.e .• commercial application and exploitation of the results
of research projects must occur in the long term.
ESPRIT projects are
designed to assist in the research and development of IT products and
processes in their initial stages only.
The Commhsion feels that R&D hi
information technology is sufficiently removed from product development and
marketing to avoid commercial rivalries among participants.
ESPRIT contractors are required to develop or exploit the results of ·
their research findings within a "reasonable amount of time." In case neither
the contractors nor their licensees have taken adequate steps to exploit these
results within a reasonable period of time, the contractors must grant to EC
applicants either licenses or user rights to develop, manufacture, use, or
sell the results of their ESPRIT research. Contractors must also supply, when
required and against additional financial compensation,
technical and
manufacturing information subject to certain provisions.
The Commission's emphasis that ESPRI'J:' participants must exploit their
research findings within a reasona~le amount of time, appears to contradict,
to some degree, the "precompetitive" nature of ESPRIT research.
Policy toward nonmember firm participation in ESPRIT
Conflicting interpretations over nonmember firm participation in ESPRIT
have emanated from Europe.
The Commission characterizes its position on
nonmember firm participation in this way: "Since many companies have complex
relations with non-EC companies which might in some circumstances benefit
ESPRIT, any proposal involving third parties and third party technology will
be assessed on its merits and judged by its overall benefits to ESPRIT." .!/ .· A

11 Commission of the European Conununities, communication to the Council in
Laying the Foundations for ESPRIT:
the Pilot Phase, August 13, 1982.
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Commission-organized committee -will judge the share and input of any foreign
participation . in ESPRIT.
Foreign companies may be allowed to participate if
their operati'ons· employ and 'produce in Europe and if their proposed research
is conducted ·in ·Europe.
A member Government energy official reportedly
insisted that only European.:..owned companies and institutions should be
·.eligible for ESPRIT grants.
However, EC Industry Commiss.ioner Davignon and
his spokesman· apparently convinced those concerned about foreign participation
in ESPRIT that· although EC-owned companies will be the major beneficiaries,
other foreign-owned companies . should not be excluded, provided the projects
involved are carried out i"n the EC.
If a foreign subsidiary in Europe has
expertise to offer ESPRIT participants, its participation will not be ruled
out.
An ITT subsidiary in Belgium was reported to have participated in the
pilot phase' oF ESPRIT.
It remains to be seen if foreign companies will be·
permitted to partfcipate in the first 5-year phase since the Comrnission is
still in the process of receiving applications for research grants, and
decisions have_ye~ to be made.
The EC and Biotechnolog~
In 1982, the Commission started a new research program in biotechnology
aimed at promoting EC industrial competitiveness. Biotechnology is defined as
the application of scientific and engineering principles to the processing of
materials by biological agents to provide goods and services. Aid is carried
out by means ()f shared-cost research . contracts concluded between the EC and
the member sta~es • .· private or public organizations, · such as national
laboratories.
The .EC' s . goal in subsidizing such research is to stimulate
biotechnology work in fields where the EC's major rivals already have a good
lead.
The project~· involve both specific research and training of EC
scientific personnei. These projects are designed to make basic discoveries
in modern biology, so that the EC can match the rest of the world in
formulating improved _agricultural and bioindustrial products.
During the
first phase of th)s research· program, from 1981 to 1983, the EC contribution
8.mounted to _$7 .0 million and was confined to research on food production.
Research in the second phase, from 1983 to 1985, will cost the EC $6.0 million
and will extend to all industrial fields, especially pharmaceuticals.
EC and Energy
Approximately 72 percent of the EC's research funding goes to energy R&D,
which includes conventional, nuclear and other sources of energy. Energy R&D
expenditures by the 10 member Governments amount to approximately 11 percent
of their combined R&D spending. Energy has been given a high priority by the
EC due to Europe's high level of import dependence in this sector.
The EURATO~ T~~aty call~ on the members to develop research and encourage
industrial initiatives in the nuclear fields. l/ The EURATOK Treaty empowers
the Commission .to make loans. for projects that reduce the EC' s dependence on

l/ For more; infor~ation· on EC cooperation in nuclear research see
Peter Cofffey, ed., Main Economic Policy Areas of the EC, The Hague,
Kartinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1983, pp. 40~42.
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oil imports by promoting the use of nuclear energy. 11 According to article 4
of the EURATOM Treaty, "the Commission has the responsibility of promoting and
facilitating nuclear research in the member states and of complementing them
by research and training programs undertaken by the EC." Loans are extended
to nuclear power stations and industrial installations based on the nuclear
fuel cycle. 2/ The EIB administers EURATOM loans. The loans . cover up to
20 percent of the total cost of a project.
Interest rates and repayment
periods reflect prevailing capital market conditions at the time the loan is
made.
In addition, the EC funds demonstration projects that employ new
methods to improve energy efficiency and to .exploit solar and geothermal
energy sources and the liquefaction and gasification of coal. The cost of
these demonstration projects are shared by the EC and the contractor. The EC
finances between 25 and 49 percent of the total cost for energy saving
projects; for alternative energy demonstration projects, the EC finances up to
40 percent. Th~ terms of EC financing are dependent on the extent to which
the project may be exploited commercially. The EC also provides loans to
assist projects that help to secure EC supplies of oil and natural gas.
Eligible projects must promote technological development in oil and gas
prospecting, extracting, storage or transport.
The EC provides up to
40 percent of the cost of these projects, which are usually up to 3 years in
duration. Financing is repayable if the project is exploited commercially.
Finally, a small amount of aid is available from the EC to encourage
prospecting in the member states. 11
F;URATOM sponsors the Joint Economic Research Center (JRC) with research
labs in four member states to conduct EC-funded research in solar energy .. The
Joint European Torus (JET) project in thermonuclear fusion is another
EC-coordinated and EC-funded research undertaking.
JET is an experiment~l
plant .~stablished in the United Kingdom in 1978 to develop a fusion reactor.
According to the Commission, the JET project holds out the long-term promise
of abundant energy supplies but with research efforts that will be long and
costly. The Commission maintains that no cominercially exploitable research is
to be expected from the JET project for some decades. All fusion research in
the EC is coordinated by the Commission.
A majority of such research is
fu~ded jointly by the EC and the member Governments. !I
,!/ Commission of the European Communities, Report from the Commission to the
Council and the European Parliament on the Borrowing and Lending Activities of
the Community in 1982, COM (83) 527 final, Sept. 14, 1983, p. 9. Between 1979
and 1982, the Commission loaned $784 million for EURATOM projects. On Mar. 5,
1983, the Council empowered the Commission to contract EURATOM loans up to
$1.96 billion.
~I Commission of the European Communities, Finance from Europe:
A Guide to
Grants and Loans from the European Community, London, July 1982, p. 10.
11 Ibid.
!I According to Peter Coffey, some EURATOM research programs have not
succeeded. Member states have generally preferred to pursue national policies
and to maintain market divisions. Most of the common research has remained at
a preindustrial stage. As a result, the main needs of industry have had to be
supplied by U.S. technology. In recent years, the Commission has been trying
to develop an EC energy strategy.. One result of th is has been to extend
nuclear research under the EURATO" Treaty to non-nuclear sectors.
Peter
Coffey, op. cit., p. 41.
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small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SME's)
The EC has an active interest in promoting the business development of
SME's in the member states. The Commission's contends that SME's are a source
of
and a vehicle for innovation,
especially in the fields of IT,
biotechnology, energy technology, flexible manufacturing systems, aµd new
materials. The EC views SME's as being adept at exploiting new technology in
its early phases and at expeditiously developing and marketing new products.
At the same time, SME's have limited access to capital markets, limited fixed
assets, and inadequate security to offer creditors.
Therefore, the EC has
developed a. policy to funnel aid to SKE'=s. The Commission has a unit that
helps .firms, especially smaller firms, to enter into cooperation agreements or
cross-border mergers.
The year 1983 was declared by the European Parliament
the "Year of the Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises" to focus more atfention
on the value of SKEs' contributions to EC economic development. !/ Table 1
shows· tl~at EC policy towards SME' s primarily involves exemptions granted from
Ec· competi.tion rules for certain cross-frontier business collaborations and
grants and loans from the various aid-giving bodies.
The Rome and Paris Treaties forbid agreements between . companies· that
seek to restrict competition.
However, the Commission does not. object to
agreements between firms with small turnovers and a limited .share of the
market. To help SKE's to innovate, to extend their buying and selling power,
and to achieve economies of scale, the Commission permits them, under special
arrangements, to enter into exclusive representation and specialization
agreements.
New arrangements are being drawn up to allow sm.aller firms to
enter into certain kinds of patent licensing agreements. In addition, blanket
exemptions to the agreements ban have been granted in areas especially useful
to SKE's. These include joint-market studies, use of statistics, research and
development, joint advertising, and subcontracting.
These exemptions have
recently been extended to include joint manufacturing agreements between
~KE' s.
The Commission investigates state aids to industry to guard against
distortions of competition that would harm SKE's. The Commission is favorably
dispose~ to the SKEs' receiving appropriate aids, such as access to credit,
research and development, and technical assistance in business and management
methods.
Furthermore, the Commission allows member Governments' public
procurement
policies
to favor
SME's,
provided there is no national
discrimination.
The EC has been increasing its loans and grants to SME's.
The EIB
reserves the largest share of its global loans for SME's. £1
Through
financial institutions, priority is given to firms with fewer t6an 500 workers
which are not dependent on a larger company for more than one third of their
capital.
~n 1982, the EIB made 1, 200 loans, covering up to one half of the
capital cost of projects. Their total value was 455 million ECU's
!I Commission of the European Communities, Small- and Medium-sized
Enterprises and the Craft Industry in the EC, Brussels, 1983.
£1 The bulk of the EIB' s global loan finance has been used to assist. the
integration of SME' s
into regional development plans and large-scale
industrial pi:ojects.
Hany small loans in southern Italy, for example, have
gone to small chemical and synthetic textile manufacturers, to motor car
component firms, and to producers of glass and ceramics.
These loans
paralleled efforts to promote the development of large chemical and plastic
complexes, metal works, and construction projects in southern Italy. Shel la
Lewenhak, op. cit., Chapter 12.
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($446 million), compared with 54 million ECU's ($61.6 million) in 1977. Other
global loans from the EC include loans for reconversion of coal and steel
areas, that can be especially useful to SME's, and loans from the NCI which
began in 1982.
Between 1975 and 1982, ERDF gave grants to 4 ,000 small
projects which cost no more than $10 million each. These grants represented·
94 percent of ERDF's investment in the manufacturing sector. The ERDF can pay
up to 20 percent of an industrial, craft, or service project in struggling
regions, so long as at least 10 jobs are created or maintained and the
national Government also contributes. From 1979, projects that cost less than
50,000 ECU's have been accepted as part of global applications. ERDF action
is increasingly directed towards developing. the local resources of poorer
regions, notably through SME's.
In addition, money is being invested to
improve the economic environment of regions badly hit by the decline of the
steel and shipbuilding industries, regions likely to experience difficulties
because of the .southern enlargement of the EC, and reg ions on the border of
Ireland and Northern Ireland. Here again, SKE's are expected to benefit from
an infusion of ERDF aid.
In . these areas, apart from normal investment aids,
the ERDF supports projects that aim to encourage the spread of new technology,
pass on market information, and improve access to financial markets. It also
sponsors the employment of management or market consultant firms and the
establishment of joint ·services by groups of companies. This kind of aid is.
soon to be extended to new areas, notably those affected by the decline of the
textile industry. At the same time, it will be supplemented by an "economic
stimulus" aid.
This represents a new initiative in the field of public
assistance.
The aim is to forge closer links between business at the
grassroots and the public authorities, distributors of new technology, and
potential markets.
Finally, the ERDF is going. to develop its interest rate
subsidy programs to make existing loans more attractive, whether they come
from the EIB, NCI, or ECSC. The first development of this kind is expected in
areas affected by the decline of the steel industry.. SME • s are expected to
benefit from these new initiatives.
The ESF may subsidize an SME's modernizatio~ of its management and
production techniques. The ESF gives priority to job creation undertakings by
firms employing fewer than 25 persons. It also cofin!lnces programs and pilot
projects for management and professional training, with a bias toward the
needs of SME' s.
The ESF is planning to aid SKE' s in two ways:
(1)
by
retraining workers to cope with new technologies; and (2) by giving technical
help and advice on marketing, mobilization of capital, accounting, business
and employment law, and job creation prospects through local development
officers who can advise SME's that lack large and specialized staffs of their
own.
rn research and development, existing EC programs are underway in
industrial sectors where SKE's are well represented, such as in leather and
footwear and textiles and clothing. ESPRIT is open to SME's dealing in IT.
In 1983, the Commission proposed to the Council its plan to open a new
loan program, called a. "European innovation loan," for all SME' s suffering
financial hardship. !I
A special NCI tranche of 100 million ECU's
($90 million), in addition to grants totaling 20 million ECU' s ($18 million)
from budget resources, would be used to finance this proposed loan program.
The proposed program must await Council action.

!I Commission of the European Communities, Proposal ·for a Council Decision
Empowering the Commission to help finance Innovation with the Community,
Brussels, June 7, 1983.
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French Industrial Policy and

Target~ng

Since the Second World War, the French Government has probably been more
directly involved in allocating resources within its economy than the other
major Western European Governments. This involvement has often taken the form
of government planning and ~wnership of major industrial and service sectors.
The end of World War II saw French industry mostly destroyed and the
output of the economy a'.t less than half the 1913 level. However, from this
extremely poor beginning, the French economy sprang back to become the fastest
growing of the EC member states' economy during,the period 1946-1973. Kuch of
this rapid growth was to be expected. The population by and large maintained
the high skill levels· characteristic of developed countries, whereas the stock
of capital in the country had fallen to levels characteristic of developing
countries. The consequent need for investment set the stage for an extended
period of high emplojment growth. Also, France, like west Germany and Japan,
was able to take advantage of new technology' in the process of rebuilding.
Nevertheless, many observers 'attribute much of France's postwar growth to the
French system of ·economic planning. !I
These observers argue that this
system, which took the form of co·nsensus building among Government, labor, and
industry. helped to overcome 'the pessimistic economic outlook that prevailed
in France in the late 1940' s ·and early 1950' s.
The French system of indicative planning consists of planning through a
loose framework of Government initiatives. This type of planning, in sharp
contrast to Soviet-style command planning, is based on consultations among all
the major economic decisionmakers--representatives of indu·stry, trade un.ions,
Government departments,<.· and the Planning Commission. '$_/
Although the
Government prepares the pl.an after consulting with the private sector, the
plans are not binding on p'rivate business. However, the Government actively
promotes the plan's objectives through administrative guidance and through the
use of credit, taxation, and subsidies.
Although this method o.f planning lasted until the early 1970' s, the scope
of the plans changed. as the economy was rebuilt, as France became more
integrated with the rest of Europe, and as French world commerce grew. For
example, the first thr~·e plans (1946-61) have been described as plans to
reconstruct the war-damaged ~conomy. The first plan (1946-51) directed public
and private capital· to key damaged industries to open bottlenecks in the
supply system.
The p,~an specified six basic sectors for attention--coal,
steel, transport, agricultural machinery, cement, and electricity. The second
and third plans (1952-61) were designed to convince pessimistic economic
agents that growth would ,,continue.
The high growth that took place under
these first three plans is often held up as proof of the effectiveness of the
planning process.
Of course, determining how much these plans actually
contributed to growth is difficult. In fact, the plans may even have retarded
growth to some extent by distorting resource allocations from those activities
that might have received i~vestment.funding in an unfettered market.

11 Saul Estrin and Peter. Holmes~ French Planning in Theory and Practice, G.
Allen and Unwi·n, 1983; C. J. F. Brown, "Industrial Policy and Economic
Planning in Japan and France," National Institute Economic Review, August
1980, pp. 59-75;
Peter A. Hall, "Economic Planning and the State:
the
Evolution of Economic Challenge and· Political Response in France," Political
Power and Social Theory, 1982, pp. 175-213.
£1 J. R. Hough, The French Economy, Holmes and Meier, 1982.
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Unlike the first three plans, which were usually limited to specific
supply problems, tpe fourth plan (1959-65) was more ambitious.
It provided
investment targets and a growth strategy for the entire economy. The fourth
plan also contained detailed disaggregated projections and provided a
consistent framework for medium-term economic policy. one of the reasons for
the plan's growing . comp le xi ty was the importance of foreign trade to the
previously sheltered. economy.
At the time the plans were formulated, the
Government felt that the tariff cuts anticipated from the Kennedy round of
trade negotiations and from the advent of the EC required greater government
intervention.
By the time of the fifth plan (1966-70), the question of the
international competitiveness of French firms had become paramount.
U.S.based multinational companies were perceived as a threat to French firms in
both domestic and foreign markets.
The planners believed that several
constraints on French industry reduced their ability to compete against these
and other foreign producers. Specifically, t~ey focused on the lower rates of
investment growth in French industry compared with such growth in other
advanced countries a~d ~lso on the small size of most French firms.
Consequently, the fifth plan contained three new tactics:
(1) ·to encourage
mergers and cartels, (2) to exempt certain firms from regulations to obtain
certain desired behavior regarding investment, including spending on research
and development CR&D), and (3) to concentrate capital investment in a small
number of high-technology projects.
The last tactic led to the policy of
promoting and sometimes creating one or two firms of international scale in
each industry.
These firms could be either in the public sector (oil,
chemicals,. aircraft, and construction) or in the private sector (s.teel,
computers, and shipbuilding).
The sixth (1971- 75) and seventh (1976-80) plans were much more modest
than their predecessors. They called for the state to continue to intervene
in a small number of high-technology sectors .including computers, electronics,
telecommunications, machinery, and chemicals. Some of these efforts were at
least technically successful--Concorde supersonic transport, Airbus, and the
the high-speed trains--but their commercial success at best remains in doubt.
Many other projects failed both technologically and commercially.
For
example, neither the Plan Calcul to establish an internationally competitive
computer industry nor the Plan Siderurgie to modernize and rationalize the
steel industry have yet succeeded.
The eighth plan (1981-85) was delayed by the Socialist Party victory in
the 1981 elections. However, an interim plan was announced in 1982 and 1983~
reinforcing the · Government's objectives of modernizing basic industries,
increasing
competitiveness
in
process
industries,
and
promoting
new
technologies.
Industrial Policy
In addition to economic planning, another initiative begun before the
Second World War and accelerated rapidly "1-fterward was the direct Government
ownership of industrial and financial companies. A major justification of the
early postwar nationalizations was the former pro-Vichy involvement of the
companies. During 1944-47, the Government nationalized the electricity, gas,
and coal industries, the Bank of France, four deposit banks, 32 insurance
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companies, and the Renault car company.
From this beginning, the French
Government has continued to participate directly and indirectly in private
industry and in financial institutions through trade, tax, financial, and
competition policies.
Industrial policy:

1945-73

In the early years, rebuilding the economic infrastructure and changing
basic industries were the main objectives of government industrial policy.
However, other objectives have gradually predominated.
In the 1960' s, for
example, the Government became involved in many large-scale high-technology
projects for reasons of national security and prestige. Another reason for
the emphasis on large-scale projects in the 1960's was that the French economy
was beginning to feel the competitive effects of the common market and the
tariff reductions of the Kennedy round.
French industry was competing
increasingly with foreign products· both at home and abroad. This period saw
the formulation of large-scale government-financed projects in atomic energy
and aerospace, and also the development of large-sector programs such as Plan
Calcul in computers and Plan Compos ants in semiconductors.
In addition to
Government
financing,
these
sector
programs
included R&D subsidies,
preferential procurement in Government contracts, and trade protection.
Industrial Policy:

1973-81

Another major period of industrial policy change came with the oil price
shock of 1973 and 1974, and the resultant painful economic adjustment it made
necessary for oil-importing countries. This adjustment has probably been more
difficult for France than for other EC member states, because at the time of
the oil price increase, France was importing approximately 75 percent of its
primary energy supplies compared with 55 percent for the average EC member
state.
The years since 1974 can be divided into three distinct periods. The
first period began with the oil price rise and extended until 1976. During
this period, the Government pursued expansionary policies leading to the rise
in Gross Domestic Product and industrial production. However, the increased
consumption of this period led to a deterioration in the balance of payments
and a devaluation of the franc.
The second period began when Prime Minister Barre took office in 1976.
His new Government was dedicated to reducing state involvement in the
economy.
His methods included strengthening private French firms at the
expense of the public sector and freeing and modernizing the financial
markets, setting up indirect controls over economic growth and inflation, and
easing the heavy hand of the state on the private sector. The primary tool of
industrial policy during this period was a system of specialized financial
intermediaries directed by Government committees.
These intermediaries
provided low-interest loans primarily to up-and-coming high-technology
companies, but also to badly injured heavy industrial enterprises, especially
steel producers.
The economic performance of this period was poor, with
continued slow growth and high unemployment.
This poor performance
contributed to the downfall of.the Barre government in May and June 1981 and
the election of the socialist party's President Francois Mitterand.
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Industrial policy since 1981.
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The third (and' present) ·policy period began with the election of the
Ki tterand Government. His gove.rnpient ~eversed the economic policies of Prime
Minister Barre. .It nationaliz~d... c36 ··banks and 5 larg~ industrial groups and
increased the Government's role in the French economy. !I Under the current
'industrial- policy, ·the Government expanded its direct parti.cipa_tion in the
economy through 'na'tionalized ·companies·: · The·· current Government hopes to use
the large · nationalized companies as engines to encourage growth and
modernization and to reconquer the national market .

. ;· ·:
The 1981 nationalizations
Although the 1981 nationalizations greatly increased the Government's
ownership of industry, extensive ownership· of priva~e-sector comp~nies is
hardly new in France. Even before the 1981 nationalizations, the Government
owed
key
enterprises
in
petroleum,
comp1,1t~rs
and
aerospace,
telecormnunications, electricity, . ga~, . .r.ailr;-9ads, seaports.· and ·.airports,
potash, lignite, and coal.· According to__ one .esti~ate, from. the Second World
War until the mid-1970' s, th·e st'ate. acqui.re~i.i:n!ljori ty s.hareholdings., in about
500 industrial and cormnercial companies ·and. a minority shareholding in over
· 600 others. £1 When 36 banks and 5 major industrial groups were nationalized
in 1981, the Government greatly extended its already-large holdings in·
industry. Now more than one-half of all industrial investment takes place in
state-owned ·companies, and nearly one out of every four French workers . is
employed in these companies.
Oat~. ~u~ariz~ng
the effect of the 1981
nationalizations _are displayed in ~~bl~ ·6. ·
·
Twelve competitive sector iroup~:-.-·_..:i~geth~·r, both th;· new and old
nationalized companies are supposed to form 12 key compet~tive sector groups.
For each group, the Government provides financing from the budget and from the
banking sector, and in exchange, negotiates a "p~a~~ with the group. The plan
links the group to the state's larger e~~nomic policies on research,
employment, training, and f9reign .t.ra.~e·.:.-: ;~··'·: .
'·
,. •: .,.
Because only· one of the compan~es .<compagnie Generale d'Electr-icite') had
a pt"ofit in 1982' and because of . undet"'-investment in the years before the
nationalizations; financing the 12 groups· has t;>een a costly undertaking for
the Govel'nment.. In 1982, the Government c.ontributed 9.9 billion francs ($1.3
billion.) to -the 12· groups". ·· Iri ·i983' th1s .w~s ''increased to 20. 53. billion francs
c$2.3 billion).
of this','15.16'billion fra~cs <$1.7 billion) came from the
Goverment's budget, and the remainder was to be provided by· the nationalized
banks and ft"om other sources .. The details of the.1983 funding are presented
in table 7. The level of funding in 1984 is expected to remain about the

11 The five newly nationalized industt"ial gro~ps are Pechiney Ugine
Kuhlmann, Thomson-Brandt, Compagnie Generale d'Electri~ite, Saint-Gobain, and
Rhone-Poulenc.
£1 Jean Chardon net, La Poli tigue Economigue Interieure Francaise, Dalloz,
Paris, 1976.
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Table 6.--Extent of State-owne4 enterprises in the French
and after the 1981 nationalizations

Econ~my

before

(In percent)
Item

industry
including
energy

··\

Industry
excluding
energy

...

Employment
state-owned enterprises before 1981

national~

.:

ization----------------------------------~-----:

10.8

6.4

state-owned enterprises after 1981 nationalization----------------------------------------:

22.7

.18.9

15.7

8.9

28.9

24.4

...
State-owned
enterprises
before 1981
ization------":"
_______________
..;. ____ ..;.national__.__________ :
State-owned ente~prises after 1981 national-"
ization-------------1------~----------------~--:

.
•.

Exports·
.

;,

state-owned enterprises before 1981

national~

...

ization-------------------~--~-~---------------:

state-owned enterprises after 1981

12.3

12.2

national~

ization---------~--~---~-----------------------:

31.4

: Value added
ization-------------------------------------~--:

nationa~-

ization------------~~-~-~~---~-----------------:

..

32.1
.

...

state-owned enterprises before 1981 nationalState-owned enterprises after 1981

...

17.3

8

29.9

22.5

Source: Andre . de Lattre and llichel Pebereau, Politique Bconomique de la
France, Primiere Partie, Institute d'etudes Polltique de Paris, 1?83, p. 117.
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Table 7,--Proposed funding. of 12 nationalized
l:ludgetary
endowments

Activity

Group

Sacilor------------:
Usinor-------------:
Pechiney Ugine
Kuhlman.
Rhone-Ppulenc------:
Renault------------:
Thomson Brandt-----:

grou~s,

Participatory:
shar;es. and
loans 11

Billion·

Billion ·

francs·

francs·

Steel-----~--:

3.51
2.95

1q.uminum-----;

2 .40' :

Chemicals----:
Automobiles--:

1.00

0.60
.65

Telecomu~-

1.10

.• 75

Steel---.:..----:

nications.
Cll-Bull-----------: Computers
Cdf-Chimie---------: chemi!!aJ.s
Companie Generale
Heavy ehctri<;al,..
d'Electricite.

1983

l.?O

~/

.40

!I .50

.82

.70

.13

. 71

..

Billion · "
francs

i.t 0.25

1.50

Saint Gobain-------: Glass
SNECMA-------------: Aeroengineering.
EMC----------------: Mining-------:

Other

• 75

,30

.25

l/ rarticipatory loans· are low.:..interest loans from the natiqnalized banks
whose repayment hinges on the firm's performance, i.e., if the firm does
poorly, .repa~ent is not requireq. Participatory shares represent a means bJ
which the more profitable nationalized companies can Qnce agaJn raise fund~ on·
the stock market. ',they are nonvoting shares issued by the companies and
bought by individuals, Interest is in part fixed and in part indexed to the
variation in the eo~pany's turnoyer.
ll Reduced electricity prices from Electricite de Fran~e.
}/ Remittance of penalties owed to P,T.T.
!I Research credits.
Source:
the

U. s. Department of s~ate, ''Management an(!
Industries," Aug. 17, 1983.

Nat~onalized

Fine.~e ial

Proble~s

of
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same.
Also, as. in tlw 2 previous years, · the largest recipients will be the
steel, chemical, and automot i_ve enterprises .
. .Nationaiizations and industrid "'policy.--Whereas before 1981 industrial
policy emphasized in.direct financial measures to promote industry, since 1981,
indu!;trial policy has involved an extensive direct role of the Government in
the economy. Another 'major change from the previous Government seems to be a
movement away from emphasizing primarily new-technology growth industries as
recipients of state aid t.oward a broader orientation where new technology
growth industries share the center stage with older established industries.
These fundamental changes have resulted in an industrial policy with three
ilia in thrusts: modernizing the basic industries, increasing the international
competitiveness of processing industries, .and promoting new technologies.
!

.

.

Modernizing
the
basic
industries .--For
these
sectors
(steel,
shipbuilding, _petrochemicals, and nonferrous metals) industrial policy aims to
. promote capacity shrinkage and modernization.
For example, the French steel
industry has been an especi_ally large recipient of state aid since 1976 and
1977 when the EC' s steel-restructuring efforts were begun.
In 1978, Prime
Minister Barre partially naUonalized the two largest companies, Usinor and
Sac ilor, and took over the. long-term debt of approximately 40 billion francs.
In subsequent years until 1981, the Government tried to promote a gradual
capacity shrinkage of the. industry by providing for early retirements of
workers, high ·severance pay, . financial assistance to help immigrants return
home, and investments to create new jobs.. The total cost of these efforts is
estimated to have been about 30 billion francs. The effect of the effort was
to reduce employment from 160,000 workers in 1975 to 97,000 workers in 1981 .
. __ -s~_q.ce .. 1981, Usinqr a·nd. Sacilor have ·been completely nationalized.
The
-: 'government's 19.82-86 steel . plan .called for new shutdowns and a cut of 12 ,000
' .)obs·.
The pl,an alsc:>. envi.sioned a . corresponding labor adjustment cost of 2
·.·- biilion · francs per year ·and modernizing ·investments of 9 billion francs· for
;'''usinor ~nd .8.5'billion. fr.ancs ~or Sacilor during .1982-86.
_;:

..... .

the
international
competitiveness
of
processing
(textiles,
clothing,
footwear·
and
leather,
and
industries.--For th.ese . sectors.
.. .
,
machine tools), industrial policy_ seeks to promote associations of domestic
producers to improve the quality and functioning of the sector, to increase
R&D spending, and to promote new investment. An important example is the 1982
clothing/textile plan. of the French Government. This. plan called for seeking
~·'st.ranger 'pr~t~ction from 'imports by strengthening the· Multifiber Arrangement
of the GATT, reducing social security taxes for employers, promoting
modernization,
and
providing financial aid to enterprises.
Regarding
modernization, the French Government has launched a promotion campaign for the
sales of French goods and has established an association for the textile
industry to coordinate joint research and other projects to benefit the
sector. The Government has also committed 1.2 billion francs to the effort.
}

Promoting
new
technologies.---For
the
data-processing,
aerospace,
microelectronics, telecommunications, and bio-technology sectors, industrial
policy aims to channel more government and banking system resources to
research and development activities and to promote large-scale technological
development progt"ams so that Franch new-technology industries will be better
positioned to compete against the United States and Japan.
The principal
program in these areas is the Programme Plurame en Faveur de la Filiere
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Electronic, a plan to expand the telecommunications, corqputer, electronics,
and related industries. The plan is to increase the annual growth in national
electronics production from 3 to 9 percent, reverse the unemployment trend in·
other industries by creating new jobs, improve the balanc~ of payments, and
maintain technological independence through development of integrated circuits
and computer technology. Regarding the resources for carrying out the plan,
the Government proposes to increase the proportion of official R&D electronics
funding and to launch a nationwide campaign to promote the usage of
electronics in all areas of industry.
Further, the state's plan calls for
investing 140 billion francs in the electronic sector, 85 billion francs from
the private sector, and 55 billion francs from the Gove~nment. Most observers
agree that these targets are unlikely to be met.
The tools of industrial policy
The most important tools of current French industrial policy are large
Government expenditure increases for R&D, and guidance of the nationalized
banking network's resources to the targeted industries.
In addition, the
Government has changed the tax code to promote savings, and it has increased
restrictions on certain imports. Furthermore, the Government has continued to
promote inward foreign investment to give France continu~d access to foreign
high-technology activities.
Home-Market Protection
France has changed dramatically from being one of the most protected
markets for manufactured products in Europe to being one of the most
accessable. The turning point was the advent of the ~C in 1958. Before this,
foreign trade was a smaller proportion of national income in France than in
any other major European country.
High tariffs, quotas, ~nd a generally
inward-looking policy orientation prevailed. However, from 1958 to 1973, the
French market was opened rapidly.
For France, joining the EC and reducing
trade
barriers
was
considered
the
cause
of
increased
industrial
specialization, interindustry trade, and increased concentration. !I
Trade is now very important to the French economy.
In 1981, French
exports plus imports were equivalent to one-third of the national income.
About one-half of French foreign trade is with other members of the EC. West
Germany is by far the most important s~ngle trading partner of France. The
largest non-EC trading partner is the United States.
+n 1,981, the United
states accounted for 5 percent of France's exports and 8 percent of its
imports.
Aside from energy, most French trade deficits occur in industrial capital
goods such as engineering products and industrial electronic equipment
(table 8).
Another area of significant import penetration is household
appliances.
France's manufacturing export strength rests primarily in
automobiles, shipbuilding, aircraft, and weapons.
!I

Hough, Op. Cit., pp. 197-205.
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Tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade '
France's tariffs ·are established by agreement with. the other members of
the EC.
Also, France is restricted from taking certain protective trade
actions because · it is a signatory to the GATT. Within the EC, France has
usually favored 'protecting certain industries.
For example, in the 1977
Multifiber Arrangement · negotiations, France led the EC in broadening the
coverage of the agreement. ·France also took the lead in establishing a common
EC policy to protect and restru~ture the European steel industry.
One major exception to the above policy of. acting in concert with the EC
is the French restriction on imports of Japanese autos. In 1977, the French
Government decided to restrict the share of automobiles from Japan to 3
percent of national French automobile sales. 11
The French authorities
enforce this restriction through administrative guidelines to importers. In
April 1982, the measure was extended to French overseas territories, where the
share of car imports from Japan was limited to 15 percent of internal sales.
Government procurement
. In 1980, the French public procurement market was worth $51 billion. The
central Government represented $19 billion, local government $7.6 billion, and
the nationalized industries (such as Air France, the railroad corporation,
public utilities, and state aircraft manufacturers), about $24 billion. Since
1981, the amount of procurement included in the nationalized sector has
probably at least doubled.
The French Government ha.s us·ed procurement policies in the past to help
national firms in certain· industries achieve efficient market size and to
force reorganizations of domestic producers. These procurement practices work
directly and through the· nationalized firms~ There are many examples of both.
Direct:
Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique (CII).--CII was
greatly aided by the . sectoral plan for computers, called the Plan Calcul,
initiated in April· 1976.
The Plan Calcul's objective was to establish a
national champion in the computer indu·stry. ~_/ To this end, the French
Government proposed-to channel more than 1 billion francs to CII over 5.years

11 As a general rule, a member Government's bi lateral trade arrangements
with foreign suppliers must. be sanctioned by the Commission.
In certain
cases, when a"bilateral arrangement between a member and foreign country does·
not affect the interests of other EC members or the orderly functioning of the
common market, such an arrangement is not challenged.
~./
The creation of Plan. Calcul can be traced to two events from the
1960's.
The first was the 1964 takeover, of Machines Bull by General
Electric, leaving France without a substantial French-controlled computer
firm. The second was the refusal by the United states in 1966 to authorize an
export license for the sale of a Control Data Corp. model 6600 computer to the
French Atomic Energy Commission. The U.S. Government feared that the computer
would be used in the French thermonuclear weapons program.
In 1975, CII was forced to merge with Bull which had been acquired by
Honeywell when General Electric left the computer business. The resulting
company, CI I-Honeywell Bull, was nationalized in 1981 and is now CII-Bu.11.

Table 8.--French imports as a share of apparent consumption
(In percent)
Item

1970

Intermediate goods-----------------:
Ferrous ores and metals----------:
Nonferrous ores and metals-------:
Construction materials-----------:
Glass----------------------------:
Basic chemical products----------:
Paper and board------------------:
Rubber and plastics--------------:
Industrial capital goods-----------:
Mechanical engineering products--:
Industrial electronic equipment--:
Household appliances---------------:
Motor cars and other road
transport equipment--------------:
Shipbuilding, aircraft, and

25.8
22.0
50.0
12.4
16.0
36.0
19.2
16.1
26.1
29.2
21.8
28.5

armaments------------------~-----:

1979
32.7
31.1

1980
33.4
31.8

54.2

55.0

18.1

18.6
32.1

30.9
55.3
27.2
28.7
43.5
44.8

55.6

1981
34.0
32.2
57.4

18.6
33.9
58.4

42.0

28.1
29.0
47 .6
49.9
48.2

43.4

44.4

29.2
29.5
47.7
50.1
49.6
46.4

17.9

27.8

30.6

32.2

15.7
11.2

24.4

29.7
24.9

31.0
26.2

pharmaceuticals----~-----------:

8.4
11.8

13.3
14.6

14.3
32.2
36.6
24.6

15.3

Textiles and clothing------------:
Leather and footwear-------------:
Wood products, furniture, etc.---:
Printing and publishing
products-----------------------:
Total------------------------------:

15.4
36.7
42.8
27.6

7.6

12.7

20.6

32.6

12.7
34.6

Consumer nondurables---------------:
Parachemicals and

23.7

34.1

39;2
26.2

13.3
35.6

Source:
Institut National ~e la Statistique et des Etudes
Economiques, input/output tables and quarterly national accounts.
in equity investments, loans, and research subsidies to support the
company. In addition, the state agreed to give preference to CII
products in computer purchases by Government agencies.
Indirect: Electricite de France (EDF).--EDF was created in 1946
out of three large electric power companies, and the Government has
controlled the company's purchasing decisions since then.
In. the
early 1970' s, the Government used its control over the purchasing
power of EDF to enforce a reorganization of France's heavy electrical
equipment industry. !I
As a member state of the EC, France became subject to the GATT
Agreement on Government Procurement on January 1, 1981. Also, French
procurement policies are governed b·y article 30 of the Treaty of
!I In spite 'of this potential control over nationalized firms, some
precedent exists, suggesting that some nationalized firms can be left free to
run themselves like their counterparts in the private sector. Renault, for
example, appears not to have to abide by Government intervention in its
purchasing practices.
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Rome.
Article 30 restricts the use of quantitative limits on imports from
other EC member states. Currently, the EC is pursuing an alleged infraction
under article 30.
According to the allegation, the French Government has
encouraged public authorities by ministerial letters and circulars to purchase
goods made in France. There appears to be some evidence that this practice is
effective. For example, a French hospital board recently decided to purchase
medical equipment from a French firm, Thomson-Brandt, instead of from the
German firm, Siemens, the company which was first awarded the contract. Also,
the French Transport Network is alleged to have reversed a decision to buy a
U.S. product and instead will purchase generators made by the nationalized
aeroengineering company, Hispano-Suiza, even though they are considered to be
more costly and of lower quality.
Disruptive customs practices
The French Government has been accused of using disruptive customs
practices to discourage imports of certain products.
The most widely
publicized of these was a temporary 1982 order that all importers of Japanese
video recorders had to clear their consignments through a small customs office
210 miles outside of Paris.
The French Government also required that all
documents accompanying customs forms be in the French language and that the
country of origin be printed on all i terns.
The language requirement was
dropped in 1983 for imports from EC countries.
The language requirement,
however, still applies to imports from non-EC countries.
Foreign investment
As a general rule, the French Government has encouraged investments from
overseas that entail advanced technology, that add jobs in surplus labor
areas, or that expand exports. The result of the usually open French attitude
to foreign investment is illustrated in table 9.
The data in this table
indicate that a substantial amount ·of industrial employment, sales, and
investment in France comes from companies based overseas. According to one
source, about one-third of foreign investment in France originates from
u.s.-based companies,' about 15 percent is from West Germany, and about 10
percent comes each from Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Belgium. l/
Foreign investment is heavily concentrated in the high-technology and
mineral extraction sectors.
By one estimate, in the data-processing,
chemicals, petroleum-refining, and. agricultural machinery industries, 40
percent of all investment is of foreign origin. ~_/ The involvement of foreign
investment is greater than 20 percent in iron mines, electronics, precision
mechanics, scientific instruments, nonferrous metal work, rubber, and machine
tools.
On the other hand, the rate of foreign investment is very low in
textiles, leather, furniture, and steel.

11 Andre de Lattre and Michel pebereau, Poli tique Economique de. la France,
Primiere Partie, Iristitute D'etudes Politiqu~ de Paris, 1983, p. 117.
ll Ibid.
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Table 9.--Foreign investment in France, 1980
(In percent)
Item

Employment-----------------------------------:
Sales after taxes----------------------------:
total investments----------------------------:

Foreign
majorityowned
firms

Foreign
minorityowned
firms 1/

French
owned
firms

14.2

3.3
3.6
3.1

82.5
75.0
83.0

21.4

13.9

!/ Minority-held firms are those in which the nop-French interest is between
20 and 50 percent.
Source:
Andre de Lattre and Michel Pe})ereau. Poli tigue Economigue de la
France, Primiere Partie, Institute d'etudes Politique d~ Paris, 1983, p. 117.
In spite of this usually open policy, control over foreign investment has
been and could be used as a targeting tool. Because all foreign investments
require the approval of French authorities, the Frenc~ Government has a great
deal of ·potential discretion in controlliqg investment; flows to particular
industries.
Further enhan~ing the role of the Government in controlling
foreign investment are the many investment incentives, including capital
grants and tax breaks for foreign as well as domestic invest;ment. Hence, at
times when the Government may seek to protect certain industries from foreign
participation and to prevent heavy concentl'ation of foreign capital in key
industries, the tools to do so are readily available. For example, during the
1978-81,
the
French
Government
wanted
to
~stablish
a French-owned
semiconductor industry.
To this end, the Government; required that foreign
investors in semiconductors form joint ventures with Fr;ench companies where
the foreign firm owned less than 50 percent. !I
The new French Government apparently continues to take a pragmatic and
flexible approach to foreign investment. Because of the post-1981 Government
emphasis on reconquering the domestic market in cert;ain areas where
nationalized industries have been established, n~w foreign investments in
these areas might be considered unlikely to be approved or to receive
investment incentives. Nonetheless, when domestic technology is lacking, the
new Government has encouraged joint ventures between nationalized firms and
foreign investors.
For example, in 1982, one of the newly nationalized
industrial groups, Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann (PUK) signed a joint-venture
agreement with Hercules, a U.S. chemical company, to produce carbon fiber.
This product involves a rapidly changing and advanced technology crucial to
the aeronautical industry of the future.
Tax Polic;y
Although Government owriership, financial subsidies, and cash grants are
the most important methods of targeting in France, tax policy sometimes adds
to the other efforts. However, tax policy is usually designed to foster all

!I See, for example, M. Gold, "Firms Fear Joint Venture Rule May Bar French
Telecommunications Role," Electronic News, Apr. 7, 19~0, p. 1.
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types of investments·, and tend·s· "less to favor specific targeted industries.
The main aspects of the French taxation system that are currently in place and
could potentially .be u~ed to target are accelerated depreciation allowances
for certain expenses, a special tax regime for mergers, a special tax
exemption for ,new companies. specially granted consolidation privileges, tax
reductions for investments in regions with redundant labor, and tax
expenditures. ·'These aspects are described below, along. with one recent
example of tax policy being used to promote change in the textile industry.
Accelerated depreeiation.--Accelerated depreciation is aimed primarily a:t
increasing the general level of investment. For a number of years, before the
new Government assumed power- in 1981, France's system of accelerated
depreciation was used"primarily to promote construction. After a building was
completed, a business could depreciate 25 percent of its cost in the first
year. The remaining value of the building was depreciated over the normal
useful life of the asset.
·
When the new Government came into power in 1981, an investment
deduction was introduced as an incentive to raise both investment
employment. .The ·new ·law permitted a business to deduct 15 percent of
total 1982 investment in capital goods in 1982, 10 percent in 1983, and 5
percent in 1984.· To be eligible for the deduction, firms with fewer than
employees must agree to maintain their employment level, and firms with
employees or more must. agree to increase their· em~loyment.

tax
and
its
100
100

In 1983, a new accelerated depreciat.ion law was introduced. Unlike the
old accelerated . depreciation law, the new one does not primarily .cover
construction, but· allOws accelerated depreciation of the following assets:
- assets used

~o~

industrial operations involving the manufacture of
and the transportation of such goods;
assets used for the handling of goods;
installations for the purification of water or air;
installations to produc.e .steam, heat, or energy;
safety devices;·
installations'to provid~ medical care;
office furniture, with t'he exception of typewriters;
assets used for scientific or technical research;
installations ~sed for the storing of goods with the exclusion of the
building concer~ed; =and
hotel buildings and assets used for such buildings.
goods,··their·~rocessing~

-

Tax exemption on special expenses.--As a general rule, expenses incurred
in the conduct of. a ·business are deductible.
However, a 1982 tax law
established a 30-percent tax on "lavish expenditures" for presents.
entertainment. cars placed at the disposal of employees, real property not
used for business purposes, and expenses for travel and conferences. However,
if ·the "lavish expenditure" is for travel or for a conference related to
export promotion, the expenditures are not taxed. Furthermore, a company can
reduce the taxes on its "lavis~ expenditures" that are not related to
exporting .by raising its exports.
A company can e.lsc reduce this tax by
increasing its R&D expenditures.·
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Special tax regime for mergers.--In an effort to avoid unemployment
caused by business failures and also to promote larger enterprises, the French
Government uses tax policy to promote mergers. If a merger were to take place
under ordi~ary French tax principles, the absorbing company would become
liable for a large immediate tax liabili ty--the capital gain from revaluing
the absorbed company's assets. To reduce this burden and encourage mergers, a
special tax system applies for company reorganizations.
Because the French Government actively encourages strong enterprises to
take ov.er weak ones in the hopes of saving jobs, this tax provision is ail
important part of French industrial policy. Matchmaking that leads to mergers
is carried out by the Interministerial Co11Ullittee on Industrial Restructuring
(CIR!). CIRI, or its predecessor, has been in existence since 1973, and is
currently helping about 140 industrial companies to restructure.
Special tax exemptions for regional development .--New investments that
conform to French regional development policy can qualify for special tax
benefits. !I In addition to reductions or exemptions from certain local
business taxes and transfer taxes, businesses may depreciate plant and
equipment purchased by regional aid grants on the basis of the asset's
purchase price plus one-half of the aid they received to purchase the asset.
This provision allows qualifying investors to deduct more than their initial
investment in an enterprise.
Tax exemption for new businesses.--Under a 1982 law, new businesses are
100 percent exempt from corporate and local taxes for the first three years.
Puring the fourth and fifth years, the exemption drops to SO percent.
To stimulate new investment and to prevent existing companies from merely
establishing dummy corporations, the law requires that no more than 50 percent
of the value of a firm be held by another company.
Special consolidation privileges. --French tax law usually requires that
each corporation, even if owned by another corporation, be taxed separately.
However, in certain cases companies can request the Ministry of Finance to
permit them, for 5 years, to consolidate their subsidiary corporations on
their income statements for tax purposes. This allows the parent corporation
to consolidate profits and losses and thereby reduce the tax burden on the
corporation.
However, the burden can be only partially reduced, . because
French law requires that the consolidated income tax be no less than
two..,.thirds the amount paid if consolidation were not allowed. Furthermore,
qnly French subsidiaries can be consolidated, and the parent must own at least
95 percent of the

subsi~iary.

These

t"estrict~ons

perhaps explain why only 25

companies have sought permission to consolidate.

!/ For purposes of deciding whether an investment qualifies for regional tax
incentives, the country is divided into four geographic zones: A, 8, c, and
D. Most of the incentives are for investments in zones A and 8. Zone A is
primarily the western half of the country, certain border areas in the
~ortheast, and certain areas in the northeast and center that have declining
coal and iron mining and textile industries.
Zone 8 covers other
less-developed and depressed areas where economic problems are less critical
than in zone A, and zone C consists of economically healthy areas more than
150 kilometers from Paris. Zone D comprises the Paris and Lyon areas, where
no incentives are available.
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Social security tax reduction for textiles.--In the textile industry, the
French Government, be.ginning in February 1982, reduced social secur.ity taxes
by 30 percent for· firms promising to increase employment an.d to provide job
security. This incentive was part of·a system of sectoral programs mentioned
above for the processing industries.
(In. these sectors, the Government
attempts to improve the quality and functioning of the sector by promoting an
association of domestic producers to share technology and reduce competition
so that income and R&D expenditures may be raised.)
The EC ruled that the social security tax reductions were operating aid
not connected with restructuring initiatives and were distorting competition
and trade between member states.
Consequently, the tax reductions were
contrary to the rules ·of competition agreed among the member states. The EC
took the case to the European Court of Justice, where the court ruled in the
EC's favor. The French Government ended the tax reduction in 1983.
Tax expenditures .--The French Government has an elabo~ate system of tax
expenditures that give special or selective tax relief to certain groups of
tax payers.
By law, the Ministry of Finance must publish a list of .tax
expenditures with each budget. Table · 10 shows the tax source of most tax
. expenditures, the policy objective and the type of beneficiary. While one of
the largest beneficiaries is commercial enterprises, very few .of the specific
tax expenditures could be considered industrial targeting because most tax
expenditures are for general industrial provisions and not for specific
industries.
Table 10.--Tax

by tax sources~ policy objectives, and
types of beneficiaries, ~98? and 1982
expenditure~.

(In percent)
Item

1980

1982

.Tax source:
61
Income tax-------------------------------------:
15
corporate tax--------------------~-------------:
12
Value-added tax--------------------------------:
3
stamp duty---------------~---------------------:
6
Other indirect taxes---------------------------:
1
Payroll tax------------------------------------:
Wealth tax-------------------------------------:
~/
51
Oil consumption tax----------------------------=~~~---'----~~
100
Total- ·-------------------------------------:
Policy objective:
Productive investment--------------------------:
Regional and sectoral aid----------------------:
Social transfers-------------------------------:
Housing----------------------------------------:

25
24
20

Saving--------~--------------------------------:

11
10

simplification of administration-------------·--:

5

See footnotes at end of table.

62

!/ 16

11

v

14
4
1

!I
21 3

100
15

!I 20

..

32
10
1

..

J.. /

~/

Table 10.--Tax expenditures by ta,x 1 ·s·our~~s. PQl.icy ()bjectives, and
types of l:>eneficiaries ·for· 1980"anc,t \982.-,...continued
. ,<In percent) •.
·.

.,,j

. 198()

:

1982

•.·

'·.

Policy objective--Continuect
.
3
Export tracte-----------------------------------~
5/
All other---------------------------~----~-----=~--~----~
ioo
Total-----.--------------~-~~---.----~-----·---: ·

5
1
100

".

Type of beneficiary: §_/
Industrial e~terprises---------~-------~---~--~:
Families------------------~~-----~-~~-----~~ .... --:

25.
25
12
10
8

Investors------------------------~-----~~------;

·21.

11

10

.Inheritors of property--.... ------------~-------1-:
Agricultural enterprises----------r----~-----~-:
6
Socially disadvantaged----~----------,-~-------:
4
Property owners-------------------------------~:
3
Cert a in categories of workers---.,------.--.;...--,.,.~.,.-:
Various social categories----~--------~~-~-----:
~I
6
All other-----·--.... -------------------------~.,..,.,--:-.--....----------
.

I

. ..

'

,

2

ii
4

3
13

'

Total-----------------~-------------r------~-:

..

100

33

8

..

100

1/ This inciudes 10 percent.al~o .attdbut&.ble.to.t'1e'ineome tax.
£1 This includes some i~cidence of the value-added t~x.
~/ Less than 0.5 percent.
This do~s not iqc}.µde income tax provisions
regarding. wa~es.
,
4/ None of the wealth tax pr~visions were esti~ateq,
~I Not a catego~y s~own in.thh year's ~istin~.
§_I For 1982, not all of the estimatect ta;x e~p~ndi~~re provisions were
assigned to a be~eficiary cat.egor,.
Sources:
aeprodµcti,~m of sections of · Qµdg~t Papers ·for 1981 in France,
Ministry of Econo1'tY and Finance, ''fa,x· Ji;xpen4itul!'es" Statistigues et Etudes
Financieres, ~o. 381, (Paris~ July 19~1), p, 52-53; $nd·~rance, Bureau of the
Budget, Ways and Means Est im&,tes ~n Bud~~t P"P4!r;"S f Pf." 1983, "Part Three: Tax
Expenditures" (Paris, 1982), pp. J06-215.
Note.· -Percentages of the total of ~st~rqated tax expE1ndi tures only.
under one:-11alf of ·the. provisions identified as tax exoendi tures
estimated. Because of ~ounding, f:(gµt'eS .1111~, no~ add to· the tot~ls shown:
;

. ,-·
~.

. ,.

Just
were

l

Fina'ncia,l "ai-!tets

The 'French flnancial syst~m c()n!'Jisti; of a ver:y .s.trong and largely
Government-dominated bal\king s~ctor a much smaner J?ond market •. and a very .
small equity market. Table 11 shows that in l98l~ 70 percent of new financing
for investment came from lending Oriancial il\stitqtions, but only 5. 5 percent
came from the bond market, apd 2 per:c~nt,. from equity issues. One reason
usually given for. ~his distribution is ·the French public's traditional
distrust of bonds and sto~ks. · Another r:eason for t.~e small bond and stock
market is the crowding oµt o.f. private \rivef!trnent c~use4 9Y the large amounts
I
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of capital r_equ_ir.ed,!_ .by ,.. ~he Government for ·nationalized industry. The latter
has always represented' ·a .large·: proportion of capital investment, and this
proportion grew from 43.5 percent of investments made in·1980 to 51.9 percent
in 1982 following the recent national~.zations.
Table 11.--Structtire of-·new ·sources of financing for the economy,
averages 1974-78 and 1979-81, and 1979-81
(In percent)
:. Average: Average:
1974-78: 1979-81:

ttem

Resources (financial liabilities
of nonfinancial agents)-~--------:
General Government bond issues-----:
Issues of securities by nonfinancial enterprises:
··
-:
Shares------------------------•--:
Bonds----~:..----------------------:

1979

1980

1981

100.0
9.6

100.0
5.3

·3 .2
3. 7 •
. 7 .0 .

5.2
·3.6
8.8

1.8
5.5
7.3

...
100.0
6.4

100.0
.3

3.4
4.3

'i./
~/

100.0
4.4

9.4

7. 6

46.7

52.9

55.3

61.6

41.8

institutions--::-----=-~~----------:

29.0

25.4

25.1

22.6

28.5

Other liabilities .. ( including
credit to Government):.......:.;_...::... __ .;.._:;.._:

14'.2

12.0 :

-2.6

17.1

Total--------------------------:
Lending by bank fi~ancial
institutions--:---::-----------------:
Lending by nonbank financial

. ; ~ ..:

...

:· :

8.3 .

!/ Households, nonfinancial enterprises, public and. private administrations.
and insurance companies.··
· '
21 Not available.
- ·
,.··

Source:

i;

,.

Conseil National du Credit»;· Rapports Annuels.

Note. --Because .of rounding;' figures maY- not add·· to ttie totais shown.
·...

...

·

.. i-.·

! .•

Lending financial fhstitutions · ··
The Government influences the lending sector in several ways. First the
national Governinent ·owns the ·major banking institutions and also can exercise
direct control over a-' number· ·of state financial· institutions.
Second~
nationalized indust'ries· are the 'main consumei•s of investment funds.
Third,
the Government can control interest rates and credit flows in a selective way
by lowering reserve requirements for specific-purpose loans.
Fourth, the
Government has direct control ;over access ·to the bond market and so can
partially and indirectly control the amount of borrowing in other markets.
;.·
••I

.' '
The largest ·source· ·or investment· capital comes from the registered, or
deposit, banks.·!/ The registered·banks.are dominated by three large banks

!I From· 1945' until ·1966, :·the registered banks· were divided in.to either
deposit banks or merchant banks.
However, a banking reform law in 1966
eliminated that distinction.

which were nationalized in the late 1940' s :. Banque National de ~aris, Credit
Lyonnah, and societe General. · Together these three banks · now acco\mt for
about one-haif of ~11 ~eposJts in registered banks.
Since 1981, the
Government bas o~ed virtually all registered banks.
Before the 1981 nationa,lizat~c;ms, the Government indireetly controlled
lending of the ~egistered banks through the Encadrement de. Gredit, through the
interest J."ate, and through the top Jnanagers of: key banks. Even before ·the
nationalizations, many of the top managers were appointed from the ranks of
the key ministries of the Government, and hence were attentive to the official
industrial pol\cy.
Since t~e nationalizations, this guidance from the
Government has become more explicit;., and. the nationalized banks have been
caU.ed on .especiall,.y . to. help finance the need.s of the national,.ized
industries. !I
The Encadrement de Credit
The P:rimary means of c;rec;tU: control is the Encadrement de erect.it (EDC).
The EDC is ttie target rate of increase in net auets fQr each registered
bank.
When a t'in~ncial institution el[ceeds the· EDC, the +reasu:ry imposes
large financial p~nalties. Wtien a financial in~titution ·falls short of the
EDC, future l,.imi~s are redqced.
By. raising the EPC for t~ 0 se banks making loans to favored industries,
the EDC can be used to direct loans to industries favored by the Government.
For example, the range of increase of the EDC for individual ba,nks in. 1980
varied between 2.5 and 7.5 percent of the previous year's EDC. Although the
of fie ial reason· for varying t;.l)e growth rate of the E9C ~as to . encourage small
banks, some llllege that" the real purp()se is- to favor balllcS ~ith c1ose ties to
favored ~ndustries. !I
Another method of using ttie EDC is to exempt certain types of loans from
being included in a bank's EDC. Before l980, loans for energy, .for exports,
and for low income housing were exempted.
After 1980, energy and housing
loans were onl,.y partially exempted, but export loans rem,ained fully exempt;.ed.
Savings·bank.s
savings banks include cooperative banks which were originally established
to serve the rural population, popular.- banks whicl) original],.y speciaU~ed in
serving small businesses and artisans, and the postal checking system. Ka 0 y

!/ in 1982. the banks were called on to provide 6 bi nion francs to the
newly nationalized firms. one~half of this amount consisted of ioans provided
at an interest· rate o( 5. 5 percent for the first;. 5 years, 9 p~rcent for the
second 5 years, and 14 percent for the third S years. In addit~on, the banks
making the loans par;~icipate in the company's profits, The other half will be
channeled through a "Public Investment corpor;a~ion."
In exchange for
investi~g . 3
billion francs in the corpor~tion, the banks will receive
preferred shares in the corporation.·
!I U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Conuuittee, "Monet;ary Poli(:y, Selective
· Credit Po~icy and ·Industrial Policy ·in· France, Britain, West Ger1J1a1Jy and
Sweden,". June-~6, 1981, pp. 1a.:.2~.' ·
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o[ the funds deposited in . these institutions are channeled ·by ·various
Gover·nment-:controlled intermediaries back to selected borrower~ according to
Government policy. The cooperative banks, for. example, channel their funds to
the National Agricultural bank, and deposits of the· postal checking system are
frequently allocated by the government to some of the intermediaries described
below.
National Agriculture Bank (CNCA)
The CNCA receives most of its funds from the cooperative banks in rural
France. traditionally the. purpose of CNCA has been to· attract the resources
of rural . France for the development of rural France; .hence, many of the loans
of· the. CNCA are restricted to rural or small-town France and to· agricultural
industries.
table 12.--Distribution of Credit National.loans, 1982
ind~itrial

sector

:

:•

Amount
million
francs

Food-agriculture---------------------------------:
Metal industries----------------------------~-~--:
Automobile
'
.
. a~d aviation------~~--------------,----:
.

561
. 1,131
2,423

~~~~!~:~i~~===~======.==========================~=:
EtJ:ergy.-.,,,-.-:--7"--------.------------·-- ------.--:.

. · 95~~~2

'

-.,--~--

ChemiCals and glass-------.--:--------------:....-~----:.
textiles-----------------------------------------:
Paper--------------------------------------------:.

1,

Percent of
.t.otal

4
9

19
13
6
7

6
821
2
230
5
593
12
Construction---------------~--~------------------:
1,590·:
O~her---.-------:---,-----..,-----------------------..:-·--=----~2........
2_0_6_· - - - - - -17
100
,~Tot.al,--;----------"'"--------------,....---...--------:
' 12, 934
.·,

Source:

1982 Annual Report of Credit National.

Caisse de Depots et de Consignations (CDC)
... the· CDC receives most of the savings bank.deposits not going to the CNCA
and -has primary r;esponsibility for distributing· them. The ci>c lends to public
infrastructure projects, such as housing and roads, to local governments, to
the, Treasury", and . to other financial. intermediaries. It also invests in the
stock .and bond markets. CDC holdings are estimated· to be 5 percent of the
stocks on lbe Paris stock exchange and ~bout 20 to 30 percent of the new bond
and new stock offerings.
Credit National (CN)
The CN is. a private company traded on the stock exchange.
Its main
purpose is to encourage the growth ··of ·industry in collaboratio~ with
Government policy.
Kost of CN's resources come from the domestic and
international markets, although frequently a portion of CN' s loans receive a
subsidy from the Government. By law, the board of directors is elected by the
French parliament.
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Kost of CN's loans are for long-term .capital investment projects. CN '1\ay
·.also provide loans to help res.tructure an industry and frequently receives
funds for this purpose fl"olll the Econom~c and Social Development Fund (FOES) ..
For example, CN helped restructure the troubled chemical and steel industries
in the late 1970's and in 1982 received 366 million francs from FOES to
facilitate industrial restructuring.
Table 12 shows how CN loans were
distributed among the major industrial sectors in 1982.

Fund for Industrial Modernization (FIK)
Beginning in 1983, the Frepch Gover.nment instituted a special . type of
tax-free
~avings
account
for .French
citizens.
The
purpose of
the
account--caqed Industrial. Development. savings Accounts
(CODEVI )--is to
increase the ari1ount of savings go.ing to industrial moi;iernization. Under ttie
rules of the account, registered banks must lend a p~oportion of the proceeds
of the CODEVI account~ to the FIH for In<Justl;:"ial Modernization for investing
in industrial innovation or in energy sav'ings.
A Government agency, Agence
Nationale pour Valorisation de Recherche und¢r the Ministry of: Industry and
Research, determines whether a p~rticular loan r~quest qualifies for CODEVI
funds.
The CODEVI account has bec9me very popu].ar with the French people
(attracting about 40 billion francs in 1983). Industry l;:"~ceived a little less
than 2 billion francs from th~ FlK in 1-983 and is expected to receive up to
8-9 billion francs from the FlK in 1~84. ,of this 1984 ~mount, 1.25 billion
francs has already been allocated to modernizing the automobile industry.
Because of the surprising. popularity of the CODEVI account and the large'r
than anticipated amourii~ collected so far, the Goverqment has not yet decided
what to .do with the funds not going into the FIK. Some of this moriey may be
used to increase the funds available to the financial intermediaries such. as
Credit National, mentioned above, or the ~redit d'equipement des PME, ·
mentioned below.
Credit d'eguipement des PKE (CEPHE)
CEPMI!: is a Government-backed lending institution set µp to assis.t smalland medium- sized firms with planning and financing .industrial equipment
purchases. CEPME borrows its funds from the national and international credit
markets.
CEPMI!: provides two types of loan facilities. Long-term loans~ guaranteed
by the Government, are designed to promote job creation; factory reconversion,
innovation, energy efficiency, and exports.
The other facility· is a loan
guarantee to help small companies raise money at lqw interest rates through
the banks.
In 1982, 18. 7 bill ion francs wet"e either loaned or guarantee4
through the CEPME.

Economic and Social Development Fund (FOES)
The YOES receives ils funds fcom the checking accounts and national
savings bank operated· by the post· office.
In the p~~t this was· a major
conduit of Government financing to nationalized industry (primarily companies
in transportation and energy) and housing. However, beginning in 1982, the
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Government began to phase. out the a:cti vi ties of the FDE~ and to transfer them
t;:o other agencies. The_ FDES annual lending declined from 9.2 billion francs
in 1982 to 1 billion fr~ncs:i~-1983:' ·
Banque Francaise du Conunerce Exterieur (BFCE)
The BFCE, established in 1946, underWrites loans to prefinance
manufacturing goods for export. These include working capital credits and
large-order credits and are usually for the short or medium term. The BFCE
also provides for long-term "mixed loans" which are a combination of normal
commercial terms with "soft terms" such as special long-term loans with
extremely low interest rates-. Table 13 shows the principal product categories
that benefit from export credits in France.
Compagnie Francaise d' Assurance ·au Commerce ·Exterieur (COFACE)
COFACE is an -export and investment insurance company that guarantees
national exporters and invest~~s against losses on ~heir operations in foreign
markets.
These include insurance for risks of manufacturing problems,
political changes, credit failure, and catastrophe.
Table 13.--Principal product cat~gories benefiting from
~xport credits in Franc~. 1976

Item

(In millions of francs)
· Medi um- and
long-term
credits !I

Short-term
credits i/

Machin~ry--------~------~----------------------:

4,175

1,119

Automobiles and vehicles---------------:-~----~-:
Miscellaneous metal manufactures---------------:
Electrical/electronic machinery------------:------:

3.1~3

1,416

2,978
2,262 :

520
1,074

Aircraft------------------------~--------------:

Ships------------------------------------------:
Public works---------------.-:------,------------:--:
Pa rachemi ca 1----- -------,-------.----~-----------:
·Machine tools-------------------,-----~---------:
Rubber-----------------------------------------:
Metalworks-------------------------------------:
Pree is ion mec han i ca 1 products-----------------:---:-:
Agricultural machinery-------------------------:
Mineral/organic chemicals----------------~-----:
Pharmaceutical products--.:..·--------·-------------:
Clothing---------------------------------------:
Leather----------------------------------------:
Plastics---------------------------------------:

2.122
1,900
1,4,18
908

480
30

383
280

656

271

234
528
273

240

394

67

311
2,647
433

390
380
190

Hats------~------~-----------------------------:

li2

Glassware---------------------------~----------:

138

!I 5 years and more.
£1 Up to 5 years~
Source:
Rapport du Conseil National du Credit,
Economigues, Aug. 24, 1977, p. 12.

presented in Problemes
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Science and Technology Policies
The French Government has long pursued polides aimed at advancing
science and technology.
The first postwar efforts in this area focused on
cr~ating · major
programs in the nuclear, defense, and space sectors.
Subsequent programs in the 1960's ·concentrated on sectoral plans and on
choosing national champions, firm~ that could lead French industry to the
forefront of 111odern technology and international competition.
For example,
the French Government decided to fund R&D for the civilian prototypes of
Concorde (a joint venture with the United Kingdom), of Airbus Ca joint venture·
with West Germany), and of Mercure Ca small, short-range airplane).
The
cumulative R&D subsidies to these three projects amounted to 6 billion francs
between 1962 and 1972.
In the 1970's, the emphasis changed to one of fostering R&D efforts on a
wider front by chan~eling funds to selected high-technology areas through
financial intermediaries.
Six "industries of the future" were chosen for
spechl attention:. Cl> bioengineering, (2) marine industries, (3) robots,
(4 )electronic office · e~uipment, ( 5) consumer electronics, and (6) alternative
energy technologies.
The new Government' i\as expanded upon this tradition and taken a number of
steps to promote scientific research and innovation.
These changes are
consi.dered of great importance for improving competitiveness of French firms
in domestic and international markets. One change was to merge the Ministries
of Research and Industry .into a "super ministry" with a budget of $300 million
in 1982·to expand R&D ac;:tivities. Another step was to pass the Technological
R&D Orientation Act in, June 1982. The act sets the annual incr:ease in budget
appropriations for research at 17.8 percent until 1985. This increase in the
Govern~ent budget,
combined with an estimated increase in expenditures by
firms of 8 percent a year, will enable the French economy to reach the
official objective of 2.5 percent of the gross national product for research
by 1985. Furthermore, the act provides for joint work Public Interest Groups
(GIP's) where public and private industries can cooperate on innovation
projects~
To stimulate in-firm research and development~ the 1983 Finance Act
provides for a tax credit ~qual to 25 percent of the increase in a firm's R&D
expen,ditur:e.
Table
1980,.-8.2.

14

shows

how

Government

expenditures

were

distributed

during

Cartel and Merger Policy
Policies against monopolies and restrictive practice!! have not been as
extensive in France as in the United states. In general, such policies are
subordinated to the major goals of French economic policy (i.e., employment,
growth, and reconstruction). For example, the existence of a monopoly is not
necessarily illegal unless the dominant position is abused.
According to
French law, abuse takes place when.the monopoly has the effect of interfering
wilh the normal functioning of the market.
However, even if the monopoly
abuses its power, it may escape Governmenlal restrictions if the monopoly can
show that it acte~ to impr9ve distribution or production, if the action tends
to insure economic progress by planning or specializing, or if the abuse is
the result of applying another law or cegulation. Automobile companies in
particular have taken advantage of the law to engage in joint--research
activitiesand production Qf components.
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Table 14.--Percentage distribution of French Government expenditure on
research and development, by objectives, 1980-82
Objective

1980

1982

1981

..
Exploring and exploiting the earth and its
:.
atmosphere----------------------------------:
Environment-------------:----------------------,-:
Health----------------------------------------:

2.8
2.9
3.7
3.5
5.5
5.4
7.4
~nergy----------------------------------------:
7.1
3.9
Agriculture-----------------------------------:
3.9
8.8
Industrial productivity and technology--------:
12.5
1.2
Social problems-----------------~-------------:
1.2
4.2
37.2 ..
24.6
Gene.ral promotion of· knowledge----------------·:
22. 2
. 23. 5
. 7 -----""-"..-8
All other--------------:-:----------------------- : ___.;;;.6..;. . .;.4_____...--..-.
100.0
Total--------------~----------------------:
100.0
.100.0

ri::·~:;~=======================================:
s.ource:

3.0..
4.1
5.5
7.5
3.9
9.3
1.3

3:: ~.

3;: ~

Official statistics of the EC Statistical Off ice.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add

to.~he

totals shown.

The same general set of principles applies to price fixing and other
actions take~. to restrict trade.
Thus, in 1969, high .selling prices for
cement were accepted because of the industry's special need for self-financing
of investment.
Price and wage controls
One reason for the relative absence in France of strong antitrust laws
and enforcement procedures is the l.ong history of. price and wage control.
Under sometimes strict and sometimes lax programs, prices and wages were
controlled in France from the end of the Second World War until 1978. Wage
.and price controls were again imposed in 1982 and are still in effect. Price
controls provide the Government with a potential targeting tool if applied
discriminately to foreign and domestic products.
In 1973, for example,
domestic drug companies were able to raise their prices more thari companies
importing drugs.
Distressed industry mergers
As part of its policy both to assist small firms to combine and also to
avoid unemployment in distressed industries, the French Government helps firms
to restructure.
Through the Interministerial Committee for Industrial
Restructuring, over 500 firms have been helped with modest cash outlays,
frequently used to encourage a healthy firm to take over an ailing one. The
most pcomincnt example of this was the 1974 subsidized loan of 1 billion
francs to Peugot to merge .with Citroen. This merger reduced the number .of
domestic French car companies ·to two--Renault and Peugot. However, because
almost one-half of French car production is exported, the value of maintaining
domestic control and employment were considered more important than industrial
competition.
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The Vertical Integration (Filiere) Concept
One of the major initiatives of the new Government has been to promote
Filieres, a vertical structuring of sectors to coordinate activities in
industries upstl"eam and downstream. The best known of these is the Filiere
Electl."onique. This involves planning and coordination in many high-technology
sectors:
computers, consumer electl."onics, robotics, telecommunications,
components, and softwal."e.
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Germany, Federal Republic, of Industrial Pol icy and "J:argeting

Historical overview
From the end of the Occupation Pei:iod unt n .the mid-1960~ s, the ~·ederal
Republic of Germany (West Germany) generally had very few· polides designed to
alter the relative competitiveness of its industrial sectors. A number of the
economy's weaker sectors were protected from imports.
Furthermore, in the
1950's, special tax incentives encouraged investment in the steel, coal, iron
ore, and electric power industries. !I Non~theless, during. this period, the
West German Government did little. that could be considered targeting.
The West German economy grew quite rapidly during the period· of minimal
targeting.
Nonetheless, in the mid-1960' s, the West Germans adopted a more
aggressive industrial policy.
Spurred by .the apparent success of French
industrial policy, the West Germans began concertation,. a policy similar to
the French interest group consultations.
Concertation, which was authorized
by the Stability and Growth Act of 1966, involved. discussions among Government
ministers,
business executives,
and ·union officials.
These discussions
apparently led to a consensus . that to maintain high. growth, Germany had to
concentrate more resources on. high--technology ·industries and phase out
traditional
sectors
where
competition
from
developing. countries
was
increasing. ?._/
Thus, the West German Government increased its support for research and
development.
By 1974, West Germany's publicly funded civilian research and
de~elopment was 1.1 percent of gross do~e.stic product,
the highest rate in
Western Europe. 11 In particular, the Governmen.t actively promoted research
and development in computers and aircraft, in large part because of its desire
to close a technology gap with the United States. In 1972, lhesf;:l two sectors
received 6.9 percent of the West German Government's total subsidies to
industry, exclusive of subsidies to transportation and agriculture, and
regional aid. !I
While aggressively promoting new- technology, the West German G.overnment
has also supported a number of depressed sectors.
Both shipbuilding and coal
mining received heavy subsidies.
In 1972, subsidies to coal mining were 18.9
percent of total subsidies to industry, 2. 15 times the combined subsidies to
aircraft and data processing. l/ Furthermore, although textiles and apparel
11 R. E. Nyrop ed., federal -~~ublj£ of Gerl!laJ!.Y., (Washington, o.c., U.S.
Army, 1982); p. 219.
21 For a discussion of the switch from a noninterventionist policy to
concertation, see Lawrence Franko, op. cit., pp. 18-21.
11 Ibid., p. 20.
!I Gerhard Fels, ''Overall Assistance to German Industry~" in W.M. Corden and
G. Fels, eds. Public Assistance to. Industry, Boulder Colo., Weslview Press,
1976, p. 100.
5/ Total subsidies to industry exclude $Ubsidies lo transportation and
region~l ~id.
Ibid., pp. 100 and 104.

.~9

received little ~n ~i~ect subs~4ies, they,recei~ed .substantial protection from
imports. stil,1,..we.st G~~any .devoted fewer._; resou.r.ces to ·.supporti-ng declining
sectors than other EC member states'. ·11
'

..

'

.

The structure· of West ·German aid to· industry is shown in tabl~ 15. The
West German; Government has ta'rgeted ·most'' of its subsidies not to specific
industries but to specific regi"ons, ··particularly west Berlin.
In '1974, 53.1
percent of West German. assi~tance to . industry" was· in the form of regional
assistance.
This aid appa~e~~ly is ·not heavily ~on~eritrated on any on~
industry. The regional aid program, however, has beeQ criticizeq·. for favoring
lo~-technology
industries that us.e unskilled workers.
The West German
Governm~nt . recently
responded to
these criticisms
by . incr.easing .,the
vaiue-added ·tax {VAT) rebate give,n to firms that .produce goods in , ..west
Berlin. The Government believes that greater VAT rebates will encourage high~
val~e-added; high-technology firms. £1·
,.
:

ft

•.

Nonregional aid:, which consists of research and development aid' and
industry-specific programs, heavily favors the aircraft industry., Nonregional
aid is 23,4 .percent of domestic value added in the aircraft industry; no other
sector recei.ves mc>rfe than j. 8 percent.
·J:.

The . tariff rates; shown· in table 15, are effective rates and they· hav.e
been adjusted to ~a~e ·account of . the effect tariffs on an .indus.try' s- :inputs
have on its costs. · These data sh~w that the sectors that enjoy the ·most
tar:·i ff protection 'ar.e pulp and paper. nonferrous metals. tex~_il,es ...clothing.
and paper products, · These data do riot show the effects of pon.'ta~if.f barriers
on trade.
Theref~re,
they may seriously understate the protection: given
textiles 'and clothing, which benefited from quotas, and a~~cra~t •" which
benefited froll\ Government procurement preferences.
From the mid-l970' s until 1980, West German industrial policy. changed
very 1i ttle.
Regional programs,. coal mining, shipbuilding, and aircraft.
continued to receive' a heavy share of Government subsidies. Total, subsidies,.
to \ndust~y steadil~ increased, e~en after adjusting for. the ·~ffeets of.
inflation.
West Germany, however, may be adopting a. less active -indu.strial
policy. Subsidies to industr'y fell in 1981 and 1982. The Gover.nment plans to
reduce its sub1,;idies and has been studying which ones. to abolish . . 'J_/ ·
Furthermore, the Government .is considering selling large parts of its
nationalized. industries. (j_I ·
'

!_I In 1976, West Germany's direct_ public subsidies to enterprises were 1.5
per.cent of GDP, compared with 4.1 percent for Belgium, 2.9 percent for the
Netherland's, 2.8 percent for' the united Kingdom, and 2.7 percent for France ..
Lawrence Franko, op·. ell., p. 4.
-~-'Business Europe,, Feb. 11,, 1983, p·, 43.
3/ I~id~. Se~t. 10, 19S2, pp. 29( and 295.
~I I Hid. , ·Oct·.,., 7, 1983 ;·:PP.; 313 and 314,. and E~rope, Nov~mber-December 1982,
pp. 4 and 5,
·
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Table l5. --Assi~tance to West German manu·facturing as
a share of value added, by types of ~rogr~s~ 1974
(In percent)
Domestic

subsi~i,i~s

Industry .

Effective:
tariff · Total

All
other

Regional programs

Total '.protection~

:

Stone' and clay

0.8 ·:

.pr~ducts7-------------:

Basic iron and steel-----:
Foundries-~:----------~--:

Roll\rtg mi~ls--~-----~--: ·
Nonferrous metals-··-----:
Chemicals---------------:
Saw mills-------~-------:
Pulpi paper, ~aper- ~
..
.board-----------------~

Rubber and asbestos-----:
Structural engineering--:·

Machinery--~-------.,--~~-:

Ro~d motor vehicles--·-·-·-:
Aircraft--·-----:---:--·-'----:.
Electd·c.d equipment--· - :
Precision .mechanics,
.
optics, watches-------:.
Fabr.icated ~etal
products---------·------·-:
Precision ceramics,
ppttery- -----.,-,---·-'----.,...-:
Glass-.:,._----'-.,..,--------.,'..-----: ..
Woodworking~--. - _.:_ ___ .:,. ____ ·:
M~sical instruments,
.
toys, etc--------~----:
Paper products-..,. - :-----···-:
Printing ~nd publishing--····--,.--------'·-··-----:.·
Plastic products--·---:--·-:
Leather, _leather goods, . :.
shoes---------~-------:

Textiles----------------·:
Clothing------------··-.----':

···

.4

.6 :
.5
2.1
.5
.1 ..1

0.3
.2 :
.1
.1
.3 -

.

.8

1.1

1.1
.6
;7
.6
:? •4
1.3
2.. 2

3.7
17 .0
12.1
L7
22.3
14.4
13.7

4.8
17.6
12.8
8.3
24.7
15.7
·15.9

29.6
8:1
1.4
2.5
·5.8
4.5

30.5
9.3
2.8
3.8
6.6
22.6
7.2

4.9

6.6

5.6

6.9

1.1 :
.9 ..
.8

9.9
11. l
9.9

11.0
12.0.
10.7

.r

6.9
19.9

7.6
20.7

4.4
1.3

.

.3.
9.8

9.7
11.1

.5 :
1.3
1.8

9.4
20.8
20. 7

9.9
22.1
22.5

.7
.5
1.0
·. 5
.6.:
.1
1.9 :

.2
.1
.4
.8
.2 :
23.4
.8

.9

.8

.9
.6
1.4
1.3 :
.8 .:
23.5
2. 7
:
1. 7 :

1.1" :

•2

1.3

..

.2

;3
.0

.
:

.6

.0
.2

.6
1.1

3.8
.2

•7

.2
•7

1.2

.8

..

.3
.6 :
.6

..

-.~

~

source:
H. H. Glisman·n and F. D. Weiss, "On the Politi'cd · Econo~y of
Protect ion i~ West Germany,~· World Bank Staff Working ~aper No ... 427, October
1980, p. l3.
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Home-Market Protection
West Germany has protected its industries from import competition through
both tariff and nontariff barriers such as quotas, voluntary restraint
agreements, and Government procurement preferences.
The importance of
home-market protection to West German industries began · to decline in the
1960' s as West Germany participated in a number of international negotiations
designed to reduce barriers to international trade. l/ Furthermore, since the
early 1970's, West Germany has set its policies on imports jointly with the
other countries of the EC rather than independently. Therefore, home-market
protection will be discussed only briefly.
In West Germany, tariffs and quotas primarily protect labor.-intensive ·and.
raw-material-intensive industries.
These are weak sectors where German
industries are at a disadvantage in international. trade.
Highly· protected
sectors include agriculture and forest products, textiles and apparel,· and .. ·
coal. (The thin seams and great depths of German mines make their production
costs higher than the world market price for coal.)
Tariffs and quotas
generally have not been used to protect high-technology industries.
High-technology industries, however, have benefited from Government
procurement preferences. Firms in regions whose development the Government
particularly wishes to foster also have benefited from these preferences.
Government procurement preferences can be particularly important in West
In
Germany because of the large extent of state ownership of . industry.
particular, in West Germany, the Government owns all or a controlling share of
the telecommunications system, most of the electrical utilities, and the major
airline.
West Germany does not have a specific law requiring state-owned·
enterprises to buy domestic goods, but in the past, these enterprises
generally did not buy imports if there was an acceptable · domestic
alternative. ~/
Procurement preferences, however, have decreased iri importanc·e in· West
Germany for two reasons. On January 1, 1981, West Gerniany acceded to the GATT
Agreement on Government Procurement. 11 This agreemeot has reduced the use of
procurement preferences, but it does not cover all types of procurement. The
West German Government also has decreased its use of procurement preferences,
because they can be a costly and ineffective way of supporting industries.
For example, the Government does not influence the equipment-purchasing
decisions of Lufthansa, the state-controlled airline, although its procurement
is not covered by the GATT agreement. The Government feels that to force
Lufthansa to buy German aircratt might harm the airline• s financial
performance. Furthermore, although a free decision bya major airline such as
Lufthansa to buy an aircraft is ~n endorsement that may help persuade other
carriers to buy the aircraft, a forced decision provides no endorsement. The
West German Government has not asked Lufthansa to order the Airbus A-32!),· and
Lufthansa has not ordered it. West Germany's state-owned telecommunications
network also has become more open to foreign suppliers.
!/Gerhard Fels, op. cit., p. 92.
~I
J·.B.
Donges,
"Industrial Policies
in West Germany's Not So
Market-Oriented Economy," World Economy, 3(2), September 1980, p. 192.
11 The section of the report entitied "The European Community and Industrial
Policy" discusses this agreement in more detail.
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Tax Policy
West German tax benefits to i~dustry usually support the development of
specific regions, not specific sectors. Some tax benefits, however, are aimed
at helping the coal, shipbuilding, ~nd steel indust~ies.
West German tax benefits generally are of two kinds:
tax credits and
special depreciation allowances._ For example, investors in east-border areas
may take a credit of 10 percent of their investment if they meet certain
criteria. Businesses in these areas also are allowed a special depreciation
allowance equal to from 40 to 50 percent of any investments made in the area
if taking this allowance does not cause or aggravate a tax loss. l/
The West German Government publishes a biannual report on the subsidies
inherent in its tax measures and in its financial assistance. Tax benefits
included in this repott g~n~rally are those that preserve enterprises or
industries or help them a·djust to changed circumstances, that encourage growth
and high productivity, that stimulate savings, or that lower input prices to
certain sectors. The Government measures the value of these ben.efi ts by the
revenue lost due to them. Table 16 shows data from the "Ninth Subsidy Report"
on the distribution of the benefits of special tax provisions. In 1982 these
provisions resulted in 13,979 million deutschemarks' ($4,905 million) worth of
subsidies, but only 5,212 million. deutschemarks ($1,829 million), or 37
percent, went to industry. Tax benefits to industry are larger than financial
assistance.
Most· tax benefits, however, are part of programs that assist
specific regions.
1982, regional subsidies amounted to 4, 245 million
deutschemarks ($1,489 ·million), or 81 percent of the total tax benefits to
industry. Table 16 does not show the Lander Government's tax subsidies. ll
The combined tax benefits to industry of the German Federal and Lander
Governments in 1982 were 10,908 million deutschemarks ($3,827 million), of
which 8,584 million deutschemarks ($3,012 million), or 79 percent, were
regional subsidies.

In

Nonregional tax benefits to industry serve many different purposes. Many
of these tax breaks, such as those that encourage small businesses or that
allow tax relief to firms hurt by large price increases, apply equally to all
firms.
Among the tax benefits that apply equally to all firms is one to
encourage research and development. Firms may take a tax credit equal to 20
percent of their research and development expenditures up to 500,000
deutschemarks and 7.5 percent of R&D expenditures above that level.
The
Government allows a higher percentage credit for the first 500,000
deutschemarks' worth of expenditures to help small businesses. If a firm's
tax liabilities are less than the credit, it may receive the unused part of
the tax credit as a direct payment. This provision resulted in Federal and
Lander tax subsidies 'Of 289 million deutschemarks ($128 million) in 1981 and
283 million deutschemarks ($116 million) in 1982. 11

JI OECD, "International Investment and Multinational Enter:pdses;" Paris,
1983. p. 128.

'

ll Lander Governments are the West German equivalent of state Governments.
~/ The projected value of this subsidy is 300 million deutschemark·s in both
1983 and 1984.
Table 16 shows the amount of this subsidy that comes from
Federal Government revenues, 140 million deutschemarks in 1982.
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Table 16.-_;The West German Government's tax benefits, by sectors, 1981-84
(In millions of deutschemarks)
1981

Sector

1983 .l/

1982

1984 !/

:

336
:
5
,212
Industry--------------~----------------:
125
Mining-----·----------,----------------:
90
Energy anq raw-mate.rial supply-------:
140
Promoting innovation-----------------:
30
steel--------------------------------:
£1
4,245
Regional programs_;-------------------:
4,135
582
Other--------------------------------:
597
896
Transportation---------------------~~--:
877
2,463
Housing ~/--------------,---------------:
2,241
5,072
Al 1 other----------,.,.-..,...,...----------------: _....;5:...,._4;;.;;;5..:;;5_ ---'._.._
.................
13,979
Total------------------------------: 14,044

Agriculture, nutrition, and forestry---:

421
5,050
122
53.
143

296
5,492
126
99
148
60
4,323
736
920
2,965
5 1 257
14,930

275
5,671
12'6
99
148
100
4 ,447 .
751
952
3,438
5 ,377

15 '713

.!/ Projected.
21 None reported ..
3/ Includes public buildings.
Source:
Report."

Federal Republic of Germany, Ministry of Finance, "Nif).th subsidy

A number of tax benefits play a role in the Government's energy policy.
These tax benefits ·encourage ~ydroelectric development, oil storage, and
investment in energy production and distribution. There are also special tax
benefits for the coal,. industry; these benefits are classified under mining.
Otherwise, industry-speciflc tax benefits aid two industries:
steel, and
shipbuilding. Tax benefits for the ~oal and steel industries are discussed in
the section of the report on targeting techniques for those industries. The
shipbuilding industry benefits from certain tax provisions that encourage the
purchase of new.ships, These benefits are classified under transportation in
the "Ninth subsidy Report."
Financial Assistance
The distribution of West German financial assistance is shown in table 17.
In 1982, the Government gave 3,'672 million deu~schemarks, or $1,511 million,
in financial assistance to industry. Mining received 35.9 percent of that
assistance, almost all of which went to coal mining, airct'aft received 1:i.o
percent, steel received 10.0 percent, and shipbuilding received 6.5 percent.
Shipbuilding, however, also benefited from 198 million deutschemar~s, or $81
million, in suJ>sidies.given to encourage modernizing the ocean shipping fleet.
The Government.usually gives financial assistance in the form of grants,
loari guarantees,· or low-interest-rate loans.
Loans are usually channeled
through the ~undesbank into one of the major banks, particularly the Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank, and the Commerz.Bank. The banks are responsible for
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Table 17.--The West German Government's financial assistance
by sectors, 1981-84 l/
.(In millions of deutschemarks)
Sector

1981

1982

1983

2,322

2,286

1984

:

Agriculture:, nutrition and forestry----:
·Industry:
Mining-------------------------------:
:Energy and raw-material supply-------:
·· Promot irig ·innovation-------:....---------:
.
Sh.lp bUl·1d'1ng-------~----------~-----~:
Aircraft-----------------------------:
Steel----L----------.:...-'---------·-·------:
Regional programs--'--------------------:
·Other-:.-----..,.-:....,..------------------·----:
subtotal----~---------------------:

Ocean. shipping-------------------------:
Other transportation-------------------:
Housing
All other------------------------------:
Total------------------------------:

}/-----------------------------:

2·,330

2 ,511
:

2,030
347
440
302
436
82
262
165
4,066
334
981
3,504
2.392
13,607

1,230
1,320
. 4'44
369
585
542
290
240..
403
330
369
617
250
213
340
216
4,086
3 ,672
240
198
882
.. 798
..
3,471 : .. 3. 5.83 :
2,660
21663
13,653
13,208

.

.

...

1,141
469
594
250
380
600
260
309
4,003
265
695
3,996
1,880
13,350

l/ Data for 1983 and 1984 are projections.
£! None reported.
}/ Includes public buildings.
Source: Federal Republic of Germany, Min.is fry
Report." '

of

Finance,, "Ninth Subsidy
••

choosing ·the ··specific ·firms that receive loans
likelihood that a firm can repay th~ loan. l/

and

'•I

for

determining

the

Trends in assistance
Table 18 shows how the composition. of Government tax benefits and
financial assistance, as shown in· the "Subsidy Report," has changed since
1966.
The share of agriculture in total aid. has steadily declined, and the
share· of industry ha~ gener.ally risen, alt~ough · it ·fell between 1980 and
1982. Kost of the increa.se in industry's share of aid since 1966 is due to an
increase in regional aid. The increas'e in the share of regional aid; however,
ended in 1973. In 1982, the last year for which actual figures are available,
industry received 32.6 percent of all aid, including the 16.4 percent' of aid
tha·t went to regional programs. Mining ··s sh~i;-e· of tqtal aid increased from
4. 2 ·percent in 1966 to 9. 5· percent in 1980, but then fell to 5. 3 percent in
1982.
The share of aid given for promoting innovation rose steadily to 2. 5
percent in 1982, and projected figures show a further inc~ease. The share of
aid of three s~lected industries, aircraft, shi~building, and ste~l. also rose
steadily to 3.8 percent in 1982.
·
.
11
Jack N. Behrman, "A Comparison
Development," mimeo, appendix pp. 17-19.

of

Approaches

Toward

Industrial

Table 10.--Share of each sector in tolal West German Government· assistance, 1966-82
(In percent)
Sector

1966

Agriculture, nutrition :
and forestry---------:
Industry 1/------------:
Mining-=--------------:
Ener'gy and raw
:
material su.pply----:
Pro~oting innovat1on 2/-------------:
Selected indue.•
tries 3/-------,-----:
Regfonal-programe----:
Banking--------.-------:
Other-----------------:
Transpor'tation---------:
Housing 4/-------------:
Other---=---------------:

1967

1968 · 1969 · 1970 ; 1971 ; 1972 ; 1973 ; 1974 ; 1975 ; 1976 ; 1977 : 1978 ; 1979 : 1980 ; 1981 ; 1982

:
:
:
:
:
·37.6 : 31.3 : 30.7 : 23.9 : 31.8: 28.6 : 22.9 : 23.0 : 19.7 : 19.2 :. 18.4 : 15.8 : 15.5 : 15.0 : 13.4 : 9.9 :
18.5 : 29.1 : 24.7 : 25.9 : 24.8 : 24.7 : 26.8 : 28.2 : 29.4 : 25.6 : 24.0 : 22.·5 : 28.0 : 31.1 : 33.5 : 33.0 :
4.2: 8.6: 8.6: 5.3: 3.5: 2.5: 3.3: 5 •.2: 6.6: 4.7: 3.8: 4.3: 8.6: 8.7: 9 .• 5: 7.8:
.•
:
:
:
.•
2.9 :' 1.6 :
.4 :
.2 :
.1 ·:
.5 :
.2 :
.3 : 1.1 : 1.6 :
.9 .:
.9 :
.7 : 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.4 :
.•
:
:
:
•
.:
:
:
:·
.5 :
.5 :
.5 :
.6 : LO : l•O : 1.0 : 1.3 : l.O :
.7 :
.5 :
.7 :
.6 .: 1~8 : 1.9 : 2.1 :
.3 :
5•·3 .:
.1.8:
3.5 ·:
5.9 :
20.4 :
17.6 :

.3 :
-~5 :
1.1 : 1.2 : ·1.3
-l3.7 : 11.7 : 15.l : .13.7 : 14.6
·1.8:
.8 : l.O: 1.3 :· 1..3
2.6 : 2.2 : 2.6 : 3.9-: 3.'5
· 5.• 1 : .6.0 ·: 8 •.l : 6.1 : 5.5
18.4 : 14.8 : 12.4 : 10 .;8 : lL l
16 .• 1 : 23.8 : 29.7 : 26.'6 : 30.l

.

.

.

: 1.4 : 1.4 ·: 1.6 : l.7 : 1~6 :
.1 : 1.4 : 2.0
: 16.l .: 16.2 : 15.6 : -13.6 : 14.4 : -12.7 : 13.5 : 14.4
.: 1.4: l.'l : 1.3: 1.4:
.7:
•6:
.7:
.7
: 3.4 : 2.7 : 2.2 ! 1.9 : 2.1 : 2.• 6 : 2.7 : ·2.5
: 6.2 ; 6.5 : 6.2: 6..;4: 7.0 : 7.7 : 9.• 1 : 8.8
: 14.4 : 15.0 : 15.9 ·: 16 .l : 16.9- :: 15. 7 : 15 .6 : 17 .8
.: 29.7 : 27 .• 3 : 28.8 .: 32.7 : J3.7 ·: 38.3: 31.8 : 27.3

.

.

.

Aid to the merchant marin.e for buying n~ ef'!ips •is urtd~r tran;porta~ion.
•
2/ Excludes aid to aircraft and certain small programs that are listed under other.
· "'!./ Shi·pbuilding, aircraft, and steel.
·
·
f!I Includes municipal buildings.

· .!/

'

Source:

'

.

.

•

•

·: 2.5 : 3•0 :
: 15.5 : .15.9 :
:
.• 8 :
.o .:
~
2.3 : 2.8 .:
: '9.0
7.9 :
-: 17 .4
20 .8 :
: 26.7
28.4:

9.8
32.6
5.3
1.7
2.5
J.8
16.4

.o

2.9
7;3
21.8
28.5

•.

'

Federal Republic of Germany, Ministry of Finance, "Eighth Subsidy Report," and .''Ninth Subsidy ·Report."

.......
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Table 19 indicates trends in total subsidies to industry.
These
subsidies in real terms. that is after adjusting· for inflation,· rose steadily
from 1966 to 1973. declined until 1976. and then rose unti 1 1980. Between
1966 and 1980, the real value of these .subsidies grew by 362 percent.
Subsidies declined sharply, however, from l980 to 1982. The real value of
subsidies to industry was $3,656 million in 1982, the lowest ,level since 1976.
Table 19.--West German Government assistance to indus.try, 1966-82
Year
1966------------------------------:
1967------------------------------:
1968------------------------------:
1969------------------------------:
1970------------------------------:
19 71--------------------------.----:
1972------------------------------:
1973--------------------------~---:

1974------------------------------:
1975------------------------------:
1976------------------------------:
1977----------------------------~-:

1978------------------------------:
1979------------------------------:
1980------------------------------:
1981------------------------------:
1982------------------------------:

.

Killion
deutschemarks:
1,61~

2,939
3,114
3,017
3,702
4,234
4. 7,62
5,369
6,119
s. 5.64
5,607
5,742 :
7,109
8,024
9,163
9.• 116
8,884

Subsidies
milllon
dollars

Killion
1982
dollars !/

405
735
779
766
1,011
1,213
1,498
2,011
2,363 :
2,262
2,225
2;475
. 3,537
4,385
5,035
4,034
3,656

1,213
2,198
2,273
2,151
2,743
3,184
3,762
4,468
4,418
3,870
3,640
3,815
5,056
5,570
5,608
4,120
3,656

!I Data are adjusted for inflation using the Producer Price Index.
Source:
Subsidy data, compiled from the Federal Republic of Germany,
Ministry of Finance, "Eighth Subsidy Report" and "Ninth Subsidy Report;" other
data are calculated by the staff of the U. s. Internatio.nal Trade Coimnis.sion.
Data in the "Ninth Subsidy Report" do not include all types of financial
aid to industry. The report does not reflect lOan guarantees. because such
guarantees rarely cause the Government to disburse fu·nds. The report also
does not reflect equity interests in nationalized industries, or export
financing. The report reflects only subsidies to research and development if
the results are ne.ar conunercialization. The nj.ajor types of aid excluded from
the "Ninth Subsidy Report" are discussed below or. in the "Science and
Technology" section.
Nationaliz~d

industries

National ownership in an industry can confer financial .benefi.ts. The
state sometimes provides equity funding at lower costs than. private
investors. Furthermore, if creditors perceive state-owned businesses as less
risky than private firms, they should be willing to lend money to state-owned
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businesses at lower interest rates than those private firms pay. National
ownership, however, also has some serious disadvantages. State-owned firms
sometimes find that to satisfy various governmental goals they must alter
business plans in ways that reduce profits and growth. Therefore, national
ownership does not always work to increase an industry's competitiveness.
Government ownership of industry in West Germany has served five policy
goals:
increasing employment in depressed regions,
avoiding private
monopolies, providing low-income housing, accelerating innovation, and
attaining self-sufficiency in strategic goods; such as aluminum. !I The
extent of the West German Government's ownership of industry still is large
compared with the u. s. Government's, even though the West German Government
sold off a large share of its holdings in the 1950's.
The West German
Government currently owns 74.8 percent of Lufthansa, the country's major
airline, 30 percent of the shipbuilding industry, 28 percent of the auto
industry, and large shares of certain energy and chemical companies.
state-owned fi~s produced 50 percent of West Germany's aluminum and sl~ghtly
more than 9 percent of its steel. In addition, Lander Governmen~s own parts
of two aircraft companies. Bavaria and Hamburg together own 43.8 percent of
Messerschmi tt-Boelkow-Blohm; Bremen owns 26. 4 percent of VFW-Fokker. 'J:./ The
Government has found, however, that the efficiency and innovativeness of
state-owned firms is inferior to th.at of private firms. The Government is
considering reducing its ownership of industry.
Export credits
The West German Government has several programs to help finance exports.
A program of export credit insurance and loan guarantees is administered
through
a
consortium of
two
firms,
Hermes
and
Treuarbeit.
The
Government-owned Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) finances exports to
developing countries. AKA-Ausfuhrkredit-Gmbh. (AKA), a private firm, receives
Government support for some of its export financing.
Official credit
insurance is required for ~11 KfW loans an4 for almost all Government-assisted
AKA loans. ~/
Decisions on granting export credit insurance are made by Hermes, unless
the contract is for more than 2 million deutschemarks, in which case approval
must come from the Interministerial committee for Export Guarantees. This
Committee includes representatives from the Ministry's of Finance, Economic
Affairs, Foreign Affairs, and Economic Cooperation. The Government usually.
insures from 85 to 95 percent of a loan; 100-percent coverage is never given.
The charge for this insurance depends on the terms of the contract.
Parliament sets a limit on the Government's total exposure under export credit
insurance. At the end of the 1982 fiscal year, the limit was 160 billion
deutschemarks,
and
the
Government's
exposure
was
150. 6
billion
deutschemarks. !I
!/J.B. Donges, op. cit., p. 192.
~I Jack N. Beh_rman, op. cit., p. 19; !lusiness Europe, Oct. 7, 1983, pp.
313-4; K.D. Walters and R.J. Monsen, "State-Owned Business Abroad:
New
Competitive Threat," Harvard Business Review, 75 (2) March-April 1979, p. 163;
Donges, op. cit., p. 192.
11 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, The Export Credit
Financing System, Paris 1982, pp. 101-116.
!/ U.S. state Department unclassified cable, Bonn 14186, June 11, 1983.
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KfW borrows about 25 percent of the funds it uses for export credits from
·the Government at a 4.5-percent interest rate; it raises the rest of its
export credit funds on the private market.
Kfw• s Government-supplied funds
supported about 800 million deutschemarks' worth of export cr.edi ts in both
1979 and 1980.
AKA• s Government-assisted loans usually involve exports to
developing . countries.
AKA• s Government-assisted credits reached 886 mil Hon
deutschemarks in 1980.
KfW and AKA loans are denominated in deutschernarks.
except for Airbus loans. which are usually denominated in· U.-s. dollars.
In
1986, KfW and AKA Government-assisted loans financed less than 1 percent of
·West Germany's exports. !/
Export credit financing is targeted only if certain industries receive
readier access to funds or better terms than other industries.
The West
German shipbuilding and aircraft industries appear to receive better terms
than those generally available.
Various international agreements set the
minimum terms of West German export credit financing.
For most industries
these t.erms are s_et by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
·Development COECD) "Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported Export
Credi ts."
This arrangement exempts certain industries. however. including
~hipbuilding and air6raft.
Export credits on ships ar• covered by the OECD
"Understanding on Export Credit for Ships." Export credits on large transport
aircraft. are governed by the "Common Line Agreement" between the United States
and the Airbus· consortium, and export credits on· other aircraft are governed
by the OECD "Standstill Agreement."
The "Common Line Agreement" allows
financing terms that are about as favorable as those offered to most
industries. but the "Understanding on Ships" and the "Standstill Agreement"
allow terms that are much more favorable than those generally available. 'g/
Loans to finance ship purchases were 54. 2 percent of KFW' s export credits in
1981.and 16.8 percent.in 1982. Loans to finance aircraft purchases were 20.8
·percent of KFW's export credits in 1981 and 15.9 percent in 1982. ~/
Kr~ditan~talt

fiir Wiederaufbau

The KfW. the West German Government investment bank, started in 1948.
The Federal Government contributed 80 percent of its starting capital. the
Lander Governments contributed 20 percent. Most of Kfw•s ·business consists of
loans. although it also provides loan guarantees and acts as a channel for
Federal Government grants. KfW gives three major types of loans: M program
loans. "European Recovery Program (ERP) loans. and other official program
loans. In 1982, M program loans were 65 percent of all loans, ERP loans were
33 percent. and other official program loans were 2 percent. M program loans
use funds KfW raises on the international capital markets and carry interest
rates close to the market interest rate. The primary advantage M loans offer
borrowers is a fixed interest rate for a term of 10 years. f!/ ERP loans use
!I OECD, The Export credit Financing System. p. 114.
£! The agreements affecting export credits are discussed in Economic Impact
of Foreign Export Credit Subsidies on Certain U.S. Industries:
report on
Investigation No. 332-144,
.• USITC Publication 1340, January 1983, pp.
59-62, and 159-169.
11 Similar data for AKA are not available. Kreditanstalt Fur Wiederaufbau,
Annual Report 1982, p. 15.
!!I M program loans are available for terms of up to 10 years. and most of
these loans are for the full 10 years. There is a grace period of 2 years
during which interest accrues.
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Government funds, and carry interest rates below those of M program loans.
The ERP loans may also have a longer term and grace period than M program
loans.
Because ERP loans usually are available at interest rates
substantially below the market rate, they may involve substantial subsidies.
ERP loans, however, except for certain loans for newspapers and shipbuilding,
are not directed to specific industries. In 1982, 68.9 percent of ERP loans
went to programs to aid small- and medium-sized businesses, and 25. 4 percent
went to aid West Berlin. !I
Most of KfW's total domestic loans go to small- and medium-sized
businesses or for environmental protection (table 20). The KfW domestic loans
classified under other structural measures include loans for agriculture,
oil-prospecting, municipal housing and recreation facilities, and seaports.
The only industry-specific programs under this heading are aids for the
shipbuilding industry. Deliveries from German shipyards to German shipowners
were aided by 5.6 million deutschemarks' worth ($2.5 million) of ERP loans and
22.0 million deutschemarks' worth ($9. 7 million) of official program loans in
1981, and by 3.9 million deutschemarks' worth ($1.6 million) of official
program loans in 198~. l/ In general, KfW' s loans are equally available to
firms in all industries, and these loans are widely distributed across
industries (table 21).
Programs to provide capital to innovative firms
The West German Government believes that domestic capital markets do not
provide enough funds for supporting connnercial development of new products or
processes.
Therefore, the Government has begun several programs to give
financial support for innovative activities. These programs are the capital
participation societies and the First Innovation Program, administered by the
Economics Ministry; the Risk Financing Association; and the Technologically
Oriented Firm (TOU) program, adminis~ered by the Ministry of Research and
Technology (BMFT). These programs exist primarily to support small innovative
firms in high-technology areas that would have difficulty raising market
financing; they are not directed at specific industries.
Capital participation societies (KBG's) receive 75 percent of their
funding as ERP loans from the KfW. KBG's raise the rest of their funds from
private sources. KBG's can then either make loans or take equity positions in
small firms.
KBG' s apparently have been reluctant to provide capital for
high-risk projects, and so they apparently have not given much support to

11 Data on the distribution of loans are from Federal Republic of Germany,
Ministry of Finance, "Ninth Subsidy Report," pp. 305 and 306. In 1981, the
KfW agreed to loan 47.5 million deutschemarks ($21.0 million) under a program
that specifically financed purchases of data-processing hardware and software
by small- and medium-sized businesses. These funds, however, could be used to
purchase imported products.
This program ended in 1981. Kredi tanstalt filr
Wiederaufbau, op. cit., p. 21.
£1 Ibid., p. 21.
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Table 20.--Commitments by the KfW, 1980-82
(In millions of deutschemarks)
Item
Promotion of domestic investment:
Loans------------------------------------------:
Small and medium-sized enterprises-----------:
Environment protection--------------~--------:
Other structural measures--------------------:
Grants-~-----------------------------------~---:

Export finance and investment abroad:
Loans------------------------------------------:
Export finance-------------------------------:
United financial loans-----------------------:
Other investment abroad----------------------:
Grants-----------------------------------------:
Promotion of the developing countries: !I
Loans------------------------------------------:
Grants-----------------------------------------:
Total:
Loans--------------------------------------:
Grants-------------------------------------:
Loan guarantees--------------------------------~-:

1980

1981

1982

4,354
3,006
523
825
248

6,474
4,531
542
1,401
249

4,761
3,316
576
869
63

3,068
2,986
9
73
54

3,051
2,998
12
41
393

4,418
3,842
551
25
134

2,752
842

2,668 :
773·:

2,411
571

10, 175
. l, 144
2, 176

12,193
1,415
1,370

11,590
768
152

!I Financial Cooperation including the Technology Programme. Where export
promotion funds were committed together with Financial Cooperation funds,
(1982:
260 million deutschemarks) they are shown under export finance,
although the mixed loan meets the requirements of development assistance.
Source:

Official statistics of the KfW.

innovation. !/ In 1982, the KfW agreed to loan 20.S million deutschemarks
( $8. 4 million) to KBG • s as part of its program to encourage small- and
medium-sized businesses. Terms on these loans are so favorable that .they are
equivalent to a cash grant of 69 percent of the value of the loan. Thus, in
1982, KfW gave the KBG's the equivalent of a grant of DK 14.1 million or $5.8
mi 11 ion. 'l_I
Under the First Innovation Program, a firm could receive an interest-free
loan for SO percent of the cost of commercial development of a new
technology. If the firm did not make a profit on this development within 10
years, it did not have to repay the loan. The project to be funded had to

!/ G.G. Heaton, "West Germany," in Center for Policy Alternatives,
Massachusetts Institute for Technology, National Support for Science and
Technology, vol. 2, 1976, pp. 73 and 74.
'l_I The cash grant equivalent of these leans was computed using the present
value methodology· described in U. S, International Trade Commission, Foreign
Industrial Targeting and Its Effects on U.S. Industries, . . . • app. 8. Terms
on these loans are given in Kreditanstalt filr wiederaufbau, op. cit"..• p. 22.
The West German long-term corporate bond rate was used for the market interest
rate.
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Table 21.--KfW loan commitments, by sector or by industries, 1981-82
1982

1981
Sector or industry

Agriculture-----------------~:

Mining, fuel, and power------:
Materials--------------------:
Nonmetalic minerals--------:
Iron and steel-------------:
Foundry--------------------:
NonFerrous metals----------:
Mineral oil----7---------~-:
Chemicals------------------:
Sawmills-------------------:
Rubber----------------------:
Capital goods----------~-----:
Steel construction---------:
Mechanical engineering-----:
Vehicles---------~---------:

Shipbuilding---------------:
Electrical engineering-----:
Precision engineering,
optics-------------------:
Metal goods----------------:
Consumer goods---------------:
Glass, ceramics------------:
Wood products--------------:
Paper----------------------:
Printing--------------~----:

Plastics processing--------:
Leather--------------------:
Textiles and apparel-------:
Food, beverages, and
tobacco--------------------:
Private-sector services------:
Public services--------------:
Construction-----------------:
Total--------------------:
Source:

Percent
Pf\li;ocent
Amount
Amount
of total:
of total
Million
Million
deutschemarks:
deutschemarks:
341.9
348.8
753.l
275.2
125.8
45.9
55.4
4.7
136.0
92.3
17.8
1,342.1
62.9
381.0
54.3
43.3
294.5
81.6 :
424.5
845.9
66.2
166.1 :
84.5
199.6
156.0
10.7
162.6
592.9
1,611.0
446.1
282.0
6,473.9

Official statistics of the KfW.

5.3
5.4
11.6
4.2
1.9
.7
.9
.1
2.1
1.4
.3
20.7
1 •.0
5.9
.8

.7
4~5

223.9

4.7
7.6
8.3
2.8
1.3
.6
.9
.1
1.6

~61.5

393.5
132.l
~3.8

25.8
43.2
2.2
76.9
44 .. 5
5.0
795.8
39.15
241.0
53.4
42.7
128.4

.9

.

.1
16.7
.8
5.1
1.1
.9
2.7

:

4.8
11.5
-8
2.4
1;2
2.5
2.4
.2
2i0

60,4

1.3
6.5
p.1
1.0
2.6
1.3
3.1
2.4
.2
2.5

548.0
39.2
111.9
56.1
120.7
114.4
. 11. 7
94.0

7,8
24.9
6.9
4 3
100.0

371.0
1,370.9
497.8
198.7
4,761.l

~30.1

l,. 3

..

.
.•.

7.8
28.8
10.4
4.2
100.0
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involve ·-ah· innovation that was new to West Germa.ny and had prospects of
commercial. success.
The project had to respond to a current social need.
Finally, the project had to be. too risky to receive private financing.
Taple 22 shows .the funding of the First Innovation Program. . For budgetary
regsons, the Go~er.nment stoppe~ this p~ogram as of January 1, 1984 .
., ...·.

The Risk Financing Association (WFG) is a private firm formed in 1975 by
a consortium of banks. The WFG purchases equ'tty in small innovative firms and
provides managerial and technical help to these firms.
If a firm prospers,
ttie WFG will·· sell its equity holding at a profit. The WFG holds equity in
from 20 to 30 small- and medium-sized business. The Government guarantees 75
percent of the funds the banks invest in the WFG and has lent less than 5
·million deutschemarks to the WFG. Government officials belt'eve that the WFG
generally has failed to support innovative firms for two reasons. WFG has
mirrored the attitudes of the banks that started it by being very reluctant to
"take risks.
Furthermore, West Germany lacks a well-developed market for
:equity holdings in small- and medium-sized businesses. Therefore, the WFG has
'b)
sell its equity in successful businesses at moderate prices to the
·entrepreneurs . who are its co-owners, and it is unable to sell its equity in
unsuccessful businesses.
·
The Technologically Oriented Firms (TOU) program offers firms that are
starting up ln high-technology areas three types of assistance:
consulting,
'gr.ants of i,ip to 75 percent of their development costs, and loan guarantees for
·-~o percent of_ their initial capital and marketing costs·.· TOU is a pilot
.,program; it carries out 'activities involving microelectronics· throughout the
country, but it carries out only activities involving ot~er sectors in the 6
regions where the BKFT already had consulting services. The TOU funding is
:100 million· ~e~tschemarks to. be spent over a 5-year period starting in 1983.
•

. .·•

"
Table 22 shows combined expenditures on the First Innov'ation, the WFG,
and TOU programs.
KBG funding is . not included, because this program is not
.expressly directed to high-technology firms. From 1979 to 1982, expenditures
on these three programs never exceeded 0.05 percent of West German fixed
'capital formation.
In 1983, projected expenditures on these· programs were
only 20.0 million deutschemarks, or $7.9 million.

-.

Science and Technology
·· · · · The West German Government funds research and development and tries to
inak_e technqlogical informatio~ more readily available to firms. Kuch of the
West German' Government• s science and technology activities are not targeted.
The large majority of Government R&D expenditures are not directly aimed at
commercial applications.
Furthermore, much R&D funding is given through
programs that are available to all industries.
West German R&D support,
however, seems to have given particular emphasis to the aerospace and
electronics industries.

1

The composition of research and development expenditures .--In 1982, the
German FedeLal and Lander governments budgeted DH 18.8 billion or $7.7 billion
for research and development.
Table 23 shows the composition of that
expenditure by objective.
The general promotion of knowledge ·received the
largest share of these expenditures, 40.7 percent. Energy received the. second
largest share, 16.1 percent. Improving industrial productivity and technology
received the third largest share, 12.0 percent.
·
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Table 2.2.--West German ~overnment expenditures on programs to provide
capital for innovative firms. 1977-84
Total
Killion
First
:deutsche
WFG
innovation: marks
and TOU
Killion deutschemarks:

Year

1977------------------------~-----~:

1

1978-~--------------------~--------:

2

!/
!/

!./
!/

1979-------------------------------:

4

17

1980-----------------------~-------:

11

19

1981---------~---------------------:
1982-----------------------~-------:

4

17

6

10

13
24

1

1983
1984

11

£!----------------------------:
£!----------------------------:

Million
dollars

!I
!I
21
30
21
16
20
24

11

16
9
7
~/ 8

!I

Not available.

£1 Projected .
.~/ Calculated using an exchange rate for the first 11 months of 1983.
f±I Not calculated because the 1984 exchange rate is unknown.
Source:
Col. 1 is official statistics of the BKFT; col. 2 is from the
Federal Republic of Germany. Ministry of Finance~ "Eighth Subsidy Report" and
"Ninth Subsidy Report;" col. 4 is calculated by the staff of the U.S.
International Trade Conunission u~ing official statistics of the International
Monetary Fund.
Table 23.--Percentage distribution of West German Federal and Lander
Governments'
expenditures on research and development, by objectives,
1980-82
Objective
Exploring and exploiting the earth and its
atmosphere-------------------------------------:
Environment----------- __________ .:_ __________________ :
Health-------------------------------------------:

1980

2.8
3.6
6.1
14.4 ..
Energy-------------~-----------------------------:
1.9
Agriculture---------------------~----------------:
Industrial productivity and technology------~-:·--:
10.0
3.8
Social problems----------------------------------:
4.3
Space------------------------~-------------------:
10.1
Defense--------------------------------------~---:
General promotion of knowledge-·-------------------: _____
___
43.1
100.0
Total-·-------·-------------------·----------------:·
Source:

1981

2.8
3.9
5.9
15.2
2.0
10.9
4.1
4.1
8.8
42.3
100.0

Statistical Office of the EC.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

1982

2.7
3.5
6.0
16.1
2.0
12.0
4.0
4.1
8.9
40.7
100.0
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Government's sha~e of'th~·f,i~an~ing of industrial R&D expenditures varies
widely between sectors. table 24 shows that in 1977 the Federal Government
financed 52.9 percent of the aircraft industry's R&D, compared to 16.1 percent
of
total
industrial R&D.
the Federal Government also financed an
above-average share of R&D for building: energy; wood, paper and printing;
leather, textiles, and clothing; and electrical engineering ..
Trends in commercial

R&D support

West Germany gives both direct and indirect support to commercial
research and development.
Direct support is the funding of R&D projects.
Indirect support is measures designed to encourage private firms to do more
·research, development, and innovation.
These measures include the tax
benefits for R&D (described in the "tax policy" section), the funding for the
WFG
and TOU
(described
in the "Financial Assistance" section),
the
microelectronics program, aid to small-· and medium-sized businesses, and aid
to technology transfer described later in the "Science and Technology"
section). The share of indirect aid in total aid generally has (ncreased and
is expected to be 31.4 percent in 1984 (table 25).
From 1975 to 1982, West. German support for commercial R&D rose even after
adjusting for inflation (table 26).
The inflation-adjusted value of direct
conunercial R&D suppor.t rose by 39. percent; the inflation-adjusted value of
total conunercial R&D.support rose by 66 percent.
Ministry of Research and technology
The BKFT has primary responsibility for technology policy in West Germany
and gives almost all .Government grants for R&D. In 1982, 78 percent of the
BMFt' s grants went to firms, 11 percent went to independent laboratories, 8
percent went to universities, and 3 percent went to other recipients. 11 In
that year, the BMFT provided 90 percent of direct Government support for
conunercial R&D. £1
The BKFT usually will not fund more than SO percent of a project, but
very large projects and projects that are close to basic research may receive
up to 100 percent funding. If a project is commercially successful, the BKFT
grant may have to be repaid.
Because the BMFT funds few projects that are
very close to commercial applications, however, it receives little in
repayment.
The BKFT holds no patents, but the West German Government has the right
to use the results. of. all R&D it funds at no charge, and it has licenses to
all patents that result from that research. Firms or other institutions that
carry out Government-funded R&D must be willing to license any resulting
patents to third parties for an appropriate fee. 11' If the BMFt finances over

11 BKFT,.''Wende in der Forschungspolitik," Feb. ·1983, p. 25.
£1 Ibid., p. 18.
11 BKFT, "The Federal Ministry for Research and Technology," Kar. 15, 1977,
p. 4.
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Table 24.--West Germaff Federal Government support of R&o by industries, 1977
Total R&D·expenditures
Industry

Killion
deutschemarks

Federal Government expenditures

Percent
of total

Killion
deutschemarks

Percent
of total:

Pet"cent of
total R&D
expenditut"es

Energy, water, and
mining-~---------:

Processing---------:
Chemicals--------:
Plastics, rubber,:
asbestos-------:
Nonmetallic min- :
erals, ·glass,
ceramics-------:
Iron, ·nonferrous :
metals--------- i ·
Steel, mechanical:
engineering,
·:
vehicles,--~---:

Mechanical
engineering !/:__ __ _,__:
Road
vehicles---:
Aircraft-----:
Electrical
e·ng i neer i ng,
precision
mechanics,
optics---------:
Electrical
engineering--------:
Precision
mechanics..:.. __ :
Wood, paper,
printing-------:
LeatheL-,

L--

l..t:A-

739.5
16,054.9
4,644.5

4.4
95.4
27.6

257.1
2,442.5
165.3

9.5
90.5
6. l,

34.8
15.2
5.1

172.4

1.0

8.8

,3

109.3

.7

13.9

.5

2.3

62.3

2.3

15.8

5,643.9

33.6

1,265.8

46.6

22.4

1,765.7

10.5

264.0

9.7

15.0

2,053.9
1,279.7

12.2
7.6

4,869.1

393.3

..

12.7

..

..

£1

~/

1..1

677. l

25.0

28.9

903.2

33.3

18.5

4,461.8

26.5

870.0

32.1

19.5

280.7

1. 7

32.6

1.2

11.6

37.5

.2

8.3

.3

22.1

38.4
146.5
35.4
16,829.8

0.2
.9
.2
100.0

10. 7
4.2
13.7
2 713 • 3

0.4
.2
.5
l,00.0

27.9
2.9
38.7
16.1

52.9

.

tiles,
clothing-----:
Food-----------:
Building-----~-:

Total------:

I

11 Includes computers.

21 Not available.

Source:

3.6

:

Official statistics of the West German Government.
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,. Table 25.--West German direct and indirect aid to commercial research
and development, 1974-84
Direct
aid

Year

-~--Killion

1981-----------------~-----------------:
1982------~----------------------------:
1983------------------~----------------:

3,475
2,738.:

353
149
106
155
145
482
573
674
791
1,046

1984-------------7---------------------:

2. 778 :

1,271

1974-----------------------------------:

1,295

Indirect
aid's
Total
share of
total
deutschemarks---: Percent

Indirect:
aid

1975-~---------------------------------:

. 1, 721 .

1976-~---7-----------~-----------------:

1,525
1,594
1,930
2,466
2,491

1977----------------------------~------:

1978-----------------------------------:
1979-----------------------------------:
1980----------------~------------------:

2 ;713

21.4
8.0
6.5
8.9
7.0
16.4
18.7
19.9
18.5
27.6
31.4

1,648
1,870
1,6~1

1,749 : .
2,075
2,948
3,064
3,387
4,266
3,784
4,049

Source:. Official .statistics of the Federal Republic of Germany.
Table

26.-~West

.German aid for commercial research and development
adjusted for inflation, 1975-82 !I
(In millions of 1982 deutschemarks)
Year

1975---------------------------------------------:
..

1976---~----~------------------------------------:

1977-------------~----~--------------------------:

1978---------------------------------------------:
1979---------------------------------------------:
1980---------------------------------------------:
1981--------~------------------------------------:

1982-------~-------------------------------------:

Direct
2,497
2,084
2 ,067.
2,396
2,900
2,749
2,840
3,475

Total
2, 713

2,228
2,268
2,576
3,466
3,381
3,546
4,266

!I Data are adjusted for inflation using the EC Statistical Office price
index for West Germany; years selected are those for which this index is
available.
Source: Calculated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Cormnission
·using official statistics of West Germany and the EC Statistical Office.
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50 percent of a· project, all results must b~ publishf,ld; c;>thetwise, orily a
summary of results must be published· ..· - Firms occas ion•Uy are reluctant ·to
take more than 50-percent financing, be~ause they . wan_t to avoid publishing
their project's results. !I
·
Table 27 shows the distribution of funds in t~e ~MFT' s · 1984 budget by
program area.
Energy recei veci the largest share of the funds, 39 .1 percent;
space was next with 11.4 ~rcent. Projects to improve the competitiven.ess of
the aviation and electrQnics iqdustries received 2 .'5 ii.nd 4. l · percent of the
budget, respectively.
Programs for selected technologies
The West German Government has a number of programs lo support the
development of specified technologies.. Because these programs are . close to
commercial application, dat!l on their funding are shown in the ''Subsidy
Report." Table 28 summarizes· these data.
In 1982, 7~ percent of . the total
funding of these programs· went to the. microelectrof\iCIJ program; 15. 3 ·percent
went to improve raw-material refining and recycling; 5.1 percent went ·to
d'evelop new health-care products; and 4. 9. percent we~t . to improve waste
disposal.
The microelect·ronics program offers firms gr~nts of up. to 800 ,000
deutschemarks for developing new pro~ucts or f~r introd1,1~ ing new processes.
·Whereas ·the grants that encourage new products are l.ikel,y to increase the
competitiveness of the West German microelectronics .indystry, the grants that
encourage l.ntroducing new processes prob~bl:y will not. These grants encourage
firms
in
a
large
variety
of . industries
to
buy
equipment
using
microelectronics.
These firms, however, are fre~ to use their grants to
purchase imported equipment. · Grants
to encourage the application of
microelectronics, therefore, a~e unlikely~~o help th& relative competitiveness
of West German suppliers of microelectronics;
·
Aid to small- and medium:...sized businesses
The Economics Ministry has three programs tq support R&D by small-· and
medium-sized businesses:
a ·pro~ram promoting R&D in· West Berlin, a subsidy
for R&D personnel costs, and a program to encoµrage these businesses to
contract for external res.earch.
These programs apparently are designed to
counteract the BHFT's brnder1cy to give n1os~ of· its. aid to big business. ~/
Funding for these programs, ~hi ch are all its~ed under promoting inr:iqvation i~
the Subsidy Report, is showq in table 29. In 1982; to~al grants given u_nd~r
these programs :were equal- to 409. 8 million deuts~hemarks. qr $168. 6 million.
Disseminating information
The West German Government tries to make leclmol9gi.cal · information 111ore
accessible to industry.
·Much pf .this activity is f~.rnded under the BMfo'T•s
information and documentation program, which is projected to receive 1.0
1/ G.G. Heaton, op. cit., pp. 73 and 74.
2/ G.G. Heaton, op. cit., p. 53.
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Table 21.--Budget of the Ministry of Research and
·... ,. · Technology, by programs, T984
Expenditure
Program

Alai

Percent
of total

Amount

,.

Million
deutsche
marks
Securing resources-------------: Energy R&D !/-·----------:
Raw materials R&D-------:
Marine and Polar R&D--:---: ·
industrial
competitiveness.

Impr~ving

2,788.4
225.2
171. 7

39.1
3.2
2.4

· :·)~rthering innovati~n---:
: · Physlcal and finiShing
· technology.

83.5
100.0

1.2
1.4

Electronics-------~-----:
.
.

291.0
58!8
810.0
178.3

·· Data processing---------:
Space-------------------:
Aviation----------~-----:

..

4.1
---.8
11.4
2.5

510.2

7.2

100.0

1.4

258.0
150.8
73.8

3.6
2.1
1.0

6!)5.8

8.5

669.9

9.4

£!---~---~---~--:

51.0

.7

Total----------------~---------:
.. ·

7,126.4

100.0

Improving living conditions-..:.:.-: Health, nutrition,
environment.
·
·· Humanizing working
· ... · conditions.
Improving public services------:

Transport~--------------:

Communications------'":""---:
Iriforination·and documentation.
Basic

research------~----------:

Administration

Overall science promotion.
Basic physical and
chemical re~earch.

..·

!/ Includes 758; 3 mi ll'fon deutschemarks to be spent on reactor technology.
£/ Includes 1.4 billion·"cieutscheiiiarks in construction costs.
s·ource:

Official statistics of the BMFT.
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Table 28.--West German Government financial aid for technology
in specified sectors, 1981-·84
(In millions of deutschemarks)
1981

Technology

0.1
Radioactive materials---------------------:.
15.3
Waste disposal--------------------------:
.1.
Improve working conditions-------,---------:
.3
Computer software--·---------------------:
.2
Energy conservation--------·------------:
Raw material exploration and
.6
extract ion-------------------------------:
24.8
Raw-materi~l refining and recycling-----:
.2
Chemicals ll~--------------------------:
1. 5
Health------·---····-----------------------·---- - :
.9
Electronics 3/- -----------------------:
0.3
Teleconununications !I- ·----------------:
•7
Ocean technology 11:-------------,------:
Construction materials-----------------:
Steel-·------------------------------------------:
Kicroe lectron ics- - --------------------------- =-~--45.0
Total--- - ---- - -- -- ---- -------------:

1982

6.0

2.6

.1

.1

.1

0
17.1

.4

1984 .!/

1983 11

8.0

.18.7
.3
6.3
0. 7
.2
.4
89.2
122.4

6.1
.1
5 .0
.1
o. 5
. 2:
1,3
16.l
150.0
199.2

...

5.4
4.0

1.2
9.8
150.0

179.9

li Projected.
~I Emphasis is on conserving, recycling, and developing new sources of raw
materials.
11 ·Particular emphasis is on helping small- and medium- sized businesses
adopt semiconductor technology.
!I Directed at small- and medium-·s ized businesses.
~I In~ludes offshore oil drillJng.

Source:
Report."

Federal

Republ~c

of Germany, Ministry of f'inance, "Ninth Subsidy

percent of the BK~'T' s budget in 1984 (table 2 7). Another program to encourage
the dissemination of information is the Rationalization Commission (RKW). T.. e
RKW, which began in 1921, encourages and helps lo implement any measures that
would improve firms' productivity.
The RKW does some research, but its
p~imary
function ls lo counsel f ir:ms and to help disseminate tecnn1cal
information. Funds for the RKW come from the 1"ederal and State Governments,
industry
subscriptions,
and
income from contracts.
.!.I
The Federal
Government's contribution to the RKW was 11. 9 mi 11 ion deutschemarks, or $4. 9
million in 1982, and it expects its contribution to increase to 12.3 ~illion
deutschemarks in 1983 and 12.2 million deulschemarks in 1984. ll
tt· G.G. Heaton op. cit., pp. 78 and 19.

II Ministry of Finance, "Ninlh

Su~sidy

Report," p. 146.
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Table 29:--Grants for promoting R&D by small and medium
businesses, 1981-1984 !/
(In millions of deutschemarks)_
1981

Promotion of R&D in Berlin-------------:
P.ersonnel cost subsidy-----------------:
Promoting contract research------------:
Total---------~--------------------:

1982

5.9
361.0
11.0
377.9

1983

6.3
390.0
13.s
409.8

8.0
350.0
13.8
371.8

1984

.

8.0
350.0
40.0
398.0

!I Data for 1983 and 1984 are projections.
_,'Source:
Report."

Federal Republic of Germany Ministry of Finance,

"Ninth Subsidy

Cartel and Kerger Policy
West German law .in general forbids cartels, agreements among competitors
·to· restrict competition. The law also forbids any merger that would allow a
fi_1·111 to create or strengthen a market-dominating position without bringing
benefits that .outweight the harm done by the market domination. Exemptions to
these an~itrust laws exist, but there is no evidence that the West German
Government uses these exemptions to target specific industries.
West Germany's Act Against Restraints of Competition (ARC) specifically
exempts •the
following
sectors:
agriculture,
transportation,
banking,
insurance, and public utilities.
The coal and steel industries are also
exempt to the extent that their activities are covel".ed by special provisions
of the ECSC treaty.
For example, West German- st'eelmakers participate in the
EC steel cartel. Kost German cartels, however, are formed under provisions of
the .ARC- ttia:t apply equally to all industries.
These provisions allow
industries to form cartels for certain purposes.
The Federal Cartel Office
(FCO) must be notified of all such cartels and acts to insure that the cartel
privilege is not abused.

Ty,pes of tartels
:

I

The number of legal cartels in West Germany is shown in table 30. From
1973to·1978, the number·of these cartels increased by 15 percent to 250. The
most ·likely reason for the increase was a court decision that increased the
range of . activities that, if do_ne without notifying· the FCO, could be
considered violations. of the ARc·. After 1978 the increase· stopped; there were
249 legal cartels in 1980.
The most cormnon type of cartel is the export
cartel, of which there were 64 in 1980.
West German law divides export cartels into two types: those that affect
only fo~eign t~ede end these that also affect domestic markets. Before 1973,
the FCO contended that it had to be notified of export cartels that affected
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only foreign trade an.d that. it coul4 act· to· prevept. abuses of s'uch' cartels:
In 1973, however, the· German Supreme court ruled that; t;he FCO had no right to
be notified of carte:J,.s t~at· had no dc;>mestic·effects.
In 1980, the ARC was
amended to r~quire that the FCO be no.tified.of all su~h cartels; Furthermore,
the west German Government can order cartel ~greem~nts to be discontinued or
modified if they violate principles . recogqize<;i by the Government in
international tt"eaties or if they harm West G'erniany• ~ international trade or
payments interests. !/
The second most ~ommon tf pe of cartel,. cond it lOn cartels, allow firms to
jointly s~t conditions of sale. These cartels often include agreements on the.
conditions·by which purchasers qualify for rebates.
standa~dization, rationaliz~tion, .specialization, and cooperation cartels
allow firms to undertake various joint actions to re4~ce costs or improve
product quality.
standardization cartels all()w the 4pplication of a uniform··
set of standards.
Rationa~ization cartels are (ies~gned to improve firms•
efficiency or productivity. Rationalization .cartels may involve agreements on
price if the rationalization measures cannot be a~~ieved without a . price
agreement and if the benefits of the rationalizatio~ outweigh the harm of the
.. price agreement. £1 . Specialization cart~ls · allo~ firms to rationalize
production by agreeing to specialize in certain pro4uct lines.
Cooperation
cartels allow any form of cooperativ~ behavior that improves efficiency, but
they are limited to small:: and medium-si~ed businesses.
The FCO will not
allow cooperation cartels among· firms. whose combined market share. exceeds 15
percent.
The most common activities of co9peratior\ cartels are joint
distribution, joint purchasing, and specialization.

a

Crisis cartels are allowed if demand for a produCt undergoes
lasting·
decline.
Firms in a crisis cartel may jointly plian how to adjust their
capacity to the lower demand. Crisis cartels are allc;n~ed to exist only for a.
short time period, usually no more than 3 years~ These cartels mui;t foUol't a
schedule for reducing capacity;
From 1958 to 19$3, only one such c~rtel
existed.
That cartel, which began in 1983, involves steel mats. ·for
reinforcing concrete.
Emergency cartels are authorized by the Federal Minister of Economics
when he feels that the public interest requires a ~artel that does not qualify
under any other legal exemption.
For example,· one such cartel involved an
agreement among cigarette manufacturers to stop advert;ising.
From 1958 to
1980, only four emergency cartels were allowed. 11

11 For a description of West German law involving· export cartels, .see
H. Holzler and w. D. Brown, "Antitrust cc;mtroi 9ver 'Pure' Export Cartels,''.
Antitrust ~ulletin, 27 (4), winter 1982, pp. 957-991!
£1 Rationalization cartels with price agreements U$Ually are joint-sales
organizations.
}/ OECD, Annual Reports on Competition Policy. in Member Countries •. 1981,
No. 2, Paris, 1981, p. 28.
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Table 30.--Legal cartels in West Germany, by types, 1973-80
'Type

:March:March:March:March:March:Karch: December:December:December
1980
1979
1978
': 1973 :1974 :1975 :1976 :1977 :1978

..

42
Condition-------~---~---:
19
Rebate------------------: .
Condition and rebate----: 17
0
Crisis------------------:
8
standardization---------~
3
Rationalization-------~-:
Rationalization with a
price agreement-------: 10
Specialization-------7--: 25
Specialization with a, .
price agreement-------: 23
0
Cooperation----------~-~=
64
Export---------------~--:
E;xport with domestic
effect-----------7----: . . 5
0
Import------------------:
1
Emergency--·-------------:
Total--------------~-: .211

...

...

..

•'·

44
16
15
0
9
3

44
14
16
0 :
6
4

44
12
15
0
6
3

11

10
30

10
28

11

26

7
64

26
. 12· :
62

26
21
58

21
1

66

.

.

43
18
16
0
8
3

21

..

.

5
0
.

..

:

42
18
18
0
8
4

1

222

.

..
24 .
4

0
1
228

4
0
1
230

5
0
2
233

45

45

11 :

11

15
0
5
3

14
0
5
3

13
30

14
29

14 :
29

29
26
58

30
33
59

4
0
2
242

...

4
0
2

250

.
.

43
7
14
0
4
3
'16
28

30
33
59

29
39
60

4
0
2
249

4
0
2
249

"

.

Source: Official statistics· of the OECD, except 1979 official statistics of the West
German Federal Cartel Office.
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Mergers
During the late 1960' s, the West German Government actively promoted
mergers, particularly in the coal and aircraft industries. 11 At that time,
German antitrust laws put few restraints on mergers. In 1973, the ARC was
amended to forbid mergers that strengthened or created a market-dominating
position unless the merger improved the conditions of competition enough to
outweigh the harm done by the market domination.
If the FCO rejects a merger because of the.harm done to competition, the
firms may apply to the Economics Ministry .for special permission.
Such
permission has been granted four times:
twice as part of the Government's
energy policy and twice to rescue financially troubled firms. 'l../ After. the
1973 oil shock, the Minist,:y allowed Veba to buy part of another energy
producer, because the Ministry felt that a strong firm would help insure the
nation's energy supplies. The Economics Ministry later allowed Veba to sell
part of its holdings to British Petroleum (BP) (West Germany) after BP (West
Germany) promised to supply German markets with North Sea gas. The Economics
Ministry allowed two textile machinery manufacturers to me~ge to save several
hundred jobs. The Economics Ministry also allowed IBH to buy Webow, although
both firms produced road construction equipment. The Ministry felt that Webow
was financially troubled and was too small to ~ngage in international·
marketing, IBH recently went bankrupt.

11 Jack N. Behrman, op. cit., app. p. 17. The Government also encouraged a
recent merger in the aircraft industry.
£1 In addition, Thyssen, which produces machine tools, was allowed to buy a
45-percent share ·of a financially troubled machine tool producer.
The
Economics Ministry, however, would no.t allow a complete merger.
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United Kingdom Industrial Policy and Targeting

Historical Overview
In the 1950's, the British Government engaged in little that could be
considered targeting.
Dissatisfaction with the slow growth of the economy
during this period· led' the Government to develop a planning apparatus, which
in large part imitated the French system of interest group ·consultations. !I
In 1962, the Conservative government established the National Economic
Development· Coune'il (NEDC) and separate Economic Development· Councils (EDC's)
for specific industries.
The NEoc· and the EDC' s have served as forums where
·Government, management, and labor representatives discuss the future of the
nat·ional ·economy and their specific industry. The Conservative government of
· .the· early 19.60' s also began to give incr.eased financial help to specific
·industries, especially aircraft, cotton, .ocean shipping, anq. shipbuilding. ~/
.

"

·. The ·Labor ·government that ·held office .from 1964 to 1970 was also
commit"ted to planning and to assisting specific industries. A national plan
·· ·was developed in 1965, but it was never effe.ctively. implemented. This plan
· · · failed, because i't was based on foreca~ts th.at overestimated economic growth
~and ~hab did not foresee t~e d~valuation of the priund, be~ause ft arbitrarily
·allocated growth to various industries arid because of tensions between
different Government agencies. In 1967, the Government passed the Industrial
Expansion Bill and the Industrial Reorganization Act.
The Industrial
Expansion Bill enabled the Government to give financial help to specific
industries to improve efficiency or increase capacity without specific
Parliamentary approval.
The Industrial Reorganization Act established the
Industrial Reorganization Corporation (IRC) to promote industrial efficiency,
particularly by promoting mergers.
The activist industrial policy of the
Government, however, apparently had little effect on the overall economy. 11
The Conservative government that held office from 1970 to 1974 promised
to reduce government involvement in the economy, particularly the support of
declining industries.
This government abolished the IRC and reduced the
importance of the NEDC.
Rising unemployment, however, soon led this
government to adopt a more interventionist policy, including rescuing Rolls
Royce and Upper Clyde Shipbuilders from bankruptcy and passing the Industry
Act of 1972.
Two sections of this act allow financial help to be given to
industry.
Section 7 aid, which consists primarily of interest relief grants
and low-interest loans, is given to firms in specified regions.
Section 8
aid, which is usually in the form of a grant, has two major purposes: general
investment incentives, and aid to specific industries. From 1972 to September
1978, programs were established under section 8 to help 16 industries: wool
textiles,
clothing,
ferrous
foundries,
machine
tools,
red-meat
slaughterhouses, paper and board, textile machinery, printing machinery,
poultry
meat
proc~ssing,
nonferrous
foundries,
electronic
components,
instrumentation and automation, drop-forging, ,footwear, energy conservation,
• and microelectronics·.
·
·!I Lawrence Franko, op. cit. p. 21.
'g_I G.G. Denton, "Financial Assistance to British Industry," in W.K. Carden
and Fels, ed. Public Assistance to Industry, Boulder, Colo., Westview Press,
1976, p. 120.
11 Ibid., p. 121.
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The Labor government that held office from 1974 to 1979 followed a policy
of greater Government ownership of private industry an~ increased reliance on
planning under NEDC's auspices.
In 1975, the Government establishpd the
National Enterprise Board (NEB) to serve as a holding company for many of. its
equity interests in private businesses. The extension of Government ownership
also included the nationalization of the shipbuilding and aircraft industries
in 1977.
The Government established sector working parties {SWP' s) for 37
industries under the NEDC. These 37 industries together produced 40 percent
of manufacturing output and employed 46 percent of manufacturing labor. !/
Like the EDC's, the SWP's comprised Government officials, business executives,
and union representatives. Unlike the EDC's, however; the SWP's explicit goal
was to improve their industry's economic perfo~ance, and it was felt the
SWP' s · might develop plans
for targeted Government aid.
SWP'
were
concentrated in manufacturing, whereas EDC's continued to function outside of
manufacturing.
The SWP' s recommended a number of policy changes, including
several financial aid schemes, which the Government i"1plemented, but SWP' s
never effectively cooperated with the NEB.
Furthermore, individual fiC'llls
often ignored SWP recommendations. £! Attempts to aggregat~ the objectives of
each SWP into a national plan failed, because these objectives did not refer
to the same time periods nor were they expressed in conunon ·terms.
Furthermore, these objectives often were not met. All 37 SWP's wanted stable
or declining import penetration in their. sectors, b1,1t for 23 sectors, import··
penetration increased. 11

s

The Labor Government of the late 1970's deemphasized high-technology
sectors.
Research an~ development grants fell from 430. million pounds in
fiscal 1974 to 250 million pounds in fiscal 1978. Furthermore, during this'
period, high-technology industries received very little ait;I from the NEB. !l)
From 1979 to the pp-esent, the Conservative Government of Prime Minister.
Margaret Thatcher has held office.
This Government has sold a substantial
part of the nationalized industries and plans to make more such sales in th~
future.
Furthermore, the Gov~rnment established new guidelines for the NEB
that require it to sell off its holdings in private businesses as soon as ·a
sale is commercially feasible.
The role of the NEDC also changed under the Thatcher government.
Some
SWP' s stopped operating, and the rest took on the name and functions of. the
EDC's.
The EDC's now serve to improve communi~ations between Gov~rnm~nt,
business, and labor. The NEDC and the EDC's also do not actively lobby for
more Government aid, but they m~ght consult on the stru~ture of aid programs .

.!/ uata do not 1ncl.uae tne automooue industry, which ha(,i a separate working
party. OECD, "United Kingdom," Paris, 1978, p. 58.
£! Wyn Grant, The Political Economy of Industrial Policy, London,
Butterworths, 1982, p. 54.
Michael Davenport, "Industdal Policy in the
United Kingdom," in F.G. Adams, and L.R. Klein, Industrial Policies for Growth
and Competitiveness (Lexington, Mass., D.C. Heath, 19&3), p. 342.
11 Lawrence l''ranko, op. cit. , p. 32, and Wyn Grant, op. cit. , p. 6 7. As was
noted in the first section of this report, a decline 'ln imports in tJlese
sectors probably would necessitate either an increase in· imports in other
sectors or a decrease in exports of some sectors.
!I Lawrence Franko, op. cit., p. 32.
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Both the amount and the composition of financial assistance to industry
under the Thatcher government differ from the last years of the Labor
government (table 31).
Such aid, both as a share of gross domestic product
and in total value adjusted for inflation, was generally higher under the
Conservative government. By both measures, however, these subsidies declined
in 1982, the last year for which data are available. Under the Conservative
government, employment and training, and export assistance increased thei_r
share of total aid. Sectoral development and structural adjustment; research,
development, and innovation; and regional policy measures decreased their
share of aid. !I
Table 32 shows the distribution of Government financial aid and research
and development funding in fiscal 1980, by industries. These data exclude tax
benefits, but such benefits usually are not directed to specific industries.
Industries whose share of financial aid is higher than their share of value
added are metal manufacture, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,
and clothing and footwear.
Two industries received the bulk- of R&D aid:
aerospace received SO percent, a·nd electricai engineering received 19 percent.
Home-Market Protection
The importance of home-market protection to British industry began to
decline in the 1960's as the United Kingdom participated in a number of
international negotiations designed to reduce barriers to international
trade.
Furthermore, since the mid-1970's, the United Kingdom has set its
policies on imports jointly with the other countries of· the EC rather. than
independently. Therefore, home-market protection will be discussed here only
briefly.
The United Kingdom has protected its industries from import competition
through both tariff and nontariff barriers.
In 1980, 22 percent of all
British visible imports were subject to tariffs, nontariff barriers, or both.
'l_I
British tariffs generally give higher levels of protection to industries
producing more processed goods and to agriculture. ~/ In 1980, duties were
charged on 17 percent of all British visible imports and 21 percent of British
imports of manufactured goods.
The average tariff rate on dutiable imports
was 9 percent. !I
Nontariff barriers include quotas, orderly marketing
agreements, and public procur~ment preferences.
For example,
!I The Conservative Government also sharply reduced the coverage of regional
aid.
In 1979, 44 percent of the working population lived in areas eligible
for regional aid; in 1983, 28 percent of the working population lived in such
areas.
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, "Regional Industrial
Development," December 1983, p. 17.
'l_I c. Jones, "Visible Imports Subject to Restraint," Government Economic
Service Working Paper No. 62, 1983, pp. 10.
!I N. Oulton, "2ffective Protection of British Industry," in W.M. Corden and
G. Fels, eds. op. cit., p. 81. ·
!I c. Jones, op. cit., pp. 10 and 11.

Table 31.-United Kingdom financial assistance, by specified industries, 1976-82
Share of total

1./

Total

.
- --- - -- -- ---;-- --. Sectoral
•
: Mi 11 ion '!:._/: Share
Re gi?nal : Research :
; deve lo pmen t: Em P1oy- : Export ; Mil lion:
1980
: of GDP
pohcy : devefopment;small.
and
: ment and : assistance;pounds : pounds
measures:
and
:firms: structural: training:
·
:
: innovation;
; adjustment:
-------------·------------Percent--------~----------------- :
:
: Percent
: .
. 37. 2 : .
1976---:..-:
3.7 :
38.8 :
10.7 :
9.6 : 2,459
4 '126 :
2 :o
:
3,049:
1.5
8.9
:
1977----:
12.2 :
36.3
:
36.3 :
6
.4
:
2'104
:
1978-----:
51.7 :
4,556 :
2.1
27.3 :
8.5 :
5.6 :
6.9 : 3,403
:
4, 300 :
1. 9
1979-----:
9.8 : 3,646
24. l :
50.6 :
4.9 :
10.6 :
:
1980-----:
22.8 :
47.l :
2.2
4,970 :
8.9 :
11. 3 :
9~9 : 4,970
:
4,860 :
2.2
1981-----:
44.2 :
11.5 :
11.6 : 5,438
23.7 :
9.0 :
:
. 44. 7 :
1982-----:
24.l :
11.0 :
4,477 :
2.0
9.6 : • 2 :
10.2 : 5,440
Year

..

.

.

-

..

IT-'fhese-data-inclucl1~

grants,- an estimate of foregone interest on loans, payments on cost
contracts, laun1ch aid, and equity infusions.
The data are not adjusted to take into
account future payments the Government might receive as returns on equity or as a result of launch
aid agreements or cost-sharing contracts. Data on assistance are on a fiscal-year basis; data on
Gross Domes tic Product (GDP) and price, levels are on a calendar year-basis. The British fiscal
year begins on Apr. 1.
'!:._/ Adjusted for inflation using the consumer price index.
sh~ing

Source: Official stat: is tics of the United Kingdom Department of Trade and Indus try except for
the last 2 columns, which were calculated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade CollUllission
using official statistica of .the International Monetary Fund on consumer prices and GDP.
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·Table 32.--Shares of United K~ngdom financial aid, research and development
funding, and value added in manufacturing, by industries, 1980 l/
(In percent)
Industry
Food drink and tobacco--------------------------:
Chemicals---------------------------------------:
Metal manufacture-------------------------------:
Mechanical engineering--------------------------:
Electrical engineering--------------------------:
Shipbuilding------------------------------------:
Vehicles------------------------~---------------:
Aerospace--------~------------------------------:

Metal goods-------------------------------------:
Textiles------------~---------------------------:

Clothing and footwear---------------------------:
Bricks, pottery etc-----------------------------:
Timber, furniture-------------------------------:
Paper, printing---------------------------------:
Other manufacturing-----------------------------:

Financial:
R&D
aid
funding
4
13
15
17
15
1
7
1
4
4
4
3
1
8
2

'!:/

2
4
14
19
3
2

so
'!:./

Value
added
13
14
4

15
10
2

8
3
6

1
1
1
1
1
1

4

3
4

3
8
4

11 Data are on a fiscal-year basis and include regional development aid.
These data are not net of repayments; otherwise how they were prepared is
described in footnote 1 of table 31.
£1 Less than 0.5 percent.
Source:
Industry.

Official statistics of the United Kingdom Department of Trade and

in the mid-1970's the Government negotiated orderly marketing agreements with
Japan to protect the automobile and. bearings industries. (The United Kingdom
Government's current policy rul~s out negotiating orderly marketing agreements
independently of the EC.) A discussion of two of the more important nontariff
barriers follows.
Public procurement
Public procurement preferences were used to encourage high-technology
inc;tustries,
particularly
computers
and
aircraft.
Public
procurement
preferences can be particularly important in the United Kingdom because of the
large extent of state ownership of industry there relative to the United
States.
Among
other
holdings,
the
British
Government
owns
the
telecommunication system, the electric utilities, the railways, the coal
industry, and most of· the steel and airline industries.
Many of these
state-owned entities are exempted from the GATT Agreement on Government
Procurement.
Hence in spite of the EC's signing the Agreement, public
procurement in the United Kingdom could possibly be of considerable importance
as a targeting tool.
An example is the computer industi:'Y, where public
purchases were 31 percent of the British computer market; the central
Government bought 15 percent, public corporations bought 12 percent, and local
governments bought 4 percent. l/
!I Denton, op. cit., p. 142.
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The use of public procurement preferences has declined for several
reasons. On January 1, 1981, the United Kingdom acceded to the GATT Agreement
on Government Procurement. !I This agreement, however, does not apply to all
areas of government procurement. The use of procurement preferences also is
declining because of a growing realization that these preferences often are a
costly and ineffective method of supporting domestic industries. For example,
in the past, procurement preferences sometimes forced British Airways to buy
planes that were inferior to those available to its competitors. This policy
sometimes also led British aircraft producers to produce planes so tailored to
the needs of British Airways that they were hard to market to other
carriers. ~/ Since 1974, the Government has not influenced British Airways to
buy British planes, even though the GATT agreement does not cover British
Airways' procurement. The importance of procurement preference in the United
Kingdom also will decline as the Government sells off large parts of the
nationalized industries.
(The~e sales are described in the "Financial
Assistance" section.)
The use of procurement preferences in the United Kingdom, however, has
not been totally eliminated. The United Kingdom Government sometimes gives
preferences to firms in depressed areas in procurement that are not covered by
the GATT agreement. Furthermore, in November 1980, the Government· set aside
--10 million pounds to assist public entities to use their orders to ·aid in the
development of United Kingdom industry.
Kuch of this money is to fund
purchases of high-technology projects for use where their high visibility will.
serve to advertise the technological capabilities of British industry. 'J_/
This program apparently also involves procurement not covered by the GATT
agreement.
Offshore Supplies Office
The purpose of the Offshore Supplies Office (OSO) of the Department of
Energy is to insure British industry a full and fair opportunity to supply
equipment used in offshore oil drilling in the United Kingdom. The oso keeps
in constant contact with firms operating oil rigs in British territorial
waters to insure that they give British suppliers full consideration in their
purchasing.
Offshore operators must submit quarterly reports showing the
sources of materials and equipment ordered and in some cases stating why
British suppliers did not win certain orders. Some offshore operators allege
that Government permission to begin exploitin~ oil deposits has been delayed
for rigs whose British content is low. The oso contends that it does not

!/ This Agreement is discussed in the section of this report entitled "The
European Cotllllluni ty and Industrial Policy."
21 John Redwood, Public Enterprise in Crisis, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1980~
pp~ 22 and 23.
·
·
11 Wyn Grant, op. cit., p. 92.
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intend to discriminate against foreign suppliers and that its activities are
consistent with the United Kingdom's international agreements. !I
Tax policy
The British Government generally has not targeted tax benefits to.
specific industrial sectors (the one exception is aid to shipbuilding). The
Government has used tax policy to encourage investment, employment, research
and development, and industrial reorganization. These incentives, however~·
apply equally to all industry or all manufacturing; they do not favor specific
industries.
The major incentive for capital investment is accelerated depreciation.
Plant and equipment purchased after Karch 1972 can be totally depreciated in 1
year. If a company's profits are too low to allow it to take full advantage
of this provision, this deduction may be taken against income in -any of the 3
previous years or in a future year. This provision applies equally to all
industries. ~/
The British Government also has certain tax provisions that encourage
Firms may fully depreciate all assets used in R&D in 1 year, including
buildings and land.
(All plant and equipment used in manufacturing in the
United Kingdom may be fully depreciated in 1 year, but buildings may not be.)
Firms may charge all payments to research associations to current expenses.
If the Department of Trade and Industry CDT!) approves, these research
associations' profits are tax exempt.
Research associations make little
profit, however, and DTI requires them to put their profits back into research
to keep their tax exemption.

R&D.

Two tax policies specifically aid shipbuilding. To eliminate the effects
of certain indirect taxes on thei~ costs, shipbuilders receive relief equal to
2 percent of the contract price of their ships. Commercial ships larger than
15 gross tons are exempt from the value-added tax. ~/ Value-added tax rates
are 15 percent on domestic sales and zero on export sales.
Financial Assistance
The British Government gives financial assistance to firms through loan
guarantees, low-interest· rate loans, exchange risk cover, and equity. Since
1979, the emphasis of the Government's financial assistance programs has·
changed to put increasing stress on aid to new-technology rather than mature
industries.

!I Besides monitoring offshore oil drillers, the OSO encourages the British
offshore supply industry by providing it with market information and doing
rese·arch and development.
£1 OECD, International Investment and Multinational Enterprises, p. 229.
~I U.S. Department of Transportation, Maritime Subsidies, Washington D.C.,
1983, p. 152.
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Kuch of the United Kingdom's financial assistance is not targeted, but is
given to encourage modernization and the growth of innovative firms in a broad
spectrum of industries. Certain depressed industries, however, benefit from
equity investments in nationalized firms.
Furthermore, special aid programs
exist for the shipbuilding and aircraft industcies.
Section 8 aid
Section 8 of the Industrial Development Act of 1982 authorizes selective
financial aid to industry. !/ ·Aid under section 8 generally funds a capital
investment project, so capital-intensive industries tend to benefit the most
from section 8. The Government tries to limit section 8 aid to cases where
without aid a firm would not conduct the project in the proposed form in the
United Kingdom. This criterion tends to favor large multinational firms that
can readily locate a project outside the United Kingdom. Section 8 aid also
tends to favor large firms, because aid usually is not given for investment
projects smaller than a certain size. To redress the balance of section 8 aid
between large and small firms, the Government started a loan guarantee program
that is limited to small firms. Aid under Section 8 of the Industry Act comes
in three types:
aid available to all projects that meet certain general
criteria, aid under special programs that are not explicitly oriented to a
sector, and aid given under sector-specific programs. £1
The general criteria under which major projects in manufacturing may
receive aid are that the project be in the national interest and commercially
viable. The project must also either be readily able to be located ou.tside
the United Kingdom or it must substantially improve the industry's
performance.
Furthermore, the project must increase output in the United
Kingdom or introduce a significant innovation to the United Kingdom. 11 Table
33 shows aid under these criteria by industry.
The mechanical engineering
industry received 25.4 percent of this aid, and the electrical engineering
industry received 18.9 percent. Aid averaged 11.6 percent of the costs of all
assisted projects, 12.2 percent of the costs of mechanical engineering
projects, and 11.1 percent of the costs of electrical engineering projects.
Section 8 has three major special programs that are not sector specific;
a loan guarantee program for small business, an energy conservation p_lan, and
a selective investment program. !I The loan guarantee program started on

11 Section 8 was originally part of the Industry Act of 1972.
£1 Sec. 8 originally was part of the Industry Act of 1972 and now is part of
the Industrial Development Act of 1982.
11 Secretaries of State for Trade and Industry, Scotland, and Wales,
Industrial Development Act 1982 Annual Report, London, July 1983, p. 90.
!I There was also an accelerated project scheme that began in April 1975.
The purpose of this scheme was to encourage businesses planning investments to
begin these projects sooner, thus alleviating the recession.
This project
closed for applications on July 1976.
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Table· 33.--Grants offered under general criteria of the
Industrial Development Act of 1982 l/

Industry

Total outlays on
assisted projects
Percent
Value
of total:
1,000
pounds

Mining and quarrying----------------:
5,424
2.1
Food; drink, and tobacco------------:
2,421
.9
Chemical and allied industries------:
27,159
10.5
Metal manufacturing-------------~---:
26,993
10.5
Mechanical engineering--------------:
62,186
24.1
Electrical engineering--------------:
50,927
19.8
Vehicles----------------------------:
32,763
12.7
Metal goods-------------------------:
7,856
3.0
Textiles----------------------------:
10,700
4.1
Bricks, pottery, and glass----------:
7,761
3.0
Paper, printing, and publishing-----:
16,212
6.3
Other manufacturing-----------------: ___1....._1....9=8- ---=2_.=8Total---------------------------: 257,610
100.0

Grants
Value
l,000
pounds

Percent
of total

400
1. 3
100
;3
2,599
8.7
3,850
12.9
7,600
25.4
5,645
18.9
3 ,875
13·.0
1,000
3.3
954
3.2
675
2.3
2,075
6.9
1, 130 . ----=3_....8....
29,903
100.0

ll Data· include all grants offered from July 17, 1979 to March 31, 1983.
These grants originally were made available under the Industry Act of 1972.
Source:

Official statistics of the United Kingdom.

June 1, 1981. Under this program, the Government will guarantee 80 percent of
the value of a loan for a quarterly premium of 3 percent of the loan's
outstanding balance.
The program applies to loans of from 2 to 7 years
duration and to values not exceeding 75,000 pounds. By Karch 31, 1983, 312.6
million pounds' worth of loans had been guaranteed. !I
The energy
conservation scheme supports projects that reduce energy consumption.
on
March 31, ·1983, aid paid under this scheme totaled 25 .1 million pounds. ~/
The selective investment program is designed to encourage investment projects
in manufacturing that will bring significant economic benefits. The criteria
for choosing projects under this program are that without aid the project will
not be undertaken or will not be undertaken in the same form or at the same
time, and that the project be conunercially viable and significantly improves
performance.
This program normally funds projects involving investments of
over 500,000 pounds. 11 Aid given under this program averages 10.6 percent of
the total costs of the projects being funded. Over one-half this aid has gone
to the chemical industry (table 34). This program closed for applications in
September 1979.
!I Ibid., p. 7.
~/ Ibid.
11 OECD, "Inventory of Adjustment Measures in the Industrial Sector Taken by
Member Goveemuents Since 1974. ;, Paris 1979, p. 98.
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There have been 24 sector-specific programs. under section 8. Tabl~ 35
describes these programs. Before the Conservat~ve Government took power in
1979 these programs concentrated on mature industries. S~nce 1979 they tlave
increasingly concentrated on new-technology sectors~
Eigl\t sector-specific
programs have begun since 1979; one of these schemes ericouragef,l the use of
coal, two help depressed industries restructure and reduce capacity, f9ur
encourage specific new-technology sectors, and one helps small engineering
firms to buy advanced equipment.
The coal-firing scheme provides grants of up to 25 p~rcerit of the cost of
replacing industrial equipment that uses oil or gas with equipment that uses
coal. Total grants under this program may not exceed 50 million pounds. All
private firms except those in banking and insurance are eligible for these
grants. Acceptance by this progra111 makes firms eligible for low-interest EC
loans for 50 percent of the cost of this project.
The private-sector steel plan offers three types of aid.
Gr~nts ~re
available for up to 85 percent of the payments made to dis~harged w9rkers.
Grants are also available for 25 percent of the cost of closing or
restructuring plants. Finally, the industry has agreed. to contribute to a
fund to pay members' costs of closing facilities. Grants ~re av~ilable for 25
percent of the total amount of this fund. Appro~imately 36 percen~ of the aid
Table 34.--Grants under the selective investment

Industry

Food, drink, and tobacco------------:
Chemical and allied industries-~----:
Metal manufacturing------------------:
Mechanical engineering-----~--------:
Electrical engineering--------------:
Marine engineering------------------:
Vehicles-----------------------------:
Metal goods-----------------~-------:
Textiles----------------------------:
Clothing----------------------------:
Bricks, pottery, an~ glass----------:
Timber and furniture------·----------:
Paper, printing, and publishing-----:
Rubber products---------- - ---------'--:

Total outlays on
assisted projects
Percent
Value
of total:
l,000
pounds

30,506
568,349
17, 287
68,141
50,234
900
72,091
17,444
33,434
5,283
19,265
1, 200
100,121
28, 05 7
Plastics---------------~------------:
26,360
other manufacturing-----------------:
4,530
Total---------------------------:1,043,202

2.9
54.5
1. 7
6.5
4.8
.1
6:9
1. 7.
3.2
.5
1.8
.1
9.6
2.7
2.5
.4 :
100.0

!/ Data include all grants otfered up to Mar. Ji,
made up to that time were 82.34 million pounds.
~/ Less than 0.05 percent.
Sou~:ee:

Offidal statistics of the United Kingdom.

t~s3.

l/

sche~e

Grants
Value
l.000
pounds
2, 720
59,864
l,~n8

6,201
6,290
25
8. 9.27
l. 7.61
3, 175
568
2,029
193
:l,0,598
3, J..67
2,924
439

t;i.o, ~~9

Percent
of total

~.5

54.1
1.6
5~6

5.1

1.1

8,1
1.6
;z. 9

.s

1.8

.2

9.6
2.9
2.~

.4

100.0

Payments actuaily
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under this scheme will go to discharged workers, 21 percent will go to firms
for closing or restructuring, and 43 percent will go to the industry's fund.
The. steel c·astings scheme also provides grants to an indu~try fund that pays
firms that are· closing. facilities.
(In addition, industry payments to such
funds qualify for special tax treatment under Section 406 of the Income and
Corporate Tax Act.)
The Flexible Manufacturing Systems Scheme (FMSS) gives grants for
consulting studies and installation costs of flexible manufacturing systems.
The .. Government will pay 50 percent of consulting fees to a maximum grant of
50,000 pounds, but only if the consultant is one of those authorized by the
Department of· Trade and Industry. The Government will also pay one-third of
installation costs.
From June 8, 1982, until March 31, 1982, aid offered
under the FMSS was 219,000 pounds for 13 studies and 1.2 million pounds for
installing 4 systems.!/
Similarly, the ·Robot Support Program will pay
one-third the cost of installing robots. Furthermore, this program will pay
. 50 percent of the cost of studies by authorized consultants.
Grants for
-consulting studies are provided under ·the Support for Innovation program.
(Thi.s program is described in the "Science and Technology" section~)
The Fiber Optics Scheme. is funded jointly under Support for Innovation
and section 8. This scheme covers part of the cost for designing, developing,
and launching a new product or process in this industry.
The computer-aided design and test equipment scheme will pay one-third of
the eligible costs of acquiring and installing this equipment. A grant under
this program may not exceed 60,000 pounds.
The Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme CSEFIS) helps engineering
firms that employ fewer than 200 people to buy capital equipment. SEFIS will
·give a grant of one-third of a project's eligible costs. Eligible costs may
not exceed 200,000 pounds and exclude value.-added tax, regional development
grants, and EC grants.
The first SEFIS scheme quickly conani tted all its
allotted funds, 31. 3 million pounds, and the Government announced a second
SEFIS in Karch 1983. ~/
The· second SEFIS will last for 3 years and be
allotted 100 million pounds. Unlike the first $EFIS, recipients of aid under
the second SEFIS need not be in the engineering industries.
Except· for the two restructuring programs, the section 8 schemes started
by the Thatcher government are not targeted to aid investment by specific
iridustries.
A wide · spectrum of industries use this aid to purchase
equipment.
These schemes are often tied to purchases of specific types of
equipment and might be used to target supplying industries. Aid under these
schemes, however, can be, and often is, used to purchase equipment made
!I Secretaries of State for Trade and Industry, Scotland,

and Wales, op.

cit. • p. 102 . '
~/

Firms employing up to 500 people are eligible for the second SEFIS.
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Table 35.--Sectoral aid schemes under sec. 8 as of Kar. 31, 1983

Scheme

Wool textiles
Stage 1----------:
Stage 2----------:
Ferrous foundry----:
Mach\ne tools-------:
Clothing-----------:
Paper and board----:
Nonferrous
foundry.
Electronic
components.
Instrumentation
and automation.
Drop forging-------:
Footwear-----------:
Printing machinery.
Textile machinery--:
Poultry meat processing.
Red-meat
slaughterhouse.
Microelectronic
support.
Coal firing--------:
Private-sector
steel.
Small engineering
firms investment. '?:/
Flexible manuf acturing systems.
Robotics-----------:
Fiber optics-------:
Computer-aided
design and test
equipment.
Steel castings-----:

Date
introduced

Final date
for
applications

Total
:payments
Aid
cost of
made
assisted
offered
projects
--------1,000 pounds~------

December 1975-,...:
December 1977--:
December 1976--:
December lg77--:
December 1977--:
June 1978------:
July 1978------:

74,810
30,494
284,457
168,154
93,450
86,986
101,324

16,675
7,500
61,930
34,388
20,872
20,250
21, 712

16,183
6,194
47,899
22,899
13,878
18,.725
11, 796

January 1977----.: December 1978--:

59,200

15,995

11, 700

November 1977---: April

1979-~---:

50,120

8,484

6,844

June 1979------:
March 1980-----:
December 1977--:

24,361
29,227
73,256

5,841
5,032
14'116

4,044
3,226
8,795

December 1977~-:
March 1977-----:

66,660
42,986

12,781
8,552

6,270
7,869

November 1976---: November 1980--:

116,156

16,182 ..

11,490

July 1978-------: March 1985-----:

141,727

33,881

11,086

July 1973-------:
November 1976---:
August 1975-----:
August 1975-----:
October 1975----:
June 1976-------:
January 1977~---:

November 1977---:
April 1978------:
August 1976-----:
·
August 1976-----:
August 1976-~---:

May 1981--------: December 1983--:
December 1981---: June 1984 11---:

62, 187 . :
53,747

11,885
15,521

1,814
10,325

March 1982------: May 1982-------:

93,795

31,265

l,.0,918

11---------:

4,223

1,419

0

August 1982 !I--:
11---------:
-July 1981-------: July 1986------:
August 1982-----: August 1984-----:

3,929
14,210
26. 760

1,284
1,300
6,560

0
0

389

11--------:

19,147

6,504

6,504

June 1982-------:

December 1981---:

11 For aid in making payments to dismissed workers. Applications for other
categories of aid had to be filed by September 1982 unless related to closures that
could not have been foreseen at that time.
!I Does not-include aid under the s•cond SEFIS program.
11 Not applicable.
!I Previously aided under the Science and Technology Act of 1965.
source:

Official statistics of the United Kingdom.
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outside the United Kingdom. !/ For example, 55 perc~nt of grants under SEFIS,
40 percent of aid under FMSS, and about 6 7 percent of the aid under the
r.obot ics scheme went to purchase imported equipment.
Therefore, these
programs are unlikely. to substantially increase the competitiveness of the
United Kingdom supplying industry in world trade. 2/

Other industry-specific aid programs
.

'

Two industries in the United Kingdom receive financial aid under special
programs separate from section 8--aircraft and shipbuilding.
A 1949 act of
Parliament authorizes launch . aid, Government funding of 50 percent of the
market development costs of a new air.craft or aircraft engine. All agreements
.to give launch aid require. the industry to repay the aid, but the Government
h·as ·always lost money on launch aid. ~/ Government officials suggest. that
launch aid is given because European capital markets cannot offer the
long-term financing · at fixed interest rates that aircraft projects need.
Launct}Jng. aid h ·discussed in more detail. in the section on targeting tools
for the aircraft industry.
The
Government
has
two
special
programs
of
financial
aid
to
shipbuilding:
an intervention fund, and the home credit scheme. ~_/
The
intervention fund was started in 1977 to help U.K. shipyards compete in the
world market.
In fiscal 1982, the Government offered grants of 30 million·
pounds on, orders for 19 ships totaling 139,000 gross registered tons,
From
the fund's beginning until the end of fiscal 1982, the Government offered
grants of 250.5 million pounds on orders of 192 ships totaling 1.8 million

!/ Fur~hermore, subsidiaries of foreign firms are among the authorized
consultants for those projects that pay consulting fees.
£1 Programs to expand the domestic market for a particular type of equipment
may increase the competitiveness of the domestic supplying industry even
with_out a constraint on impqrts.
If factors such as nearness to the market
give t-he domestic industry an advantage, then increasing domestic demand m,ight
increase the sales of the domestic industry by more than the sales of its
foreign competitors.
If firms' costs decline as they gain experience, a
phenomenom called learning by doing, then the increased sales will lower the
domestic
industry's
costs
relative
to
those
of
their
competitors.
Representative of British industry, however, argue that these programs often
harm the competitiveness of the domestic supplying industries. They feel that
by expanding the market before the United Kingdom industries can respond to
the increased demand, these programs increase imports' share of the United
Kingdom market.
~I The Government's receipts from launch aid contracts rarely exceeded its
contributions, and in the rare cases where receipts did exceed contributions,
the Government still received less than a market rate of return on its
investment. N. K. Gardner, "Economics of Launching Aid," in Alan Whiting ed.
The Economics of Industrial Subsidies, London, HMSO, 1976, p. 145.
!I The Government had offered cost-escalation insurance to shipbuilders, but
stopped this program on June 30, 1980. Shipbuilders, however, still receive
payments due to past commitments under this program.
In addition, the
shipbuilding industry sssms to benefit feoiii programs that also affect many
other industries, such as export credit subsidies and public ownership of
equity. These programs are discussed later in the report.
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gross registered tons. 11 Since 1979, to conform with ·its own policies and .
those of the EC, the Government has steadil,r decreased· the size of the fund
and the maximum available amount of aid per order. 'i_I The home credit scheme
offers U.K. purchasers of ships and mobile offshore installations credit terms·
comparable to those other countries• credit agencies offer on purchases from
their yards and that the British Export Credit Guarantee .. Depar;tment .(ECGD)
offers buyers from other countries on purchases from Brit.ish ·shipyards.
Exchange risk cover
The British Government will insure borrowers of foreign currency· loans
from EC institutions against losses caused by changes in exchange rates. This
program started in January ~978 under an amendment to section 8.
Th~
institutions whose loans can be covered by this program are the European
Investment Bank. the ECSC, and the New C9mmuni ty Instrument.
The cost of
these loans, including the cost of exchange risk cover, is about 3 percent
below the cost of commercial loans denominated in British pounds. }/
In
fiscal 1982, ·the Government authorized 2.2 million pounds .worth of these
guarantees. f!/
Export credits
The United Kingdom helps finance exports with loan guarantees and
low-interest loans through the Export Credit .Guarantee Department ( ECGD).
ECGD loan guarantees cover 33 percent of British exports; its direct loans
involve 5 percent of British exports. ii
Export credit financing is targeted only if certain industries receive
readier access to funds or better terms· than other industries. The British
shipbuilding and aircraft industries appear to receive better terms than those
generally available. Various international agreements set the minimum terms
of British export credit financing. For most industries, these terms are set
by the OECD Arrangement on Guidelines for · Officially Supported Export
credits.
This arrangement exempts certain industl"ies, however, including
shipbuilding and aircraft.
Export credits ~n ships are covered by the OECD
Understanding on Export Credit for Ships. Export credits on large tran~port
aircraft are governed by the Common Line. Agreement between· the United· $tait;.es
and the Airbus consortium, and export· credits. on· other aircraft are governed
by the OECD Standstill Agreement. The Common Line Agreement ·allows finariciqg ·
terms that are about as favorable as those offered to most industries, but the ·
understanding on export credl t fo:- Ships and the Standstill Agreement allow
terms that are much more favorable than those generally available. §./

11 Secretaries of State for· Trade and Ini;tustry. Scotland, and Wales, op.
cit., p. 12.
·
'i_I U.S. Department of .Transportation, op. cit .. , p. 151.
~/ Secretaries of State for: Trade and, Industry, Scot:hnd, and Wales, op.
cit., p. 45.
~./ Ibid. p. 5.
ii OECD, The Export Credit Financing System, Paris 1982, p. 229.
§./ The agreements affecting export cre~its are discussed in Economic Impact
of Foreign Export Credit· Subsidies on Certain U.S; Industries: R~port to the
President on Investigation No. · 332-144 · ~ . . • US ITC PublicaUon 1340, .Tanuar;y
1983, pp. 59-62 and 159--169. The OECD arrangement also does not cover nucleal"
power stations, agricultural goods, and military equ.ipment.
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Table 36.--Total Industrial Reorganization Corporation loans, 1967-72
Industry

Amount.

Percent of
total

Million
pounds
Automobiles----------------------------~~--------:

Computers----------------------------------------:
Aircraft-----------------------------------------:
Instruments-------------------------------------~:

Bearings-----------------------------------~-~---:

Heavy engineering----------------------------~---:
Textiles-----------------------------------------:
Paper--------------------------~----~------------:

Shipbuilding-------------------------------------:
Machine tools------------------------------------:
Nuclear energy------------~------------------7---:
Steel--------------------------------------------:
Mechanical engineering---------------------------:
Total----------------------------------------:
source:·

34.0
18.0
10.0
9.5
9.4
7.0
4.6
4.0
3.8
2.9
1~1

.9
.7
105.9

-------

32.1
17.0

9;4
9.0
8.9
6.6
4.3
3.8
3.6
2.7
1.0
.8

.7
100.0

Denton, op. cit, p. 133.

Industrial Reorganization Corporation
The Industrial Reorganization Corporation CIRC) was started in 1967 to
provide loans to fin~nce projects that it felt would improve industrial
efficiency. The IRC put particular emphasis on encouraging mergers, because
it· felt that many British firms were too small to compete internationally.
The distribution of IRC's loans is in tabie 36. Almost one-half of its loans
went to the automobile and computer industries.
IRC' s efforts apparently met with little success. !/ The mergers it
encouraged in the auto industry for Chrysler (United Kingdom) and British
Leyland did not stop those firms from later needing substantial financial help
from the Government. In the computer industry, an !RC-arranged merger created
Int~rnational Computers Ltd. (ICL) in 1968.
Although ICL gained a significant
share of the United Kingdom compute~ market, it needed substantial Government
aid for years following the merger. ~./ The IRC encouraged the formation of
the world's largest machine-tool manufacturer, Alfred Herbert, but that firni
soon went bankrupt. 11 The IRC did have some success in the bearing
!/Denton, op. cit., p. 132.
~/ By 1980, ICL had 35 percent of the United Kingdom computer market and
significant exports. In 1973, howeve.r, the Government made a large loan to
ICL~
Furthermore, the Government was part owner of ICL until 1979.
M.
Davenport, "Industrial Policy in the United Kingdom," in F .G. Adams and L. R.
Klein, eds. Industrial Policies for Growth and Competitiveness, Lexington,
Mass., D.C. Heath & Co., 1983, p. 344. In 1981, the Government gave ICL a 200
million pound loan guarantee, Secretaries of State for Trade and Industry,
Scotland, and Wales, op. cit., p. 6.
ICL also has continuously received
research and development grants .
. 11·Anne Daly, "Government Support for Innovation in the British Machine Tool
Industry:
A Case Study," in Charles Carter, ed. Industrial Policy and
Innovation, London, Heinemann, 1981, pp. 56 and 57.
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industry.
As a legacy of earlier cartel agreements, the British bearing
manufacturers
engaged
in
little
price
competition.
Instead,
these
manufacturers competed by diversifying their products. As a result, they had
extremely short production runs and high costs. Mergers in this industry led
to longer production runs and lower costs. 1/ The bearing industry had shown
a tendency to merge before the !RC acted, however, and eff ic iency-promoti ng
mergers might have taken place even without the IRC. 'l,_/ The Government
terminated the !RC in the early 1970's. ·
Eguity financing for innovative enterprises - the British Technology Group
The British Government has a number of programs that supply equity
financing to innovative firms. These programs exist in large part because the
Government believes that British capital markets do not provide enough
financing for such firms. Two major organizations have provided Governmental
equity financing for innovative firms:
the National Enterprise Board (NEB)
and the National Research Development Corporation C~RDC). Because the current
activities of these two organizations are very similar, in 1981 they were
joined under a common board to form the British Technology Group· CBTG). The
historical development of the NEB and NRDC, however, was very different.
The NEB started in 1975 with the announced purpose of joining the public
sector's financial resources with the private sector's approach to making
decisions. Until 1979, the NEB focused its efforts on four troubled companies
that the Government turned over to it when it was created: British Leyland,
Rolls Royce, Alfred Herbert, and Cambridge Instruments. Of the 777 million
pounds' worth of public funds that the NEB spent up to March 1979, 699 million
was spent on those four companies, including 569 million pounds on British
Leyland anc;l 95 million pounds on Rolls Royce. The NEB tried to develop a
strategy that involved picking sectors to concentrate its efforts on the basis
of an assessment of future demand for their products and their profitability.
The NEB chose aircraft engines and automobiles, which it had to choose due to
its ownership of Rolls Royce and British Leyland.
The NEB also chose
computers and electronics, machine tools, scientific and medical instruments,
office
equipment,
process
control,
telecommunications,
power
plant
manufacture, construction and mechanical handling equipment, industrial
engines, hydraulics, electronic test and measuring instruments, and _offshore
engineering ..~/
The Conservative government changed the direction of the NEB. The NEB
was originally established to further public ownership of industry, but now is
expected to encourage private ownership. the NEB now will sell its share of a
private business once that busines_s becomes viable. Such a sale may not be
delayed solely to improve NEB's financial performance.
The Conservative
government reduced NEB's borrowing authority and had it sell a number of its
holdings.

!/ F .M. Scherer, et al., The Economics of Multi-Plant Operation,_ Cambridge,
Kass, Harvard University Press, 197~. pp. 312 and 313.
'l:_I Peter Kolk,
"United Kingdom," National Support for Science and
Technology, in Center for Policy Alternatives, Massachusetts Institute for
Technology, vol. 2, 1976, p. 43.
11 Ibid., p. 109. ·
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The Conservative government also has shifted NEB's emp~asis from troubled
firms to high-technology sectors.
The NEB transferred British Leyland and
Rolls Royce to the Department of Trade and Industry; it sold Cambridge
Instruments and the residual assets resulting from the collapse of Alfred
Herbert. On December 31, 1982, NEB valued its total investments in industry
at 141.6 million pounds, or $228.0 million. Of that value, 64.5 percent was
in five firms:
35.4 percent was in Inmos, a manufacturer of integrated
circuits; 10.8 percent was in Data Recording Instrument Co. Ltd., a
manufacturer of computer peripherals, 7. 7 percent was in Wholesale Vehicle
Finance Ltd., a firm providing financing for British Leyland distributors; 5.5
percent was in British Underwater Engineering, a supplier of underwater
services, vessels, design engineering, and manufactured products to the
offshore oil industry; 5.1 percent was in· Monotype Holdings, a maker of
typesetting equipment including computerized laser-based systems. l/
Under both the Conservative and Labor governments, one goal of NEB has
been to encourage investment in depressed regions. As of September 30, 1983,
3.5 percent of the value of NEB's equity holdings was in investments
undertaken to help depressed regions. The British Technology Group CBTG) will
continue NEB's policy of helping these regions.
BTG plans to invest 20
million pounds specifically in projects in depressed areas from 1982 to 1985. ll
Throughout its history NEB has fallen short of the financial criteria
established by the Government. Before the Thatcher government took power, NEB
was required to make a rate of return of from 15 to 20 percent, excluding the
operations of British Leyland and Rolls Royce. This target was based on the
NEB's forecast that large manufacturing firms would achieve a 20-percent rate
of return. From 1976 to 1980, NEB's average rate of return, excluding British
Leyland and Rolls-Royce, was 4.8 percent. 11
In 1981, the Thatcher government changed the financial criteria for NEB.
The NEB' s financial performance now is measured by two criteria: the return
on the sale of investments, and the level of operating profits.
These
criteria correspond to the two components of the return that private investors
realize on their equity: capital gains and corporate earnings. Under the
first criterion, the NEB must determine the change in the market value of the
investments being sold and compare that change to the capital gains realized
on privately held equity. !I In both 1981 and 1982, the incre~se in the value
of NEB' s salable assets was less than the capital gains realized by ·private
investors.
The difference between the NEB's income from sales of its
investment and the income it would have realized had it realized the same
capital gains as private investors was 50.2 million po~nds in 1981 and
5 million pounds in 1982. Under the second criterion, the NEB must determine
its rate of return on Government funds and its operating profit as a share of
its borrowings from the Government, and compar~ that return to the interest

l/ Data on investments are from National Enterprise Board, "Annual Report
and Accounts 1982," 1983, pp. 38-45.
ll British Business, Karch 19, 1982, p. 532.
11 The highest annual rate of return NEB realized during this period was
11.8 percent in 1976.
Wyn Grant, op. cit., pp. 105-108, and National
Enterprise Board, "Annual Report and Accounts 1980," 1981, p. 5.
!ii The Financial Times Actuaries Share Index is used to measure the capital
gains on privately held equity. The ratio of sales price to the acquisition
cost is used to measure the change in the market value of the NEB's assets.
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rate paid on United K~ngdom Government bonds. !I The NEB's rate of retur~ has
been lower tha~· tqe interest rate on Gove~nment bonds.
If the NEB had
realized the same rate of return on its borrowings as private investors
realized on the funds they lent the Government, then NEB's profit would have
been 80.6 million pounds higher in 1981 and 13.4 million pounds higher in
1982. Although 2 years is too short a time period to provide a definitive
indication pf the fin~nci&;l results of a holding company engaged in innovative
enterprises, the NEB apparently has fallen far short of the Government's new
financial criteria and haf! realized a much lower return on investment than
that received by private investors.
Investment by the NEB is a small share of total investment in the British
economy. Except for the years when it invested heavil,y in British Leyland,
NEB' s investment - ll(as never more than 0. 2 percent of gross fixed capital
formation in the United K;ingdom (table 37).
I

Table

by the National Enterprise Board as a share of
United Kingdom Gross Fixed Capital Formation, 1976-82

37.-~Investments

Year

Purchases ..
of fixec;i
assets
.

.

Total investments
ottier
investments

.

· Nnoµnt

..
1976----------------:
1977----------------:
1978-----------T-----!
1979----------------:
1980----------------:
1981----------------:
1982----~-----------:

0.65
.06
,04
. ()4
0
.06
,02

51.92 :
30.56
'iJ 507.74
2.1 247.52
£1 489,25
52.76
12,04

52.57
30.62
507,78
24 7. 56
489.25
52.82
12.06

Share of gross
fixed capital
formation
Percent
0.2
.1
1. 7
.7
1. 2
.1

fo~ grou"investments unadfusted for asset sales or depreciation.
Investments "in 1978, 1979, and 1980 includ~ large purchases of British
Leyland's equity.
Th~se
purchases totaled 449.03 million pounds in 1978,
149.43 million pounds in 1979, arid 439.24 million pounds in 1980.
11 Less than .OS percent.

11 Data are
~_!

Source:
National Enterprise Board, except the data in the last column,
which were calculated by ths staff of tha U.S. Int~r:riational Trade Commission
using official statistics of. the International Monetary Fund.

JI The use of the Government bond rate in this comparison pro,bably
understates the difference between the NEB's earnings anc;i those of private
equity holders. Because private ~quity generally is a riskier investment than
government bonds, it usually bears a higher rate of return. The earnings on
equity do sometimes provide a lower rate of return than the interest earned on
bonds because equity holders expect capital galos,
As noted, however, the
NEB's capital gains recentl¥ have been low relative to those 9n private equity.
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The National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) started in 1949 as a
public corporation. Its purpose is to insure that private firms can exploit
the results of· public sector research. The NRDC also tries to find licensees
for public sector patents; it once had the dght of first refusal on many
patents of Government research laboratories and universities, but it no longer
has that rlght. The NRDC sometimes acquires patents from private inventors,
but it encourages those inventors to contact industry on .their own. Table 38
In fiscal
shows that most of NRDC' s patent rights come from universities.
1982, the NRDC received 25.19 million pounds in income from· patent liceqses.
(The NRDC is willing to license its patents to foreign firms.)
One method the NRDC uses to encourage the explQi tation of inventions is
to enter into joint ventures with the private sector. The NRDC's ·investments
in these projects was 12.8 million. pounds in fiscal 19.80, 11.7 million pounds
in fiscal 1981 and 12 .0 million pounds in fiscal 1982. !/ Thus, except for
1982 the NRDC' s investments in industry have been substantially less than
those of the NEB.
The British· Technology Group (BIG) also has programs ge~red towards
helping small businesses. The BIG' s small companies division has two major
programs: Oakwood Loan Finance Ltd., and the Small Companies Innovation Fund
(SCIF). Oakwood, a subsidiary of the NEB, gives small companies loans of up
to 50,000 pounds at below market inte.rest rates with no principal payments for
the first three years of the loan. When it makes a loan, Oakwood usually buys
a warrant entitling it to purchase up to. 20 percent of the equity of the
borrowing firm.
SCIF, which the NRDC started, ·.concentrates on innovative
firms.
SCIF gives a wider variety of financial aid than Oakwood and often
makes equity investments.
Table 38.--Sources of patent rights assigned to the NRDC, 1980-82 !I
(Number of patents)
Source
Universities-----~----------------:

Government------------------------:
Industrial research associations--:
Charities-------------------------:
Firms----------------~-------~--~-:

1980

1981·
84
98
7
3
5

Private individuals---------------=~~~~~~9
Total-------------------------:
206

!I Data are on a fiscal-year basis.
on Apr. 1.
source:

1982
143
64
6
0
3
13
229

..

109
48
1

0

6
8

172

The United Kingdom fiscal year starts

NRDC.

!i These data exclude purchases of fixed assets and include NRDC's
investments in a leasing subsidiary.. NRDC' s investments combined with those
of NEB were less than 1 percent of British gross fixed-capital formation in
1982. Data are not strictly comparable, however, because NRDC data are on a
fiscal-year basis.
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Nationalized industries
Besides the holdings of the BTG, which now are concentrated in
high-technology industries, the British Government owns large parts of certain
other industries.
National ownership in an industry sometimes confers
financial benefits.
The state sometimes provides equity funding at lower
costs than private investors. Furthermore~' if creditors perceive state-owned
businesses as less risky than private· firms. they will be willing to lend
money to state-owned businesses at lower interest rates than those private
firms pay. National ownership, however, can also have seri9us disadvantages.
state-owned firms sometimes find that to satisfy various Governmental goals.
they must alter business plans in ways that reduce profits and growth. In the
united Kingdom, the Government on several occ~sions has interfered with ·
nationalized industries in an attempt to fight inflation or to maintain
employment. !/ Therefore, nation~l ownership does not al~ays work to increase
an industry's competitiveness.·
Tt).e extent of the British Government's ownership of industry i!I large
compared with that of the u. s. Government. Besides the NEB' s holdings, the
British Government now owns all or most of the telecommunications system and
the airline, steel, coal, au.tomobile, and shipbuilding industries.
The
present Government's policy, however, is to reduce its ownership of industry.
Since 1979 the Thatcher government has sold 2 billion pounds' ,_.orth of its
equity ~oldings, £1 The Government is planning to sell more of its holdings,
including a controlling share of the telecommunications network, British
Telecom, and the largest airline, British Airways.

When disposing of its equity, the Government sometimes sells only a
controlling share of the firm. For example. H retains a 48-percent share of
Brithh Aerospace, the largest British aircraft manu,facturer. In these cases,
however, the Govern~ent' s pol.icy is to . ins ht on the same returns as the
private shareholders receive and. not to. interfere with the ·company's
management unless necessary to protect the Government's investment.
The major role of nationalized fir;ms in British targeting has been to
serve as a conduit for Government funds to depressed industries.
The
Government has given equity capital to nationalized firms, ~uch as British
steel and British Leyland, whose poor f~nancial performance made it extremely
unlikely that they would attract private capital.

!I 8. Chiplin and M. Wright, "Competition Policy and State Enterprises in
the United Kingdom," Antitrust Bulletin, winter 1982, p. 925. An example of
how state ownership can harm an industry is British Steel. ·In the late 1960's
and early 1970's bureaucratic inertia and political disputes over plant
closings
caused serious
delays
in that firm's
investment program.
Furthermore, political considerations forced British Steel to spread its
investment too thinly rather than concentrating it in a few locations where it
could do the most good. In some cases, British Steel invested substantial
sums in modernizing mills that closed within a few years. E. Cottrell, The
Giant With Feet of Clay, London, Center for Policy studies, 1981, pp. 53-55,
and 147.
.
£1 Economist, Jan. 7, 1984, p. 43.
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Science and Technology
The British Governn:lent funds research and development and tries to make
technological information more .readily available to firms.
Kuch of the
British Government's science and technology activities are not targeted.
Funding of R&D projects that 19wer costs or that improve products may increase
an industry's competitiveness, particularly· because private firms retain the
rights to any patents that result from Government-supported research that they
do.
The large majority of G·overnment research funds, however, are not
directly aimed at· improving industrial competitiveness. Furthermore, those
funds that are directed to industry often are equally available to all
sectors. New-technology industries naturally will bepefit more from programs
to encourage research and disseminate technological information than other
industries, but these programs' benefits are still too broadly focused for
them to constltute targ'eting as defined in this report.
Some of the British Government's science and technology programs,
however, seem to target specific sectors. For example, ·the .Government has
directed a number. ·of special. programs towards specific technologies. !I
Furthermore, the Government has. funded a substantially larger share of.R&D for
the aerospac~ and electronics industries than it has for all manufacturing.
The composition of research and development expenditures
In 1981, the Government spent 3,316 million pounds to finance ·research
and development. Table 39 shows the objectives of these expenditures. In
1982, the two objectives receiving the largest share of funding were defense
(52.2 percent) ·and the general promotion of knowledge (23. 7 percent). Seven
percent of these funds. went to improve industrial productivity and technology.
Table 39.--The composition of United Kingdom Government expenditure on
research and development, by objectives, 1980-82
(Percent of total)
Objective
Exploring and exploiting the
earth and its atmosphere---------:
Environment-----------------------:
Health-------~-------------------7:

Energy----------------------------:
Agriculture-----~-----------------:

1980

1982

1981

.9
1. 7
2.5
6. 7
4.1

.7
1.3
2.2·
6.5
3.9

.6
1.3
2.2
6.2
3.9

6.2
1.1
2.1
.54.2
20.5

7.7
1.0
2.0
52.0
22.4

7.0
1.1
1. 7
52.2
23.7

Industrial productivity and
technology--------~-------------:

Social problems-------------------:
Space-----------------------------:
Defense-~-------------------------:

General promotion. of knowledge-~--:
Source:

Official statistics of the EC Statistical Office.

!I Kuch of the activities under these programs are designed to increase
awareness of the technologies involved in a broad spectrum of user industries,
and this aspect of these programs apparently is not targeted.
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Government• s share of the financing· of industt"ial R&D expenditure varies
widely between sectors. Table 40 shows that the United Kingdom Government
finances a . much larger s~are, ot .the R&D of the aerospace and electronics
industry than ·of other l,ndustr.ies.
In 1981, the Government financed. 68
percent of the aerospace in4u~try's R&D, .·SO percent of the electronics
industt"y's R&D, and 34 percent of all ananufactudng's&&D •
. Table 40.--Share of Unit~d lingdom Government·financing of industrial R&D
expenditures, by sectors, 1969-81
(In percent)

...

1969

All manufacturing------------:
Chemicals--------~--~--------:
Mechanical engineering~--~--~:

Electronics----------:---------:
other electrical engineering------------------------:
Motor vehicles~--------------:
Aerospace--------------------:
Otbe.r-:----:--:--------------,---~:

!I Less than
Source:
Industry.

o·.s

l972

:

l.975

1978

1981
:

.34 :
2
16 :
39

37
1
9
46

:

6

11·
92
6

'..

17
l

34

'.
...

.

.85
8 :

3

32

!I

34
1
13

52

6
53

15

18

1
82

4

1

72

68

6

5

7

7

50

22

percent.
'

Official trtatistics of .the United Kingdom Department of Trade and

Depa·rtment of 'trade· and Industry .
The Department of Trade' and Industt"y (DTI), which spent about. 8 percent
of tt~e Government• s research budget in f iscai 1982, · provides most of . the
Government.' s support _ for · ind!.lstrial re·search and development.
Industry
carried out 'most DTI-funded R&.o, 54.9 .Percent in fiscal 1982 (table 41).
DTI's own research laboratories carded out 24.2 percent of this R&D. The DTI
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Table 41.--Research, developinent, and innovation expenditures of the United
Kingdom Department of Tr ade
Industry. by p.rganization performing the
· work, 1982 !/
..

and

1

,

:

...

Expenditures

Organization

.

Thousand
pounds ·

Percent
· ·of total

.

Industry £!--------------~~--~----~----~------~--:
DTI research laboratories }/------:--.---:----------:
Other Government departments-----~·--------------:.:.:
Research Associations--~--------------:-:-~~-------:
U.K. Atomic Energy Association---..C------...,--------:
Natural Enviromental Research Council-------------:
Universities-------------------------------------:

147,450
64,940
23,864
17 ,684
5,982
1, 382 ·:
1,403
5.• 923
268,628

Other--------------~----~---------------:~---~----:

Total--------·-----------~'"7-----:----.---------:

54~9

24.2
8.9
6.6
2.2
.5
~ r

•

5

.-1.d
106.0

1/ U.K. fiscal year.
.
£/Includes nationalized firms.
}/ Includes expenditures at the National Kari time Institute up to September 30,
1982.
Control of this institute was.. transferred to the private sector in
October of 1982.
:
·

source:

Official statistics of the U.K. Departmen·t of Trade and
Industry •
. '
:

currently has
1982, but the
on October 1,
private sector

..

.

~

.

four research laboratories;. it had six at the start of fiscal·
National Maritime Institute was transferred to the private sector
1982, and the Computer Aided -De.S'ign :center was 'transferred to the
on April 1, 1983. · These laboratories do
.

;'

...

,.

research for Government departmen~s.besides the.OT! ·and for private
the following tabula~ion shows. ~i~ percent):
.·

.industr~,

"'

source of funds for DTI research laboratories in fiscal 1982

DTI
Other Government ---------------------Industry --·-···--- - . ·-- -·-- ..·--------------Advisory services ---------------------

52
23
17

9

as
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. ' Firms retain rights to patents that result from o:r·I-supp~~te.4 research
that they ·do.· If·· a firm ·has' not: expioited: the results . of a DTI-supported
research project within 3years of completion, however, the Government has the
right to u~e the. results.
(Exploitation may include using the results in
further research~°>'. DTI laboratories usually assign patent rights to the NRDC.
. Table. 42 shows 'ttie · di.stribution of DTI • s R&D expenditures, by areas, of
application.
Space" technology receives the largest share of these funds,
23.0 percent,
followed
by
electronics
and
information
technology,
21.7.percent, mech~nlcal and electrical engineering, 13.l percent,· and civii
aircraft, 11.6 percent.
Table 42.--Resea'~ch, development, and innovation:. exp~nditures of the United
Kingdom Department of Trade .and Industry, by s~ctors, 1982 l/
Expenditures
Area

Sector·

. Percent
of total

Amount
·1,000 pounds
Electronics and information technology.

.

.

Computing, Conununicat ions, consume·r and
capital electronics.. " :
Instrumentation and
£
control.·
~lectronic components
e,nd devices.
Information technology·
awareness:
Other· 2/--------~~~~-~-~:

Civil

21. 7

. 27 ,216

10.1

12,194

4.5

ll,474

4.3

3,660

1.4

.

.

3,788

1.4

"

61,910

23.0

Aircratt engines--·----~-:
Airframes---------------:
Avionics----------------:
Other equipment----------:
Other ~/---.----..--------,..:

31,248
15,335
7,468
5,990
52
2,403

11.6
5.7
2.8
2.2

-

Space technology------

;

58,332

.-,

.

aircraft--~-----~:

l

§./

.9

:

Mechanical and electrical engineering.

. 35. 252
·: Advanced manufacturing
technology.
Hydraulics machinery,
and standards.
Maritime technol~gy-----:
Electrical technology---:
Engines and vehicles----:
Proc~ss plant~-~-~-----~:

Other !/- ___ .,:. ;.;. _____.______ :

.

13.1

8,015

3.0

7,956

3.0

4,SQl.:
i,6'42 '
8,674
3,632
832

1. 7

.6
3.2
1.4
.3
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Table 42.--Research, development, and innovation expenditures of the United
Kingdom Department of .Trade and Industry, by sectors, 1982 !/--Continued
Expenditures

Area

Sector

·•·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amount
1,000 pounds
Materials and chemicals.
Chemical manufacture
and biotechnology.
Polymers and ceramics---:
: Ferrous metals--:.. ____ :_ __ :
Nonferrous metals...: ___.___ :
Minerals, metals
extra~tion; and
reclamation.
:.
Other ~/-------------·::.. __ :

:.

Percent

of total

18,294

6.8

2,187

.8

3,502

1.3

6,061

2.3

1,391

.5

2,783

1.0

.9
1.4

Textiles and other:.
manufactures.
Spinning----------------: ·
weaving---------...,..,.----'"".-:-:
Wet-processing-:--.-------:
Knitting---.- ___ :_ __:___ .:_ __ :
Clothing-::...._:.._ __ :__:._ ______ _,_:
Carpets-------------..,.---:
Leather-----------------:

.2

!I
.1

!I
.1
.1

.1
.2

Footwear----------..,.---~-:

Nonwovens-----,.------7---:
Other.textiles----------:
Paper and board---------:
Printing~---------------:

Packaging--~------------:

Furniture---------------:
Miscellaneous-----------:
Metrology and
standards.

!I
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
6.4

efficiency------:------------------------~:

.6

Technology transfer----:-------------------------:

6.8

Research establishments:
technical services.

8.5

Total--------------:

100.0

Energy

!I United Kingdom fiscal year.
£! Funding fo~ surveys and studies in this. area.
ll SFI project support to various industries.
!I Payments under sec. 8 sectoral schemes. These schemes have closed to
applications.
· ·
ii Research on mineral reconnaissance, intelligence, and exploration.
!I Less than O.OS percent.
Source:
Industry.

Official statistics of the United Kingdom Department of Trade and
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Support for

i~novation

.

DTI's funding of research and development by industry is done through the
Support for Innovation (SFI) program. . Five types of aid are available under
SFI: product and· process ·development, longer term R&D, market studies,
production launch, and.preproduction orders. For a firm to qualify for one of
these types of aid, it must satisfy three conditions: it must do the funded
research and be able to manufacture any resulting products in the United
Kingdom, the DTI must believe. that the project will lead to a new or
significantly improved product or process, and Government aid must be needed .
for the project to go ahead as. proposed ... Costs.qualifying for aid under SFI
are net of any other Government aid, including regional development grants and
EC aid. Product and process development aid generally is a grant of one-third
of the project costs; sometimes this aid is a cost.,..sharing contract. !I Under
cost-sharing contracts, the Government pays one-half of project. costs but
shares in sales revenues that result from the project. Longer term R&D aid
has the same form as product and process development aid, but cost-sharing
contracts at"e more common in this case. The DTI only gives long-term R&D aid
if the applicant shows ". . . that a clear route to the ultimate market place
is available . . . " '!:_/
Aid for market studies also i's a grant for up to
one-third of costs. Prod~~tion l~unch ·aid is a grant of up to one-flfth of
__ the cost of starting full scale production. Under preproduction orders, the
DTI buys a new product and then allows potential purchasers to use. it for a
trial period. DTI usually buys no more than four models, _and the trial period
is usually less than 1 year.
If the product performs satisfactorily, DTI
expects the user to buy it at the end of the trial period. Otherwise, DTI
·sells the product back to the user: but DTI might take a loss on the resale.
Although SFI ~id is available to all industries, the DTI has special
schemes for SFI assistance to various areas. Table 43 lists such schemes. A
major purpose of these programs is to increase awareness of the technologies
involved, so these schemes often include seminars, demonstration projects, and

!I In May 1982, when a. num)?er of R&D support programs were merged to form
SFI, the maximum grant ·was increased; it had been one-quarter of project costs.
ll DTI, "Support for Innovation," London, August 1983~
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Table 43.--Special schemes to encourage new technology under the United Kingdom
DTI Support for Innovation Program announced. before September 1983 !I

...

Products of technology
involved

. '

What the scheme was designed
to encourage

Allocation
:
Killion
pounds

.

-

.:

Information technology---.:_---: ·collaborative research (Alvey
program).
Information technology----~--: Awareness and development and
production of new products and
processes.
Microelectronics Application Project.
Biotechnology---------------~:

...·

Computer-Aided Design and ·
Manufacture.

200
80

Application in manufacturing------:

85

Development and application--.:...:.. __ ~:

16

. ·Application in manufacturing------:

16

..
.

Computer Aided Design
Manufacture and Test.

:

Application in electronics--------:··

,·:
.

Capital equipment

Computer Aided Design and
Test Equipment.
Flexible Manufacturing
Systems.

.

purchases-~-----:

:. Introduction of these systems-----:

Fiber Optics and
Optoelectronics.

Design, development, launch and
application.

Microelectronics industry
support program.

Research, investment, and production launch.

9
~/ 12

ll

~5

ll S8

85

ll SS
Robots-----------------------:

Development and

application~-----~:

ll 10

software---------------------:

Development and marketing---------:

25

.

Quality assurance------------:

Awareness and implementation of
programs to assure quality ..

.
~/

13
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· Table 43 .--special schemes to encourage new technology under the United Kingdom
DTI Support for innovation Program announced before September 1983 !I-Continued
Products of technology
involved

. What the scheme was designed
to encourage

Allocation
Million
pounds

Telecommunications-----------:

Development and manufacture-------:

11

.!/ Not all these schemes were still open to applications in September of
1983. Disbursement of funds under these programs usually takes place over
several years.
£1 This sum includes funding under sec. 8 of the Industrial Development Act.
11 This sch~me is ·aimed at small- and medium-sized firms and is limited to
products that can be attached to pu~lic telecommunications networks. Data on
funds allocated to this project are unavailable.
Source:

United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry.

short training courses.
These schemes also often include funding for
feasibility ~tudies, which is not usually available under STI. Funding for
research projects under these schemes is available under the same conditions
applicable to all aid under SFI, and DTI officials state that the existence of
a special scheme for an area would not make projects in that area more likely
to receive funding.
A number of these special schemes involve aid under
section 8 of the Industry Development Act.
(See the "Financial Assistance"
section.)
The Alvey program, the first scheme listed in table 43, differs from the
others in its emphasis on collaborative research. The Alvey program, which
was recommended in October 1982 by a committee chaired by John Alvey, calls
for a research program in four areas related to information technology: Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSI), software, man-machine · interfaces, and
intelligent knowledge-based systems. Each research project under this program
will involve at least two research institutions. !I
One of the main
objectives of the . Alvey program is to encourage cooperation among
researchers .. The Alvey program calls for an academic research effort costing
50 ~illion pounds and an industry research effort costing 300 million pounds.
The Government will. pay for all the academic research and one-half of the
industry research. £1 This money will be spent over a 5-year period. The
!I Brian Oakley,. director of the Alvey program, has indicated that u. s.
firms may participate if they are in a consortium consisting largely of
British firms.
James Fallon, "Major U.K. Firms Gear for $300 million
Collaborative R&D Program," Electronic News, Nov. 28, 1983, p. 66.
£1 Government funds for the· Alvey program wi 11 come from the DTI, the
Department of Education and Science~ and the Ministry of Defense.
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distribution of Government expenditures over the four areas is not certain.
but very large scale integration will probably receive the largest share.
about 30 percent. and software engineering will receive about 20 percent. !/
The Government is willing to fund a larger portion of industry research under
this program than it usually does. because Alvey program research is further
from application than most SFI (unded research.
Disseminating information
The DTI has· a. number of programs that improve industry's access to
technological .information.
DTI has several programs that give free
consulting. including the Manufacturing Advisory Service. which provides firms
of from 60 to 1 000 employees .with 15 days of free consulting; the Design
Advisory Service. which gives small- and medium-sized businesses free
consulting on product design; the small Firms Technical Enquiry Service. which
gives 5 days of free consulting to firms with fewer than 200 employees; and
the Quality Assurance Advisory Service. which gives free advice to firms that
have fewer than 1,000 workers and that are considering starting a quality
management system.
The DTI also has conferences, courses, seminars and
exhibitions. Its laboratories sponsor many of these activities and also have
advisory services.
In fiscal 1982, DTI spent 18.4 million pounds on
technology transfer.
Many activities of the National Research Development
Corporation (NRDC) also help disseminate information. The NRDC is described
in the "Financial Assistance" section.
1

cartel and Kerger Policy
The United Kingdom generally has not used anti trust policy to target
specific industries.
In the late 1960' s, the Government actively promoted
mergers in a number of sectors, but, in the early-1970's, the Government ended
this policy and tightened the restrictions on mergers.
Cartel policy
With a few exceptions, any agreement between two businesses that
restricts the decisions of more than one party concerning the prices it
charges, quotes, or pays, the goods that it processes or the services it
supplies must be registered. Unless the Director General of Fair Trading
(DGFT) decides that the restriction is insignificant, he must refer it to the
Restrictive Practices Court CRPC). If the parties cannot prove that their
agreement is in the national interest, the RPC will outlaw the agreement. In
1980, there were 495 registered agreements involving services and 3,873
involving goods. £! The great majority of these agreements were not referred
to the RPC.

!I Ibid., p. 23.
£! OECD, "Annual Reports on Competition Policy," Paris 1981, No. 2, p. 77.

~
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There are a few exceptions to· the ·1aw requiring· agreement registrations.·
Professional services;. f foance ~ transportati9n~ ~ and insurance are exempt.
Export cartels that· have no ef.fect on commerce within the Unit~d Kingdom need
not be· regi$tered.. The Secretary· of Sta.ta ~or Trade and Industry may exempt
. industry agreements' to redu·ce capaclty ·from registration, 'but such exemptions
are not automatic. ·.The . DTI ··usually· review~ ·the capacity· reductions that .
. result . from these schemes. J:.1
There· is no evidence that th.e.se agreements
ma.intain or. i~crease ·the capaci.ty of ..'the industries lilvolved; · In {act, the
producers ·may try to increase ~prices ·by lbwe"ring c;apacit·y belOw the ·level that
would exist without an· agreement: ·In 'that case, the agreement· could reduce
the industry's capacity.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry also may exempt any
agreements that he feels are .of substantial importance to the national
interest·. This power has only been used to exempt three agreements: a
joint venture to develop a new switching device, an agreement to combine and·.
to scrap certain faeilities among small res~ar:ch groups in genetics, and a
joint operating agreement among paper mills.
Joint research and development agr~ements generally would not be
challenged under U.K. antitrust law. such an agreement might be challenged if
it were extremely restrictive and if there were few competitors in the
industry who were not involved in the agreement. If the agreement extended to
production, that would make a challenge more likely.
Kerger Policy
The DGFT is responsible for advising the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry to refer mergers ·to· the Kerger and Monopolies Conunission (MMC).
Mergers usually are referred to the MMC if the mer~ing companies have a
combined market share of over 25 percent or. gross assets of the acquired firm
exceed 5 million pounds. The tmC must then determine if the me.rger is against
the pubiic interest.
In this determination, the MMC must consider the
merger's effects on competition, consumer intere~ts, cqsts, innovation, the
distribution of industry and employment in the United Kingdom, and exports.
After the MMC makes its determination, the Secretary of state decides whether
or not to stop the merger .

.!./ Only two such agreements currently exist; they involve private-sector
steel producers and steel castings producers. As noted earlier in th~ ~eport,
the Government aids industries that engage IQ such schemes by .allowing firms·
to deduct payments to funds that pay members• closing costs from taxable
income. Furthermore, the Government may contribute to that fund itself.
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Before · 1912, United Kingdom met".ger policy· was. more permissive; in
particular, the guidelines for referring market shares for investigating
mergers were lower. ·Furthermore, the· Government ·often actively ·encouraged
mergers.· (See the·· discussion of the IRC in the "Financial Assistance"
section.)
In some cases, such as British Motor Holdings-Leyland, this
encouragement included a statement that th• Secretary of State probably would
not refer the merger to the MMC. 1/ Given the ge'nerally permisSive merger law
at that time, however, these - merger~ may . not have needed antitrust
exemptions.
The DGFT continues. to offer any firms contemplating mergers
conf identlal guidance on whether be is likely to refer the merger to the MMC. ··

!I Peter Kolk, op. cit.,

p.

58 ..
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TARGETIN~ TECHNIQU~s''FOR SPE.CIFIC INDUSTRIES_

Aircra'ft. and' Aerospace
Airbus Industrie
The Airbus Industrie consortium was established in 1970 to combine the
resources of major European a~rcraft manufacturers into an .organization
c·apable of producing high.:..bapacity slfort/medium range aiL•craft. !I Members of
the consortium" are Aerospatiale (France) with a 37 .9-percent interest,
Deutsche Airbus (West Germany), with 37 .9 percent, British Aerospace (United
Kingdom), with 20 percent~. and ConstrucCiones Aeronautics SA (CASA) of Spain,
with 4.2 percent'. 21 · wfth 'th~· exception of West' Germany, Federal Government
ownership of :the companfes which make. up Airbus Industrie is high: the French ·
Government owns over 97 percent of Aerospatiale, the British Government-owns
48.43 percent of British Aerospace, and CASA is wholly owned by the Spanish
Government. 'J_/ Deutsche· Airbus i's
subsidiary of Me'sserschmitt Boelkow-Blohm
<'Kee>, which is ·43;s percent publicly owned.
Fokker (the Netherlands) and
Belairbus "(Belgium> are not members of the consortium, but ~hey do participate
in Airbus project development and ~·ct as subcontractors.

a

· Each participant' iri Airbus projects doe~ an agreed upon share of research
and developinent. These costs are. subsid.~zed by the French, West German, and
Brit-i sh · Governments, primarily through low- or no-interest loans with
repayment conditioned upon the commercial success of the product.
These
subsidies appear to be a major factor in Airbus' ability to continue
production despite little return on its investment. The consortium's uniting
of financial and technical resources has resulted in ·aircraft that are
t'echnica].ly·and competitively viable .
. :

France·
,i

•

The French· Government· uses dfrect· ownership as the primary mechanism to
control and· promote the growth of its commercial aircraft industry.
The
Government has nationalized companies to consolidate the industry and improve
its efficiency.
Host French manufacturers of 'aircraft engines were nationalized after
World War II and· merged into the Societ'e National d • Etudes et de Construction
de M.oteurs 'd' 'Avions. The nationalization. and merging of commercial airframe
manufacturers also· began after the Second World War and continued until the
Soc'iete: National des Industries Aerospatiale '<Aerospatiale), the only
connnercial ~irframe manufacturer in France tQdey, was established in· 1970 .

.!I This·'is poten'ti'ally a lucrative market, because about 60 percent of
do~estic

flights are on routes of less than 4600. kilometers Airbus Industrie,
Briefing ..
~I Ibid.
'J..I Ibid.
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Discriminatory Government. procurement is anottier mechanism used by the
French Government to encourage the aircraft industry.
Private procurers,
particularly those who have received Federal assistance, are also encouraged
to purchase French products. Foreign manufacturers have only limited access
to the French market because of this "Buy French" policy. !I
The French Government also assists the aircraft· industry by actively
encouraging joint international ventures .. These joint ventures are intended
to facilit~te the exchange of technology and reduce the risks of new projects
by improving access to foreign markets, but they have not always been
successful in this regard.
The Angl.o-French Concorde Project, for example,
produced commercially unsuccessful though.' technically superior aircraft. The
finanCial ·losses of the project continue to be shared between the partner
countries.
The Frerich Government has assisted technological development in the
aircraft industry by providing the large amounts of capital necessary to
develop, ·produce, and market new aircraft. The bulk of financial assistance to·
the aerospace industry in the past has been allocated to the Concorde. By
1979, the Concorde had received about 18.6 billion francs ($4.4 billion).
Currently, the majority of French industrial al~ for aerospace is scheduled
for the Airbus program.
The Transportation Ministry budget allocated
$405 million for civil aviation programs in 1983; of that $31.8 million is for
a commuter aircraft developed by Aerospatiale. 2/
West Germany
west Germany began encouraging its aerospace industry· over a decade ago
to maintain its technological and commercial competitiveness.
The pl"imary
mechanism used by the Federal Government to assist the industry is
rationalization through mergers.
In 1980, the West German Government
initiated the merger of MBB and VFW to accelerate rationalization, to
strengthen the competitive position of the companies, and to help Stl"engthen
the stru·cture of the industry. .~/
West Germany also encourages the aerospace industry through support for
research and development.
This aid is. particularly vjtal to domestic
producers because, relative to other countries, German aerospace manufacturers
are small and cannot pursue capital-intensive or high-,rlsk ventures without
Government assistance. Research and development aid is generally in the form
of "repayable contributions,•• and is contingent \IPOn · the industry providing

!/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Country Marketing Plan: France - Fiscal
year 1984, p. 1.
£1 This aircraft is being developed jointly with an Italian Government owned
aircraft producer, Aeritalia.
·
'J..I Economic ·impact of Foreign Export Credit Subsidies on Certain U.S.
Industries: Report to the President on Investigation No. 332-144 . . . , USITC
Publication 1340, January 1983, p. 199.
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40 percent of the cost of a project. l/ From 1962 to 1983, the West German
Government provided 3~7 million deutschemarks
in subsidies
to civil
aircraft. ll
West Germany's support for the Airbus A300 and A310 models consisted of
2. 4 billion deutschemarks
for development funding;
loan guarantees ot
4.5 billion deutschemarks to enable Deutsche Airbus to raise capital;
production funding of DK 642 million; and the allocation of DK 4 billion for
sales assistance in the form of interest rate subsidies. Most of the sales
assistance money has not been spent.
Repayment of the production funding,
which was to be through royalties on Airbus sales, has been deferred to 1994
or later due to poor conunercial performance.
An additional deutschemarks
12 billion was allocated in 1983 for the development of the new A-320 model,
also to be repaid on a royalty .basis ..~/ Other West German support programs
are relatively small compared with Airbus assistance, but they include project
development aid and loan guarantees.
The United Kingdom
One method the British Government has used to encourage its aerospace
industry is· through nationalization of firms to accelerate rationalization.
Short Brothers, manufacturers of small commuter and transport aircraft, is now
wholly owned by the British Government. British Aerospace (BA), the result of
merging several companies in 1977, is 48.43 percent owned by the British
Government, 48.43 percent owned by private shareholders, and 3.14 percent
employee owned. !/
·The provision of launch aid is another mechanism used by the Federal
Government to encourage the aerospace industry.
Launch aid is the. partial
funding (up to 50 percent) of development costs of viable aircraft projects
which the ·private sector will not fund on its own.
From 1945 through 1976,
about 700 million pounds in launch aid had been given to civil aerospace. l/
British Aerospace was legally banned from receiving launch aid while it
was 100 percent state owned. In 1982, the British Government sold 52 percent
of its BA stock and announced it might further reduce its holdings to
25 percent.
Recent projects which have received launch aid are the W30
helicopter and the RB-211 engine for the Boeing 757 aircraft.
In early 1984, the United Kingdom signed an agreement with Italy to
jointly produce the EH-101 helicopter for military. and civilian use. ~/

l/ Ibid., p. 191.
ll Federal Republic of Germany, Ministry of France, "Ninth Subsidy Report,"
p. 135.

11 European Report, Nov. 30, 1983, p. 2. The A320 is a 150 to
164 seat-airplane that Airbus plans to introduce in 1987 or 1988.
fl/ Economic Impact of Foreign Export Subsidies on Certain U.S. Industries:
Report to the President on Investigation No. 332-144
. , USITC
Publication 1340, January 1983, p. 191.
~/ N.K. Gardner, "Economics of Launching Aid," in Alan Whiting, ed., The
Economics of Industrial Subsidies, London, HMSO, 1976, p. 146.
!I Roger Cohen, "Britain, Italy Sign Accord to Produce EH-101 Helicopter,"
Wall Street Journal, Jan. 26, 1984, p. 37.
·
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Westland Aircraft Ltd. of the United Kingdom and Construzioni Aeronauticbe
Giovanni Augusta SPA of Italy will manufacture the aircraft.
The British
Government has pledged $82 million in launch aid for the.ve~ture and Italywill
contribute $74.2 million in launch aid. !I Money for. the ·project will come
from each Government• s defense fund and the firms• resources.
The United
Kingdom and Italy have agreed to purchase 60 each of the helicopter. £1
The United Kingdom also provides direct funding for various aircraft and
engine projects for Airbus Industries. The United Kingdom Government recently
promised British Aerospace 250 million pounds, or $372.5 million, in launch
aid for its share of the proposed A320 model aircraft.
Automobiles and Trucks
France
The French Government has recently established The Fund for Industrial
Modernization (FIM) that will make low-cost loans available to all
industries.
The major auto manufacturers in France, Renau~t and PSA
(Peugeot-Citroen-Talbot), will receive 14 percent of the initial outlay of
these funds. Renault is scheduled to receive 750 million francs of FIM's
1984 budget allocation of 9 billion; PSA is scheduled to receive 550 million·
francs. (PSA is a private company; . Renaul_t is wholly owned by the French
Government) .
The FIM fund is part of the Government's efforts to increase long-term
investment in French industry.
Aid is financed through tax-free savings
deposits in France's nationalized banking system. 11 The total budget for the
fund is 3 billion francs for 1983 and 9 biilion francs by 1984. !I
Firms will be allowed to borrow at a rate of 9. 75 percent for up to
10 years. ~I PSA and Renault will use the funds to upgrade their facto~ies
with robots and automated assembly line technic;iues.
France has also intervened to protect its automobile
Japanese imports.
Japan has "agreed to voluntarily limit"
percent of the French national market.
To reinforce this
Government of France has erected administrative barriers to
imports to the agreed upon limit. ~/ ·

industry from
imports to 3
agreement, tbe
hold Japanese

!/ Ibid.
£1 After development of the prototype, full-scale production is scheduled to
begin in 1989. Ibid.
11 Ibid.
!/ Ibid.
~I Ibid.
~I European Report, July 23, 1980, p. 3.
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West Germany
Although the West German · Government has not intervened in structural
changes in the automobile industry, it has protected its home market.
In
1980, Germany reportedly arrived at an agreement with Japan for voluntary
restraints of imports to 10 percent of the national market. !/ Although
financial assistance has been provided to Volkswagen and BMW during periods of
slow sales, · Government assistance to the automobile industry generally has
been confined to generously funding research programs. ll

The Government of Italy has taken steps to protect its automobile market·
from foreign competition.
Italy has a strict pre-Treaty of Rome agreement
with Japan that limits Japanese imports to 2,200 cars per year. 11
The
Government has also been formulating a restructuring plan for the industry
since 1981. f!/
In 1980, the Italian Government approved a joint venture
between state-owned Alfa Romeo and Nissan (Japan) to produce 60,000 small cars
annually in southern Italy. ~/ Production is scheduled to begin in 1984.
United Kingdom
The British Government has a moderately protectionist position with
regard to its automobile industry. The Government has reached a "gentleman• s
. agreement" with Japan, which limits Japanese imports to 11 percent of the
national market. §./ In addition, the British Government has supported plans
to restructure the industry and has traditionally intervened when firms. were
in financial difficulty. ll British-Leyland has particularly benefited from
state aid. From 1976 through 1981, the Government gave 1.9 billion pounds in
equity and loans to British Leyland. ~/

11 The Labor-Industry Coalition for International Trade, Industrial Policies
and the Future of American Industry, (Washington), p. 55.
~/ Commission of the . European Communities, European Parliament, Working
Documents, Dec. 15, 1980, p. 50.
11 Commission of the European Communities, European Parliament, Working
Documents, (Doc. No. 1-673/80), Dec. 15, 1980, p. 49.
!I Kenneth Gooding, "Italian Motor Industry II: Undeterred by Current
Setbacks," Financial Times, Mar. 19, 1981.
~/
David Brand, "Japanese Cars' Success Wort"iei; Europe; Some Urge
Restraints," The Wall Street Journal, Nov. 17, 1980, p. 26.
§./ Commission of the European Communities, European Parliament, Working
Documents,. (Doc. No. 1-673/80), Dec. 15, 1980, p. 49.
ll Ibid.
!I Wyn Grant, The Political Economy of Industrial Policy, London,
Butterworths, 1982, p. 46, and National Economic Development Council,
"Memorandum by Secretary of state for Trade and Industries," NEDC (83)49,
Sept. 21°, 1983.
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Coal
European Community
EC coal pol fey is _designed. to increase domestic coal production for
consumption within the· EC. State assistance to the coal industry is regulated
by a 1976 code of aids. The Conimi'ssion regards state aids for coal as useful
to help increase national energy supplies, preserve employment, and to
guarantee the stability of _coal production. _state aids are also considered
indispensable for the economic surv.ival of EC coal producers given falling
production and consumption over .the past ten .years.
According to the
Commission, coal aids are approved because coal producers are no longer in a
position to resist the pressure of foreign competition without the help of
national ~ids. !I
Table 44 shows 1981 and 1982 state aids to the coal
industry.
The high priority· the EC has given the coal industry is illustrated by
the fact tha~ ECSC loans. and ~rants to the industry in 1982 increased
738 percent over those in 1981 reaching 256. 3 .million ECU.
Nineteen loans
were granted to the u·ni.ted Kin~gdOm, France and West Germany, nine of them with
interest-rate subsidies.
Total investment in the EC coal industry remained
unchanged (1.8 billion ECU's in both 1982 and 1981) so that the contribution
made by the ECSC loans towards financing these investments increased from
2 percent in 1981. to 14 percent in 1982.
During 1954-82, the coal industry
received 24.2 percent of all ECSC 16ans. ll During 1983-86, 36 million ECU's
is expected to be expe~ded to finance the transportation of coal from one
member state to another. ~/ In previous years, a total of 4 7 million ECU' s
was expended for this purpose.
Finally, the Commission submitted a proposed regulation to the Council in
September 1983 giving financial support to encourage investment to modernize
coal production, to reduce mining companies' coal stocks, and to promote the
production of brown coals (or lignites) and peat. !/ This proposed regulation
is the first step in the "solid fuels" program introduced by the Commission in
1983 to make coal a major substitute for crude petroleum. Despite the high
cost of EC coal (it is more than double the cost of imported coal), the
Commission believes that ·profitable mines and even low-profit mines should be
maintained and, in certain cases, improved. ~/ The proposed aid program will
be in addition to the 3-percent interest rebate EC coal producers currently
receive or modernization investments.
The proposed aid will be a direct
nonrepayable grant of up to ~5 percent of the eligible investment over a
5-year period (1984-88). ~/

!I European Report, Aug. 31, 1983, No. 975, p. 7.
ll Commission of the European Communities, 1982 ECSC Financial Report, 1983.
~I

Ibid.

!I European Report, Aug. 31, 1983, p. 7.
Ibid.
Investment projects will be eligible where they involve underground
capacity which has an annual average underground output of at least 380 Kg.
per man hour, in the case of new capacities, for which the planned output is
at_ least 600 kilogram per man hour.
~I

§_I
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Table 44.--state aids to the coal

indust~y.

by types

~f

aid, 1981 and 1982,

Total sum

Amounts per tonne

..

1981
1981
1982
.. 1982
:------Killion ECU's-...:---:--------ECU's------

754.8
11 12.42 !/ 7.97
199.4
46.16
31.68
553.8
23.10
France--~-------------------------:
30. 77
718.4
6. 77
5.76
United Kingdom------------------~-=~~--8~4_5~·~7--~~-----------~~;;...o....;------~---~

West Germany---------------------

Belgium~--------------------------:

1,162.3
281.6
404.2

Total EC----------------:

2,693.8

2,226.4

11.12

Indirect measures-----------~-----:
Aids to coking coal---------------:
Direct measures-------------------:

40.0
844.2
1,809.6

48.2
432.2
1,746.0

. 17

3.49
7.47

.20 .
1.87
7 .17

(investments)-------------:
(personnel)---------------:
(stocks)--------;---------:
(strategic

309.2
98.7
25.0

236.3
111.2
23.0

1.28
.41
.10

.97
.46
.09

reserves)----------------~---~--:

50.6

59.1

.21

.24

25.0
1,301.1

6.8
1,309.6

.10
5.37

.03
5.38

Art. 7
Art. 8
Art. 9
Art. 10

9.15

Art. 11 (power station
coal)-----------------------~---:

Art. 12 (loss

coverage)-~---------:

11 These data do not include subsidies due to the third
electriCity-from-coal law. This law requires West German power stations to
buy steam coal from the coal industry at breakeven prices. The additional
cost incurred by the electricity companies using EC co~l (mainly West German
coal) is offset by increasing electricity pt'ices. In 1981, this offset levy
amounted to some l,800million deutschemarks (7.54 ECU's per tonne). A figure
of 1,700 million deutschemarks (7.40 ECU's per tonne) is estimated for 1982.
Source:
Conunission of the European Communities,
competition Policy, (Belgium>. 1983, p. 133.
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The Commission proposes to provide financial support of 10 ECU per ton to
reduce surplus stocks. According to the Commission~ the sale of stocks would
improve the fin.ancial situation· of the .coal mines by reducing their storage
costs and by increasing their liquidity.
The EC plans to reduce current
stocks by 10 million tons annually over the next 3 years. To qualify for this
aid, the producer must first have received Commission approval for its
proposed restructuring program and have submitted a program on· t;he reduction
of stocks to the Commission for approval.
Producers of peat (mostly Irish)
and brown coal (mostly ·Greek ·but also West German and French) will also
qualify for direct aid, but with the same 25-percent ceiling as applied t·o
coal. Council action on the Commission proposals is expected in early 1984.
Comp~ters and Peripherals and Telecommunications

France
The French Government began encouraging its telecommuniCations industry
in the mid 1970's. The 1972 Sixth Economic Plan and the 1976 Seventh Economic
Plan established programs to restructut"e the industry and increas'e subscriber
usage.
The major reorganization of the telecommunications sector began in 1976.
A major component of ·this plan was to reduce French dependence on. f<?reign
suppliers.
To this end, the American company, International Telephone
Telegraph (ITT), was forced to sell two of its subsidaries, and the Swedish
company, L.K. Ericsson, was forced to sell its subsidary, Societe Francaise de
Telephone
Ericsson
(STE),
to · the
giant French electron~cs
company,
Thomson-CSF. This reform increased the French share of its home telecommunications market from 43 to 71 percent.
French manufacturers also
increased their share of the public-exchange equipment market from 39 to
80 percent.
The French Government also na~ionalized Companie Gener~le d'
Electricity (CGE) and Thomson-'Brandt, the holding companies that contt"ol the
. major providers of exchange and tra.nsmission 'equipment to the French
Administration des Postes et Telecommunicati<?ns, (PTT).
Directed procurement is !J.nother mechanism the French· Government uses to
protect its -telecommunications industry. The French PTT purchases are made
through Government-sanctioned cartels. The Socotel cartel provides switching
equipment, and Sotelec supplies transmissions equipment. These cartels also
have jurisdiction over coordination of ·research and development, technical
spec if ications, and distribution of .government investment funds. Since entry
into the cartel by foreign firms is very difficult, foreign producers have
limited access to the French telecommunications market.
To increase exports, the French Government provides liberal financing
terms to purchasers of French· telecommunications equipment.
From 1980 to
1983, approximately $300 million in mixed credit financing was available for
buyers of French equipment.

P3
The
French
Government
also
aids
its
telecommunications
and
data-processing industries through domestic subsidies. A major program for
rationalizing and improving the electronics sector was announced in 1982
Programme Pluranne en Faveur de la Filiere Electronique (Plan Electronique).
According to the plan, approximately 140 billion francs (about $21 billion)
from public and private sources will be invested in 10 strategic electronics
industries over a S-year period. Kost of this aid, SS billion francs, has
been allocated to the telecommunications· sector.
An objective of the plan is to improve efficiency and to aid th·e
competitive position of the French electronics sector against Japanese and
American firms. Accordingly, the large nationalized firms which dominate each
electronics industry appear likely to receive priority in the future
disbursement of program funds.
In addition to telecommunications, the plan will also emphasize
development of computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM), modules for basic mini and microcomputers, engineeripg software with
artificial intelligence, training and education, and research and development.
West Germany
From 1967 to 1979, West Germany gave 3. 5 billion deutschemarks in aid to
its computer industry, mostly in the form of R&D financing. Most of this aid
went lo Siemens, the largest West German computer manufacturer.
The West
German Government continues to give R&D support to the computer industry; it
budgeted S8.8 billion deutschemarks of such aid in 1984.
United Kingdom
The British Government aids telecommunications, computer and peripherals,
and other information technologies pt"imarily through the Information
Technology Division of the DTI.
This division allocates about 30 million
pounds a year to these industries. The Support for Innovation Program is the
major mechanism through which funds are disbursed. Part of the SFI scheme is
a recently established program to develop computer software, which provides
grants equal to one-third of project costs. Funds will be distributed over a
S-year period.
The Alvey program is a research and development assistance program which
.encourages interaction among researchers. To this end, the program provides·
up to SO percent funding for qualified projects which involve ccllaboratioil
among researchers in two or more firms or research organizations. The total
budget for the Alvey program is approximately 150 million pounds for 5 years.
The United Kingdom also provides sales assistance to its information
technologies industries in the form of preproduction orders (PPO' s). This
scheme permits the government to purchase up to 4 prototypes of a product and
distribute them on a trial basis to customers. If the customer decides after
1 year not to purchase the product, it is returned to t~e supplier and the DTI
is responsible for any financial loss.
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The main intervention mechanism used in the area of microelectronic
applications is the Microprocessor Application Project (KAP). The KAP scheme
consists of programs to increase public awareness, education and training
programs, grant programs of 2,000 pounds for project feasibility studies, and
research and development grants which fund up to 33 percent of viable
projects. !I The MAP has a total allocation of 85 million pounds. By 1980,
approximately 7 million pounds had been spent on awareness and training,
3. 5 million pounds on feasibility studies, and 15 million pounds on research
and development. £1 The KAP scheme is considered one. of the most successful
industrial support schemes undertaken by the Department of Industry.
Heavy

~lectrical

Equipment

A high degree of nationalistic procurement is a leading characteristic of
the oligopolistic power plant markets.
Most of the European electrical
utilities are state-owned, and they rely on their indigenous manufacturers of
heavy electr~cal . equipment to supply all or most of their power plant
machinery needs. 11
France
The French Government began restructuring its heavy electrical equipment
industry in the 1960' s. Two monopoly suppliers were eventually established
after a decade of Government manipulation:
Framatone, the nuclear plant
contractor, and Alsthom-Atlantique, the turbine generator manufacturer. !I
France reportedly also assists its industry through research and development
subsidies of up to 50 percent of project costs, and through investment
subsidies. ii
United Kingdom
The British -Government based its national planning and rationalization
policies· for the heavy electrical equipment industry on the premise that only
a national champion could compete with large Japanese and American
companies. fl.I General Electric Co. (no relation to the U.S. company of the
!1 Jim Northcutt, "Policies for Micro-electronic Applications in Industry,"
in C. Carter, ed., Industrial Policy and Innovation, (London: Heinemann),
1981, p. 215.
£1 Ibid.
11 John Surrey, Trends in the Procurement of Electricity Generating Plant in
Developing Countries, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
Geneva, (TD/BIC.61AC.9/3), Sept. 6, 1982, p. 6.
fl/ John Surrey and W. Walker, "The European Power Plant Industry:
Structural Responses to International Market Responses," Industrial Adjustment
and Policy III,: Sussex European Papers, No. 12, 1981, pp. 16 and 17.
ii National Electrical·Manufacturer Association submission.
fl.I John Surrey and W. Walker, op. cit., p. 24.
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same name) emerged as the national champion electrotechnical company after
merging with English Electric and AEI in 1968. · The British Government
continued its attempts to consolidate and rationalize the industry through the·
1970's but met political, industrial, and trade union resistance. !I The
British Government also reportedly uses grants for research and development
and domestic subsidies to assist its heavy electrical equipment industry. ll
Machine Tools
European Community
The EC attempted to protect its machine tool industry in 1977 when it
began·. bilateral talks with Japan on methods to improve the balance of trade.
In 1982, Japan agreed to moderate its exports of 10 sensitive products,
including machine tools, to the EC. 11 At that time, the EC began a system of
statistical monitoring to provide timely data on selected machine tool imports
from Japan.
The EC has attempted to promote awareness and utilization of advanced
technologies through stimulation of numerically controlled (NC) machine tool
production; coordination of machine tool industry needs with those of other EC
----·-.programs on advance technology; and coordination of public and private
research efforts. !I The EC has also allocated $1. 2 million for a market
survey assessing ways to make the EC's machine tool firms more competitive. l/
France
The French Government has assisted its machine tool industry for several
years.
Rationalization, consolidation, and a push towards high technology
have been the mainstays of French plans for the industry.
In 1981, the French Government established a 3-year development program
to restructure the industry into major industrial poles and to consolidate
firms into large, strong, more competitive companies. Other objectives of the
scheme were to reduce imports of NC machines from 60 to 35 percent of the
market by 1984 and to assist the industry in becoming more high-technology
oriented and competitive. !I The plan was allocated $423.2 million in direct
state aid and $312.8 million in loan guarantees. LI
!I Ibid, p. 25
ll National Electrical Manufacturers Associations Submission.
11 Commission of the European Conununities, Bulletin of European Communities
Commission, No. 2, vol. 16, 1983, p. 9.
!!I Competitive Assessment of the U.S. Metalworking Machine Tool Industry:
Report to the United States International Trade Commission on Investigation
No. 332-149 . . . , Publication 1428, September 1983, p. 56.
~./ Ibid.
§.I Ibid., p. 70.
ll Ibid., p. 71
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The French Government also established the Machines et Equipments de
Conception Absence program (MECA) to promote purchases of machine tools
through public subsidization of new purchases. !I To further aid the industry
and stimulate demand, the national education administrat1on was allocated
$160 million to equip vocational schools with advanced equipment. £1 Although
i t is not stipulated that this money cannot be used to purchase imported
machine tools, the "Buy French" policy is so pervasive in the French
marketplace, that all or almost all of this money will most likeiy be used to
purchase French machine tools.
A 3-year research and development scheme
(1982-85) was also supported by the French Government to study machine tool
design, manufacturing processes, and factory automation. II
The .French Government is reputed to have protected its machine tools home·
market by pressuring domestic customers to "Buy French." !!/ Nationalized
companies, in particular, are reportedly informally instructed to use French
suppliers even if the French manufacturers can. only offer a prototype of a
particular machine. ~/ Some French producers of machine tools have also
reported that bank loans are more difficult to obtain for· purchases of
imported machines than domestically produced ones, even though the French
mode 1 may be more expensive. §_I The French Government also a pp.ears to have
protected its home market through administrative· requirements (e.g., the
stipulation that customs docuinentation be printed in French and time-consuming
procedures to obtain import licenses) which cause untimely delays and make
imported products less competitive. LI
In 1983, a Government plan was announced to accelerate the adoption of
factory automation systems by manufacturers. The plan proposes to provide
110 million francs ($13.8 million) for applications ·research involving NC
equipment, robots, CAD/CAM systems, and for grants and loans for investment. !I
This scheme is part of the French Government's continuing efforts to make
F·rance more competitive technologically.
The plan currently awaits EC
approval.
The French Government allocated $350 million to create an Inter-Agency
Robotics Committee during 1983-85. ii This Committee has the purpose of
assisting the design, production, and application of robotics which will be
competitive in domestic and international markets. The Robotics Committee
will provide low-cost financing for installation, and will fund research and
development projects and personnel training. 10/
Ibid.
£1 U.S. Department of Commerce, Country Marketing Plan: France--Fiscal Year
1984, p. 34.
II Competitive Assessment of the U.S. Metalworking Machine Tool
Industry . . . , USITC Publication 1428, September 1983, p.71.
!!_/ J. Russell Kraus, "France's Protectionism Fuels Tool Import Row,"
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Nov. 14, 1983, p. 38.
2,.1 Ibid.
§_I Ibid.
71 Ibid.
!I J. Russell Kraus, "French Plan World Spur Automation, .. American Metal
Market/Metalworking News, Oct. 17, 1983, p. ~7.
ii Competitive Positions of U.S. Producers of Robotics in Domestic and World
Markets: Report on Investigation No. 332-155 . . . , US ITC PublicaHon 1475,
December 1983, p. 27 and 32.
10/ Ibid.
1/
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West Germany
West Germany has provided about $32 million in res.earch and development
support for robotics and other advanced technologies since 1974. 11 Recently.
the Government has allocated $202.5 million for a 4-year research and
development program on robotics, CAD/CAM, and other components of factory
automation. '!J The program is scheduled to begin in 1984 and will provide
grants of up to 50 percent for firms and 100 percent to academic institutions
for development of production technology.
The program will also include
education and training assistance. 11
·

The Italian Government passed the 1965 Sabatini Act to stimulate
investment in advanced capital equipment through the provision of special
financing facilities. Under the act, banks receive aid and that enables them
to grant deferred payments of up to 5 years for domestic purchases of
industrial equipment, regardless of country of origin. !/ Additionally,
preferential interest rates are available and the seller may discount the
bills in medium-term credit establishments. ii The Italian Government is
currently considering extending the Sabatini Law to include leasing of
equipment and tax relief for capital investments. ~/
To date, the Government of Italy has not given research and development
high priority in its plans for the machine tool industry. However, it does
provide low-interest loans and grants for manufacturing research projects.
United Kingdom
The British Government began aiding the machine tool industry in the
By the 1970' s a variety of Federal
programs were available for the purpose ·of. improving production, upgrading
technologies, and applications in the machine tool industry. Approximately
$54 million wa~ allocated to the industry for these purposes in 1975. !I

1930' s with home-market protection. 11

From 1982 to 1983, the Department of Trade and Industry allocated
280 million pounds in support for information technology programs, 85 million
pounds for the microelectronics applications program (MAP), 37 million pounds
for CAD/CAM/KAT, 35 million pounds for flexible manufacturing systems CFKS),
and 25 million for software.

J:.I !bid., p. 25.
ll American Metal Karket./Ketalworking News, Dec. 7, 1983.
11 Ibid.
!I Competitive Assessment of the U.S. Metalworking Machine Tool
Industry . . . , USITC Publication 1428, September 1983. p. 64.
2_/ Ibid.
~I Commission of
the European Communities, The European Machine Tool
°Industry: Situation and Prospects. Commission Statement, Feb. 8, 1983, p. 37.
11 At that time, only those tools unobtainable in the United Kingdom were
admitted into the country duty-free.
Anne Daly, "Government Support For
Innovation in the 'British Machine Tool Indu~try: A Case Study", in c. Carter,
ed., Industrial Policy and Innovation, (London: Heinemann), 1981, p. 53.
!I Competitive · Assessment of · the U.S. Metalworking Kachfoe Tool
Industry . . . , USITC Publication 1428, September 1983, p. 66.
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The British Goverment promotes the use and development of industrial
robots through the Robot Support Program. In addition to funding feasibility
studies, this scheme provides grants for the development of
advanced robots and up to one-third the cost of installing new robots. !I
Funding for the robotics program in 1982 was 10 million pounds, or
$17.5 million. This aid may be used to purchase imports.
The Small Engineering Firms Investment Schemes (SEFIS) of 1982 and 1983
also benefit the machine tool industry, although a variety of industries are
eligible for this aid. The purpose of the SEFIS schemes was to promote and
assist in the purchase of advanced capital equipment, regardless of country of
origin, through public subsidies. Each scheme provided one-third of the cost
of the equipment. The 1982, SEFIS had a budget of 30 million pounds and was
limited to engineering industrie~; all money was committed 8-112 weeks after
the application process began. ll SEFIS 2 was budgeted at 100 million pounds
and is open to all industries. 11
The United Kingdom provided research and development assistance to the
machine
tool
industry
primarily
through
the
Flexible
Manufacturing
Systems (FHS) development program. Up to one-third of R&D project costs are
funded under this scheme. A firm may also qualify for a shared-cost contract
in which the Government contributes 50 percent of R&D project costs and later
recovers them through royalties on commercial sales.
The FKS scheme also
provides a subsidy which allows a potential customer to take a machine on a
trial basis for 1 year prior to actual purchase.
Furthermore, this scheme
will pay one-third of the cost of installing an FMS system. Installation aid
may be used to purchase imports.
The Department of Trade and Industry
allocated 35 million pounds, or $53.6 million under its 1982-83 FMS scheme.
Semiconductors
France
The main objectives of French policies for the semiconductor industry
appear to have been to subsidize the development of advanced technologies and
to "create a French national champion as an instrument of that technology
policy."
!I
The French Government began strong assistance to the
semiconductor industry through its development plans in 1977. Prior to that
l/ Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics in Domestic and World
Markets, USITC Publication 1475, December 1983, p. 27.
ll United Kingdom, Department of Industry, SEFIS brochure.
11 Ibid.
!!_/ A French national champion is the leader corporation in its industry. It
is a broad-based industrial corporation whose large size is intended to take
advantage of economies of scale.
As national champion, the corporation has
the right to request state assistance to "maintain the position of the firm
and thus of the French." John Zysman, "French Electronics Policy: The Costs
of Technological Independence," Industrial Policies in Western Europe, S.
Warneke, ·ed., Praeger Publishers, 1975, p. 238.
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time, assistance was provided to the semiconductor sector through subsidies to
SESCOSEK, a large semiconductor company owned by the Thomson group. !I
The Plan Circuits Integres (1977-80) allocated $132 million for tbe
development of integrated circuit technology and production and for research
and development.
Included in this scheme were aids for microprocessor
application
development
and
electronics
applications
research
and
development. 2./
The French Government• s policies for the semiconductor industry have
included measures to help improve international competitiveness.
The
SESCOSEM was
Government has used primarily mergers to achieve this goal.
constituted through a merger initiated by the French Government in 1968. A
decade later, nearly all of French-owned semiconductor production was
consolidated in.to the emerging French electronics national champion, The
Thomson group.
West Germany
West Germany began assisting its microelectroni~s industry in 1967 with a
small amount of research and development support.
The 1969 Second Data
Processing
Program broadened
the
scope of
intervention · to
include
comprehensive
assistance
for
semiconductors,
computer
hardware
and
peripherals, computer software, and applications. 1/ From 1969 to 1976, this
program was funded at $32 million. !I
The semiconductor industry was
specifically allocated about $192 million in Government assistance from 1974
through 1982. ii In 1983, a total of 300 million deutschemarks was budgeted
for the microelectronics sector. Much of this aid was to help firms acquire
equipment, regardless of country of origin.
The United Kingdom
The National Enterprise Board (NEB) was established in 1975 to promote
efficiency and international competitiveness in strategic sectors of Britain's
industry. The NEB began acquiring shares in key electronic industries, and by
1976, the NEB held interests in computers and peripherals, electronic systems,
and integrated circuit production. In 1978, when NEB supported creation of
Inmos a manufacturer of integrated circuits, the British Government began its
first explicit program to aid the semiconductor industry. Prior to that time,
the bulk of state aid to the electronics sector went to the computer
industry. NEB invested 50.09 million pounds or $108.65 million in the equity
of Inmos between 1978 and 1982. §.I

ii The 1967 'Plan Calcul' allocated $36 million to the electronics component
industry from 1967 to 1970. Kost of this aid went to SESCOSEK. The Second
Plan Calcul (1971-75) allocated $33 million to the components industry; again
most of this aid went to semiconductors. Giovanni Dosi, "Institutions and
Government Support for Micro-electronics in
Markets in High Technology:
Europe," in c. Carter, ed., Industrial Policy and Innovation, (London:
Heinemann), 1981, p. 188.
ll Ibid.
II Ibid., p. 187.
"!I Ibid, p. 188.
ii Ibid.
§.I National Enterprise Board, "Annual Reports and Accounts," 1978, 1979,
1980, 1981, 1982, op. cit. Although plans to do most of its production in.the
United Kingdom, it has facilities in Colorado.
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A significant ·market barrier for importers of semiconductors to the
United Kingdom appears to have been Government standards for integrated
circuits and components.
Many British defense an.d telecommunications
contracts have specified electronics standard BS 9000, General Requirements
for Electronics Components of Assumed Quality, which has been interpreted as
requiring the presence of · an official United Kingdom inspector during
manufacture of the product. l/ Reportedly, this standard has been selectively
used to prevent some imported products from receiving certification. £1
Steel Mill Products
European Community
Within the EC steel market, the ECSC controls prices and levels of
shipments and orchestrates restructuring, modernization, and rationalization
of steel production. Since May 1977, these measures have been carried out
through the Davignon Plan.
The major objectives of the Plan are to
re-establish the financial viability of EC steei producers and to restructure
the industry through plant modernization and capacity reduction.
Prior to implementation of the Davignon Plan, the depressed conditions in
the EC domestic steel market were addressed by short-term measures implemented
through the January 1977 Simonet 'Plan. The Simonet Plan introduced voluntary
quarterly production targets and guide prices to redress steel price levels on
the EC market. These measures made way for the longer-term action of the
Davignon Plan, where the objective was to restore the position of the EC steel
industry by restructuring its production capacity. The go~ls of the Davignon
Plan are to (1) establish minimum price levels in the EC market, (2) control
levels of imports and shipments within the EC by domestic producers and,
(3) restructure the EC steel industry.
Minimum price levels.--Since 1977, the commission has attempted to impose
and enforce minimum internal prices Cor guide prices) for EC steel firms to
avoid price undercutting in the EC. Enforcement of guide prices has proven a
difficult task for the Commission because persistent excess capacity puts
pressure on steel firms to 'cut prices in order to increase sales. Violators
of guide prices are subject to EC sanctions. although lengthy appeals may be
made through the European Court of Justice before paying any fines.. In
November 1982, the Commission set up a system of guide prices for main steel
products with the purpose of providing more financial support for producers to
finance their own restructuring programs. A year later, market prices were
far lower than the guide prices and the official list prices published by
steel companies. i1

ll Competitive Factors Influencing World Trade in Integrated Circuits:
Report to the Subcommittee on International Trade on Investigation
No .. 332-102 . . . , USITC Publication No. 1013, November 1979, p. 61.
£1 Ibid.
3/ For example, hot-rolled coil was being sold within the EC at about $238
per ton, which was $85. oo less than the guide price for that product. "EC
Commission Acts on Steel Prices," Europe, January/February 1984, p.44.
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At the end of 1983, the Commission took tougher measures to enforce
established minimum internal prices. At that time, some EC producers were
cutting prices in an attempt to improve shrinking prof.it margins by selling
more steel.
The Commission maintained that its goal to cut production
capacity by 27 million metric tons and eliminate 100,000 steel jobs could be
accomplished only if steel prices were high enough to yield profits to
producers.
New minimum prices were established on January 1, 1984, and .a
stringent price control plan was proposed. !I Under this plan, shipments will
be accompanied by certificates stating the steel's origin, and steel companies
will be required to post a security deposit of $38. 00 per ton against the fr
steel sales within the EC. As a result, within 15 days of the publication of
quarterly trade statistics, a country will be able to lodge a complaint with
the commission against· an exporting company, and the commission will have the·
power to collect the deposits if the complaint is proved valid.
The mandatory prices had a significant effect on internal competition.
EC producers could not charge prices below the fixed minimum to compete with
non-EC producers. Foreign suppliers, however, were free to sell within the EC
below the fixed price. 2./ To prevent this situation from ena~ling foreign
suppliers to capture a large share of the EC market, the Cormnission
implemented two methods of controlling the volumes and prices of imported
steel: (1) restrictive bilateral trade agreements were negotiated between the
EC and 14 major supplier countries; and (2) with other countries, minimum
import prices were imposed.
Control of imports and shipments within the EC.--The agreements between
the EC and its major. suppliers set ceiling levels on imports and internal
prices for imported steel.
If the exporting country stays within the
negotiated ceilings, it is allowed certairi penetrating margins. It can sell
carbon steel at prices that are 6 percent below price levels that EC producers
are required to charge. It can sell specialty steel at 4 percent below the
EC's pricing structure.
The EC suspended. antidumping procedures against
countries with which it had concluded bilateral trade agreements as long as
they stayed within the permissible ceilings and penetration margins. If a
supplier country exceeds the ceiling, it is allowed to continue to sell in the
EC, but loses the penetration allowance and becomes subject to published basic
prices for imports.
The minimum import price system provides that ss.les
negotiated below the guide price become liable to antidumping investigations.
These settlements had the purpose of stopping the growth of imports• market
share and minimizing undercutting of EC producers' prices by foreign
competitors.
!I Each steel maker would pay the guaranteed bond to the EC member state
where its steel was produced.
The bond would be returned if the steel
producer complied with the minimum price and production quota requirement. A
portion of the guarantee bond could be frozen at the Commission• s request if
the· steel producer appeared to have violated this requirement. "EC Cormnission
Acts on Steel Prices," Europe, J~n./Feb. 1984, p. 44.
~/ Ryan Trainer, "The Concrete Reinforcement Bars Case and the Davignon
Plan: Judicial Endorsement of the ECSC' s Crisis Policies," The Journal of
International Law'and Economics, vol~ 14, no. 3, 1980, p. 574.
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EC steel deliveries were also governed by the Davignon Plan. Each firm's
delivery quotas are determined by the intra-EC/total delivery ratio .for the
12-month period from July 1977 to June 1980 during which total production of
rolled steel was highest. For products subject to production quotas, a firm's
deliveries may not exceed the limit set by its assigned ratio of EC shipments
to total production.
The Davignon Plan may encourage EC producers to compete aggressively
outside the EC and to increase· their exports of steel products: The quota
decision requirement that a firm's intra-EC deliveries may not exceed the
amount set by its assigned ratio of EC shipments to total production also
provides a significant incentive to maintain exports. If a firm's deliveries
to third countries decline, the amount it can deliver to its EC customer~ will
also decrease. !I
Given the: highly capital-intensive nature of steel
production, and the fact that prices within the EC are set at artificially
high levels, the firm will want to ship the maximum possible amount of steel
within the EC. By increasing its exports outside the EC, a multiplier effect
will increase the firm's allowable EC shipments and thereby permit ma·ximized
production until the limit imposed by the production quota is reached. Under
these conditions, a firm might be induced to compete so aggressively in
foreign markets that it may sell its products below cost. 1/ The delivery
ratio, therefore, encourages exports to third countries.
1/ A firm's maximum possible EC sales is the lower of two ceilings:
(1)

D=KQ , ·where D is intra-EC sales. K is the intra-EC
shipments ratio, and Q is the total production quota.
or,

(2) D =(_!_)x
(1-K)

This second ceiling is found by rearranging terms in the
constraint

K=_!L
D+X , where X is exports
If X is below (1-K)Q, the second ceiling binds and an increase of one unit
of X allows an additional ~ units of D to be sold. Once X reaches
1-K
(1-K)Q, then the first ceiling D = KQ, binds and there is no further
incentive to increase exports. In fact, because there is a ceiling on overall
production, further increases in exports would force the firm to reduce
intra-EC shipments. Thus, there is an incentive not to increase exports.
£/Ryan Trainer, op. cit., p. 587.
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Production restructuring.--In 1978,
the Davignon Plan
institut~d
voluntary internal production quotas.
Market conditions worsened, and in
October 1980, for the first time in EC history, the Commission invoked article
58 of the Paris Treaty in October 1980, and declared a "state of manifest
crisis" in the steel industry. 1/ A mandatory production quota system for
most steel products was established to distribute the burden of job losses and
plant closures resulting from EC efforts to cut surplus steel production
capacity, and to return the industry to profitability. With some exceptions,
production quotas are set on a quarterly basis for crude steel and four groups
of rolled steel products. Each firm's quota is based on quantity reference
production figures calculated from past output (July 1977-June 1980), during
which the total production of the four groups of rolled steel was highest. EC
firms that exceed their production quotas are liable to be fined.
In July
1982, the number of products included in the production quota was increased to
cover about 70 percent of total tinished steel production in the EC.
The mandatory production quotas on raw steel and specific rolled-steel
products were imposed on steel producers to give them time to recover and
restructure. At West German insistence, certain specialty steel was exempted
from the compulsory quotas. Small firms whose output does not significantly
affect the state of the market were also exempted. Firms exceeding their
--production quotas were fined $80.00 per ton.
The Commission restructuring decision of June 29, 1983, calls for a total
EC reduction in capacity of 26. 7 million tons by 1985. Each member state's
aids to their steel industries will not be approved unless the member
government submits plans for meeting its share of this target. The capacity
reduction target is tied to the approval of aids~
EC regulation of state aids.--In February 1980, the Conunission introduced
its first code of aids regulating state aid for the steel industry. £1 Under
the code of aids, the Commission permitted specific aids to be granted to t_he
steel industry if the aid simultaneously provided for restructuring, was
restricted in duration and intensity, and did not unacceptably distort
competition. A decline in demand resulting in surplus capacity and falling
prices, however, prompted member governments to provide subs idles to their
steel industries.
Prior to implementation of the aids code, most of the
member governments• subsidies to their steel industries were not accompanied
by reductions in capacity.
The
increasing
frequency and depth of the member governments•
intervention in their ·steel industries was another factor that prompted the
Commi::::ion to invoke a "state of er:isis" in the steel industry. The purpose
of the Commission's intervention was to ensure that the use of state aids was
accompanied by effective plans for restructuring to reduce or eliminate
capacity.
!I Authority to declare a state of manifest crisis in th~ steel _industry is
given by Article 58 of the Paris Treaty.
'!:_/ Commission Decision No. 257/80/ECSC of Feb. l; 1980, "Establishing.
Community Aid System for the Steel Industry," in Commission of The European
Communities, Official Journal of the European Communities, no. L. 29,
June 6, 1980, p. 5.
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In August 1981, given worsening conditions in· the. European steel
industry, the Commission replaced its first steel ·aids code with a stricter
set of rules designed to phase out aids within a fixed. time period. 11 The
second aids code established strict rules that outline allowable state aids
and the conditions under which they may be made and implemented. . Member
states are required to notify the Commission to receive approval for aid
granted to investment, closure of plants, emergency purposes~ .research and
development, and other projects by cerfain deadline!I in 1982. The Commission
notified the member states of its decision on these aid requests during the
course of 1983.
·
The second code of aids extended the manifest crisis and established
mandatory quotas. for some products and voluntary quotas for others. ·
Restructuring and capacity reductions were to be carried out with greater
rapidity than under the previous cod.e scheme. The Commission wanted to ensure
that all aids to the steel industry were treated uniformly. within a single
procedural framework.
All aids financed by the state or through state
resources are considered under thiS code t.o be Community aids. As a result,
they must be compatible with the orderly functioning of the conunon.market.
The second code of aids sets forth the following objectives for the EC
steel industry: restore financial viability; adapt to market requirements;
convert steel regions to other industries; offset the social costs of
reconstruction;
retrain workers through employee assistance; modernize,
restructure, reduce, or eliminate capacity; and restore competitiveness. All
state aids had to be tied to the above purposes. These aids also had to be
progressively reduced and eliminated within a given time period, and to not
distort competition in the EC.
All state aid to the steel industry is
supposed to be phased out by December 31, 1985, when the second aids code
expires.
However, this deadline may very well be missed, because despite
8 years of intervention, the EC's steel producers are not profitable.
Table 45 shows production quotas and steet aid authorized by the Commission
and aid still pending approval. France, Belgium, and the United Kingdom are
the heaviest subsidizers of their steel industries. Given its large share of
production, West Germany is not a heavy subsidizer.
ECSC Loans and Grants
ECSC provides loans for industrial investment in the coal and steel
industries,
thermal power stations,
worker's
housing,
and industrial
conversion. In 1982, the ECSC distributed loans totaling 740.6 million ECU'Si
91 percent more than in 1981.
The ECSC increased its loans to •the coal
industry by 738 percent and to other industries by 736 percent. · I t increased
i t loans for industrial conversion by 89 percent, thermal power stations by
Finally, the ECSC has an
54 percent, and worker's housing by 22 percent.
increasingly involved in the financing of energy projects (e.g., coal mines,
thermal power stalioris, and other projects involving the use of coal).

!I Commission Decision no. 2320/81/ECSC of Aug. 7, 1981, "Establishing
Community Rules. for Aids to the Steel Industry." Commission of the European
Communities, Official Journal of the European Conununities, No. L. 228/14,
Aug. 13, 1981, pp. 14-18.

Table 45.-Total aids to the EC steel Industry, approved or still subject to
examination under the first and second aid codes .

Member states

,Maximum
\possible
production
as a share
of total EC
production 1/
Percent

Belgium-----------Denmark------------West Germany------Greece-------------France------------lreland-----------Italy-:--------~----

Luxembourg---------Netherlands-------Uni ted Kingdom-----Total EEC-------------:-

!/

:

.6
31.6
15.9

21.5
3.1
4.3
13.5
100.0

Share
Total
of EC
approved · total

~approved

Subject to
examination
as a share
of country
aid notified

• Approved
: as a share
: of country
:
aid
; notified

---Million ECU's-- :-----------------Percent-----------------

9.5

-

Total
notified
aid

:

3029
81
4898
20
4991
232
6887 :
409
593
4639
25779 •

1572 :
81 :
633 :
3670
66
695
144
94
2077
9032

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

...

17.4 :
•9 :

7.0 :
:
40.6 :

-

•7 :

1.1 :
1.6
1.0
23.0
. 100.0

:
:
:.
:

51.9 :
100.0
12.9 :
:
73.5 :
28.4 :
10.l :
35.2 :
15.9 :
44.8 :
35

-

..

48.1
87.l
100.0
26.5
71.6.
89.9
64.8
84.1
55.2
65.0

Total aflocated-EEC steel production was -168,601,000 tons.

Source: · Production, com:piled from the Commission of the European Communities, Bulletin of the
Eurotean Communities, vol. 16, No. 6, 1983, p. 9; Commission of the European Communities, Fourth Report
on t e Application of the Rules for Aids to the Steel Industry, COM (83), 178 Final /2, Apr. 19, 1983,
annex 1.
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Table 46 shows ECSC loans paid out during 1954-82.
During this 28-year
period, the ECSC granted loans totaling 9.7 billion Ecu•s, of which
9.4 billion ECU's came from borrowed funds, and 260 million ECU's came from
the ECSC' s own resources.
Redemption of the initial loans granted by third
parties and guaranteed by ·the ECSC under article 54 reduced conuni tments to
99,000 ECU by the end of 1982.
Financing of industrial investments under article 54 Cl) of the ECSC Treaty
ECSC loans for financing industrial investments in the EC amounted to
488 million ECU's in 198_2, up 95 percent over the 1981 figure. ECSC loans to
the steel industry fell from 224 million ECU's in 1981 to 140 million ECU's in
1982. ·. The drop largely reflected the Commission• s strict selection process in
this industry, which is in accordance with the restructuring policy guidelines.
The ECSC loans were only 5 percent of the total investment expenditure in the
steel industry. ECSC loans to finance thermal power stations increased from
26.6 million ECU's . in 1981 to 40.9 million ECU's in 1982.
Three power
stations were financed, two in France and one in the United Kingdom. Finally,
in 1982 the Collimission granted eight loans at market rates to finance
investment projects· in the EC and it granted one such loan abroad. Two of
these projects related to raw-material supplies. to the EC steel industry.
Loans paid to .finance the EC projects totaled 50.9 ~illion ECU's.
Financing of Workers' Housing Under Article 54 (2) of the ECSC Treaty
The EC has a housing finance policy for workers in the coal and steel
industries that may allow the industries to pay lower wages.
The money is
lent at an interest rate of 1 percent per annum on a long-term basis. The
loans are generally granted in the local currency to avoid exchange risks to
recipients.
ECSC funds are used to build new housing and to purchase and
modernize dwellings. Borrowers often combine this type of loan with loans at
normal commercial terms and still benefit from an advantageous average rate.
In 1982 ECSC pa id out ,,_ total of 18 .1 million ECU' s in such loans. The ECSC
financed 8 ,000 new 4welUngs in 1982, bringing the total number financed by
the ECSC to 178,000.
Financing of Investments for Industrial Conversion Under Article 56
of ECSC Treaty
Over the past 10 years, the ECSC has given loans at reduced rates of
interest to encourage the creation of new jobs in sectors other than steel and
coal. During 1982, the ECSC Commission made 55 conversion loans, including 31
global loans to promote investment of small- and medium-sized enterprises. A
red.uced interest rate is granted on condition that some of the new jobs
created will be reserved primarily for workers laid off or given reduced hours
in the coal and steel industries. Under the ECSC treaty, requests for loans
of this type are submi~ted to the Commission by the member state Governments
concerned.
As a result., the geographical distribution of the loans granted
largely reflects the national policies on conversion.
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Table 46.--ECSC loans paid.and guarantees granted
by types of investments and by countries, 1954-1982

Loans
Breakdown·

Total
loans
and
:guarantees

From
Guarantees
From
borrowed
own reTotal
funds
sources
-----------------------Million ECU's------------------

.

.

Percent·
of
total
-Percent-

Type of
investment
Coal industry--: 2,356.1
210.1
Iron ore mines-:
Steel industry-: 5,083.1
Thermal power
380.0
stations-----:
Industrial
conversion---: 1,197.8
Workers'
-·
80.2'·:
housing------: 87 .5
Miscellaneous--:
Total------: 9,394.8

3.4

2,356.1
210.1
5,086.5
380.0

3.3

68.0

.

1,201.1

243.6_: __ ·323 ~8
10.1
97 .6
260.4
9,655.2

.

.1
68.1

.

2,356.1
210.1
5,154.5

24.2
2.2
53.0

380.0

3.9

1, 201.1

12.4

323:8
97.7
9. 723. 3

3.3
l.O
100.0

325.9
62.5
2,610.3
11.3
1,829.5
33.5
1,458.2
172.9
257.7
2,882.4

3.4
0.6
26.9
0.1
18.8
0.3
15.0
l.8
2.7
29.6

79.1
9. 723. 3

0.8
100.0

.

Country
Belgium--------:
Denmark--------:
West Germany---:
Greece---------:
France---------:
Ireland--------:
Italy--_:-------:
Luxembourg-----:
Hetherlands----:
United Kingdom-:

312.9
61.0
2,402.3
10.9
1,778.1
32.8
1,442.2
167.4
242.2
2,865.9

13.0
1.5
148.9
.4
42.5
.7
15.9
5.5
15.5
16.5

325.9 :
62.5
2,551.2
11.3
1,820.6
33.5
1,458.1
172.9
257.7
2,882.4

Hon-EC---------:
Total------:

79.1
9,394.8

260.4

79.l
9,655.2

59.1
8.9
.1

.
68.1

Source: Commission of the guropeQn Communities, ECSC Annual RepoL:t, 1982, p. 25.
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Other ECSC activities
The ECSC financ.es other aid programs through its operating budget rather
than through borrowing.
These programs provide job search assistance for
workers threatened with. or affected by redundancy <redeployment aid) and aid
for research.
The ECSC provides income support for laid-off workers and helps them find
employment in other sectors of the economy. Redeployment aid contributes
toward the cost of organ1z1ng training courses and helps to facilitate
re-employment by paying travel or resettlement allowances for redeployed
workers.
In 1982, redeployment aid amounted to 115 million ECU's, or
$111 mill.ion, in which the steel industry accounted for the largest share of ·
cotmnitments. The ECSC also supports social programs in the steel industry,
such as early retirement, which costs 113.4 million ECU's, or $109.7 million,
in 1982. Research projects supported by EC includes 92 steel industry and
39 coal industry projects, for a total cost of 36 million ECU's in 1982. The
EC also granted financial aid of· 11 million ECU' s to 67 social research
projects in 1982.
Textiles and Apparel
European Cotmnunity
The EC has intervened directly to protect and develop the EC textile
industry. During the 1970' s, · the major focus of EC policy on textiles and
clothing was the protection of the home market from imports and- the
maintenance of internal competition. !I
The primary protection mechanism is the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA),
which provides the basis for controlling imports from third countries. Import
quotas under the MFA have the stated purpose of providing textile firms with
needed time to adapt to conditions posed by· i·nternational competition. In the
EC's preferential trade accords with the Mediterranean and African, Caribbean,
and Pacific (ACP). countries, the latter are guaranteed unrestricted access to
the EC market for their industrial products. This arrangement is subject to a
safeguard clause that allows the EC to restrict imports from these trade
partners in certain defined circumstances. The EC has concluded a series _of
short-term arrangements with most of the Mediterranean countries, which
enables both sides to monitor textile trade by reference to historical
levels. Elsewhere in the field of external trade policy, the EC has a set of
measures, such as safeguard clauses and antidumping procedures, which enables
it to combat what it determines to be unfair competition and sharp disruptions
of the market.

!/ Jose de la · Torre and M. Bacchetta, "The Unconunon Market: European
policies towards the Clothing Industry in the 1970's," Journal of Cotmnon
Market Studies, vol. 19, No. 2, December 1980, p. 98 .
...._
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EC attempts to maintain internal competition in the EC textile sector
include a code of aids adopted in 1970. The code stipulates that any state
aid for the sector should be temporary and decrease over time. !I The purpose
of the code is to prohibit aid that might distort coinpe.tition by favoring
selected domestic firms.
The EC also gives financial aid to the industry during periods of
crisis.
In 1977, approximately 14.9·million Ecu•s, or $17 million, was
allocated for restructuring the synthetic fiber sector. £1 From 1975 to 1980
approximately 800 million ECU's were invested by the European Regional
Development Fund to safeguard employment and .rationalize firms in areas where
textile employment constituted more than 10 percent of total industrial
employment. i1 Loans have also been provided through the European Investment·
Bank to assist regional modernization and conversion. !I
From 1981 to 1983, 3.9 million ECU's was provided for shared-cost
research and development contracts in the textile sector. 11 This grant
funded projects to improve garment physiology and construction, and
applications of technology. A recent proposal adopted by the European Council
to promote EEC industrial competitiveness allocates approximately 170 million
ECU' s for a 1984-87 research project on . industrial technologies. Under this
scheme clothes manufacture has been selected as the initial field for
technology applications research. ~I
Between 1978 and 1980, the European Social Fund contributed approximately
44. 8 million ECU' s to train and educate workers in ~he textile and clothing
sectors. LI
The EC synthetic-fibers industry is confronted with the problem of
overcapacity leading to low prices and huge losses.
In December 1979, the
major synthetic fibers manufacturers in the EC countries asked the Commission
for permission to create a crisis cartel to limit production and maintain
prices until the market conditions improved.
The Commission approved the
scheme under articles 85 and 86 of the Rome Treaty.
In December 1979,
however, the Directorate General for Competition reversed the Commission• s
earlier decision and asked the producers to dissolve the cartel on the grounds
that a benefit to consumers, which is a requirement under article 85, was not
evident.
In late 1983, the. synthetic-fiber industry again proposed to
!I Commission of the European Communities, The European Community Textile
Industry, European File, April 1982, p. 4.
ll Commission of the European Communities, The European Community Textile
Industry, European File, April 1982, p. 4.
i1 Ibid., pp. 4-5.
!I Ibid.
ii Commission of the European Connnunties, Official Journal of the European
Communities, No. C8916, Apr. 7, 1982.
§/ The purpose of the scheme is not to develop a special porgram for the
textile sector, but to ensure that this industry is euipped with the latest
technology so that it may expand and defend its position on the world market.
European Report~ June 11, 1983, p. 14.
11 Commission of the European Communities, The European Community Textile
Industry, European File, April 1982, p. S.
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institute a cr1s1s cartel to impose an orderly reduction in capacity. The
proposed cartel, which would last until the end of 1985, would not involve the
use of state aids to reduce capacity. A Commission decision on this request
is pending.
A code of aids for the synthetic fiber industry was introduced in 1977
and was since extended until July 19. 1985.
According to the Commission,
capacity in the EC synthetic fibers industry must fall by 300,000 metric tons
during 1983-86.
Thus, the Commission carefully scrutinizes all state aid
plans that are likely to increase the production capacity of companies.
However, the Commission continues to take a sympathetic view toward state aids
that aim to restructure the industry away from synthetic fiber production or
helps ~companies to reduce capacity. The EC has imposed an antidumping duty on
imports from the United States. The EC felt that the price of these imports
was distorted by the American controls on the price of the oil from which the
fibers are made.
France
In 1980, the French Government designated the textile and clothing
industry as· one of "strategic importance" and targeted it for specific
restructuring and modernization efforts. A development scheme made the most
dynamic firms in the industry eligible to sign development contracts entitling
them to grants and low-cost loans. 11 Healthy firms were also eligible under
the scheme for participatory loans approved by the Interministerial Committee
for Development and Aid to Employment (CIDISE) to strengthen their capital
base and reserves. !I The plan also provided that banks be eligible for loans
from a special guarantee fund, partially state. financed, for lending to the
textile industry. ll
This fund is expected to generate an additional
500 million francs annua.lly in long- and medium-term loans. ~/
The French Government proposed a package of state aids for the textile
sector in 1982. This plan proposed to reduce the industry's social insurance
contributions up to 12 percent. ii The plan also called for contracts of
solidarity between the Government and participating textile firms; these
contracts would guarantee investment assistance in return for replacing
workers older than 55 with younger workers. ~/ The plan also provided for
low-interest loans and the creation of a textile promotion center. ll
The EC ruled that this package of state aid violated article 93 of the
Rome Treaty and barred France from implementing the plan. The Government of
France revised its scheme and announced a new plan in 1983. Under this plan,
aid would be restricted to restructuring and improving only sound firms, total
aid is reduced from 2 billion to 1. 2 billion FF. and only certain sectors of
the textile industry would be eligible for aid. The Commission approved the
revised plan.

11 Common Market Repor.ts, Euromarket News, Nov. 18, 1980. No. 618, p. 5.
ll Ibid.
ll Ibid.
!!I Ibid.
ii Anthony Moreton. "The High Cost of Stemming the Tide," Financial Times,
Jan. 18, 1983, p. 10.
~I

The retired employee would .receive 80 percent of pay from age 55 to 65.

71 Ibid.
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Disbursement of state aid to the French textile industry is the
responsibility
of
the
Textile
Industry
Structural
Aid
Commericial
Modernization Committee (CIRIT). CIRIT provides funds for assisting mergers~
modernization aid, rationalization assistance, and subsidies for trade
organizations, research centers, and so forth. CIRIT is funded through a levy
on textile products. l/

The Italian Government's assistance to the textile sector from the late
1950' s through the 1970' s focused primarily on the acquisition of bankrupt
textile manufacturing firms. II
Gepi, a state-owned financial holding
company, was created in the late 1960' s to exclusively perform salvage
operations in a variety of industrial sectors.
Gepi owned 110 bankrupt
companies in 1975, and by 1978 ~ 11 percent of textile and clothing ·workers
were employed by Gepi-held firms. ~/ Private-sector producers alleged that
they were unable to compete with the heavily subsidized state-owned
companies. !I Gepi's operations were restricted to southern Italy when a new
interministerial agency was created in 1977 to administer and coordinate all
industrial policies.
Italy's textile and clothing -sectors also benefited from· the Wages
Intergration
Fund
(CIG),
established
to
stabilize
unemployment
in
manufacturing industries during downturns in the economy. ~/ A tax relief
introduced in 1978 to reduce employer's social insurance contributions, was
opposed by the EC on the basis that it would give unfair advantage to specific
textile and clothing firms. ~/
United Kingdom
After a long history of piecemeal intervention, the United Kingdom's
first comprehensive attempt to restructure the textile industry was the 1959
Cotton Industry Act. 11 This plan did reduce capacity in the sector, but it
did not create a smaller or more competitive industry, nor did it achieve its
objective of stabilizing employment. !I

ll OECD, Textile and Clothing Industries: Structural Problems and Policies
in OECD Countries, 1983, p. 112.
£1 J. de la Torre and K. Bacchetta, op. cit., p. 10.
11 Gepi's strategy was to acquire bankrupt companies. implement a
restructuring or reconversion plan, and then sell the revamped company to a
private owner. Ibid.
fl_/ Ibid.
ii The CIG provided up to 50 percent of an employee's wages for 1 year in
cases of redundancy or shortened hours, provided the employee was retained by
his company. Ibid., p. 112.
§_/ Ibid.
LI OECD, Textile and Clothing Industries: Structural Problems and Policies
in OECD Countries, 1983, p. 111.
f!I Ibid.
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During a period of economic hardship in the mid-1970's, Britain
introduced the Temporary Employment Subsidy (TES) ·to stabilize employment in
.all sectors. !I The Commission approved this scheme provided beneficiary
firms were in good financial condition and the program· temporary. By 1978,
nearly one-half of all applications received for aid under TES were from
textile and clothing firms. About 19 percent of total textile and clothing
employment was maintained by the TES programs.
Furthermore, the British
Government extended the program six. times through 1977, and budgetary
allocations increased from 7 million pounds in 1975 to a projected 432 million
pounds in 1978 and 1979. The European Commission concluded that the TES kept
declining firms artificially alive and thus ~iolated directives concerning
unfair competition.
After negotiations, the EC allowed a 1-year-only
extension of the TES subject to aid restrictions and reductions in funding. £1
The United Kingdom's 1972 Industry Act provides the legal basis for
several textile and clothing assistance schemes.
The 1973 and 1976 Wool
Textile Industry Schemes provided about 24 million pounds for investment and
rationalization. ~/ · The 1975 C:lothing Ind1,1stry Dev_elopment Scheme (CIDS) was
a major tool for Government intervention in the textile and clothing
industries. The Government had allocated approximately 20. 9 mill ton pounds to
rationalize and restructure the industry without increasing its capacity by
the time the scheme closed for applications in 1977. !/
The Clothing Industry Productiv.ity Resources Agency (CIPRA) was created
in 1978 to coordinate research and development available to the industry from
other sectors. The agency was initially funded with a grant of 450,000 pounds
from CIDS.
Federal Republic of Germany
Although direct federal subsidies are not given specifically to the
textile and apparel industries, general assistance schemes (such as the ERP
program for small businesses, regional promotion programs, export promotion
development, and research and development assistance) are available. ~/
Additionally, each Laend Cstate) has its own industrial assistance programs
which do provide specific subsidies and loan guarantees for the textile and
clothing industries. ~/

!/ TES encouraged employers to defer or avoid layoffs affecting 10 or more
employees by providing a direct grant or up to 20 pounds per week, per worker
who without the subsidy would become redundant. The subsidy was renewable for
6 months at a reduced rate. Jose de la Torre and M. Bacchetta, op. cit.,
p. 114.
£! Ibid .
.~/ The second wool textile scheme closed for applications at the end of
1977. By Kar. 31,· 1983, 22 million pounds had been paid under these schemes.
Secretaries of State for Trade . and Industry, Scotland, and Wales, "Industrial
Development Act 1982 Annual Report," London, July 1983, p. 112.
f!/ J. de la Torre and K. Bacchetta, op. cit., p. 116.
ii OECD, Textile and Clbthing Industries: Structural Problems and Policies
in ORCD Countries,· 1983, p. 113.
~I Ibid.
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Although financial· subsidies are minimal, West G~rmany does provide a
high level of import protection for its textile and clothing iildustries:
. "Since the early 1960's, the industry has enjoyed one
of the highest effective rates of protection of any
sector in Germany (averaging about 21 percent during .
the early 1970's).
In .addition it has been
estimated that the quantitative restrictions imposed
on a large number of clothing products represent a.
tari~f
equivalent
level
of
protection
of
45 percent." l/
West Germany's imposition of quantitative restrictions are not in violation of
EC directives, since member states are permitted to and do negotiate bilateral
nontariff agreements within the constraints set by the MFA. ll

!/ J de la torre and K. Bacchetta, op. cit., p. 108. See also A. D. Neu,
"Protection in the .German textile Industry," in w. K. Corden and G. Fels,
Public Assistance to Industry, (Boulder, Co.:
Westview Press), 1976,
pp. 176-181.
ll A. D. Neu, op. cit., p. 177.
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;

· ASSESSMENT OF TARGETING IN THE EC

The member states of the EC appear to have targeted a small group of
industries. The ability of ·these countries to target. however •. is limited by
GATT obligations and· by the conditions of EC membership. In particular. the
Rome Treaty that formed the EC forbids state aids that injure industries in
other member states. . "this constraint limits targeting in the EC to cases
where a crisis creates so much pressure for subsidies that the EC must allow
exceptions. or to cases where 'the major competitors are outside the EC.
EC member states aid specific industries either to avert a sudden large
decline in· employment in a depressed industry or to catch up with a perceived
U.S. or Japanese lead in a new-technology industry. Depressed industries that
have recei'ved substantial aid' . include ste.el. coal. shipbuilding. and
automobiles.· New-tec'1nol'ogy industries that have received substantial aid
include aircraft and. electronics. Although different member states often aid
the same industries. the policies of the different member states toward those
industries are sometimes very different.
For example. Belgium. France. and
the United Kingdom give much more aid to their steel industry than West
Germany does i and the United Kingdom and West Germany allow Japanese auto
imports to take a much larger share of their-domestic markets than France does.
The goals of EC .m·ember state targeting vary depending on whether it
involves depressed or new-technology industries.
In depressed industries.
these countries usually" allow capacity to decline. although they may act to
lessen the decline in capacity that otherwise would take place.
In
new-technology industries. these countries try to develop industries that are
effective world competitors and to close a perceived technological gap with
the United States and Japan.
EC member state targeting of new-technology
industries has not achieved its goals.
Depressed Industries
The EC member states have aided a number of industries whose decline in
international competitiveness threatened to cause extensive unemployment.
Import restraints are a major tool used by the EC to target troubled
industries.
For example. several EC member states have negotiated voluntary
restraint agreements involving Japanese automobiles.
These agreements all
restrict Japanese automobiles to a smaller share of the market than is allowed
by the voluntary restraint agreement involving the U.S. market.
EC member
states also have given financial aid to many depressed industries.
Unlike
Japan.
which does
not use government-ownership to
support depressed
industries. EC member states often give financial aid by buying equity. These
countries also give low-interest rate loans. grants. and loan guarantees. Tax
benefits are sometimes given· to depressed industries. but their use seems to
be less conunon than the use of financial aid.
The EC member states have used different tools to benefit different
depressed industries.
The· coal and steel industries have benefited from
import restraints. financial aid; and tax benefits. l/
Shipbuilding has

l/ EC member states have aided the coal industry both to maintain employment
and to reduce dependence on imported oi 1.
Therefore. they · have encouraged
both the production and the consumption of coal.
The net effect of· these
policies could be either to reduce or increase sales of U.S. coal producer~.
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benefited from financial aid and tax benefits.
The automobile industry has
benefited from import restraints and financial aid. The textile and apparel
industry has been protected from imports, but has received little in the way
of direct subsidies. In fact, the EC prevented a number of subsidies that the
member states planned to give this industry.
The EC often tries to ensure that its member states' efforts to cope with
the problems of a depressed industry do not pre.vent a reduction in the
industry's capacity. For example, the EC will only allow member states to aid
their domestic steel industries, i f those industries reduce their capacities·
by a specified amount.
Furthermore, the EC often will not approve a member
state's aid to a depressed industry unless the aid will end by a specific
date •. These steps do not eliminate the possibility of targeting. In a number
of cases, the EC member states h·ave funded investments that replaced outmoded
capacity.
If a government subsidizes replacement investments that the
industry would not have funded on its own, even if those investments do not
increase capacity over its previous level, those subsidies will lessen the
decline in capacity that otherwise would take place. The risk that funding
replacement investment could maintain industry capacity above nonsubs idized
levels is increased because capacity reduction targets often are based on
arbitrary assumptions concerning future market trends and prospects. !/
New-Technology Industries
Many European executives and government officials believe that European
technology is behind that of the United States and Japan.
The EC member
states are responding to this perceived technological gap in two ways. First,
they have taken steps to encourage new-technology firms.
These steps
principally have included tax incentives for R&D and government sponsorship of
financial institutions that make capital more readily available to such
firms.
Aid to new-technology firms usually is not directed to specific
industries.
Second, they have directly funded R&D.
Table 47 compares
government funding of R&D in EC member states to funding in the United States
and Japan.
In 1980, Government funding of R&D was larger, relative to gross
domestic product, in the United States than in any EC member state except the
United Kingdom.
The United Kingdom, West Germany, France, the Netherlands,
and Belgium, however, spent a higher share of GDP on government-funded R&D
than did Japan.
Furthermore, th.e governments of the United Kingdom, West
Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, and Denmark spent a higher
share of GDP on R&D to promote industrial growth than did the government of
Japan or of the United States.

!I For example, the capaci~y reduction goals set for the steel industry are
based in part on projected exports that seem unrealistic given the rise of the
steel industries of several developing countries. See also the discussion of
capacity reduction targets in shipbuilding in Jan Tumlir, "Salvation Through
Cartels? On the Revival of a Myth," The World Economy, vol. 1, No. 4, October
1978, pp. 390-391.

Table 47.--Government funding of research and development as a share of gross domestic product
in the United States, Japan, and EC member atatea, 1980 !/
(In percent of GDP)
Objective
.

'.
•
•
•
•
•
•
.United'!:./· Ja an 11· West
. France· ~n1ted •
States :
p
- : Germany :
: Kingdom :

..

Agriculture, forestry,
and fish'ing-----------:
Industrlal growth-------:
Production of energy-·---:
·Tranapol!'t and telecommunications---:----:
Urban and rural
:
planning-------------:
Environmental protec:
tion-··----------------:
Health-··---------------:
Social development------:
Earth and atmosphere----:
Advancement of
:
knowludge-------------:
Ci.vil 'apace-------------:
Defense··--------------:
Not specified----------:
Total----------------:

.

..

.

.

o.ol :
41
:
- .14 :

0.06 :
.Ol :
.07 :

0.02 :
.12 :
.17 :

0.04 :
.11 :
.09 :

0.05 :
.09 :
.08 :

.Ol :
:
.01 :
:
.Ol :
.15 :
.O] :
.O] :
:
.05 :
.18 :
.58 :

.Ol :
:
.01 :
:
.01 :
.02 :
41
:
-.01 :
:
.28 :
.03 :
.Ol :

.02 :
:
.02 :
:
.02 :
.05 :
.04 :
.0] :
:
.so :
.05 :
.12 :

.O] :
:
.02 :
:
.01 :
.05 :
.02 :
.Ol :
:
,25 :
.07 :
.41 :
.01 :
1.13 :

.Ol :
:
.01 :
:
.ol :
.02 :
.01 :
.Ol :
:
.30 :
.02 :
• 72 :

fj/

:

1.22 :

ii

:

.53 :

ii

:

1.15 :

!I

:

1.34 :

Country
•
_
Ital . Nether
Y : lands

0.02 :
.08 :
.11 :
4/
4/.
4/
-.02
.01
.Ol

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
.16 :
.03 :
.Ol :

!!_I

:

.46 :

.
. Belgium

• Denmark . Ireland • Greece

0.08 :
.06 :
.04 :

0.0] :
.09 :
.05 :

.02 :
:
.01 :
:
4/
:
- .05 :
.06 :
.Ol :
:
.55 :
.Ol :
.O] :
.O] :
l.oo :

.Ol :
:
.01 :
:
.02 :
.08 :
.01 :
.02 :
:
· .19 :
.ol :
4/
:

~

.61

0.04 :
.06 :
.04 :
4/
-

.18
.02
41

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

°i.I

:

.01
.Ol
.05
.04
.Ol

.46 :

0.12 :
.Ol :
.01 :
.ol :
:
.ol :
:
4/
:
-.05 :
.05 :

ii

:

:
.18 :
41
:

4/
°i.I

:
:

.47 : .

l/ Dllta--roi Luxembourg are not available.
Data for the United States only include Federal Government funding.
Data for Japan are estimates. The OECD believes these estimates understate R&D spending by from 10 percent to ~5 percent.
Lesa than 0.005 percent.

°ii
11
ii

Source:

Official Statistics of the OECD.

o.04
.01
.02
4/
4/
4/

4/

- .02
.Ol
.06
41

..,..
vi

- .Ol
fl_/
.18

°'
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European fears of a technological gap focused on aircraft and
electr_onics.. In. elect:ronics·, they· have been· particularly concerned with
information . t.ec;hnology, . industries ··whose products .process and transmit
inform~tion:
computers;.·· semiconductors,· and teleco~unications equipment.
These industries have ·benefited from government financing. of R&D ·and from
financial aid. .They,. also benefited from government procurement. preferences•.
but the use of" .these pre'f.e·rences has· declined dramatically.
Despite the
apparent targeting of. the ·EC member· states' electronics industry, those
countries are . stiU behi·nd the United States and Japan in electronics.
EC
member st.ate ,targeting of the aircraft industry has had mixed results; The
Concorde ~roject involved.large expen~itures to con~truct an aircraft that ·was
a near 'total conunercial failure.·
Airbus Industries, which received
substantial funds from the West German, French, and British governmer_its, did
manage to gain a substantial share of world markets.
These. governments,
however, have not received promised royalties on Airbus sales.
Viewed
strictly in commercial terms, the return on these governments' investment in
Airbus Industries has been inadequate. The overall effect of the targeting of
aircraft on the economies of the EC member states is uncertain. For example,
other new-technology industries might have fared much better had they not
competed with a highly subsidized aircraft industry for trained personnel and
other resources.
·
Despite EC. member state aid to new-technology industries, these
countries' perceived technological position has worsened relative to the
United States and Japan. A recent survey asked European business executives
to name the countries that they felt were technological leaders; 84 percent
named the United States, and 63 percent named Japan. Only 35 percent named
West Germany, the EC member state that was selected most often, approximately
18 percent named the United Kingdom, and approximately 15 percent named
France.
Furthermore, the executives generally believe that in recent years,
the EC member states have fallen even further behind the United States and
Japan in technology. l/

l/ George Anders, "Europeans Offer Reasons for their Research Lag," Wall
Street Journal, Feb. 1, 1984, p. 28. The survey allowed respondents to select
more than one countrl as a technological leader.
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PROFILES OF SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES
The following_ is a presentation of background material which serves as a
profile of selected industries that are alleged to have been targeted by the
EC and/or one or more of its member states. Statistical tables· in appendix B
of this report may be referred to for a comparison of U.S. industries, foreign
industries, and overall U.S. and EC industry exports for specific years
ranging from 1963 to 1981. Kore precisely, table B-1 shows U.S. producers'
shipments, exports of domestic merchandise, imports for consumption (total and
from the _ EC),
apparent consumption, and employment - in the selected
industries.
Tables B-2 through B-47 show EC, U.S., and various countries
industry's exports, by principal market&. Finally, tables ~-48 through B-58
compare U.S. and EC exports to w~rld markets.
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Aircraft and Aerospace
Description and uses
Aircraft are defined as machines or devices supported by buoyancy or
dynamic action, capable of atmospheric flight. Included in this grouping are
kites, balloons, gliders, airplanes, helicopters, and parts for each of these
products.
Spacecraft are structures capable of leaving the earth and its
atmosphere to perform a specific mission in space. Included in this category
are satellites, space vehicles, and launch vehicles.
U.S. industry profile
It is estimated that 1,280 ·establishments produced aircraft, spacecraft,
and parts in 1982. Production is generally concentrated in the following
States:
California,
Kansas,
Texas,
and Washington.
The top four
manufacturers accounted for an estimated 61 percent of domestic shipments in
1982. !/ The majority of aerospace products are sold directly from the
manufacturer to the end user, although for small airplanes, balloons, kites,
and gliders,· a dealer/d.istributor network is used to market the product.
Wide fluctuations in employment are quite common, principally due to
cyclical demand for aerospace products.
The U.S. industry mainly employs
skilled labor.
According to industry data, employment in the aerospace
industry increased during 1954-72.
The majority of these workers were
employed in the production of military aircraft which was used in both the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. Employment declined significantly in 1977 due to
reduced shipments of military and commercial aircraft.
During 1978-81,
employment trended upward, as new generation civil aircraft production was
undertaken and military aircraft shipments increased, but declined in 1982.
The reduction in employment in the aerospace industry in 1982 reflects
decreased civil aircraft orders due to the depressed financial condition of
the world's airline industry and increased competition from abroad.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. aircraft and aerospace manufacturers
would translate into an estimated 28 workers displaced in all sectors of the
U.S. economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships,) according to
the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, using the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' input-output model as shown in the following t~bulation:

!/ U.S. Department of Conunerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1983, p. 31.
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Industry sector

Displaced employment
Number

Aircraft-------------------------------:
14
Other manufacturing--------------------:
6
All other------------------------------:_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8
Total
28

!/---------------------------:

!I Aerospace is not represented in these figures.
EC and member state industry profiles
In the European Conununi ty, there are several countries which have an
active aerospace manufacturing sector, producing military and civil aircraft
and engines, and auxiliary components and parts. Total sales of- EC-produced
aerospace products rose from $31.1 million in 1978 to $34.0 million in 1980
(the latest year for which data are available). The majority of· these sales
were for military applications. Employment in all EC countries manufacturing
these products rose from 419,257 persons in 1978 to 461,718 persons in 1980,
or by 10 percent. !/' Information regarding the three largest aerospace
·manufacturing industries in the EC - (France, the United Kingdom, and West
Germany) are shown in the following sections.
France.--In the mid-1950' s
the French aerospace industry gdned
prominence in the civil aircraft market with the first medium-range jet
(Caravelle) and later developed one of the first Mach 2 military fighter
planes (Mirage II).
The 1960' s were marked by the start of French military
export trade and the realization of several European collaborative programs.
During the 1970' s, the industry continued to grow and expand, helped by the
determined policies of successive governmenfs which invested heavily in the
industry. ~/
The roain goal in that period was the balance of civil with
military activity; the latter strongly predominated at that time.
The French industry is currently one of the leaders in the western
aerospace industry, occupying second place after the United States in overall
sales and third .in terms of employment. The industry produces airframes and
complete aircraft, helicopters, engines, missiles, spacecraft, and electronic
equipment. 'J_/ There are approximately 6 or 7 firms which account for the.
majority of France• s aerospace production. fl._/ The two largest aircraft and
engine manufacturers are nationalized companies. The French Government also
owns 20 percent of another large airplane producer. ii Additionally, the
largest French manufacturer of aerospace products is a major partner in the
European consortium, Airbus Industries.
!I Commission of the European Cormnunities, The European Aerospace Industry,
Trading Position and Figures, 1982,· pp. 55 and 61.
ll "The French Aerospace Industry," lnteravia, April 1983, p. 325.
'J..I Ibid, p. 327:
!I Jane's All the World Aircraft, 1981-82, p. 44.
ii "French Industry," Interavia, June 1982, p. 581.
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Sales of aircraft and aerospace products produced in France are normally
made directly by the manufacturer to the end user;
French aerospace sales
totaled $7. 9 billion (52 billion francs) in 1982 compared. with $5. 3 billion
(24 billion francs) in 1978. Industry sources indicate that the French market
accounts for approximately one-third of the industry's total sales. 11
Employment in 1982 was estimated at 116,000 persons, including those involved
in aircraft engine production, compared with 103,424 persons in 1978. £1 The
French industry, like its American counterpart, employs mainly skilled labor.
France has fostered its development by a broad system of international
cooperation programs in both civil and military· aerospace production. French
industry officials indicate that this cooperation is important for France.
which has a technically advanced aerospace industry, but which faces
limitations due to the country's size, financial constraints, and reliance on
export sales. Currently, a large portion of France's cooperative programs are
with West Germany and cover cotmnercial aircraft, satellites, and missiles.
·Additional programs link France with Italy, the United Kingdom, Sweden, the
Netherlands, and Spain. 11
Industry sources indicate that France is continuing to modernize its
aerospace industry in order to close the gap between its technological
capabilities and those of the United States.
Key thrusts of France's
modernization program include development of robotics for assembly line tasks,
and increased mechanization in production facilities. !I
The United Kingdom.--In the late 1960' s the United Kingdom led Europe• s
aerospace industries, and was, among western nations, second only to that of
the United States. However, United Kingdom has since fallen behind France to
occupy third place in the free world. ii
The United Kingdom• s industry currently manufacturers a wide range of
aerospace
products,
including military
$ircraft,
commercial airplanes
(medium-transports, cotmnuter, and executive planes), helicopters, aircraft
engines, conununications satellites, and electronic equipment.
There is at
present one large aircraft builder, one engine manufacturer, one helicopter
manufacturer, and numerous equipment . producers.
Additionally, one British
firm is a partner (20-percent share) in the European consortium, Airbus
Industries.
Sales of aircraft and aerospace products produced in the United Kingdom
are normally made directly by the manufacturer to the end user.
Estimated
British aerospace sales tctal~d $10.3 billion in 1982 compared with $10./
billion in 1981. Industry sources indicate that the United Kingdom's market

!/ "French Aerospace,.'' Flight International, Nov. 12, 1983, p. 1289.
~/

"National Aerospace Employment, 0 Airline Executive, Kay 1983, p. 5.
11 "France Planning More .Joint Programs. 0 Aviation Week and Space
Technology, Kay 30, 1983, pp. 83-84 ..
!I "Financial Aid in France Threatened by Economy, 0 Aviation Week and Space
Technology~ Nov. 6, 1982, p. 194. ·
ii "U. K. Aerospace Adjusts to Thatcher 'Regime, 0 Aviation Week and Space
Technology, Kar. 14, 1983, p. 119.
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accounts for approximately one-half of the industry's total sales. !I
Employment in 1982 (the latest year for which data are available) was
estimated to be 185,000 persons compared with 191,000 persons in 1978. £! The
U.K. industry, like its American counterpart, employs mainly skilled labor.
Because of shortages of working capital and high-interest rates, the
British aerospace industry, like its American and European counterparts, has
moved toward increased reliance on joint projects with other countries.
Currently, the largest cooperative program is Airbus 300/310. The British
industry is also participating with a large U.S. aerospace firm in a joint
manufacturing program for military aircraft. The helicopter manufacturer has
teamed with an Italian firm to develop a new helicopter with both civil and
military applications. Most recently, the British engine producer has become
part of two international programs to develop new aircraft engines; the first
venture is with French and Italian firms to manufacture a helicopter engine;
the second is with firms from the United states, West Germany, Italy, and
Japan to develop a new engine for commercial transport airplanes. 11
West Germany. --The West German aerospace industry ranks along with the
industries of France and the United Kingdom as a leader of aerospace
industries in Western Europe. Unlike the aerospace industries in France and
the United Kingdom, West Germany's industry is not a net exporter. ---However,
exports accounted for 38 percent of gross sales of West Germany's aircraft
industry in 1981. !/ Total sales for the entire West German aerospace
industry were approximately $4.97 billion (DM 9.03 billion) in 1980 (the
latest figure available). Approximately 53 percent of airframe manufacturer's
sales were for military applications, 34 percent for civil applications, and
the rest for space and other applications. In 1980, there were approximately
7
airframe
manufacturers,
and
approximately 41
aerospace
equipment
manufacturers, including several powerplant manufacturers. ii West German
powerplant manufacturers derived 88 percent of their sales from military
applications, 8 percent for civil applications, and the remaining 4 percent
for nonaerospace applications. §_I A large German aerospace manufacturer is
also a major partner (37.9 percent share) in the European consortium, Airbus
Industries. Employment in the industry increased gradually to 76,00~ persons
in 1982 from 61,478 perso~s in 1978. LI
The primary customer for West German aerospace products is the West
German Federal Government. The Government has also involved itself in the
industry directly through
international aircraft production programs,
Government organizations facilitating aerospace research and development, and
the promotion of mergers to reshape the structure of the industry.
!I "British Aerospace Industry," Aviation Week and Space Technology,
Kar. 14, 1983, p. 119.
£1 "National Aerospace Employment" Airline Executive, Kay 1983, p. 5.
~/ "Costs Push British Toward Joint Efforts," Aviation Week and Space
Technology, Kay 30, 1983, p. 177.
!I "German Industry Faces Funding cuts," Aviation Week & Space Technology,
Sept. 6, 1982, p. 222.
ii Jane's All the World Aircraft, 1981-82, p. 76, arad !•west German
Aerospace," Interavia, April 1982, p. 352.
§_I "West German Aerospace," Interavia, April i982, p. 337.
LI "National Aerospace Employment," Airline Executive, May 1983, p. 5 ..
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The West_ Get't!lan aerospace industry has participated in ·a number of
internatfonal jo,i.nt ventures for producing aircraft.
F,,mding for many of
these projects came . from . the Government.
Frequently, the Government also
bought the. products of these projects. Major international joint ventures
involving the west German aerospace industry date back to 1959 and include
involvement 'with aerospace industries in the Unite4 States, the United
'Kingdom, France, Japan, and Italy. The West German Government encouragement
·of infernational joint ventures is motivated by a desire to lessen dependence
on the United states for weapons systems, to avoid a balance-of-payment
problem due' in part to large arms purchases I to prevent the exporting of jobs I
and to develop the country's technologf base.
·. The We$t German Government is the primary funding source for the DFVLR-German· aerospace research and experimental estabJ,.ishment-- with the Federal
'and S'tat'e Governments· providing 80 percent of the organizatign' s 1982 budget.
·The DFVLR: is invo~ved in transport and ~omnu,anic~tions $)'Stems, aircraft
··~echnblciir.
sp~~e technol6gy, earth resources,
and energy and propulsion
>technolog·y.· Another organization assisting the aerospace industry is th~
IABG--industrial facilities operating company. IABG is a commercial company,
with the Federal Government owning the majority of shares and a nominal number
The firm
. of- 's·ware's being held by -the country's major·· aerospace co~panies.
Undertakes test programs for industry I . SO th,at firms do not have to invest. in
'individual test facilities. IABG income is derived .from cont~acts.
: ·, '

. .f \

,.;

.

j

- · · ··· The· West German Government has involved itself in the structure of the
industrt. · ·For example, in 1980, the covernment encouraged th,e merger of two·
·large aerospace· companies.
The objective was to improve the competitive
position of:both companies. Other West German Government involvement includes
'.a · Defens·e Ministry sponsored program, the Economic Structural Technologies
Using Meta:lUc Materials, to develop cost-effective manufacturing methods in
··.aircraft cC>ristruct ion.
1

Currently the West German aerospace industry faces funding cuts by the
Government for both military and civil aircraft. The Government's aerospace
policy includes reducing West German participation i,n marginally successful
international aerospace joint ventures, reducing the terosp~ce industry labor
force as programs are completed, and encouraging greater reliance on private
funding· by. industry rather than Government subsidies.
I

u. s.~

. market

The largest share of the domestic market for aircraft and spacecraft is
made up of commercial users; the remainder consist$ of U.S. Government
divisio.ns . and. private individuals. According to industry sources, the United
states ls on.e of the world's largest markets for aircraft,
In 1981 (the
latest year for which complete data are available), ther~ we~e an estimated
241,656 airc~af~ and spacecraft in use in the United States. !.I
The v11st
majority are planes used by U.S. commercial airlipes.
Under the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the view of mass air transit,
as a public utility requiring Government regulation, w11s renounced in favor of

1/ Aerospace Industries Association, Aerospace Facts and Figures, 1982/83,
and General Aviation Manufacturers Association, GAMA Stat Databook, 1983.
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free-market economics_. The reasoning was that a more competitive environment
in the airline ·industry would lower fares and improve service. !/
Deregulation .allowed. U.S. carriers to freely enter new markets or exit t.hose
which were no longer profitable. The deregulation of the airline industry was
also beneficial to equipment manufacturers, because as new routes were opened
.up, .orders for aircraft.increased. _Open price competition and fare wars also
·-in.creased the demand for airline seats, creating a demand for new aircraft. 'l/.
The early· 1980's represent the third reequipment cycle for U.S.
airlines. Beginning w'i th the first equipment cycle, which commenced with the
advent of the commercial jet transport in the late 1950' s, each generation
embodied new technology responsive to economic pressures.· The first was a
response . to ·the - demand
for
long-distance~
fast,
and
comfortable·
transportation. The second generation, which encompassed the development and
sale .of the wide-bodied "jumbo-jets" (mid-1960's) emerged as a r~sponse to the
·growth in demand for passenger-mile capacity, and overcrowded airplanes. In
the·· latest generation of commercial transports, environmental p~essures and
- incre·ased ·cost ·of ·fuel have resulted in new designs. ~/ .
.Domestic manufacturers of aircraft and spacecraft produce a 'wide variety
of' products. The U. s".- market demand for aircraft and spacecraft is cyclical,
fluctuating with interest rates, the cost of fuel, U.S. Government procurement
policies, increased passe~ger - traffic; and route expansions. The latter two
were cited by U.S. airlines as the primary factors influencing market demand
for aircraft. ·other factors noted were efficiency and passenger· comfort. 4/
·Demand for both busine:ss and private use aircraft is-. influenced by sii"ch
f·actors as intended use, convenience . of scheduled airlines; cost of .fuel,
financing, cost
the~air~raft, and degree of e~pertise of the buyer.
The
demand for military aircraft and spacecraft is based on complex political
factors and budgetary limits.
Commercial spacecraft demand depends on the
intended use and such market forces as cost efficiency, and availability of
the product, and the necessary launch vehi~les.

oe

U.S. shipments

•
(

The aerospace industry is one of the Nation's most cyclically volatile in
terms of sales and shipments.
The sector exhibits its own unique business
cycles for civil aircraft, · military· aircraft, and spacecraft. }/
The
following tabulation shows estimated U.S. shipments of aircraft~ spacecraft,
and parts during 1954-82 Cin millions of dollars): !I

·it Robert Newhouse, "A Sporty Game, Betting the Company," The New Yorker,
June· 14, 1982, p. '.58.
~I Ibid.
'
"J..I Barry Blues tone, Peter Jordan, and Mark Sullivan, Aircraft Industry
Dynamics, Boston, 1981, p. 47.
!I The Economic Impact of Foreign Export Credit Subsidies on Certain U.S.
Industries, . . . , USITC Publication 1340, January 1983.
11 Ibid.·, footri~te 1, e· 174.
§_! Data obtained from Aerospace Industries Association, Aerospace Facts and
Figures, various issues, 1954-83.
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Year
1954-----------------:
1958-----------------:
1963~------~----~----:

1967--------~--------:

1972-----------------:
1977-----------~-----:

19 78----.-------------:
1979-----------------:
1980-----------------:
1981-----------------:
1982~----------------:

Civil
aircraft

!I S,226
!I 6,482

SS9
2,861
3,308
4,451
6,4S8
10,644
13,0S8
13,228
8,610

Military
aircraft

Spacecraft

Parts

Total

:

!/
!/
2,876
4,476
3,247
4,364
4,664
5,470
6,S21
8,630
10,3S6

183
163
1,911
2,199
l,6S6
1,870
2,324
2,539
3,483
3,8S6
4,8Sl

7S
249
740
439
3,437
S,762
6,238
8,0S~

8,867
10,2S4
10,041

S,484
6,894
6,086
9,97S
11,648
16,447
19,684
26,705
31,929·
3s·, 963
33,8S8

!I Includes both civil and military aircraft shipments.

puring the ],9SO's, the U.S. aerospace industry entered the modern· era.
radical transformation when the jet engine
commercial aircraft ·sector. Since that time
U.S .. shipments .of civil aircraft have greatly expanded, rising to their
highest level ($13.23 billion) in 1981. U.S. shipments of civil aircraft
declined significantly in 1982 due to high-interest l"ates, decreased airline
earnings, and lack of confidence in the airline industry by· financial
backers. !I
',rh~ industry·' s product$ underwent
replac~d ~he piston engine in the

. ,U.S. shipments of military aircraft have gradually increased during
1963..,82, dsi 0g to $10.36 billion in 1982. over the period 1963-67, U.S.
shipme.nts increased SS. 6 percent, resulting from the escalation of the Vietnam
War. f. large. portion of these shipments were helicopters, which were used
extensively. for. the first time dul"ing this period. 2./ Military deescalation
~aused shi:pments to decline' in 1972.
However, siµce that time, military
aircraft shi~ents have increased annually as the united States assumed a more
strategic role in international affairs .
. U. $. shipme,nts of $pacecraft began to increase following the successful
Soviet Sputnik launch in 19S7.
During 1958-82, domestic shipments of
spacecraft increased. twenty-sevenfold, reaching $4. 8S billion in 1982. The
u. S, space program. began with unmanned expendable !'."ockets e.nd he.s evolved to
reusable airplane-like spacecraft.
In the most recent years, increased
ship~ents are due, in part, to a rapidly growing military space progl"am.
U.S. shipments. of. parts for use in civil, military, and space
applications have increased significantly during 19S4-82, commensurate with

!I "<:arriers Turn to Innovative Financing," Aviation. Week .and Space
Technology, Nov. 8, 1982, pp. 46-4t. ·
ll Barry Blu~stone, Peter Jordan, and Mark· Sullivan, Aircraft Industry
Dynamics, Boston, '1981, p. 42.
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the use of aerospace products.
in 1954 to $33.9 billion in 1982.

u.s·.

Shipments of parts rose from $5. 5 billion

imports

U.S. imports of aerospace products have risen annually during. 1963-81,
increasing from $91.1 million to $2.6 billion (table B-1, app. B). However,
imports fell 4 percent, to $2.5 billion, from 1981 to 1982. The majority of
these imports consist of small airplanes, helicopters, and parts for aircraft
and spacecraft. The level of import penetration in the U.S. aerospace market
is relatively low, ·but .has increased annually over the last two decades. The
ratio -of imports to consumption was 2 percent in 1963, but by 1982 had risen
to 6.5 percent.
Imports of aerospace products from the EC increased each year during
1963-82, except for 1972. The value of 'these imports rose fro~ $31. 3. million
in 1963 to $1.3 biliion in 1982, and accounted for an average of more than so
percent of total U.S. aerospace imports during that period. The majority of
these imports were aircraft engines, small airplanes (both turboprop-and-jet
engined)_, ,heli~opters, and parts for civil aircraft.
Additionally, during
1978-82, -the.. United States imported ·approximately 30 Eu.ropean"-built large
transport._aircraft. The ratio of-EC imports .to U.S. coQsump~ion ~f ~ircraft
and aerospace.p~oducts ranged from _0.6 percent of consumptio~ in.1963, to 5.1
percent in 1982.
, .
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
.The do~estic aerospac.e industry dominated the U. s. mar~et.- in almost every
sector . during· ·.1963-82..
In .addition to excellence in produ~t -quality and
innovation in technology, the after-sale suppoi:t provided by U..s. fi~s has
built their reputations as l~aders in the field. ·Post-sale suppoi:t has become
Purchasers are'. parti~qlarly
a key." determinant in procurement of aircraft.
concerned ~ith 'ease 'of service, product reliability, parts availability, and
long-ru~ mlnimization of operating costs.
l

... •

•

During 1963-82, the European aerospace industry delivered hundreds of
aircraft and engines, of all types, to the Uni~ed States. In .the early years
the majority of these products were not commercially· successful.
These
venture.s, however'· illustrated the European industry• s ability. to build a wide
range .of. aircraft_, and their determination to become a viable competitor· in
the U.S. market.
In the past decade the European industry has worked to raise its
technological level and competitiveness. The factors that are important. to a
firm'.s ability to. compete in. the U.S. aerospace market include high product
quality, reliabii'ity, availability of affordable financi.ng, and competent
after-sale support.
In the past decade EC aircraft firms have -proved their
capabilities 'in au· three areas and have become important competitors. in- the
U.S. market.
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According to industry sources, the European aerospace industry, as a
whole, h:as ·a solid business base in the United States.
~n the civil area,
European manufacturers compete in large transports, business and commuter
aircraft," engines. helicopters •. and miscellaneous aircraft' subassemblies and
parts. The ·number of airplal'les built by EC aerospace ·fit'llls in use by U.S.
airlines l/ increased from 76 . (3 percent of total fleet) in 1978 to 232
·c6 p~rcent- of total fleet> . in 1982. ~/
The four fOrfi!ign .. manufacturers
competing in the U.S. civil helicopter market are all EC-based fit'llls.
In
1982, these· fit'llls accounted for' over 2~ percent of the do~estic helicopter
market,· compared with 10 percerit in 1978. it Industry 594rces attribute both
incteases i~ market sh~re to intensified marketi~g ~fforts by European
manufacturers, coupled ~ith favorable financing.
In the ~ilitari aircraft
·area, ·.EC aerospace firms produce fighters~ bombers, l~ght attack aircraft,
ta.ctical aircraft, helicopters. and engines. as well ~s other military
·products. These military aircrart manufacturers haye bee~. for the most part,
unsuccessful 'in capturing a signincant portion of tlt(! U.S, market. However,
in recent years, the U.S. Government has pu~chased a small ~umber of defenseuse airplanes and helicopters fro~ European sources. EC fit'llls have also been
unable to capture a significant .share of the domestic ms,rket for spacecraft,
·or ·aircraft parts. According to industry sources.• the only area in which the
Europeans offer products not available from U.S. manufacturers is in
supersonic transport aircraft.
Overall, the estimated share of the U.S.
market accounted for by EC manufactured aerospace products rQse from less than
1 percent in 1963 to 5 .1 percent in 1982.
Industry offi~ials indicate that
this increase in market share has been. at the expense of domestic producers.
,,

,

I

,

Intern·a'tional markets
The·United States is the world's leading supplier of
·Industry officials· in~i~ate that 'u.s. saies of these
·approximately 60 percent of the free-world total. Other
aircraft,· spacecraft, and ·parts Cin order of importance)
United Kingdom, West Germany, and Canada. !I

aerospace products.
products represent
rqaj or producers of
are located in the

1

The market for aerospace products has spread throughout the world, with
the heaviest d:mcentration 1n North America, Europe, and Asia. In the world
market for ·aircraft, ·the vast majority of COllUl\ercial export sales are made to
.foreign .governments· rather than to private sector airlines, because most
foreign airlines are state-owned national carri~rs. Th~ largest part of the
remaining export sales are made to foreign military esta~lishments. ii
.'

,

],l Includes major airlines, · commuter airlines 1 charte.r · services and all
aircraft over 12,500 pounds operated by air taxis, c9mmercial operators, and
tr:avel clubs.
~/ Aerospace Industries Association, Aerospace Facts and Figures, 1983/84,
1983, pp. 94-95.
~I The Economic Impact of Foreign Export Credit Subsidies on Certain u.s
Industries, . . . , USITC Publication 1340, January 1983, pp. ·79-80.
!I "Canada Aerospace '83," Aviation Week & Space Technology, Apr. 18, 1983.
~/ Bluestone, Jordon, and Sullivan, op. cit., p. 167.
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The factors influencing demand in the international market for aircraft
are identical to those in the. U.S. 'market discussed earlier in this report.
Both U.S. and· European producers. market their products. in_tern-~tionally in a
similar fashion .. :Interest. in the product ls generated by appearances at trade
shows, magazine articles and advertisements, and direct mail programs. Sales
.off ices are :located in various locations throughout the world, with a large
staff of salesmen that remain in constant contact with potential purchasers.
However, in recent years I aircraft firms have been forced to compete on the
basis of coproduction· percentages, as well as price and quality.· Since
virtually all international sales are made to governments rather than privat·e
firms. overseas purchasers are often· willing to. pay a premium p~ice in return
for a share of manufacturing that would help th.eir trade balance and create
employment for ·their own workers. !I
The U.S. and European aerospace·
industries. because. of their large size (first and second in the free world,
. respectively) •. and diversity . of product manufacture. have been able to meet
foreign demand for ·of~sets and coproduction. . This has enhanced both
industries' international competitiveness and made the critical difference in
many aircraft sales.. Officials of the U.S. ·industry assert, hot,fever, that the
European governments often became involved. in the sales Pr~cess, using
political pressure ·t·o sell aircraft.
U.S. exports
Exports sales are very important to aerospace manufacturers, as the
economies of scale involved can lower a firm's unit costs substantially. and
improve competitiveness and profitability.
As a share· of 'estimated. U.S.
shipments, exports represented 17.8 percent in 1963. By 1982, this share had
risen to 34.4 percent. U.S. exports of ai~craft, spacecraft, and parts rose
from $1.1 billion irl' 1963 to ·a ·peak of $14 .6 billion in 1981, before declining
to $11.6 billion in. 1982 (table B-2>. · The decline in exports in 1982 was
caused by a worldwide decrease in demand ·for aircraft arid spacecraft brought
about by the worldwide' recession . and high-interest rates. . Additionally,
increased foreign competition from . European producers in many tradition al
export markets contributed to the decline.
Over the last two decades. the
statistical reporting category· "not disclosed" was the leading line item for
U.S. exports of· aerospace products. ·These exports were primarily aircraft and
parts for military use throughout the world. Japan, West Germany, and Canada
represented the other major markets for U.S. aerospace exports during 1963-82.
'.

The U.S. ~a~rospace industry ·contributes a larger positive trade balance
than any other U.S. industry, except agriculture~ ll The U.S. ae~ospace trade
surplus increased fr~m $12.0 million in 1954 to $9.2 billion in 19.82.
EC exports
EC exports of aircraft and aerospace products increased from $627.2
million in 1963 to $io.o biilion in 1981 (the latest year for which data are
available (table B-3). The major markets for.these exports throughout the
!I Ibid, pp. 175-176.
£1 Ibid., p. 78.
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period were ·France~'.. the .un,i1~ed s,tates, and WesJ:'qe.rmany .. l)ata on French,
Bri t.ish, an·~' _w~~t Ge~an exports _are 'discussed in ~h.e. ,following .sectic,>ns .... ,
: · France·~--F~enct{ 'exports of aircraf·t and -~er~sp,~ce. proqucts increased -more
than f lfteenfold .~·«ti.sing 'from $ii8 :5 million. in ~963. to $2. O b.illi.on in 1981
(table B-4)" ·The. "un·1~,ed '.stat.es was .the major. market ._fgr these exports ·in
1981, accounth1g'"fQr .approximately 26 _percent of. the to~al.-. Exports-tq·other
. important. EC ·export mar~e.ts include .the· United .. Kingdom, ·.Australia, .Spain;''·:and
_Italy . . The· majority of. French exports .have been .for military. applications.
However,' in recent years the industry. h'as also begun ·to export large civil
transports and helicopters.
United Kingdom.--British exports of aerospace products rose from $129.0
million in 1963 to $2.6 billion in 1981 (table B-5). The United States was
the major foreign market for these exports, accounting for approximately 10
percent of the total.
The vast majority of British exports are large
tt"ansport airct"aft engines. However, in recent years the industry also has
begun to export small civil airplanes, helicopters, military planes, and
miscellaneous aircraft equipment.
West Germany.--West German exports of aircraft and aerospace products
increased from $60.6 million in 1963 to $3.4 billion in 1981 (table B-6). The
major market for these exports throughout the period was France, which
accounted for approximately 75 percent of these West German exports in 1981.
The united Kingdom and Italy were also important German export markets. In
recent years, the majority of West German exports have been subassemblies and
parts for large civil transports delivered to Ft"S:nce for· final assembly in
Airbus Industries aircraft. Additionally, West Germany exports a small amount
of helicopteL"s, turboprop comm.uter aircraft, and miscellaneous ai~craft
equipment.
Conditions of competition in international markets
The European aerospace industry has been much more successful in its
penetration of the world market than it has been in the U.S. market. Through
increasing the range qf products manufactured and aggressive marketing
techniques, the Europeans have steadily increased their free-world-market
share since 1978. The industry has also strengthened its compet~tive position
by forming inter-European collaborative ventures in both the military and
civil area, allowing the industrt to pool the technical knowledge of s•veral
firms.
Additionally, the industry has entered into production and licensing
agreements with non-European firms, gaining access to markets which previously
have been unavailable or restricted.
According to industry sources, approximately one-half of the top 40
aircraft and aerospace manufacturers in the free world are located in member
countries of the EC. !I The majority of these firms are partially.or totally
State owned. U.S. industry sources maintain that because of this ownership,
!I Comm.iss ion of the European Communities, The
Industry, Trading Position and Figures, 1982, pp. 74-75.

European

Aeros.pace
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European governments frequently assist in. the marketing of European-produced
aerospace products.
Currently. the four areas in which European aerospace
products
are
effectively competing with u.s.-built products
in the
·international· market are ,large transports. military . aircraft. commuter
aircraft, and business jets. In .1963, the European aircraft· industry· posed
little threat to the U.S. · industry because they .were not successful in
marketing their aircraft. However. with the advent of Airbus Industries,. this
position has changed. Industry officials indicate that the European share of
the inte.rnational market exceeded 30 percent in 1982. The European industry
has earned.a reputation for quality products. timely delivery; and dependable
after-sale support on par with U.S. firms .

. ·..
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Apparel
Description and uses
The products covered in this section incl,ude wearing. apparel and
accessories of textile materials (primarily manmade fibers, cotton, and wool)
and of leather. 11 In 1982, apparel made from manmade fibers accounted for 60
percent of total U.S. production of apparel made from textile materials,
cotton apparel accounted for 3 7 percent, and wool apparel for 3 percent.
Leather wearing apparel accounted for less than 1 percent of total U:S.
apparel shipments in 1982.
The major apparel categories included in the coverage are ~en's and boys•
furnishings and suits and coats; wo~en's and children's outerwear; sweaters;
undergarments; nightwear; water·proof garments; headwear; hosiery, gloves,
scarves and mufflers; and apparel belts.
Of these, men's and boys'
furnishings, which includes shirts, nightwear, underwear, neckwear, separate
trousers, and work clothing; and women's outerwear, which includes blouses,
dresses, suits, and coats, accounted for almost two-thirds of total U.S.
shipments in 1981.
U.S. industry profile
Consumers purchase apparel from a variety of retail outlets, comprising
specialty shops, department stores, national chainstores, discount stores, and
factory retail outlets. Kost of these outlets purchase apparel directly from
importers and/or manufacturer~. Some of the larger department stores maintain
their own buying offices in New York, which import apparel <Hrectly. Large
national chainstores usually . contract with manufacturers, both here and
abroad, to produce apparel according to the chaips' specifications.
Some
specialty stores and small-to-medium-size department stores joil'). independent
buying groups which combine orders from several stores, buying in volume. In
addition, specialty stores may buy from jobbers V wltich supply these outlets
with a variety of goods that would otherwise be unavailable to them.
Discounters also purchase apparel ·from jobbers and, along with factory
outlets, purchase excess merchandise directly from u:s. manufacturers.
The U.S. apparel industry is a highly co~petitive and fragmented
industry, consisting primarily of many small firms and a few large
multinational companies.
CIn
1981, 85 per~ent of apparel produt;ing
establishments employed less than 100 persons.) The co~petitive nature of the
industry stems p~ima~ily from the rapid shifts in fashion and styles. Kost of
the large multinational firms manufacture several product lines, such as·
women's wear, men's wear, and even children's wear; thf:! smal,ler companies
typically specialize in one-product area. Some restructuring has taken place
in the industry as the larger firms have increased their market share. ·

11 Specifically excluded is apparel

~ade f~om

fur, rubber, and plastics.

ll A jobber is a wholesaler that operates on a small scale or sells only to
retailers and institutions.
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Because of their broader product lines and ability to finance professional
management expertise and the latest technological developments, larger firms
have been able to capitalize on the few growth areas occ.urring in a generally
static market.
However, industry sources indicate that ·small firms will
retain their role in the industry because of their ability to adapt quickly to
fashion changes and to produce profitably at small volume levels.
Three types of establishments are found in the apparel industry:
manufacturers, jobbers, and contractors.
Manufacturers produce their own
garments from materials which they have purchased. On the other hand, jobbers
sell manufacturers' finished products (or, .in some instances, buy raw
materials, contract out the garment production, and then market the finished
products). In contrast, contractors manufacture garments for jobbers and/or
manufacturers ·which . in turn provide the required materials. Contractors do
not become involved in sales·, but rather ship the finished garments back to
the jobbers and/or manufacturers for distribution .
. _ Apparel· production currently takes place in approximately 23 ,000
establishments, a decrease from almost 25,000 in 1978.
The U.S. apparel
industry developed in the Northeast where currently about half of the apparel
producing establishments are located, (principally in New York).
Apparel
manufacturing gravitates to areas where a large supply of less expensive labor
is found. Consequently, after World War II, some apparel production began to
move to the South, reducing labor costs and taking advantage of the generally
beneficial business environment.
Although the South currently has fewer
establishments. than the Northeast, these establishments employ, on the
average, more than twice as many persons than those in the Northeast. This
reflects the South'·s newer and larger plants and its greater production of
men's apparel, which typically requires larger scale production than the more
fashion-oriented women's.apparel.
·The apparel industry ranks sixth in manufacturing employment. The number
of employees i!l the industry remained around 1.3 million during 1978-80 and
then decreased 10 percent to just under 1. 2 million people in 1982.
(Employment for all manufacturing from 1978 to 198~ declined 6 percent.) The
number of production workers in the apparel industry decreased 13 percent from
the level in 1978 to ·approximately 1.0 million in 1982.
The hourly wage of apparel production workers averaged only $5.16 in 1982
compared with $8.14 for all manufacturing; nevertheless, the U.S. apparel
industry hourly wage was considerably .higher than the hourly rates of
approximately $1. 50 or less foun~ in some of the principal foreign suppliers
(i.e., Hong Kong·, Taiwan, and Korea). Th.is disparity is significant since
labor costs typicaliy ·account for about one-third of the wholesale value of
U.S.-produced apparel. Although productivity, measured in terms of the value
added per production wo.rker, increased 29 percent from 1978-81, this
improvement has not sufficiently closed the price gap between U.S. and foreign
producers.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. ·appare~manufacturers would translate into
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an estimated 55 workers displaced in all sectors of the U.S. economy (based on
1982 production/employment relationships) according to the staff of the U.S.
International Trade Gommission, using the BLS input-output model, as seen in
the following tabulation:

Employment

Industry sector

Number
Apparel---·------------------------------------,...--:
Other manufacturing-------------------------------:
All other--:---------·------,-----------------..,.--.---:

31
15
9

Total----~-----~~--~-------~-----------------=~-.-....--.-....-....--.--.-....--.--.--.--.-~5~5

Selected member state industry profiles ·
France.--French consumers of apparel are generally very style conscious,
in keeping with their image as world fashion leaders. !/ Therefore,. specialty
stores or ·''boutiques"• account for approximately 60 percent of the re1:ail
market in France.
Specialty retailers buy primarily fr()m sales . agents,
wµolesalers, importers, or buying associations, which often buy for hundreds
of independent specialty retailers. Department stores, which represent about
15 percent of the· market, have branches in almost every major French !=ity.
Most French department stores have central buying offices which purchase
~pparel directly from
importers and manufacturers and some even maintain
buying offices in New York City. Kass merchandising stores, discount stores,
and mail-order. firms account for most of the remaining portion of the retail
market.
The French apparel industry, like the U.S. industry, is highly fragmented
and composed of a few. large firms and many small companies. · However, the
Frenc~. industry is much ·smaller than its U.S. counterpart, consisting
approximately 4 ,000 companies;
Some restructuring has taken place in the
French industry as -larger successful companies have taken over smaller weaker
firms.
Emploflllent has declined in the past 10 years, from approximately
330,000 persons. in 1973 to 250,000 in 1983.
Industry sources reported a
reduction. in the textile and apparel workforce of 4. 5 percent during 1979-81,
th.ough employme.n~ reportedly stabilized during 1982 and 1983.

of

Apparel production in France, in terms of quantity, declined 10 percent
from 1971-79, decreasing from 407 .O billion units in 1971 to 366.5 billion
units. in. 1979.
The ~ollowing tabulation shows trends in French apparel
production for the years 1971-79 (in millions of units):

!/ Country Market Survey,
August. 1979, p. 1.

"Apparel,

France," U.S.

oeparment of Commerce,
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Year ·

Apparel

1971---------~-------------

1972----------------------1973------~----------------

1974----------------------1975----------------~------

1976----------------------1977----------------------1978----------------------1979-----------------------

407,001
441,109
424,964
420,115
397,470
417,096
407,489
377 ,617
366,453

In terms of value, apparel shipments increased from slightly less than $4.3
.billion in 1975 to about $5.0 billion in 1980, though much of this increase
. reflects inflation. Declining French apparel production has been largely the
result of a soft market due to rising inflation and unemployment.
The
industry, plagued with outdated production methods_ and obsolete equipment, has
also been facing increased competition from imports.
Some technological
advancements have been implemented by the French industry. especially in the
shirt and menswear segments.
Ita'ly.--Italian consumers. like French consumers. are highly style
conscious and selective ih their purchases of apparel. !I In Italy, spe~ialty
;stores, with their· ability to respond quickly to rapid shifts in the market,
account for approximately three-'-quarters of the retail market. Most specialty
stores purchase apparel from wholesalers •. sales agents. importers. and to. a
lesser. extent, buying assoclations. · Department stores in Italy account for
about 10 percent of ·the retail market. Variet'y and mass merchandising stores,
·(often subsidiaries of department stores). stall ·markets, discounters, chain
stores, and mail-order firms account for most of the remaining share of the
market. These retailers principally buy through sales agents and wholesalers;
central buying organizations are not well developed in Italy.
The Italian apparel industry is even more ft"agmented than· the U.S.
· industry and is made up •of numerous small firms and a few large· companies.
The number of apparel firms in Italy declined from 2,250 in 1972 to just under
2,000 in 1977, and is believed to have declined further in the 1980's.
·Employment in the industry.also declined from about 215,QOO persons in 1972 to
appt"oximately 195 ,000 persons in 1977, and then declined further to under
190,000 ·in 1980. These declines took place in spite of the Italian labor
unions• restrictions on employee dismissal and the Italian Government's policy
since 1970 to maintain industry employment levels.
Italian
apparel
shipments,
in
terms of value,
increased from
appro·ximately $3.1 billion in 1975 tQ an estimated $6.6 billion in 1980, and
then declined to $6.3 billion in 1982. All but about 15 percent of the growth
!I Country Market Survey,
August. 1979,· p. 1.

"Apparel,

Italy," U. s. Department of Commerce,
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between 1975 and 1980 was due t9 inflation. .!I Trends in ·these ·shipments
during 1975-82 are shown in the following tal;>u].ation (in millions of u. s.
dollars):.
·Value of
Italian aB~arel shipments

11----------------------£1----------------------£1----------------------£1----------------------£1----------------------11----------------------!/-----------------------

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982 _,.
4/---------~------------

3,085.l,
3,794.7
4,523.3
4,754.Q
6,436.9
6,600.0
6,100.Q
6,307.0

1/ Value of production was reported in Comitextil Bulletin 80/1, published
by- the coordination committee for the textile industrie~ i~ the EEC, in
2.337.2 million UCE/EUA and converted into U,S, doUars using a conversion
factor of 1.32 .
Shipments. for these y~ars were based on production indices as reported in
the same.Comitextil Bulletin using 1975 as the base year,
11 Shipment value based on increase reported in Comite~ti]. ~ulletin 81 2/3.
!/ Shipment value for these years based on trend reported in U. s. State
Departmeot Airgram, CERP 521: Industrial Outlook ~eport-Italian Textile 1982.

. £1

According to industry sources, much of the real gr;oowth U1at occurred during
1975-80 was due to increased exports as Italian firms improved their marketing
strategy by emphasizing brand names.
In adcHtion, gov~rnment subsidies and
partial nationalization (primarily of those firms that were going bankrupt)
assisted in stabilizing the indust'ry. g,/
U.S. market
Overall demand for apparel in the Uqited States has been relatively
static.
In recent years, consumption increas~d bet~een 1 and 2 percent
annuaily, closely following population growth. rhe major factors influencing
demand· for apparel have been changes in consumer lifestyles, fashion, and
consumer buyer power, interest rates, and retailers' attitudes as affected by
the general economic climate.
In terms of value, U.S. apparent consumption
increased over 150 percent in the past 15 years to $54 l;>illio~ iri 1982

.!I Ibid. , p. 5.
£! The Fibers, Textiles, and Apparel Industry Panel, Committee on Technology
and International Economic and Trade Issues, The Competitive Status of the
U.S.
Fibers,
Textiles,
and Apparel Complex,
National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C., 1983, p. 62.
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(table B-1).
Kuch of this increase, especially in. the value of U.S.
shipments, was due to inflation. Real growth. occurred in imports as foreign
companies, especially those in the low-cost, Far Eastern countries grew and
gained experience in the manufacture and marketing of apparel.
The U.S.
apparel market· is supplied by imports mostly from the low-wage 'countries of
the Far East, primarily Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, and China. These countries
along with the Eastern European and South American countries, supply the U. s.
market with low-to~medium-priced apparel. The EC countries supply the market
mainly with medium-~o-high-priced merchandise.
Expenditures for clothing and accessories., .!I as 'a percent of total
personal expenditures, declined from 5.8 percent in 1978 to 5.1 percent in
1982. In. response to sluggish consumer spending, producers and retailers kept
inventories at low levels.
U.S. shipments
The value of· U.S. shipments of apparel increased almost 130 percent from
$20.6 billion· in 1963 to $47 .4 billion in 1982 (table B-1). Most of this
increase reflected inflation, rather than real growth in production . . In terms
of 1972 dollars, the . value ·of. the apparel shipments increased 8 ·percent
overall from· 1972 ,to 1982 as . shown in the following tabulation (in millions of
1972 dollars):
·
1972

Item

Apparel sbipments~~mi11ions:
of 1972 dollars----------: 27,810

1977

. 30,560

...

1979

1980

29,759

29. 715

1981

1982 ll

30,370: 30,122

!/ Estimated.

According to. the Federal Reserve Board's index of industrial production
for the apparel industry, u. s. apparel production increased Sl percent from
1963 to 1977; stabilized from 1977-79; and then declined in 1980 and 1981, as
shown in the following tabulation:·
Production
index
1963----------------------1967--~-------~------------

. 19 72----------------------1977-------~----~----------

1978---------------~-------

19 79----------- ------------·
1 C)'80- ---------------------1981---~-------------------

!I Excludes footwear.

89.l
100.0 ..
109.4
134.2
134.2
134.4
127.0
120.4
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The decrease in production during 1980-82 reflected the general economic
slowdown of the ·period and ·increased competition from imports. ·

u. s. imports
u.s. imports of apparel totaled approximately $6.9 billion in 1981, over
six times higher than the value of imports in 1969 (table B-1). In terms of
quantity, apparel imports fluctuated during 1969-81, declining to lower levels
in 1973 and 1974, and again in 1979 and 1980, reflecting the economic
slowdowns .of those years. overall, the quantity of imports grew 106 percent
from 1.5 millton equivalent square yards in. 1969 to 3.1 million equivalent
square yards in 1981, as shown in the following tabulation:
Imports
(in million equivalent
Year
sguare yards)
1969----------------------1970----------------------19 71------·-------·---------_l 972----------------------1973---------~-------------

1974----------------------1975----------------------1976----------------------1977--------~--------------

1918----------------------1979----------------------1980----------------------1981-----------------------

1,520.1
1,686.1
2,097.6
2,225.9
2,089.8
1,937.0
2,076.8
2,428.4
2,466.3
2,905.4
2,671.2
2,884.1
3,135.9

The significant. increase in the valtie of imp6rts reflected rising prices, due
in part, to inflation and increased shipments of higher quality, more
expensive items. The major foreign sources of apparel are Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and Korea, which together accounted for almost 60 percent of the total value
of U.S. apparel imports during 1978-82.
China became the fourth largest
source in 1980 when it was granted· most-favored-nation tariff treatment and
its shipmen.\;s rose 305 percent· over the 1978 level to $244.8 million. The
European Communfty's (EC) share of total U.S. apparel imports declined from 31
percjnt in 1967 to 5~7 percent in ~982.
U.S. i~ports of textiles and apparel have been reg~lated through a series
of bilateral· trade agreements since 1961. However, these regulations apply
primarily to less deve1oped countries and Japan, and not to EC countries. From
1961 until 1971, only trade in cotton textiles (including apparel) was covered
under th_e agreements, but as imports of manmade fiber textiles increased, the
United States negotiated (in 1971) bilateral agreements with five Asian
countries. The result _was a limit on shipments of textiles of wool and manmad~ fiber in addit.ion to cotton.
Finally, in 1974, the Arrangement Regarding
Inter~ational Trade in Textiles, commonly known as the Miltifiber Arrangement
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(MFA), which was sanctioned under the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade,
was negotiated among textile and apparel importing and· exporting countries. !/
The MFA provides an international legal framework within which importing
countries can negotiate agreements with exporting countries to limit their
shipments of textiles and ·apparel of cotton, wool, and manmade fibers. The
MFA went into effect in January 1974 for 4 years, was twice extended, and
currently runs through July 1986.
Under the MFA, the United States has negotiated agreements with 21
countries ~/ providing for specific limits ~./ on U.S. imports of individual
textile and apparel products or groups of products and for consultations on
products not covered by specific limits when predeterminec:t import levels are
· reached or when the United States believes imports of a particular product
threaten market disruption.
Similar agreements were negotiated with four
non-MFA signatories (Taiwan, China, Costa Rica, and Mauritius) under section
204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956. !I
Also, the United States has
agreements with nine other countries _!/ that provide for consultations should
their exports to the United states cause market disruption.
Imports' share of . the a pp are 1 market, in terms of value, grew from 2. 8
percent in 1967 to 13.9 percent in 1982.
However, when duty, freight,
insurance, commissions, and importers• markup are added to the custom's entry
value, imports• market share would have been closer to 25 percent in 1982.
Also import penetration is much higher in specific product areas, such as
gloves, sweaters, shirts and blouses, outerwear coats, and trousers, where.
imports• market share for trousers was 34 percent in 198.2; and for sweaters,
~t was just over 56 percent.
Italy and France are small suppliers of apparel to the United States;
each accounted for less than · 1 percent of apparent U.S. consumption during
1963-82.
In 1982, Italy ranked seventh in terms· of the largest foreign
sources of apparel, accounting for about 3. percent of the total value of
imports; France ranked fifteenth, accounting for only 1 percent. A large part
of these countries' apparel shipments consist of high fashion, more expensive
apparel items.
!I For a more definitive discussion of the MFA, see The Multifiber
Arrangement, 1973 to 1980: Report on Investigation No. 332-108 Under Section
332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, . . . , USITC Publication 1131, March 1981.
~I As of September 1983, they included Brazil, Colombia, Haiti, Hong Kong,
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Macau, Malaysia,
Mexico, Pakistan, the Philippines, Poland, Romania, Singapore, Thailand,
Yugoslavia, the Dominican Republic, and Sri Lanka.
· 11 The limits specify the amount of imports which may enter the United States
in a specific· category in a designated period, usually 12 months. The limits
are subject to change according to the flexibility provisions in the bilateral
agreement.
!I Sec. 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 also provides the authority for
the United States to enter into textile trade agreements with MFA signatories;
,!I As of September 1983, the countries were Egypt, Czechoslovakia, Greece
(an EC member st~te), Jamaica, Malta, Nicaragua, peru, Portugal, and Spain.
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In 1978, the value of apparel imports from Italy more than doubled over
the level in 1963 to almost $194 million. then, these imports declined to
approximately $180 million in 1980, before rising to $210 million in 1982.
Apparel imports from France increased steadily from almost $18 million in 1963
to about $150 million in 1978, before declining to $96 million 'in 1982. These
trends in U.S. apparel imports from Italy and France are shown i~ the
following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
U.S. imports from
Italy
1963-------------------1967-------------------1972-------------------1977-------------------1978 !1-~--------------1979
1980
1981-------------------1982 !/~----------------

!/----------------!/-----------------

95,451
108,761
113,187
146,792
193,644
188,018
179. 991
189. 700
210,244

U.S. imports from
France
17,765
21,428
43.941
111,619
149,513
136,245
122,294
98,076
96,384

!I Estimated by staff of the U.S. International Trade Cotlllnission.
A large part of the Italian shipments consisted of outerwear and
undergarments of woven fabrics; However, Italy also e1(ports medium-to-highquality, fashionable knitwear to the U.S. market. Exports of these items have
increased considerably in 1983. Industry sources cited the strength of the
U.S. dollar and the U.S. quotas on Far Eastern imports as the impetus for the
growth in shipments of this knitwear to the United States. Approximately
three-quarters of French shipments consisted of outerwear and und~rgarments of
woven fabrics.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
Imports of apparel from France and Italy have accounted for a very s~all
part of total U.S. consumption of these products, (less than 1 percent
annually during 1963-82), primarily because these imports consist largely of
high fashion and expensive apparel, which is traditionally a small segment of
the total U.S. apparel market.
Imports from the low-cost Far Eastern
countries account for most of the U.S. imports. These impo~ts a~e composed of
products destined for the low-to-medium-priced mass apparel market in the
United States. The French and Italian apparel is comparable in quality to
U.S. high-fashion apparel and is slightly higher priced. Labor costs for
apparel workers in France and Italy, which averaged $6.61 per hour and $6,31
per hour, respectively, in 1980, are higher than the $5. 70 per hour paid
apparel workers in the -united states and significantly higher than the wages
paid in the Far East.
The use of brand and designer names has been an important factor in
marketing apparel and has grown in importance in the past few years. France
and Italy capitalize on their fashion im~ges and on the reputation of. their
brand and designer names in order to compete more effectively iµ the U.S.
market.
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International markets
Some measure of world apparel consumption can be determined from analysis
'of textile fiber consumption, which is discussed in detail·· in the section of
this report on the international market for textiles. The leading textile
fiber consuming markets, in order of volume in 1980, were the United States,
the EC, the u.s.S.R., China, Japan, and India.
In the EC, the major
fiber-consuming countries were West Germs,ny, France, the United ·Kingdom, and
Italy.
Another measure of size of international apparel markets consists of an
evaluation of the largest apparel importing countries.
The major world
markets for apparel imports are the industrialized countries. The United .
States, Canada, the EC, the European Free Trade Associati9n (excluding
Portugal), and Japan, accounted for three-quarters of total world apparel
imports in 1981.
Although China and India are large fiber-consuming
countries, neither country is a large importer of apparel.
The United States was the largest single market in 1981, with apparel
imports totaling $8.1 billion. The EC's apparel imports were valued at $17.7
billion in 1981. West Germany was not only the largest EC market, but also
the second largest market in the world in 1981. The u. S. s .,R. is also a
leading apparel market. Its apparel imports totaled about $2. 5 billion in
1980, the most recent year with available data. !I. The leading .world markets
for apparel and their apparel imports for the years 1973 and 1981 are shown in
the following tabulation (in billions of dollars):
Country

1981
i

United States---------------------West Germany----------------------Un i ted Kingdom--------------------France------------------------~---

U.S.S.R---------------------------Netherlands-----------------------Japan-----------------------------Belgium-Luxembourg----------------Switzerland-----------------------Sweden--------------------·--------Hong Kong-------------------------canada----------------------~-----

Austria---------------------------Italy------------------------------

$2.17
2.54
.82
59
1.06
.86
.57
.56

.so

.40

.12
.33
.20
.19

$8.12
7.18
2.61
2.46

!/

2.32
1.80
1.57
1.39
1.15
.93
.84
• 77

.75

!I Not available.
EC market demand for medium-to-high-priced apparel is principally
supplied from EC partner countries, though some, medium-priced apparel comes
Basic,
from Spain, Eastern European countries, and the United States.
low-priced. apparel is imported from the low-wage ·countries of the Far East and
the Hediterraneari, however, Hong Kong and Korea have been upgrading the
quality of their products.
!I Import data for the u.s.s.R. are not available for 1981.
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Consumers' expenditures for apparel in the industrialized countries are
related to the general economic climate in each country. During the recession
of 1974-75, consumer expenditures for clothing in indµstrialized countries
leveled off.
After 1975, expenditures for apparel began·an upward trend.
However, expenditures in the EC grew more slowly. than in other industrialized
·countries. Then, in 1981, clothing expenditures in the EC actually declined
·i.5 percent from the previous year.'s level.
Within the EC market in 1981,
expenditures in West Germany and Italy declined 4.5 percent and 5.5 percent,
respectively; in France and in the United Kingdom, expenditures grew by
2.5 percent and 3 percent. respectively.
u.s. exports
U.S. exports of apparel increased steadily from $89.8 million in 1963 to
$1.1 billion ·in 1981, and then declined 25 percent to an estimated $846.5
million in 1982 (table B-1). Apparel exports have accounted for roughly 1 to
2 percent of the value of
the year 1963. l/ ·

u. s. shipments for the past two decades. except for

A significant portion of U.S. apparel exports in recent years have
consisted 'of cut-up apparel parts. shipped primarily to low-wage countries
located near the United States (e.g .• Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and
Costa Rica) to be shipped back to the United states under TSUS provision
807.~0. i1
U.S. producers' use of the provision 807.00 has increased over the
past two decades, and these apparel-part exports have increased, as a share of
total exports. from approximately 10 percent in 1963 to about 28 percent in
1982.

on the other hand, major markets for finished U.S. apparel are the
industrialized countries, including the United Kingdom, West Germany, and
France, Canada, Japan, and Sweden (table· B-7).
Consumers in these markets
have had a relatively greater amount or· discretionary income than in
devel6ping count~ies.
In · 1982. U.S. apparel. exports declined due principally to two factors:
·shipments of cut-up apparel parts to Mexico and the Dominican Republic
declined, due to weak demand for apparel in the U.S. market and, in the case
of Mexico, temporary uncertainty associated with the devaluation of the
Mexican peso that year; and (2) exports to Canada and the major EC markets
declined, due to reduced demand resulting from poor economic conditions
there. In aaa1c1on, the strength of the U.S. dollar has made U.S. goods les•
attractive.
·
(1)

ll In 1963. U.S. exports accounted for approximately 5 percent of U.S.
shipments.
£1 This provision states ·that duty on articles assembled abroad wholly or
partly with U. S .-fabricated components be applied to the full value of the
imported article less than the value of the U. s. -made components.
For the
most part. the duty is assessed on the value added abroad.
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EC exports
Exports of apparel from the EC increased from $954. 4 million in 1963 to
almost $11. O billion in 1981. The largest increase, 163 ·percent, occurred in
the 5--year period, 1967-72 (table B-8). Kore than half of the EC exports were
intra-community shipments·, with West Germany being the largest single import
market. The amount of intra-EC trade has increased over the last two decades,
increasing from 49 percent of total EC apparel exports in 1963 to 65 percent
in 1981.
Leading markets outside the EC were Switzerland, Austria, and the
United states, which accounted for only 3 percent of total EC apparel exports
in 1981.
·
During 1967-72, EC exports increased, reflecting the favorable economic
conditions of the industrialized countries. Consumer expenditures on clothing
in these countries also increas~d, reflecting higher standards of living and
increased disposable income.
Consu~er
demand rose as new and impro,ved
technology in synthetic fiber and fabric . production occurred. !/
During
1977-81 the rate of increase in EC exports slowed down, reflecting the· poor
eco'riomic conditions 'in Western Europe and the United States du.ring this period.
France increased its apparel exports to the world from $156. 2 million in
1963 to $1.9 billion in 1981, and accounted for 17 percent of total EC ~pparel
exports in 1981 (table B-9).
The largest increase in, French exports took
"place during 1967-72, increasing 240 percent over that o~ the .1963-67 level.
· ln 1981, just over 55 percent of the French exports went to· EC markets; only 5
percent went to the United States.
This was a decrease from the U.S.
11-percent share of the French export market in 1963.
Italy is the largest apparel exporting country in the EC and accounted
for 39 percent of total EC apparel exports in 1981. Total Italian apparel
shipments to' .world markets, like French exports, showed dramatic growth,
increasing from $336.1 million in 1963 to $4.3 billion in 1981 (table B-10).
Th~· large~t increase, 142 percent, also occurred during 1967-72.
Italian
exports continued to increase at a rapid rate, 110 percent, during 1972-77.
before slowing down to 68 percent during 1977-81.
In 1981, 65 percent of
Italian exports went to intra-EC. markets.
Italian shipments . sent · to the
United States declined from 28 percent of Italian apparel exports in 1963 to 4
percent in 1981.
Conditions of competition in international markets
The apparel markets in both the United States and the EC are highly
competitive.
The United States and EC-member countries are competing with
low-wage, Far Eastern suppliers (particularly Hong Kong and Korea) which have
upgraded the quality and styling of their merchandise.
The EC member country producers have certain i~herent competitive
advantages ov~r the U.S. producers competing in the EC market. These include
duty-free entry, geographic proximity (which allows for lo~er transportation
costs and ease in evaluating each others markets), apd similar style
preferences. In the mer~ct for high-fashion, expensive apparel, France and

JI Contracting parties to the General
International Trade 1968/69, p. 71.

Agreement

on

Tariff

and .Trade,
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Italy, because of their reputations as world faE!hion leaders, have a
considerable advantage over the United States. In the basic, price-intensive
apparel market, the Far Eastern, Mediterranean, and Eastern European countries
can offer apparel at prices below that of either the United States or the EC
member countries.
The United States best competes in the EC mark;et with
medium-priced merchandise that is designed for U.S. taste, or that benefits
from efficient, large-scale U.S. production. Examples o( popular U.S. apparel
products are jeans, T-shirts, and sweatshirts with American logos.
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Automatic Data Processing Equipment,
Peripherals, and Parts
Description and uses
Automatic data processing equipment, peripherals, and parts are items
.used in the processing of information and in the manufacture of devices which
process information.
Automatic data ·processing machines (computers) are
automatic electronic machines capable of accepting input data, and performing
operations on these data according to a set of instructions known as ti
program.
They use peripherals such as paper and magnetic tape units,
printers, magnetic disc and drum storage devices, and remote terminals, to
input dat.a, to store data, and to output data. Parts of computers include
basic mechanical and electrical components and also subassemblies of these
components.
In many cases, the subassemblies require relatively little
additional assembly.
Computers and automatic data processing machines are used by virtually
every major U.S. firm. They are also used extensively by the Department of
Defense and other Federal, State, and local government agencies. a·s well as by
public utilities and educational institutions.
·
In
recent
years,
demand
for
remote
terminals,
minicomputers,
microcomputers, computer-controlled testing and manufacturing equipment, and
data modems has increased. With the rapid development of integrated circuits,
which can consist of a complete computer (less power supply and input and
output devices) on a piece of silicon less than one-quarter inch square,
computers and automatic data processing machines are undergoing a revolutionary
change in size and versatility.
U.S. industry profile
The U.S. automatic data processing machine, peripheral, and parts
industry is 'composed of approximately 1,000 firms which employed an estimated
340,000 workers in 1982 (table B-1, app. B).
The five largest firms are
estimated to account for over 75 percent of the total value of shipments.
Because of the complexity of the machines and the diversity of the uses to
which they are put, workers in the computer industry tend to be among the most
highly skilled in all manufacturing.
These skills range from those of
assembly line workers to design engineers.
Employment has grown at
approximately 10 percent per year during 1978-81; however, the rate of growth
was considerably lower in 1982 because of the business downturn.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. automatic data processing manufacturers
would translate into an estimated 38 workers displaced in all sectors of the
U.S. economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships), .according to
the staff of the U.S. International trade Commission, using the BLS
input-output model, as seen in the following tabulation:

l.85

Industry sector

Displacement of employment
<Number>

Automatic data processing--------------·----:
18
Other manufacturing------------------------:
14
All other-------------------------------~--:~__......__________,________,________1..,._3
Total----------------------------------:
45

EC industry profile
There are several hundred firms producing automatic data processing
machines, peripherals, and parts in the EC; however, in each EC country there
are no more than one-half dozen firms which account for the bulk of shipments,
and these include subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturers.
The major indigenous European producers of computers probably do not
number more than 25. The estimated value of shipments for all EC producers
was $14.2 billion in 1982. The estimated number of employees was 165,000.
The estimated growth rate for employment was 8 percent per year during 1978-82.
U.S. market
The U.S. market for computers, peripherals, and parts includes every type
of business establishment and household in the United states. Until about
1977, the major markets for computers and data processing machines were large
industrial concerns, the military, and educational institutions.
However,
with the introduction of personal computers, t;.he market has expanded to
include small businesses and, to a iimited extent, individuals in all types of
businesses that utilize such computers as a desk-top. aid; this is expected to
be the case in the foreseeable future as well.
The domestic computer market is dyna.mic in tha.t it is expanding rapidly.
Many new firms have joined the industry, and there have been a number of exits
as firms have gone bankrupt or decided that there is too much competition to
allow for acceptable profit levels.
Most of the exits have been in the
personal and home computer segments of the market.
U.S. shipments
U.S.
producers'
shipments ·of automatic data processing machines
peripherals, and parts increased from $17.6 billion in 1978 to $33.9 billion
in 1982, increasing by 93 percent overall, or 18 percent per year (table
B-1). Apparent U.S. consumption increased from $14.2 billion to $27.3 billion
during the period, representing an increase . of 92 percent overall, or
18 percent per year; essentially the same percentage increase as that for
shipments.
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Large-scale computer systems are generally marketed through company-owned
outlets or by direct sales forces. Such systems may be sold or leased to the
user.
Pricing of such systems is usually done on the basis of negotiations
which stipulate terms such as warranties, performance, guarantees, and
maintenance.
Smaller computers, such as personal computers, and peripherals
are marketed through both company-owned outlets and independent distributors.
Pricing of small computer systems varies with the number and kind of
peripherals included in the system.
Price lists for the computer and
associated peripherals are maintained by the outlets and, generally, include
provisions for quantity discounts.
Parts are purchased by data processing
original equipment manufacturers and, in many cases, are supplied on an
intracompany basis.
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of automatic data processing machines, peripherals, and
. parts increased from $755 million in 1978 to $2. 3 billion in 1982, increasing
by 204 percent overall, or 32· percent per year (table B-1) . Imports of -these
three product groups have grown at different rates. During 1978-82, imports·
. of automatic data processing machines grew at a rate of 16 .percent per year;
imports of peripherals at 33 percent per year; and imports of parts at 38
percent per year. In 1982, ADP machine imports were $336 million, peripheral
imports were $639 million, and imports of parts were $1.3 billion. Japan was
the principal source of imports in 1982.
Imports of automatic data processing machines, peripherals, and parts from
the EC have fluctuated, rising from $242 million in 1978 to $302 million in
1979, then declining to $284 million in 1981 before rising to $316 million in
1982.
The principal sources of U.S. imports from the EC have been the United
Kingdom, West Germany, and France.
These three countries accounted for 71
percent of all U.S. imports from the EC in 1982. EC imports of automatic .data
processing machines, ·peripherals, and parts as a share of total imports,
declined from 32 percent in 1978 to 14 percent in 1982.
As a share of
apparent U.S. consumption, EC imports were less than 2 percent during the
period.
The ratio of total imports to apparent U.S. consumption increased
from 5 percent in 1978 to 8 percent in 1982.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
The U.S. market is principally served by U.S. manufacturers.
U.S.
manufacturers compete generally on the basis of the overall capabilities of
the system in large-scale computer system placements. For such systems some
manufacturers may offer better delivery times· but less maintenance; others may
offer longer delivery times· but better system software support.
Price also
'determines which manufacturer will win a contract to supply a computer
system. Competition in personal computers .is much more inten~e. with many new
firms introducing their own particular model.
Because of size limitations
(i.e., personal computers tend to be desk-top models) many of these computers
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have similar characteristics, and price is a more important determinant in the
purchase decision than it is for large-scale computer systems, especially if
quantity discounts are available.
Competition in the peripheral market is
generally on the basis of price and features. For example, computer printers
operate at various speeds with the higher speeds commanding higher prices for
a given print quality. Similarly, remote computer display terminals vary in
price according to the resolution of the display tube and the reliability of
the keyboard. Parts, however, are of a more homogeneous nature.
International markets
Principal world markets
for automatic data processing machines,
peripherals, and parts are the U~ited States, the EC, and Japan. Other major
industrial countries such as Canada, Switzerland, and Sweden are also large
markets for these products. Worldwide demand for these products is a function
of the need to process vast amounts of information generated by business,
government, and scientific activity. Thus, demand is especially strong in the
industrial countries.
The
u.s.-based
industry currently enjoys
a
technological
lead,
principally in automatic data processing machines. U.S. producers of personal
computers appear to have technological advantages also, however, inexpensive
home computers, which may or may not be marketed with video games, tend to be
produced in low-wage-rate countries because the technology level of such items
is relatively low and easily transferred to offshore locations.
The EC-based industry has a number of large firms capable of producing
automatic data processing machines which are competitive with U.S. -produced
machines; however, the U.S. industry still enjoys a competitive advantage.
Also, U.S. subsidiaries are among these large automatic data processing
machine producers in Europe, and this has fostered the transfer of technology
from the United States to the EC with trade in these products following this
transfer.
U.S. exports
U.S. exports of automatic data processing machines, peripherals, and
parts increased from $4 .1 billion in 1978 to $9. 0 billion in 1982, or by an
increase of 116 percent, or 21 percent per year.
Based on United Nations
export data. 46 percent of u. s. expor:ts of these products went to the EC in
1981 (table B-11). The next largest markets were Canada, which accounted for
12 percent of U.S. exports, and Japan, which accounted for 8 percent.
Comparable figures for U.S. exports in 1972 show that 37 percent went to the
EC; 23 percent to Canada; and 10 percent to Japan. This indicates that from
1972 to 1981 the EC became a relatively more important market for U.S.
exports. In fact, in 1981, the United Kingdom was the largest single country
market for U.S. exports, surpassing Canada which had been the largest market
in 1972 and 1977.
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EC exports
Total exports of automatic data processing machines, peripherals, and
parts increased from $1.5 billion in 1972 to $5.4 billion in 1981, according
to United Nations data, increasing by 259 percent for the period, or 15
percent per year (table B-12). During 1972-81, intra-EC trade increased from
58 percent of the total to 64 percent. In 1981, the principal export markets
outside of the EC were Spain, Switzerland, and the United states, accounting
for approximately 4 percent of total exports each.
France.--French exports increased from $289 million in 1972 to $900
million in 1981, representing an increase of 212 percent, or 13 percent per·
year (table 8-13). In 1981, the top five export markets for France were all
EC countries; in fact, 59 percent of these French exports went to other EC
countries. The United States absorbed 4 percent of French exports in 1981.
United Kingdom.-"'.""The United Kingdom exports increased from $312 million
in 1972 to $1.3 billion in 1981, representing an increase of 305 percent, or
17 percent per year (table 8-14). In 1981, 61 percent of the United Kingdom's
exports went to other EC countries; the United states, which accounted for 5
percent of United Kingdom exports, was the fifth ranking export market.
West Germany.--Exports from West Germany increased from $580 million in
1972 to $1.5 billion in 1981, repres~nting an increase of 162 percent overallJ
or 11 percent per year Ctable 8-15). In 1981, 61 percent of west German
exports went to other EC countries. Of the top five export markets, only
Switzerland, which ranked fifth, was a non-EC country. Exports to the United
States accounted for only 4 percent of the total.
Conditions of competition in international markets

u. s. products appear to compete well in world computer markets. Such
products enjoy good worldwide reputations in main frame systems for hardware,
software, and support. U.S. minicomputer and microcomputer systems are also
quite competitive, although they do face competition from a variety of
EC-based sources and Japan.
A similar situation exists with regard to
peripherals. One reason for the competitive position enjoyed by U.S. firms is
the large number of foreign subsidiaries located in major EC countries and the
wide range of products manufactured by U.S.-based firms.
EC-based firms
compete well with U. s. firms in certain product lines, but do not produce as.
wide a range of products as U.S. firms.
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Automobiles and Trucks
Description and uses
The products covered in this sectipn include new and used passenger
automobiles,
a·nd
all automobile
trucks
and
truck tractors.
Buses,
special-purpose vehicles such as· cement mixers and mobile cranes,. snowmobiles,
golf cars, and other miscellaneous motor vehicles are excluded from the
discussion,· as are bodies, chassis, and motor-vehicle parts such as engines,
transmissions, and. the like. New automobiles and mediumweight and heavyweigh·t
trucks (including cab/chassis) .!/ currently represent virtually all of the
imports of motor vehicles from the European Community.
-

Kediumweight trucks are.. usually defined by the motor-vehicle industry as
trucks having a gross-vehicle-weight (GVW) rating of over 10 ,000 pounds but
not over 19,500 pounds, and heavyweight trucks are those with a GVW rating of
over 19, 500 pounds. Pratically all of these trucks are used for commercial
purposes and not for personal transportation.
Trucks with a GVW rating of
less ttian 10,001 pounds are usually defined as lightweight truc~s. Kost of
the lightweight trucks are either compact/standard-sized pickup trucks or
van-type vehitle~ used for personal transportation.
U.S. industry profile
Automobiles and trucks are normally distributed through retail dealer
outlets located throughout the United States. In the case of Government or
some large-fleet purchasers, the vehicles typically are shipped directly to
the buyer, but · the percentage is relatively small in relation to total
domestic sales.
At the producer level, the vehicles are seldom held ~n
inventory, they are normally shipped to the retail dealer within a few days
after production.
·
There are currently. three U.S.-own~d automobile manufacturers, one
primarily U.S.-oWned. manufacturer,
and
two
foreign-owned
subsidiaries
operating 'in the United ·states.
The top three automobile producers (all
U.S.-owned) accounted· for about 95.0 percent of total U.S. production in
1983.
In the case of trucks, there are 6 principal U.S. manufacturers and
approximately 10 small producers. II
In 1983, the six principal truck
manufacturers represented at;>out 97. 0 percent of U.S. truck production. Some
manufacturers purchase their chassis from larger firms and install custom
bodies~ thus they are not considered producers.
(Also, many many,~ctY~ers-of
heavyweight trucks purchase large components such as diesel engines or
transmissions from outside suppliers in addition to producing their own
engines and transmissions.)
!I A cab/chassis includes virtually all of the components of a truck except
the cargo body, which is normally attached to the chassis behind the cab.
Lightweight
cab/chassis
are
classified
as
"unfinished
trucks,"
and
mediumweight and heavyweight cab/chassis are classified as parts of trucks.
'g_I In 1983, a ·Japanese motor-vehlcles manufacturer began production of a
compact pickup truck in Tennessee.
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The level of skill of production workers in the motor-vehicle industry
ranges from low, or unskilled assembly operators, to highly skilled
machinists.
In addition, some tasks that were traditionally performed by
assembly employees are now accomplished using robots. These robots are used
primarily for welding and painting operations, but it is likely. that the use
. of industrial robots will continue to expand into other areas as they become
more sophisticated and the initial cost declines.
Employment of all workers and of production workers in the motor-vehicle
industry (SIC No. 3711) was as follows Cin thousands of workers): !I
All workers

Produc·t ion workers

361.2
360.5
401.0
415.2
443.0
469.7
463.0
368.l
358.7
321.3
397 .5

273.0
269.4
296.8
304.9
329.6
349.1
340.8
252.8
251.9
223.3
295.2

1960--------------1963--------------1967--------------1972--------------1977--------------~1978-----~---------

1979--------------1980--------------1981--------------~

1982--------------1983---------------

The number of workers employed in this industry reached its highest level of
469, 700 workers in 1978, steadily declined in each of the following years ·to
321',300 workers in 1982, and then increased to 397 ,500 workers by the end of
1983.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. automobile and truck manufacturers would
tt"anslate into an estimated 23 workers displaced in all sectors of the U.S.
economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships), according to the
· staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, using the BLS input-output
model, as shown in the following tabulation:
~esults

Industry sector

Displaced employment
Number

Automobile and tt"ucks----------------------------:
8
Other manufacturing------------------------------:
8
All other----------------------------------------=~~~~~~~~~~~~~-7Total----------------------------------------:
23

!I Based on U.S. Department of Labor data.
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EC industry profile
The primary motor-vehicle producing countries in th~ ~urope~n Community
are West Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and Italy. In addition, there
are motor-vehicle production and/or assembly operations in Belgium and tbe
Netherlands. The following tabulation, compiled from data published by t~e
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, shows production of automobiles and
trucks for the four major EC motor-vehicle producers in specified years
1963 to 1983 Cin thousands of units):
Year

Automobiles

Trucks

Total

6,646
7,062
10,i68
9,650
8,402
8, 723
8,790

911
869
1,080
1,185
1,087
1,114
1,124

7,557
7,931
11,248
10,835
9,489
9,837
9,914

1963------1967------1972------1977------1981-----1982------1983 !/---!I Estimated.

Production of automobiles and trucks in the four ~ajor EC· vehi~le
producing countries increased from 7. 6 million in 1963 to 11. 2 mil, lion in
1972, and remained relatively ·constant during 1981-83 at about 9. 8 million,
units. After reaching a peak in 1972, production dropped due in part to the
1973-74 OPEC oil embargo and the resulting incC'ease in petrole1,1m price~. By
1983, production had not yet recovered to early 1970 levels, due to a~other
petroleum shortage in 1980 and the general worldwide recession of 198+~83.
Table 48 presents the number of automobiles and trucks produced by West
Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and Italy for specified years 1963
to 1983.
Table 48.--The number of new autombiles and trucks produced by four
principal EC manufacturers, by specified years, 1963-83
Product and
year

West
Germany

France

United
Kingdom

:
Itaiy
:

Total
I

Automobiles:

1963----------------------:
1967----------------------:
1972----------------------:
1977----------------------:
1981------------------~---:

1983

!/-------------------:

2,413
2,295
3,522
3,790
3,578
3,800

1,520
1, 776
2,993
3,092
2,612
2,650

1,608
1,552
1,921
1,328
955
990

1,105
1,439
1,732
1,440
1,297
1,350

6,646
7,062
10,168
9,650
8,723
8,790

~92

Table 48.--The number of new autombiles and trucks produced by four
principal EC manufacturers, by specified years, 1963-83 (continued)
Product and
year

West
Germany

Trucks:·
1963----------------------:
1967----------------------:
1972----------------------:
1977----------------------:
1981----------------------:
1982----------------------:
1983
..
Total:
1963----------------------:
1967----------------------:

!/-------------------:.

1972~---------------------:

1971----------------------:
1981----------------------:
1982----------------------:
1983 !/---------~---------:

11 Partially
Commission.

estimated

by

240
172
267
275
297
319
325
2,653
2,467
3,789
4,065
3,875
4,080
4,125
the

United
Kingdom

France

..

staff

of

1,994
1,919
2,299
1,687
1,172
1,157
1,290
the

Total
:

,

386
367 :
378
359
217
269
300

230
332
412.:
405
370
336

.

Italy

.

213 ..

1,733
2,006
3,325
3,504
3,017
3,147
2,986

..

U.S.

100
103
139
168
156
l63

911
869
1,080
1,185
1,087
l, 114 .
1,124

1,177
1,539
1,835
1,579
1,425
1,453
1,513 :

7,557
7,931
11,248
10,835
9,489
9,837
9 ,914 .
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International

Trade

source: Compiled from data published by the Motor Vehicle Manufact.urers
Association, except as noted.
The end users of European motor vehicles, the level of skill involved in
production operations, and the distribution channels for vehicles in Europe
are essentially ·the same as those in the United States. There are 18 primary
producers of automobiles and 14 producers of trucks in the EC. !he number of
automobile and truck manufacturers in each major producing country, based upon
data compiled by ward's Automotive Yearbook, are as follows: !/
·

Country

Number of
automobile
producers

Number of
truck
producers

Total
.

West Germany-----~-------------------------:
United Kingdom-----------------------------:
Italy--------------------------------------:
Belgium------------------------------------:
France----------------~----------~---------:

The· Netherlands----------------------------:
Total-----------------------~-----------:

7
6
6
5
2
1
27

6
6
5
2
3
3
25

.

13
12
11
7
5

4
52

!/ The same company may produce ·automobiles or trucks ·in more _than one
country; also, many companies that produce automobiles also produce trucks.
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U.S. market
In the· United· 'States, demand for automobiles and t,:ucks is concentrated
in dens-ely· populated areas, primarily urban. Lightweight· trucks previously
were used primarily in rural areas. When used in urban areas their usage was
mostly commercial. However, during the last 10 to 15 years, vans and pic~up
trucks have become popular in urban· and suburban areas, where they are use~
for personal transportation, as well as for commercial purposes.
At one time, brand loyalty and price were the primary factors considered
in the purchase of an auto or truck. But today's consumer is more concerned
with quality, mechanical reliability, and fuel efficiency than about brand
loyalty.
The tendency to purchase the same make as the previously owned ·
vehicle is still an important factor, but it is not as important as it was
during the 1940's through the 1960's~
Until the early 1960's, virtually all automobiles and lightweight trucks
produced domestically were similar in size.
U.S. manufacturers began
producing smaller automobiles in significant numbers in 1959 and compact
trucks in 1980.
All three major U.S. lightweight truck manufacturers
currently
produce· compact
trucks
in
the
United
States,
and one
foreign-affiliated firm· ·currently produces a compact pickup ·truck· in the
united states.·
·
Kediumweight and heavyweight trucks have changed very little during the
last 10 to 15 years in· either body style or size. During the last 5 years,
many purch·asers of· mediumweight trucks have switched from ·gasoline engines to
diesel engines. Virtually all heavyweight trucks, especially those with a GVW
rating of over 33,000 pounds are now diesel powered. Practically all imported
mediumweight and heavyweight trucks and cab/chassis, except those ~rom Canada,
are equipped with diesel engines.
Automobiles are classified principally· by size:
subcompact, compact
intermediate, standard, and luxury. In terms of size, consumer preferences
have changed during the last 5 years. The following tabulation, based on data
compiled from Automotive News, presents retail sales of domestically producec:I
automobiles, by sizes, for 1978-83 Cin percent):
Year
1978----1979----1980----1981----1982----1983-----

Subcompact

Compact

Intermediate

Standard !I

10. 7
16.4
21.0
23.5
23.1
29.8

27.8
26.8
28.6
27 .8
24.3
13.6

32.3

29.2

30,4

26.4

29.2
28.0
26.3
33.1

21.2
20.7
26.3
23.5

.!/ Includes luxury models .
The above tabulation indicates a significant ·shift in demand toward subcompact
models and away from the other sizes during 1978-82. Due to the stabilization
of fuel prices during late 1982 and 1983, some consumers switched from compact
automobiles to intermediate models in 1983.
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U.S. shipments
U. s. shipments of automobiles and trucks for selected years, compiled
·from statistics supplied by the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, were
as follows:

!!.!.!.
1963--------1967--------19 72------.--1977---------·
1978--------1979--------1980--------1981--------1982--------1983---------

Automobile

7,638
7,437
8,824
9,201
9,165
8,419
6,400
6,255
5,049
6,780

Truck and bus

Total

1,463
1,539
2,447
3,442
3,706
3,037
1,667
1,701
l,905
2,424

9,101
8,976
11,271
12,643
12,871
11,456
8,067
7,956
6,954
9,204

Automobile shipments reached the highest level in 1973 when· 9. 7 million units
were shipped, and the peak year for .truck and bus shipments during 1954~82 was
1978, when 3.7 million units were shipped. U.S. shipments of automobiles and
trucks declined each year from 1978-82, due principally to the increase in the
price of petroleum and the. recessionary· trends over the past years. However,
U. s. shipments of automobiles·, trucks, and buses for 1983 increased by
2, 250, 000 uni ts compared with 1982, due to the recovery of the U.S. economy
during lat• 1982 and 1983.
U. s. ·imports

u. S. imports of automobiles and trucks increased from $450 million in
·1963 to· $20.2 billion in 1982 (table B-1, app. B). The principal source of
imports in 1963 ·was West Germany from which the United st~tes ·imported 301,441
automobiles and trucks, valued at $308 million. The primary source in 1982
was ·Japan from which the United States imported about 2. 2 million automobiles
and lightweight trucks, valued at $11.1 billion. Imports of automobiles and
trucks from West Germany during 1982 remained at almost the same level as that
of 1963, in terms of units.
In 1982, the United States imported 259,385
automobiles.. valued at $3.2 billion, and 373 cab/chassis, valued at $5.2
million. Ta~le 49 presents the number of automobiles, trucks, and cab/chassis
imported from the six principal sources of U.S. imports, by specified years
1964 to 1982.
Imports of automobiles accounted for over 98. 5 percent of the value of
motor vehicles imported from the EC during 1963-82.
In 1963, most of the
automobiles imported from the EC (primarily West Germany, France, and the
United Kingdom) were low-priced economy models or small is;iexpensive sports
cars.
Although the number pf automobiles imported from Europe in 1982 was
about the same as the number imported in 1963, the model mix ~as changed. The
EC lost virtually @11 of the lower priced automobile market to the japanese

Table 49.--New automobilles, trucks, and cab/chassis imported by 6 principal sources and all other countries,
by specified years, 1964-82 !/

Year

Japan

(In millions of units)
West
:
United
:
Sweden
Germany :
Kinsdom :

Canada

:

1964----------:
1967----------:
1972----------:
1977----------:
1978----------:
1979----------:
1980----------:
1981---------:
1982----------:

16
81
857
l, 57_0
1,931
2,015
2,473
2,367
2 ,156

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

9
455
1,014
1,139
1,202
950
848
840
966

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

!ii
':!/

365
472
677
423
416
495
338
234
260

:
:
:
:·
:
:
:
:
:

;

:

:

77 :

68 :
72 :

57
54
47
32
12
13

:
:
:
:
:
:

18
42
64
39
56
66
61
68
90

Italy

Total

; All Other ]j

:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

10 :
17 :

64 :
55 :
70 : .
72 :

46 :
24 :
11 :

41
29
70
36
38
37
65
51
59

1.1
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

536
1,165
2,818
3,319
3,767
3,682
3,863
3,596
3,555

!/

Includes cab/cliassl.s froin Japan, Canada, West Germany, Italy, and Brazil.
2/ Primarily France, Belgiwn, and Brazil.
J./ Partially estimated by.staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
!!_/ Data for 1981-82 do not include vehicles assembled in foreign trade ~ones.
Source:

Compiled from offio:ial statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce, except as noted.
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during 1975-82 due to the European models' higher price. and quality problems.
Most European automobiles imported into the United States in 1983 were either
luxury automobiles (those having a retail price of more than $15,000),
sports-specialty models that are offered by no other country, .or compact
intermediate-size automobiles that were larger than most Japanese models.
The following tabulation, based on official statis~ics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce and the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, shows
the ratio, in terms of units and value, of imports of automobiles (total and
EC) to U.S. consumption (in percent): !I

Year

1963---------------:
1967---------------:
1972---------------:
1977---------------:
1978---------------:
1979---------------:
1980---------------:
1981---------------:
1982---------------:

Ratio of imports to
consumption
Units.
:
·value
6.6
12.5 :
22.8
24.7
26.4
28.2
35.0
33.3
38.S

3.5
8.9
·18.2
23.6
23.5
25.6
31.6
31.2
37.2

Ratio of imports from
EC to consumption
Units
Value

..

6.0
7 .o
8.0
4.9

s.o

6.0 :
5.2
3.7
4.4

2.9
3.9
5.4
5.7
5.7
6.8
7.7
6.1
7.3

In 1963, less than 4 percent of U.S. consumption of automobiles and
trucks, in terms of value, was accounted for by imports, but by 1982 the
percentage had climbed to 37. 2 percent. The ratio of imports to consumption
(in terms of units) from the EC during 1963-82 reached a peak of 8.0 percent
in 1972, then declined to its lowest point of 3. 7 percent in 1981 before
rising to 4.4 percent in 1982. However, if. EC import penetration is measured
in terms of value, a peak of 7.7 percent was reached in 1980, then declined to
6.1 percent in 1980 before rising to 7.3 percent in 1982.
Most of the decrease in the import to consumption ratio for EC imports,
(in terms of uni ts) can be attributed to a decrease in U. s. demand for
EC-produced small, inexpensive automobiles. During the early 1970's, U.S.
consumer demand for small imported fuel-efficient automobiles switched from
European-built automobiles to Japanese automobiles.
However, the European
producers were able to capture an additional share of the U.S. luxury
automobile market during 1977-82, causing a change in the mo.del mix from
predominantly low-priced subcompacts to expensive compact/intermediate size
sedans.
Thus, the import penetration (in terms of units) fell from 6.0
percent in 1973 to 4.4 percent in 1982, but increased from 2.9 percent to 7.3
percent (in terms of value) during the corresponding period.

!/ Includes duty-free imports from Canada.
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Conditions· of competition in the U.S. market
.
.
.
Prices of European trucks are competitive with U.S.-produced trucks, and
prices of some European automobiles are competitive with U.S.-produced
automobiles; other European- Q.utomobiles are priced substantially higher. The
retail prices.of automobiles imported from the EC range from about $5,000 for
one of the few subcompact sedans still imported, to over $160,000 for a
limited production luxury convertible imported from the· United Kingdom. The
average retail price of a European automobile in 1983 was over $20,000, making
it price competitive with only the most expensive U.S. luxury automobiles.
·
According
to consumer surveys conducted by consumer magazines,
independent survey firms, and professional engineering associations, the·
automobile most frequently mentioned as having the highest perceived quality
rating is produced in West Germany. However, many automobiles produced in
Europe received low ratings, many below those of U.S.-built automobiles. In
general, European automobiles are perceived to be about equal in terms of
safety and .passenger comfort wheri compared with U.S.-produced automobiles.
However, availability of parts and cost of maintanence were judged to be
inferior to U.S. models in these surveys ..
International markets
Prior to 1980, the United States was the dominant producer of motor
vehicles in the world, . followed by the EC.
However, in 1980, Japanese
motor...:.vehi'c;le production exceeded that of both the United states and the EC,
as shown in the.fo~lowing tabulation sourced from data compiled by the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Assoc.iation (in thousands of uni ts>:
..

,.

.

t

United States
1963------------~
1967-----~-~-~---

1972------------1977------------1980------------1981----------~-~
1982----------~-~

1983

11

£!-----7----

Includes 4 major

9,108
9,023
11,310
12,702
8,009
7,943
6,986
9,100

European Community l/
7,557
7,931
11,248
10,835
10,180
9,489
9,837
9,900

1,263
3,146
6,294
8,515
11,043
11,180·
10,737
11,100

mo~or-vehicle-proaucing coun~r1es.

ll Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

The success of U.S. motor-vehicle manufacturers has been due primarily to
their success in the U.S. market.
Little emphasis has been placed on
exporting, except to Canada. The primary reason the major U.S. motor-vehicle
maufacturers have not pursued a more aggressive export policy is that they
have production/assembly facilities in most of the major world markets, except
Japan.
The two. largest U.S. motor-vehicle manufacturers are both major
producers in the EC, principally· West Germany, Belgium, and the United
Kingdom. No U.S.-owned firm curre~tly produces motor vehicles in ;ttaly or
France, although one U.S. producer owns about 15 percent of a French firm.
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The

following

tabulation,

compiled from Ward's Automotive Year Boot,

1983, lists the production of motor vehicles in 1981 and 1982 for the major

motor-vehicle manufacturing industrialized countries (in thousands of
units): !I

·.!ill

country
Japan----------------Uni ted states-----~--
West Germany---------France----------------

10,737
6,985
4,062
3,149
1,453
1,236
1,156
1,069
997
861

11,180
7,942
3,897
3,019
1,433
1,323
1,184
987
894
780
597
392
314
133
119.
42
34,636

Italy---------~-------

Canada---------------Un i ~ed Kingdom----·:----Spa 1n----------------Belgium--------------Brazi 1--------------~
Mexic()---------------·Austral ia------------Sweden---------------Republ i c of Korea----Portugal-------------All others-----------Total-------------

472

409
345
163
118
373
33,585

A major indication of demand for motor .vehicles is the number of motor
vehicles registered in a country. The following tabulation, ,ourced from the
Motor .Vehicle Manufacturers Association, shows l980 registrations of
automobiles, and trucks and buses, by areas (in thousands of units):

Area

Automobiles

Horth and Central America--:
Europe---------------------:
Asia-----------------------:
South America--------------:
Africa---------------------:
Oceania--------------------:
World total------------:

!I

Dat~

do not include

136,450
124,200
31,883
14,234
7,414
61332
320,513

Trucks and buses

..

Sovie~-bloc productio~.

39,088
21,330
20,368
4,553
2,043
31181
90,563

Total
-175,538
145,530
52,251
18,787
9,457
9.514
411,076
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The preceding tabulation shows that North and Central America and Europe
are currently the major world market areas for motor vehicles. However, these
two markets, along with Japan, have a relatively low-predicted growth rate for
the next decade compared with other areas of the world.
U.S. exports
U.S. exports of automobiles and trucks increased from $550 million in
1963 to peak at $5.8 billion in 1981 (table B-16).
In 1963, the principal
export market for U.S.-produced automobiles and trucks was Mexico, followed by
Venezuela and Canada.
However, since 1965, Canada has been the principal
market for U. s. vehicles.
In fact. automobile and truck exports to Canada
accounted for more than 60 percent of total U.S. expot'ts during each of the
last 5 years.
In 1982, the category .. not disclosed" was the second leading
mat'ket for u. s. exports; these were pt'imarily tt'ucks and truck tractors for
military use in various countries throughout the world.
Kuwait. Venezuela.
Mexico. Colombia. and Japan represented the other major markets fot' U.S.
exports of automobiles and tt'ucks.
Of the· top 10 markets for u. s. motor vehicles. the value of U. s. expot'ts
increased in 5 of the areas, and decreased in the other 5 areas when comparing
the value in 1978 with that of 1982. The decline in expot'ts during the last 3
years was caused by a decrease in worldwide demand for U.S. vehicles brought
about chiefly by the .worldwide recession of 1980-82. Thit'd-world developing
countries, major purchasers of U.S. vehicles, have been especially hard hit by
the recession.
EC expot'ts
EC exports of automobiles and trucks increased ft'om $3.4 billion in 1963
to $34.6 billion in 1981 (table B-17).
The principal export markets for
EC-produced motor vehicles were countries within the EC, the United states,
Switzerland, Austria, and Nigeria.
In 1981, the EC exported automobiles
valued at $27.~ billion and trucks valued at $7.2 billion.
France.--Exports of automobiles and tt'ucks ft'om France increased from
$560 million in 1963 to $6.7 billion in 1981 (table B-18).
Italy, West
Germany, t.he United· Kingdom, and Nigeria were the four leading markets for
these vehi.cles in 1981. Italy and West Germany had been the principal markets
for French motor-vehicle exports since 1963, but exports to Nigeria grew in
importance,
rising from less than $4 million in 1963 to over $535
million in 1981.
West Germany.--Exports of motor vehicles from West Germany
$1.5 billion in 1963 to $17.l billion in 1981 (table B-19),
export markets for West German motor vehicles in 1981 were the
Belgium/Luxemburg, and Italy.
These three areas accounted for
or 40 percent, of West Germany's total exports fot' 1981.

increased from
The principal
United States,
$6. 7 billion,

~00

Conditions of competition in international markets
Both the u. s. and EC motor-vehicle producers have lost market share to
Japanese motor-vehicle producers over the past 20 years.
Although U.S.
manufacturers established assembly plants in many of the EC countries, Mexico,
South Africa, South America, and Australia, (some of the large EC producers
also built plants in other areas of the world), Japanese producers
concentrated most of their production/assembly operations within Japan.
·
In the EC, U.S. motor-vehicle subsidiaries have been very successful
financially during the last two decades.
In . 1980 when U.S. motor-vehicle
companies posted a 4.3-billion dollar loss, their EC operations were generally
profitable.
Output of U.S. motor-vehicle manufacturers in the EC and other
countries of the world has remained relatively constant during t~e
last 5 years compared with EC-owned motor-vehicle producers. ·However, the
increased penetration of Japanese automobiles and trucks has resulted in lost
sales for both U.S. and EC motor-vehicle producers. One major µ.s. producer
recently sold most of its European· operations due to financial difficulty in
the North American market, but still owns 15 percent of a ~ajor French
automobile and truck manufacturer.
·
U.S. motor-vehicle producers operating in the EC produce vehicles that
are price competitive with comparable vehicles produced by EC-owned firms.
The two major U.S-owned firms produce a wide variety of makes and models of
automobiles and trucks that compete effectively with other EC-owned firms
throughout Europe, though the U.S.-owned firms do not appear to have an edge
in either technology or quality.
U.S. subsidiaries in the EC offer various models that meet European
consumer preferences and service the region through local production. Thus,
very few automobiles or trucks that are manufactured in the United States or
Canada are exported to the EC. Kost European drivers demand firmer riding,
better handling. automobiles than those produced in the United States due to
different driving habits and type of highways.
In addition, safety and
emission standards are different from those in the United States, and this
would require some modification of U.S.-built automobiles if imported into the
EC.
EC motor-vehicle industry productivity rates vary from country to
country.
Productivity rates in West Germany, Belgium, and France are about
equal to U.S. rates, whereas rates in the United Kingdom and Italy are
believed to be somewhat lower than that of the United States.
The average
labor costs for Belgium and West Germany are about equal to U.S. costs, and
rates in France, the United Kingdom, and Italy are lower than those in the
United States.

coal
Description and·uses
Coal is a solid, brittle, combustible, carbonaceous rock composed of
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, s'ulfur,. and small amounts of other
materials ranging from arsenic to ·zirconium. ·Coal originated from decayed
plant remains which were compressed over vast spans of time to ·produce the
different ranks of ·coal:
(1)

Anthracite - a hard, jet black coal.with a high luster
used for generating electricity and space heating;

(2)

Bituminous - the most common coal, also known as soft
coal, it is dense and black, often with well-defined
bands of bright and dull material visible, used for
generating electricity, making coke, and for space
heating;

(3)

Sub-bituminous - a type of coal 'having a dull black
color, used for generating electricity and space
heating; and

(4)

Lignite - a brownish black coal with a high-moisture
content, used for generating electricity.

The resulting coalbeds or seams are interlayered· between ·beds of sandstone,
shale, and _limestone. These coal seams range in thickness from less than one
inch to more than 100 feet.
The primary use of coal is as a fossil fuel, but another important use
for coal is the· production of coke and coal byproducts such as crude coal tar,
coke oven gas, light oil, and ammonia. About 92 percent of the coke produced
is used in blast furnaces in the production of steel. About 7 percent of the
coal tar produced is used as fuel and 93 percent is further refined into tar
acid oil, pitch, and other products. Tar acid oil is distilled to produce
various chemical derivatives and pitch is used for waterproofing, roofing, and
paving.
U.S. industry profile
The coal industry is composed of landowners, mining companies, equipment
suppliers, and-transportation companies. The large, integrated coal companies
dominate the market. Approximately 15 of the largest coal companies control
more than half of total u. s. coal output. !I The crude petroleum/natural gas
companies' share of total coal production increased from· about 2 percent in
the·early 1960's to 23 percent by the 1970's and 1980's. ll
Coal is mined in 26 States, with Kentucky accounting for 25 percent of
total coal.production in 1982; West Virginia, 21 percent; Wyoming, 18 percent;
Pennsylvania, 13 percent; Illinois, 10 percent; Virginia, 7 percent; and Ohio,
6 percent. The method used to mine the coal depends on the terrain and depth
of the coal. Underground mining is required when the coal lies deeper than
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200 feet and surface or strip mining is used when the coal is located less
than 200 feet deep. Because surface mining is more easily mechanized, more
coal has been obtained from surface mining than from underground mining in the
·United States since the 1970's.
The primary consumers of coal are electric utility companies which
.. account for about 82 percent of total U.S. consumption. The second largest
: coal users are coke producers, accounting for about 8 percent of U.S.
consumption, and other miscellaneous industrial users account for the
·remaining 10 percent.
After it is mined, coal is shipped to preparation plants where its
quality is upgraded to meet consumer requirements. About SO percent of the
coal is shipped via railroads to electric utility plants. trucks, barges, and
ships transport coal and relatively small amounts are delivered by slurry
pipelines to consumers.
The u. s·. coal jndustry employs a large number of re la ti velf low-skilled
·laborers. There were about 4 ,098 mines producing coal in 1982 compared with
4, 140 such mines in 1981, '}_/ and 4. 703 in 1978. fl/ In 1982, 217, 117 miners
··were employed by the coa~ industry. representing a decrease of S. 3 percent
from the 229,302 miners in 1981. ii The following tabulation shows the total
nu~ber of underground and surface mines in the United States and the number of
employees from 1978 to 1982: !I

Underground

Surface

Total

Year
Kines
1978-------:
1979-------:
1980---..:---:
1981-------:
1982-------:

·-

1,926
1.~11

1,887
2.020
1,991

Employment
158 ,877
151,889
150,685
151,795
141,239

Kines
2. 777
2,408
2,082
2.120
2,107

Employment
77 ,624
75,408
77 ,884
77,507
75,878

·Kines
4,703
4,325
3,969
4,140
4,098

Employment
236,501
227,297
228,569
229,302
217,117

!I Richard A. Schmidt, Coal in America, McGraw-Hill Publications Co .• 1979.
p. 146.
i1 Ibid.
'}_/ U.S. Department of Energy, Coal Production-1982, September 1983, p. 1.
!I U.S. Department of Energy, Coal Production-1978, Apr. 30, 1981, p. 1.
ii U.S. Department of Energy, Coal Production-1979, Apr. 30, 1981, pp. 3-4;
.coal Production-1981, December 1982, pp. 1 and 47; and Coal Production-1982,
September 1983, pp. 1 and 49.
§.I Ibid.
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To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting pr.act ices, the. corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production, not undertaken by U.S. coal producers would translate into an
estimated ·17 ·workers displaced in all sectors of the U.S. economy (based on
1982 production/employment relationships), according to the staff of the U. s.
Inte.rnational Trade Commission, using the BLS input-output model, as see~ in
the following tabulation:

Industry

Displaced

~ector

Coal-----~-~--------~-------------------"'."'---------:

employmen~

9

Other manufacturing------------------------~------:
3
All other---------------~--------·-----------------=~~----~----------------~5
Total-----------------------------------------:
17

EC industry profile
.

'

The European Communi'ty imports significant amounts of coal and coke to be
used for fuel and other industrial uses. Imports of coal include anthracite
and lignite along with some bituminous coal. The European Community does not
export large volumes of coal but instead emphasizes consumption of
domestically produced coal in order to displace imports, as shown in table 50.
Table 50.--Coal: European Community production, exports, total imports
(imports from the .United Stat.es), !/ and apparent consumption, 1975, e,nd
1978-82

Year

Ratio of
:total imports
Total imports
:(imports from
<imports from
Apparent
Production - Exports
the United
the United
consumption
States) to
States)
apparent
consumption
.:. . ______________ .:.·---1, 000 metric tons------------"'."'------Percent...,-

1975---·---:

256,923

1,439

1978-- ___ :.__:

238,111

2,943

1979---- -·--:

238,748

1,800

1980- - __: __ :

247,225

1981-------:

245,640

3,640

1982-

241,241

2,643

.

858

41,131 :
(13. 902):
45,335 :
(7,486):
59,972 :
(14,841):
74,447 :
(28,305):
71,192 :
(35,752):
72' 149 :
(37,285):

296,615
280,503
~96,920

320,814
313,192

0.138
(.046)
.161
( .026)
.201
(.049)
.232
( .088)
.227
( .114)

310,747

.232
(. ti9)

]/ EC imports of u. s. products and their ratios to apparent· consumption are
indicated by parenthesis.
Source:

Eurostat, Coal Monthly Bulletins, 1975-1983.
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West Germany is the leading producer of coal in the. EC.
Its energy
policy is aimed at reducing the Nation's dependence . ·on imported crude
petroleum by assuring a viable domestic coal industry .. !I The 1~-.year law,
passed in 1981, mandated that German u'tilities and large consumers of
industrial power purchase a specific and increasing amount of domestically
produced coal every year until 1995. £1
U.S. market
Prices of other energy sources greatly influence demand for coal. For
example, in 1973 and 1976 when crude petroleum prices rose sherply, electric
utility companies demand for coal increased by 11 percent aru:J 10 percent, ·
respectively. As prices for crude petroleum and natural gas increased, ·coal
became more attractive to the consumer for future energy needs.
Apparent U.S. consumption of coal increased from $21.6 billion in 1978 to
$35 billion in 1982. This increase in ·consumption . can be ·attributed to the
co.ntinued strong growth in the volume of coal required by elec.tric utility
companies. Consumption of coal for coke production declined during the period
by about 3.5 percent per year as a result of the continued decrease in domestic
steel production.
U.S. production
U.S. production of coal increased from $23 billion in.1978 to $42 billion
in 1982. Although the value of production increased during tlle period, the
quantity of cod produced in 1978 and 1981 decreased. These decreases were
the result of strikes by the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) in those
years. U.S. production of coal reached a record high in 1982, as a result of
increased demand.

u .. s. imports
U.S. imports of coal (including coke) decreased from $485 ~illion in 1978
to $33 million in 1982. U.S. imports of coke, which accounte4 for an average
of . 64 percent of total u. s. coal imports during the period, decreased as a
result of a continued decline in steel production. the major sources of U.S.
coal imports are the Republic of South Africa and Canada.
U.S. coal· imports from the EC decreased from $365 million in 1978 to
$383,000 in 1982. U.S. imports of coke accounted for an average of 63 percent
of total U.S. coal imports from the EC during the period.

!I Zachariah Allen, "Projected Consumption 1981-1990: The Wc;>rld Market
outlook--Europe," presented at . the conference on International Coal Trade,
June 22-23, 1981 ..
'J./ Ibid.

-

,;
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The EC accounted for 75 percent of the total U.S. imports of coal in 1978
and 62 percent in 1979. · However, by 1980, the EC's share of the U.S. coal
import mar~et. '.had .fa.Hen· to 5 percent; 3 percent in 1981; and l percent in
1~s2.· because of the ·.decrease in domestic· consumpt~on ·of coke by steel
producers (table B-1 1 app. B) . . Presently. the United States imports .less than
1 percent of total EC coal exports.
The ratio of. ~otal U.S. coal imports to U.S. coal consumption remained
"constant at 2 p~rcent or less during the period 1978-82. · The . ratio of U.S.
imports from the EC to consumption ranged from 2 percent to less than
1 percent during the period.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
AUhough the quality 9f the coal produc.ed in the united States and the ·Be
·are essentially the same. the . price for the domestically produced coal is
less·. The average price of U. S .-produce'd coal was. $27. 25 per short ton ill
1982 .compared with . a.bout $3 7. 00 per sltort ton for · impor_ted coal from the EC.
the price difference is primarily·the·result of the ~ith.'cost~ as~ocia~ed with
transporting the coal.
.
.
.

.

International markets
North Americ.a 1 particularly the United States 1 lead~ the rest of the
world in total recoverable reserves and production of coal; The United s~ates
accounts fo~ . 28 .percent e>f the world• s · recoverable· reserves. followed by. the
Union· of. Soviet ~ocialist Republics .(U.S'.S.R.) and the PeQple''s Republic of
China (China) .. The next largest reserves are in the United. Kingdom with 7
percent of .the world's total · reserves.
The '\Jnlted States accounts for
· approximately 21 percent of the world's production of coal, again followed. by
the U.S.S.R. and China, while the EC accounts for about 11 percent.
The
following tabulation shows the average share of total world reserves and
· production, by country, 1980-82:

Country

· Total world
recoverable
reserves

Total world
production
·
21
19
16
3
4
6
6

---------Percent-~--------

United States-------------------------------------:
U.S.S.R-------------------------------------------:
China-------,------------------·-.,----------.----------:
United Kingdom------------,-------------------------:
AustraJ,ia---------------------,.--------------------:
Federal Republic of Germany-----------------------:
Poland-----------~--------------~--------------~--:

28 ·
24
14
7
6
5
4

All 9thers-----------------~-------~-~------------=~~~~--=1~2---~..,..,.....-,-~~-=-2~5
Total--:-----...:----------------_:----------------~:
100 :.
100
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The major world marlcets for coal are Japan and Western Europe. The major
sources of coal to these markets .are the United States, Australia, and South
Africa. World· demand for coal is influenced primarily by the price of .. ~~ude
petroleum. When crude pet.roleum prices are high, consumers tend to switch to
alternate· energy sources. Demand for coke is influenced by the level of steel
production.
·
The United States is the world's .leading exporter of coal. In 1982, U.S.
exports of coal were $6.4 billion with 35 percent shipped to Japan and 33
percent shipped to the EC.
Exports of coal from the EC are relatively minor with coke accounting for
approximately one-half of total exports. West Germany accounts for 77 perc;ent
of ·the total EC exports of coal. . The_, value of coal exports from West Germany
increased from $610 million in 1963 to $2.1 billion in 1981 (table B-21). The
major markets for these
were other EC-member nations, including
. ' exports
.Franc·e,
Belgium,
Italy,
the
Netherlands,
and
the
United. Kingdom.
Approximately ·42 percent of th.e coal exports from west Germany in, 1981 :·were
coke. : The major markets for West Germany's coal exports are . the . other
. · ic..,.member •nations, primarily France, Be lg i um, Italy, and the Netherlands. The
·U. s. ·'market receives. less ·,than .1 percent of these exports.

U.S. exports

u.s. exports of coal increase.d from $482 million in 1963 to $2.7 billion
i.n 1977 and $6.0 billion in 1981 (table B-20). This dramatic. increase is
attributable to the international trend ·toward diversification' ~f energy
sj)urces. u.s. exports nearly doub_led from 1979 to 1982 because of reduced
: production, as a result of labor disputes, in Australia, the Republic of South
·Africa, and Poland, which made the Uni.ted States the most secure source of
c~al.
·
··
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Heavy Electrical Equipment
Description and uses
Heavy electrical equipment is generally recognized by the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and its U.S. members as being
composed of four categories of products.
These categories are (1) power
circuit breakers rated at 242 kilovolts and greater, (2) power transformers
rated over 10,000 kilovoltamperes (10KVA), (3) land, steam turbine generator
units rated at 10 million watts (lOKW) .and greater, and (4) land, gas turbine
generator uni ts rated at 5KW and greater. Although hydroelectric generating
units are also commonly classified as heavy electrical equipment, U.S. and EC
prod~ction o.f this equipment is currently minimal.
The first category, power ·circuit breakers, are devices which protect
· other electrical equipment from catastrophic failure in 'the event of an
excessive circuit overload.
The second category, power transformers, are
electrical devices which are used primarily to step-up (increase) or stepdown
(reduce) generator output and powerline voltages.
Generator output voltages
are stepped up for long-distance electrical transmission to l"educe power
losses which are lower at higher voltages.
At the end of the high-voltage
transmission, stepdown transformers are used to lower the line voltage.
The remaining categories, turbine generator units, are principally of t.wo
types of land-based systems--steam or gas driven. In the steam turbine, oil,
coal, or nuclear fuel is used· to produce high-pressure steam which runs a
generator.
Compared with steam turbines, gas turbines are smaller and more
self-contained. Gas turbines use a compressor to force air into a combustor
where it is mixed with fuel and heated. The expanded gaseous byproducls are
then directed through the turbine.
Gas turbine genera~ors· are rela~ively ·
simple and compact devices, making them an ideal source of staodby qr
emergency power.
Steam turbine generators are, on the other hand, commonly
employed in large electric generating power stations.
U.S. industry profile
The U.S. heavy electrical industry consists of about 10 Producers, some
of which are owned by European companies.
The two leading t,J.S. producers
account for a large share of industry shipments. The two firms produce a full
line· of heavy electrical equipment for u.s. and foreign markets. Other u.~.
producers typically specialize in few product areas and, in mos~ cases, do not
approach the scale of operations of the industry leaders.
· The concentration of the industry is principally related to the nature of
production. operations.
Production of heavy electrica.l eq~ipment, with the
possible exception of lower voltage circuit breakers and transformers, is very
capital
intensive.
Replacement values for certain production process
equipment can range from $1 million to $30 million.
Production leadtimes
range from 6 months to a year for a power circuit breaker, and up to S years ·
for a large steam turbine generator unit. As progress payments are rare in
this industry, producers, for the most part, must sustain the heavy costs of
substantial work-in-process inventories.
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Workers employed in this industry are predominantly highly skilled
blue-collar machinists and assembly workers, and white-collar engineers and
management specialists.
(Blue-collar workers are trained through lengthy
apprenticeships and on-the-job training programs.) . A · high degree of
craftsmanship is embodied in many of the production and assembly operations.
'Emplo1ment in· the industry declined from approximately 40,000 persons in 1977
to 30,000 persons in 1981, or by approximately 25 percent (table B-1).
Production and related workers declined from nearly 31,000 workers in 1977 to
slightly over·22,000 workers in 1981, or by· approximately 30 percent.
Based on 1981 production employment relationships, each $1 million in
production of heavy electrical equipment undertaken by U.S. firms translates
into an estimated $2.2 million in production ln all sectors of the U.S.
economy and approximately 30 jobs created, as shown in the following
tabul.ation: ,!/
·

Indu.s·try sector

..

Heavy electrical equipment---:
Other manufacturing----------:

Employment
Number of employees

output lost
Million dollars
15
8

1.0
.9

Other-----------~------------=~~~~~~~---~~~--7---~~~~~~~~~----·~3
Total~-------------------:

30

2.2

,About half of these jobs·reside in the heavy electrical equipment sector.
EC industry profile
over the years, competition in the production of heavy electrical
equipment in Europe has been tempered in domestic markets by extensive
collaboration agreements covering a wide range of electr:ica:l products and
invol.ving patent . and "experience" exchanges, market allocation, and price
fJxing among the principal manufacturers. £1
The principal axes of
collaboration in.heavy electrical equipment were initially established between
U.S. and West German producers ·but, in turn, technology was licensed to
emerging producers in the United Kingdom, France, and Italy.
Since World War II, the heavy electrical equipment industry in the EC has
undergone numerous structural changes. These changes were precipitated by the
increased size of electrical power generating units, by intensified foreign
~ompetition, and by the conanercial application of nuclear power.

!/ These estimates are based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
input-output model. In the BLS model, certain components of heavy electrical
equipment are doub.le counted, therefore the "output lost" data ar~ overstated.
~/ John Surrey and William Walker,
"The European Power Pla~t Industry:
structural Responses to International Market Pressures", Industrial Adjustment
and Policy: III, Sussex European Papers No. 12, 1981, p. 6.
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These developments combined to increase' industry _concentra,tion by forcing
smaller.,· less. diversif.ied ·producers into mergers with larger concerns or by
driving them out of the industry. Further, in an attempt to sustain the
technological capabilities of their indigenous producers, particul~rly in the
face of the increased sophistication of nuclear power installations, numerous
European Governments underwrote much of the initia~ research.. and development
work.
The production of heavy electrical equipment has been viewed by the
Governments of numerous EC countries as vital to national security interests-•
For this reason, West Germany, France, the U.nited Kingdom, and Italy, in
particular, have fostered industries capable of suppling virtually all of
their intracount'ry. requirements.. Owing to th~ necessity of producers in these
countries to establish economies of scale, five large companies currently
. dominate the pt:oduction of heavy .. electrical equipment in the EC.
In· some
cas_es, these ~ompanies hav,e operating subsidiaries in more than one EC
country to avoid problems associated with nationalistic procurement practices.

u.-s.

market

The. principal u .·s. ·purchasers of heavy electrical equipment are .public
.and · investor~owned electrical utilities and· electric cooperatives, which
currently, number .in .. excess of 200 entitie~.
Approximately 80 of these
utilities ar~ resjonsfble for nearly 95 percent of total U.S. purchases. U.S.
and foreign producers of heavy electrical equipment market _their equ~pment in
essentially the same ma'nner.
·
·
Since 19'7·3 0 many. ·u. s. utili ths have experienced increasing pressure on
their profitability as the result of almost an eightfold increase in the
prices of fossil and nuclear fuel. This rise in cost has only partially be.en
passed 9n to consume·rs... As a result of these inflationary· pressures arid the
substantially i'ncreased cost of financing the. construction of new generating
and transmission facilities, utilities· have been taking a hard look at long ...
and.· short-term· equipment ·purchases. Consequently, many purchases are ei tt,ier
.. being deferred or cancelled, and existing and proposed orders are being
reevaluated by utilities.
• t.

The· provisiOns ·of the· Buy America Act_ have benefited. U.S. producers of
heavy electrical equipment ·to ·a Hmited extent, but only ·with respect to
business solicited by· federally operated power authorities.
This act
authorizes such utilities to purchase U.S.-produced equipment when the bids on
such equipment are no more than 6 percent higher than bids by foreign
suppliers. An additional 6 percent differential is accorded a U.S. producer
which manufacturers the equipment in a designated "labor surplus" area. Such
an area would be one in which the unemployment rate is above a specified level.

u.s.

shipments

U.S .. producers• shipments of heavy electrical equipment declined from
$1.3 billion in 1978 to $1.1 billion in 1979, then gradually increased to
approximately $1.2 billion in 1982 (table B-1).
These shipments were
predominantly of steam turbine generator units and power transformers. The
decline in shipments in 1979 was largely due to ripple effects within· the U.S.
utility industry triggered by the rising price of fossil fuels. Shipments of
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heavy electrical equipment since 1979 have grown at only· a 2 to 3 percent
annual rate, as a result of decreased U.S. demand.for ~lectrical power.
U•. s. imports
U.S. imports of circuit breakers rated at 242KV and greater increased
from $2 .1 million in 1978 to $10. 7 million in 1980, but then declined to an
estimated $6.2 million in ~982 (table 51).
· ·Table 51.--Circuit breakers rated at 242 KV and greater: U.S. imports
for consumption, by principal sources, 1978-81
~In

Source
Fr~nce-----------------:

thousands of dollars2

1978
1,579

S~itzerland------------:
Japan----~-------------:

All

other~------~------:
Total------~-----~-:

514
39
2,132

·!I ·Estimated by the staff of the

1979

1980

3,541
1,181
1,255
. 5 ,977

.

'

6,173
1,118
2,734
630
10,655

1981

1982 !/

4,603
1,960
2,862
.. 243
·9 ,668

2,500
1,800
1,500
400
6,200

u.s. International Trade' Commhsion.

Sourcei
Compiled from official statistics of the' U.S. Department of
G0111Derce and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
international Tr~de Commission in investigation No. 332~144, except as noted.
the' decline in. circuit breaker imports in 1981
.• substantial reduct ions in the value of contracts
'foreign producers in 1980 and 1982. The leading
'period was France, although France's share of
declined from 74 percent in 1978 to 40 percent in

and. 1982 . was tJle result . of
awarded by u·. s. purchasers to
foreign source.throughout the
imports, in terms of. value,
1982.

Imports of transformers rated over 10, 000 kVA increased 91 · percent from
$16.4 million in 1978 to $31.4 million in 1980, declined to $21.4 mfllion in
1981, then increased to $26.3 million in 1982 (table 52).
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Table

52.--Tranf~rmers

rated over 10,090 ~VA: U.S. imports for
consumption, by principal ·soui;-ces, 1978 .... 82
(In thousands of dollars)

Source
Canada-----------------:
West Germany-----------:
Austria----------------:
The Netherlands~-------:
Japan------------... -----:
Sweden---~-------------:

All other--------------:
Total--------------:

1978

1980

1979

3,871:
3,022:

-.
1,760:
6,529:
11242: ..
16,424:

10,255:
4,180:
749:

10,826:
4,~74:

2,464:

-..

-:

,...,
3,648:
1.003:
19,835:

1981

3,948:
7,350:
2.090:
31,352:

:

6,·764:
4,848:
1,317:
433;
3,307:
4,480:
271:
.. ?l,420:

1982
11,193
8,249
3,048
·l, 709
879
151
1.031
26,260

of

Source:
Compiled from official sta,tistics
the u··.s. Dep~rtment of
Commerce and from d!lta submitted in response to quest~onnair:es of the u.~.
International Trade Commission in investigation No. 332-144.
The overall increase for 1978-82 was 60 percent. . ',[~e decline ·in i'1tports
during 1981 and 1982 from the pea~ in 1980, was the result of reduced
contracts placed by U. s. purchasers in ].979 arid. 1980 for foreign equipment.
During 1978-82, Canada was the leading foreign source of power tl:'ansformer
imports,
principally of equipment from C~nadian subsidiaries of U.s.
producers. The Canadian share of imports, however, dec~ined from 52 percent
in 1979 to 43 percent in 1982, primarily due to increase~ imports fro~ the
EC .. European Community transfot'mer imports, pl;'incipall,y from West Germany and·
Austr_ia, accounted for nearly 50 percent of tQt(l.l i~ports in 1982.
Imports of land, steam, !ind gas turbine gener:ator 1,1rilts ar'~ virttaal:J,y
impossible to ascertain due to the iack of appf.opriate U. S, import{ reportin~
provisions and the pervasive practice whereby most importers separe,tQ tl!,is
equipment into major subassemblies tlnd parts in· order to f!f,ciUtate. its
shipment.
Subassemblies and parts are commoniy eqtel'ed . in stages as
construction proceeds on a power genert1.ting station. I111ports of ~team ·and gas
turbine generator units 11 are believed to ha,ve been negligible between . ·
1978-82.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
The depressed condition of the. u.s. heavy elec;trical equipment market ls
not expected to improve significantly during the next 5 years. 'w~th electric
power consumption experiencing a low growth rs.te and. with utility generathg
reserve margins expected to remain high in the near term, less ge~eration and
distribution equipment will thus be required by purchasers.
·
· ·

11 As reported by respondents to the· commissi'0 n' s · · cj1,1estio'nri8ires · in
connection with its investigation No. 332-144 on the economic ~mpact,:. of
foreign export credit subsidies on certain U.S. industries.
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The depressed U.S. heavy electrical market and excess production capacity
worldwide have led to intense price competition between U.S. and foreign
competitors.
In some cases, this _competition has taken the form of lower
nominal bid prices on equipment contracts by foreign suppliers. Quite often,
however, foreign producers have secured contracts by submitting fixed price
bids (or contract proposals with no labor or material escalators).
These
escalators have for many years been standard contract features which have
allowed producers to protect themselves against the upward rise "in labor and
material costs. These increases are often substantial when the equipment in
question will be in production from 2 to 5 years. U.S. producers have charged
that foreign producers, including those in the. EC, have been able to submit
fixed bid proposals on U.S. equipment contracts as the result of loan,
economic risk, and other guarantees provided to them by their own governments.
With respect to the current competitive position of U.S. producers of
heavy electrical equipment in the U.S. market compared with that of their
counterparts in the EC, U.S. producers currently acknowledge an advantage in
labot costs, labor productivity, and in product technology, but no advantage
in the costs· of securing raw ·materials. However, U.S. producers claim that
many producers in the EC have a decided advantage over U.S. companies in the
area of capital formation.
They have claimed that such a capital formation
advantage results from liberalized accounting rules, hidden untaxed reserves,
deferred taxes, and opportunities for the investment of pens ion funds not
available to u.·s. firms.
U.S. producers also have claimed that EC-based producers operate in
protected home markets which, in' many cases, are nationalized utilities which
buy only from local producers. Furthermore, foreign governments interested in
. maintaining· employment allegedly give positive support to promoting exports.
U.S. producers believe that these practices, along with the forgiveness of the
18 to 22 percent value-added taxes ln EC. countries and the application of
border taxes by the.se countries, severely disadvantage u. s. firms.
Inte.rnational markets
The prinCipal world markets for heavy electrical equipment are the United
states, the U.S.S.R., Japan, the EC, and certain developing nations of the
world (principally the organization of petroleum exporting countries and
emerging industrialized countries). The three leading industrial countries, in
terms of net installed capacity of electric generating plants, (the United
states, U.S.S.R., and Japan) accounted for 55 percent of world generating
·capacity in 1979.
EC countries accounted for approximately 15 percent of
world capacity in the same year. At present, the U.S.S.R., EC, and Japanese
·markets are principally served by home country producers.
Demand for
additional elec- tric power generating capacity, and thus, for heavy
electrical equipment in these areas is not increasing as rapidly as it is in
the developing countries.
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The only developing nations among· the leading ·25 countries of the world,
in terms of net installed generating capacity in 1979, were China, Brazil,
· 1ndj.a, Mexico, Romania, and. Yugoslavia, which together accounted for almost 9
percent of world capacity.
Altogether the developi~g countries account for
approximately 13 percent of world capacity. However, when generating capacity
in. ~arkets in which demand is captive by local 'producers is deducted from the
.total, ttie share of world capacity accounted for by developing countries rises
to more ttian 30 .percent. That is, developing co.untries comprise ·30 percent of
. the current world. market for exports of electrical generating equipment
readily accessible to worldwide suppliers. Furttier, electrt'ficatic:m systems
of developing countries are. far J_ess advanced· than those of most
indu~tria;l.ized countries.
Consequently, developing cou'ntries are adding
generating capacity at a much higher rate than the developed countries. This
is particularly true in oil and other resource-rich countries which can
generate the. large capi~al . outlays necessary to build and maintain power
generating stations and electdc power grids.
Thus, these markets are
current].y .the most promising for WQrld heavy electrical equipment producers.
U.S. exports
U,S. heavy electrical equipment expc;>rts increased from $390.2 million in
in 1980, declined to $554 .. 5 ·million in 1981, then
·. incre,sed to an estimated $570.0 milliQn in· 1982 (table. 8-1>. Mexico and
. Cana,da were the leading foreign markets throughout. 1978-82, · followed by Saudi
~rabia.
The United Kingdom, West Germany. and France were the most important
EC market countries. Exports became increasingly important to U.S. producers
during 1978-82, rising as a share of U.S. producers' total shipments (domestic
and export). from 24 percent in 1978 to nearly 41. percent in 1980, before
declining to approximately 32 percent in 1981 and 1982. This recent decline
reflects the stagnant condition of the U.S. market for heavy electrical
~quipment
and increased offshore equipment purchases (particularly by
natµral-resource-ricti developing cotintries); ·
1,.978 ·to $791.6 million

EC exports
On the basis of estimates c:ferived from data compiled by the United
Nations, ~xports of ~eavy e].ectrical equipment from EC member countries
· j.qci-eaaied from . approximately $144. 2 million in 1963 tQ an estimated
ti.~ billion in 1981 (table B-22).
The principal markets for this equipment
. we::~ EC countdes, Saudi Are.bi!!., an~ Switierland.
However. the top eight
leading export markets accounted for only approximately 41 percent of 1981
export shipments. Of the remaining 59 percent, the v~st majority was exported
to the d~veloping nations.
Intra~European Community
trade accounted for
approximately 3s percent of overall EC counti;-y exports. EC exports to the
U~ited States in 1.981 represented. approximately 4 percent of total export
trade.
The principal EC e~porting countries in 1981, in order of their
importance, were West Germany~ France, the United Kingdom, and Italy.
it:stimated export ·data for France a11d ~est G~rma11y, by principal markets, and
for specified years from 1963 to 198~ are presented in tables ~-23 and B-24.
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Conditions of competition in international markets
As a result of the decline in electric power consumption in the
industrialized nations of the world since 1973, there is currently significant
underutilized worl,dwide production capacity in heavy electrical equipment.
world producers, therefore, have increasingly looked to. markets in the
developing nations of the world in an attempt to. sustain hist.orical production
levels'. Many of these countries have considerable wealth from ·the sale of oil
and other natural resources, and have embarked on ambitious electrification
and industrial development programs.
Other countries have less financial
liquidity but the same need to rapidly expand their production of power in
order to coritinue their transition to an industrialized state.
U.S.
heavy electrical eqµipment manufacturers have an outstanding
worldwide reputation· for producing equipment of high quality and efficiency.
However, u·. s. producers have indicated that these attributes have not been as
important in securing equipment contracts in international markets as they
have been in domestic. markets. The price and financing of heavy electrical
equipment purchases are apparently the key factors in securing offshore sales,
according to U.S. competitors in these markets.
U.S. companies· have
repeatedly lost contracts to firms in the EC as a result of lower bid
submissions or more favorable financing te.rms > Representatives of U.S.
producers have alleged that the lower prices and more favorable financing
terms were, ·in many cases·, the result of assistance given by countries· iri the
EC to indig~neous producers.
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Machine Tools
Description and.uses
Metalworking
machine
tools
are
machines
used
for
shaping
or
surface-working metals.
These machine tools are generally classified as one
of
two
types--metal"-removing
or
metal.:...c11tting;
and
metal-forming.
Metal-removing machine tools are those that "shape or surface-work metal by
removing metal either; in the fonn of chips, dust, swarf, or similar forms or
by spark-erosion, ultrasonic. electrolytic. or other chipless methods...
11
Examples of such tools include ~$Chines· for ·boring, drilling, gear cutting a~d
finishing, grinding (special-purpose, surface, and tool and cutter grinding),
polishing, lapping, honing, milling; planing, shaping, slotting, broaching,
sawing, filing, turning, threading, ~nd for multiple . functions (machining
centers>. In contrast, metal:--fonni~g machine tools. are "metal-working machine·
tools other than metal-removing (metal-cutting) machine tools." '!:_/ Examples
of . metal-:-forming machine too.ls include machines· for punching, 'pressing,
~hearing,_
bending,
forgin~.
forming,
and
other
special
tasks.
· U.S.

indus~ry

profile

. Major .U.S. consumers. of machine tools are m~nufacturers of transportation
equipment---especia.lly the automobile and aircraft industries. U. s. automobile
and aircraft manufacturers, and their supplie~s. acc~unt for approximately 40
percent of the U.S. market for metalworking machine tools.
Other important
customers ·include manufacturers of fabricated metal products, nonelectrical
machinery, and electronic or electt"ical machinery.·
_Produc.ts are sold predominantly through dist.ributors or directly to end

use~s~ although a .limited numbe~ of manuf~cturers seil their products through ..

agents or by other means.
Major purchasers of machine tools tend to buy
directly from the producer because of the sophisti"ated nature of the machine·
tools and the close working relationship that must be maintained between buyer
and seller.
small-job shops and other purchasei;-s of metalworking· machine
tools generally buy fro~ distributors because they ~re buying standard,
"off-the-shelf," machine tools. which do. not require the engineering changes
th.at typi,~aliy necessitate a close association between buyer and manufacturer.
The U. s. metalworking machine tool industry has declined both in number
of firms and in employment since· 1977.
In 1982, there were appl"oximately
1,140 establishments pt"odqqing metalworking machine .tools in the United
states, representing a 15-percent ~rop from the 1,343 establishments l"eported
in 1977. In addition to tile primary.producer~, there are a small number of
establishments in other industries that manufacture mach~ne tools as· secondary
products. During. 1977-82, thel"e were 64 met"gers in the met·a1working machine
11 As defined in the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated,· ·1984
21 Ibid.
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tool industry. The number of mergers increased through 1980, but declined in
both 1981 and 1982. The following tabulation shows merger data obtained from
the Federal Trade Commission and various editions of the Yearbook on Corporate
Mergers, Joint Ventures, and Corporate Policy:
Number of mergers
1977~---~~---------1978---~-----~-----1979--~-------------

1980------:-..:.---------.
1981---~-----~------

1982~---~-:----------

1983 (January-Kay)--

8
7·

10
18
10
11
4

of the 68 mergers, 7' involved foreign firms taking over µ.s.-owned firms;
whereas 5 mergers inv·olved a U.S .-owned firm -acquiring a foreign firm. There
is a consensus among manufacturers and purchasers· of metalworking machine
tools and industry analysts that mergers, acquisitions, and closings will
accelerate in the 1980's. !/
The average U ~ S. metalworking machine tool · establishment employs 17
people, of which 48 are 'produc;tion workers. The majority of U.S. establishments employ fewer than 20 pe_ople, and less than 1 percent of the establishments employ 1,000 or more . p~ople ..., As t~chnologica~ advances are applied to
the· manufacturing process·, fewer skilled machinists will ·be required to run.
production equipment. For example, advances. in .numer~cal control have made it
possible for one skilled machinist·· to run two· or more machine tools where
before one machinist was required for each mac.hine tool. The appllcatiori of
new technology in the ma'nufacturing ··process will probably continue to affect
employment levels in the industry . .
-

,:

To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken· by u. s. mach:i~e ~ool manufacturers would translate into an estimated 28 workers displaced in all sectors of the u. s.
economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships), as seen in the
following tabulation:

Industry sector

Displaced employment
Number

Machine tools--------~--~-------------~---~-~--:
16
Other manufacturing-----~_:------~---------------:
6
All. other--------------------------------------:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---6
Total--------------~----------~----------~-:
28
source: . Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission,
'
using the BLS input-output model.

!/ According to Commission staff interviews with manufacturers and
purchasers in Ohio, Illinois, and Michigan, and "Foreign Competition Stirs
U.S; Toolmakers," Business Week, Sept. 1, 1980, pp. 68--70.
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EC industry profile
Major European· ·producers of machine tools are located in France, Italy,
the United Kingdom, and JJest Germany. In 1982, West Germany was the principal
European source of machine tools and the world's· ~bird largest machine tool
producing nation.
Italy, the United Kingdom, and France were the second,
third, and fourth principal·European sources,· respectively, in 1982.
Automobile and aircraft manufacturers are significant purchasers of
machine tools and account _for approximately one-half the value of machine tool
consumption in F.rance, Italy, the United Kingdom, and West Germany.
Other
typical purchasers include manufacturers of fabricated metal products, and
electrical and.noneiectrical machinery.·
In Western Europe, machine tools a~e sold either directly to end users
(this method accounts for al;>out 60 percent of sales) or through distributors
(this method accounts for about 40 percent of. sales).
The "direct to end·
user"··method is predominate due to· the geographical proximity of buyers. For
example, in ··west Germany, a producer . would most likely sell . his product
directly to a West ·Gertnan buyer, although he would be inclined to sell his
ptoduct thrciugh distribut~rs in ~th~r
European
.
.
. countries.
Both the number of firms and .. employe~s decreased during 1977-.82 in the
· conibtned machine tool industries. of France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and
west Germany. In-1982, there were 1,253 firms, down from 1,278 in 1977. This
decrease in the number of firms reflects plant closings, .as well as a few
mergers and acquisitions.
Employment also decreased 11 percent, declining
from 209 ,000 persons in 1977 to 185 ,000 in 1982. Skilled workers make up a
high percentage of the Europea~ production workforce due to the highly
technical nature of the manuhcturing process .
. U.S. market. :
The United States is the largest single market for metalworking machine
·tools in th·e world; u·.s. consumptiqn increased from· $1.0 bUlion in 1958 to
$4:8 billion in 1978 and t~ $6.0 billion in 1982 (table B-1, ~pp. 8). Major
factors · influendng ·the dramat.ic increase in metalworking machine tool
consumption in the United states were the_ retooling of· the U.S. automobile
industry and the aircraft industry in the 1970' s and demand 'for machine tools
by producers of oil and · gas equipment.
The automol;>qe and aerospace
industries were developing new, .. fuel--ef.fieieut motor vehicles. and e.ircra.ft.
· while the oilfield machin~ry industry was trying to satisfy increased
worldwide demand for.threaded oil well cas\ngs and related products.
U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments of metalworking machine tools (including parts) increased
from $1.0 billion in 1958 to $2.$ b(llion in 1967, before decreasing_ to $1.9
billion in 1972' (table B-1). Shipments. increased until 1981, then decreased
to $5.5 billion in 1982~
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As shown in figure 1, U.S. shipments of metalworking machine tools
(reported in millions of 1982 dollars) peaked in 1967, · 1975, and 1980 at
$5.6 billion, $4.1 billion, and $5.4 billion, respectively.
Low points in
shipments occurred in 1971 and 1976. In 1982, U.S. shipments were valued at
$3. 7 billion..
Industry sources predict 1983 shipments will be approximately
30 percent less than 1982 shipments. 11
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of metalworking machine tools (including parts) from the
European Community increased significantly after 1958, rising from only·
$20 million to approximately $115.9 million in 1967. ll The value of imports
from the European Community declined after 1967 but later surpassed the 1967
level in 1974, when the import· value reached $146. 9 million.
Subsequently
imports continued to in~rease, reaching $168.9 million in 1977 and. $445
million in 1980, but decreased to $421.2 milliori in 1981, and further de~lined
to $382.1 million in 1982. Machin~ tool imports from the EC, •s a percent of
total u, s. machine ""tool imports, decreased from 71 ·percent in 1958 to
57 percent in ~967, 29 petcent in 1980, and to 24 percent ·in 1981. In 1982,
imports of European-built machine tools increased slightly, as a percent of
total U.S. machine tool imports, to 26 percent.
U.S. imports of metalworking machine tools, a~ a percent of consumption,
increased from 3.1 percent in 1958 to 24.8 percent ·in 1982. At the same time,
U.S. imports from the European Community, as a percent of consumption,
increased from 2 percent in 1958 to 6 percent in 1982.
· ·
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
Four factors are important to a company's ability to compete effectively
in the machine tool industry--(1) labor cost (wages); (2) availability of
capital; (3) technological knowhow and design ability; and ·(4) in the case of
certain types of machines, low sales price. Wages paid to production workers
in West Germany are estimated to be higher than those paid to their
counterparts· in the United States. ~/ Yet wages paid to production workers in
France, ltaly, and the United Kingdom, on average, are two thirds the amount
paid to their. U.S. counterparts. !I
These. wage difterences may_ be a
significant factor when considering manufacturing costs in West Germany and
the United states vis-a-vis Italy, the United Kingdom, and France.
Because of the cyclical nature of the mark~t. sources of financing are
critical for survival.
it· has been difficult for the U.S. machine tool
industry to generate capital. Since the profit of machine tool companies is
generally only on par with that of other man~facturing industries during
upswings and is much lower during downturns, and since the majority of U.S.

ll U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1983.
£1 Data from National Machine Tool Builders' Association (NKTBA).

11
~I

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, Jan. 10, 1983, p. 11.

Figure 1 .--Metalworking machine tools:

U.S. shipments. 1962-82.
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companies are small and privately held, few domestic financial institutions
will lend, given the risks involved. (The ratio of debt to equity in the U.S.
industry is typically below 50 percent).
Therefore, pr,ofi t earned in good
years is generally held as a buffer for the downside of the cycle. The ratio
of debt to equity in West Germany, -.Ita-ly-, the.;·UnitechK-i>ngdom,· and·,:France, in
1981, was reported to be 47 percent, 34 percent, 200 percent, and 85 percent,
respectively. !I Machine tool manufacturers ,with .. bett~r access to funds can
maintain a highly skilled workforce and invest· i'n· plant and equipment, even in
times of weak demand.
The emerging technologies of computer-aided-design and computer-aided
manufacture (CAD/CAM) are beginning to play an important role in the
competitiveness of machine tool companies.
Machine tool build~rs which now
utilize CAD/CAM techniques in their own manufacturing operations are believed
to be in a more favorable competitive posiHon than tho-Se that do not.
However, the diffusiori of new technology in th~ U.S. machine.tool industry has
generally been slow'. £1
One reason fqr this may. be the difficulty in
obtaining capital for U.S. machine tool builders, ,compared with some foreign
machine tool builders.
One barometer of the diffusion ...of manufacturing technology in the U.S.
machine tool indust.ry is the number'· bf numeriCally controlled (NC) machine
tools in use in machine tool plants.· A study by the U.S. Army in 1978
revealed that a sample of 25 percent of all U.S. manufacturing companies with
20 or more production· workers, only 4 percent of the machine tools in use
were NC.
According to industry sources, the West German and U.S. machine tool
producers
are
about· equal considering
their
technology of
flexible
manufacturing systems CFMS).
(West Germany may be ahead of the united States
in terms of automatic tool controi and actuai cutting· time of the tool in the
FKS field.) ~/
France, Italy, and the' United Kingdom are not currently
competitive in the FMS area,• although_- the United Kingdom has a number of
programs under way to promote this technology .. ·
·
Product technology of U.S. machine fool producers ·is generally held to be
competitive internationally. !I The United States is superior in technology
and production of large sophisticated NC machine tools· -~.for use in the
production of aircraft_, military equipment, an'ci other specialized products.
For the most part, foreign producers do not compete in these product lines. 11
],/ Post--hearing submission of the European Committee for Cooperati~n of the
Machine Tool Industries: CCECIKO),
in connectiori with the Commission
investigation No.332-149 :on competitive assessment of the U.S ..
metalworking
.;·
machine tool industry.
~
£1 The Competitive St'atus of the U.S. Machine Tool Industry~ National
Academy Press, Washingto'n, D.C., _1983, p. 25. ,.
i1 Iron Age, Nov. 24,'1980, pp. 119 and 120.
!I Ibid, p. 6 7.
•
~/ Industry Week, i\.ug. 9, 1982, p.·''47 ·and American Machinist, September
.l
1979, p. 117.
~:·

.·

-

.~.·
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· In a · 1982 survey·, . U.S. .purchase.rs. o.f bo.th U.S. -made ·and foreign-made
machine tools were asked to· rate producers regarding t~e engineering of their
products. !I Purchasers rated U.S. producers only si ightly higher than We.st
German. producers, and much higher than producers from Italy, the United
Kingdom, and France. ~/ Thus, it appeared that U.S. producers have a slight
overall edge in product technology. qver ... t.heir foreign competitors, at least in
the U.S. market. When the machine tool categories were broken down into types
of machine tools used, U.S. products were rated first, .Japanese second, and
West German t.h.ird in the metal-cutting category; Japanese products were rated
first~ ·United States second, and West Germany. and the United Kingdom tied for
third in the metal-forming ·category.
Generally, standard-type machine tools produced in France, Italy, the
United Kingdom,. West Germany, and the United States are comparably priced.
However, prices for specialized machine tools of the same type vary
considerably, due to the quality image of products made !n certain countries.
For. .example, ·u.;;.-made specialized machine tools for t~e automotive and
·aircraft industries are. noted for their quality and durability and are used
almost exclusively in. -the· Uni:ted States, although another country's product,
designed for the same function, may be lower priced.
·
·•

.

•

l"·

"

International markets
Apparent world consumption .of metalworking machine tools by the 10
largest consuming countries increased dramatically to $19 .1 billion in 1981,
or by 193 percent, from the $9.9 billion consumed in 1977 (fig. 2).
Consumption by these 10 countries dropped to $16. 3 .billion in 1982. During
1978-82, the United states· was the la~gest consuming nation of machine tools.
West Germany's consumption increa·sed 55 percent during 1978-80, but then
· decreased 33 percent •during 1981 and. 1982.
Italy, the United Kingdom, and
France followed· a· similar pattern.
In 'Italy, the country with the most
dramatic increase, consumption rose 91 percent during i978-80. In the United
Kingdom, the country with the largest decrea~e. consumption dropped 53 percent
during 1981-82. .In, 1982, ·.the four· largest machirie-tool-consµming countries
were the Uni'ted states, the.soviet Union, .Japan, and West Germany, in order of
magnitude, which accounted for ··so percerit of· total consumption of the 10 major
consuming countries.
Franc·e, Italy, the United. Kingdom, and West Ge'rmany
accounted for' 24 percent of total cqnsumpt ion of the 10 · majors; the United
State~ accounted. for 26 percent.
The demand for machine tools· increased during 1977-81 primarily because
of the retooling that was occul"L'ing in the automotive.
aircraft
•. defense, and
"
..
oil and gas equipment industries.
In 1982, with a world ·oil glut, and with
the major purchasing industries essentially retooled, the world experienced a
decline in ~onsumption.

..

~

!I Hi'tchcock Marketing and Research Services, "Three Views of Machine tool
Marketing," December 1982.
'!:_! Ibid.

:Jo· ••
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Figure 2

.--Met3l~orking

machine tools:. Major coutries' consumption, by
values, 1977-82.
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U.S. exports
T~e _major -markets '.f.or u;s. :exports of ·metalworking machine tools· ~nd
parts. have shifted during 1963-81. In 1963, Japan was the major U.S. export
market, accounting ·for, S25 .. 4 :million,' or 13 percent, of total U.S .. exports
(table B-25). In 1967, 1972~·~nd 1977· Canada was the leading expo~t mar~et.
In 1981. Mexico was the principal· U.S. export .market, accounting ·for $261.3
million, or 25 percent of U.S. exports. Other important markets for u.s.-made.
machine tools and parts during .1963-81 were the United Kingdom, West
Germany, France, Brazil, and Australia.

EC member exports
Exports of metalworkillg machine tools to world markets (including other
EC member countries), in tems of value, increased 574 percent during 1963-81,
rising from $653 million to S4. 4 billion. The EC exported approximately 61
percent of its production in 1977 and 1981, compared with _about 65 percent. in
1982.
Major markets for EC exports are the United States, France, Aust~ia, West
Get"lllany, and the United Kingdom.
Although the United States was the major
market for EC exports in 1981, · it was .. the second largest market in 1977. the
fifth largest in 1972, and the seventh largest in 1963 (table B-26). ·
Exports of West Germany. Italy, the United Kingdom, and France totaled
around $4.2 billion in 1981, or 95 percent of total EC exports. West Germany
accounted for 57 percent, or $2.4 billion, of these four countries' total
exports (table B-27); Italy for 19 petcent, or $791 million (table B-28); the
United Kingdom for 14 percent, or $567 million (table B-29); and France for 10·
percent, or $392 million (table B-30).
The EC share of total world exports was approximately 54 percent in 1981,
compared with 58 percent in 1977. !I The share of total world exports
accounted for by France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and West Germany decreased
from 43 percent. in 1977 to 40 percent in 1981. _In 1982. the last full year of
data, the EC share of t.otal world exports was 55 .percent; the share accounted·
for by ~ranee, Italy, the United Kingdom, and West Germany was 41 percent.
Conditions of competition in international markets
Machine tool builders in the European Community have traditionally
produced sophisticated machines ·with a worldwide reputation for quality. In
genet"al, U.S. metalworking machine tools are equally competitive with· most
types of machine tools manufactured in the European Community. However, there
are certain machine tools manufactured in the European Conununity that· are
superior to comparable U.S.-made products, and there are certain u;s.-produced
machine tools that are superior to comparable . products manufactured in the
European Coromunity.

!I Data from American Machinist.

A number of U.S. P.roducers have European subsidiaries, licensing
agreements, and/or joint ventures with European manufacturers, which enable.
them to keep costs down and be price .competitive· with ·European manufacturers.
Likewise, many European producers have U.S.
subsidiaries,
licensing
agreements, and joint ventures with U.S. manufacturers.
Both U.S. and
European builders serve internat\onal markets through subsidiaries and
distributor networks.

'
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Semicondu_ctors
Description and uses·
Semiconductors are solid--state ~
crystal devices whose electrical
properties are characteristic of mate-dals which are· neither conductors nor
insulators.
Ttie electrical properties "in these· ·semiconductor materials
(principally silicon) are created· through the introduction of small amounts of
impurities or dopants. The ·principal types of semiConductors are transistors
and diodes (discrete semiconductors) and integrated circuits.
·
semiconductor production involves a complex fabrication process requiring
a large investment in plants and.equipment. The major steps in production.are
wafer fabrication (including the ·fabrication of_ the raw wafer), assembly and
testing. Wafers are fabricated from high-purity silicon slices whose surfaces
are· etched, implanted, and metallized.
The etched patterns (each a
semiconductor chip) are produced by using photographic masks whose precise
alignment are necessary to deliver close tolerances. · These operations are
performed in dust-free, clean rooms to avoid device failure thr~ugh surface
contamination. After fabrication of the wafers (which can contain hundreds of
unscor:ed integrated circuit ·or transistor· chips) is completed, an initial
probe test is performed and defective chips are separated. out. the wafers are
sectioned and usually exported to developing countries for package assembly,
wire bonding, and encapsulation.
Although these assembly operations are
performed by low-cost labor, a high degree of dexterity is required to produce
consistently error-free devices.
The finished semiconductors are returned to the United States for final
testing and marketing. Because of this rationalization, developing countries
account for a large share of both U.S. imports and exports. However, two of
the largest U. s. firms which produce semiconductors for internal consumption
have not rationalized production abroad, but instead have automated their
final assembly and encapsulation ope~ations i~ the United States.
U.S. industry profile
·The · semiconductor industry is an outgrowth of the point-contact
transistor developed by Bell Laboratories in 1948.
this discovery was
followedi by· the development of the integrated circuit during the early
1960' s.
Initial · uses of semiconductors were limited to operational
amplifiet"s, lcgiC circuits. and shift resistors which were incorporated into
computers and other electronic products displacing vacuum tubes. At present,
semicondutors are complex devices containing thousands of components and
performing hundreds of electrical functions.
Semiconductors
are produced
by 112 firms
operating about
545
establishments in the United States, with four of these firms accounting for
about 60 percent of U.S. shipments.
This concentration in the industry
remained relatively· uncha~ged during 1978-82, ,although captive firms became
more ·important as independent semiconductor firms. were merged with large
end-product producers.
Major semiconductors establishments are located in
Texas, New York, and California.
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Persons employed in the semiconductor industry represent some of the
highest skilled engineers, scientists, arid technical personnel found in the
U.S. electronic industry. Manufacturing operations including the design and
fabrication of masks and the production of wafers and semiconductor products
require not only unusual engineering skills, but also a thorough knowledge of
complex machines and processes. A high degree of skill is also required for
the design· of software packages which serve as· instructions for product use.
Employment in the semiconductor industry increased from an estimated 135 ,000
persons in 1978 to 197,000 persons in 1982 (table 8-1, app. 8).
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
i~ production not undertaken by U.S. electronic component manufacturers would
translate into an estimated 38 workers displaced in all sectors of the U.S.
economy (based on 1982 productio.n/employment relationships), according to the
staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, using the 8LS input-output
model, as seen in the following tabulation:

.Industry sector

Displacement of employmemt
(Number)

Electronic components--.:..-------------------:
20
Other manufacturing------------------------:
8
All other----------------------------------=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.......
0
Total----------------------------------:
38

EC industry profile
The semiconductor industry in Western Europe is largely limited to four
EC producers (one each in West Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Italy),
and a large West German chemical firm which produces wafers of high-purity
s i Ucon.
These semiconductor producers are dependent on U.S. technology and
have generally lagged from 1 to 3 years behind U.S. producers in new product
development.
In order to gain access to the U.S. market, the West German
semiconductor producer purchased a 25-percent interest in one of the leading
U.S. semiconductor firms, and the Dutch producer operates a wholly owned U.S.
subsidiary. The Italian and French producers have not attempted to enter the
U.S. market through equity purchases.
The West German chemical firm is a
world leader in the production of s i1 icon wafers and through its technology,
the firm remains a competitive source worldwide for these semiconductor
materials.
U.S. market
The U.S. market for semiconductors includes virtually all domestic
producers of electronic ·end products. Producers of digital computers are the
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largest market, accounting for about 35 percent of domestic semiconductor
shipments.
Computer producers have accounted for this share of domestic
shipments over a period of years even as the market showed a multibilliondollar expansion.
A large share of the computer market is served by
vertically integrated computer producers.
Following computer producers,
producer of consumer and military electl"onics are the next largest markets,
accounting for about 20 percent of domestic shipments. The remainder of the
domestic market is accounted fol" by various end-pl"oduct producers, including
producers of cormnunications equipment, pl"ocess control equipment, and
automobiles.

u.s. shipments
U.S. producers' shipments of semiconductors increased from $5.4 billion
in 1978 to an estimated $10.4 billion in 1982 (table.8-1). During the period,
apparent U.S. consumption increased even faster~ rising fl"om $5.2 billion to
$10.8 billion. Kuch of the growth in shipments of semiconductors was related
to a strong growth in demand for integrated circuits. In 1982, integrated
circuits accounted for about 80 percent of the value of total domestic
shipments.
Kore than half of U.S. shipments of semiconductors are transfers (captive
shipments) to end-product divisions within. the same firm.
As a result,
marketing and distribution are usually determined by decisions which are
related to the production of the end product. typical distribution problems
concerning final price, delivery, and quality are minimized, and the division
producing the end product is assured of a controlled source of supply.
Captive producers often purchase semiconductors in the open ma[".ket, however,
during the periods of strong . internal demand. Shipments to the open market
(merchant market), on the other hand, are largely determined by negotiated
contracts with large, original-equipment manufacturers, or by purchases made
by independent distributors.

u.s. imports
Imports of semiconductors are a growing and important item of trade.
During 1978-82, imports increased from $1. 7 billion to $4. 2 billion,
representing an average annual increase of 28 percent (table 8-1).
The
largest increase occurred in 1980 when imports rose by $898 million. Malaysia
was the largest supplier during the 5-year period, accounting for 21 to
26 percent of imports. Singapore, Japan, and the Philippines were also large
suppliers, and when combined with Malaysia, accounted for 68 percent of U.S.
imports in 1982. About 78 percent of U.S. imports were accounted for by U.S.
semiconductor producers which operate assembly plants in developing countries,
principally in the Far East. As a share of apparent U.S. consumption, imports
increased from 26.9 percent in 1978 to an estimated 39.1 percent in 1982.
Imports of semiconductors from the EC increased from $90 million in 1918
to $227 million in 1980, and then declined to $198 million in 1982. As a
share of total imports, imports from the EC fluctuated between 4.7 and
7.0 percent during 1978-82; ·as a share of apparent U.S. consumption, imports
from the EC fluctuated between 1.7 and 2.6 percent. During the period, West
Germany, the Uni tcd Kingdom, and France accounted for a large. share of imports
from the EC as shown in table 53.
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Table 53 .--Semiconductors:
U.S. imports from the. EC, by member
countries, 1978-82

1978

Country

1979

1980

-----------------------1,000
West Germany------:
United Kingdom----:
France------------:
Netherlands-------:
Ireland-----------:
Belguim--~--------:
Italy-------~-----:

Denmark-----------:
Greece------------:
Total---------:
Source:
Commerce.

Compiled

31,647
11,788
14,080
1,081
19,884
5, 174
6,285
406
92
90,437
from

.

69,747
21,156
40,244
2,127
24,627
1,861
12 ,271
228
19
172,281

official

1981

dollars--------------------~

95,881
30,267
52,209
4,092
25,022
1,407
18,521
129
0
227,528

statistics

1982

of

60,992
41,095
47,380
9,884
21,869
1,831
25,263
372
0
208,686
the

U.S.

44,973
53,558
42,409
2. 717
18,747
1,821
32,831
803
0

197,859
Department

of

Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
European semiconductor producers have not been a factor in the U. s.
market except in providing high-purity silicon wafers.
European producers
have been less innovative than U.S. and Japanese producers and have. been
unable to gain significant world market share. With a lack of market share,
European suppliers have not been cost-effective producers and have accounted
for only 10 percent of world production.
International markets
Principal markets for semiconductors are located in the United States,
Japan, and Western Europe where a large share of end products incorporating
semiconductors are produced.
Developing countries such as Ka.laysia, Taiwan,
and Singapore are also emerging and growing markets due to their increasing
consumer product industries.
In relative market consumption by region in
1979, North America accounted for about 42 percent of the value of world
semiconductor. consumption followed by Japan and Europe with 26 and 24 percent,
respectively. The rest of the world accounted for the remaining 8 percent.
The U.S.-based
industry is characterized by strong technological
leadership in all semiconductor markets,
and along with its foreign
subsidiaries, accounted for more than 60 percent of the value of world
semiconductor shipments in 1981.
The Japanese-based industry is also
cha·racterized by a strong technological base, but one which is more narrowly
focused in the production of semiconductors for computer applications and
consumer electronics.
The Japanese-based industry accounted for 25 to 30
percent of the value
of
world
semiconductor shipments in 1981.
.

.

The European industry also has a strong technological base, although the
European market is ·considered to be 15 distinct geographical markets.
This
fragmentation of the European market has repeatedly proved a greater problem
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for individual European producers than for u.s.: multinational producers that
have served these markets longer. U.S. producers account for a major share of
the European markets. either through local production or t~rough u. s. exports.
U.S. exports
During 1978-82, U.S. exports of semiconductors and·parts increased by
95 percent, rising from $2.0 billion to. $3.8. billion (table B-1). Malaysia,
Singapore, and the Phillipines accounted for the largest share of exports·~
these countries reflect the growing level ·of U.S. exports of chips and wafers
( 73 percent of the value of U. s. exports in· 1981) transferred to plants in
these countries for wire bonding, encapsulation, and testing. West Germany is
considered the largest export market when exports under items 806.30 an 807.00
are not considered. West Germany is also an entry point into the European
Community from which semiconductors can be transshipped to other Community
members.
Exports of semiconductors from the United States do not reflect the
substantive share of world markets served by U. S-based s·emiconductor:
producers.
U.S. producers have made extensive investments in plants and
equipment in Western Europe for semiconductor production. Markets in Western
Europe and Japan are more easily served by U.S. producers with the
establishment of local production plants. Semiconductors produced and sold in
Western Europe and Japan reduce the level of U.S. exports to those areas.
EC exports
According to official statistics of the United Nations, exports of
semiconductors from the EC increased from an estimated $2.5 billion in 1978 to
$3.1 billion in 1981 and then declined to an estimated $3.0 billion in 1982,
as shown in the following tabulation:
Value
(million dollars)
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

!I 2,520
2,700
2,950
3,148
2,990

!I Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commis.sion.
Principal markets for semiconductors produced in the EC are the member
countries (tables B-33, B-34, and B-35). Intracountry trade accounts for a
large share of exports since semiconductors produced outside of the EC customs
union are du~iable at 17 percent ad valorem when entered into the Community.
Exports from the EC in 1981 to the United States and Japan accounted for
8.7 and 2.0 percent, respectively, of total exports. The principal exporting
member countries of the EC from 197.2 to 1981 were West Germany, France, and
Italy. In 1981, these countries acco.unted for 64 percent of total EC exports.
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Conditions of competition in international markets
The principal strengths of U.s. semiconductor firms in international
markets are related to an extensive semiconductor product line and a large
investment in plants and equipment in Western Europe. During 1978-82, U.S.
firms were dominant in international markets for advanced devices such as
microprocessors and microcomputers. U.S. firms were dominant in the European
market during the period largely as a result of producing semiconductors
locally both to avoid the EC' s high duty rate and to serve end-product firms
which give more favorable considerations to local producers.
Since about
1978, in order to become more competitive, Japanese firms also began extensive
investment in. semiconductor plants in Europe, particularly in Ireland.
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Steel Kill Products
Description and uses
Steel is a generic term used to describe a variety of iron-carbon
alloys. Although steel may contain other elements intended to enhance one or
more properties (such as hardness, strength, or corrosion resistance) and may
contain certain elements retained from raw material~, iron must predominate by
weight.
The different grades of steel are generally classified in four
categories: carbon, stainless, tool, and other alloy.
After production, steel is generally solidified into semifinished shapes
prior to rolling, drawing, or welding into such products as sheets and strip
(used widely by the automotive industry), plates (used in construction,
machinery, and industrial equipment), wire and wire products, rails and
accessories, and pipe and tubing. Steel prod.ucts are used in virtually all
sectors of an industrial economy; their use far exceeds that of any other
metal.
U.S. industr·y profile
In the U.S. market, sales of steel mill.products are made either directly
to end users or to service centers/distributors, which subsequently sell to
end users.
In 1982, about 20 percent of domestically produced steel was
shipped to service centers and· distributors; 80 percent was shipped directly
to end users.
Steel importers have traditionally sold their steel to independent U.S.
steel service centers/distributors. In recent years, however, many foreign
steel producers (particularly those in the EC) established wholly owned or
affiliated service centers/distributors networks.
In contrast, only three
U.S. steel companies currently operate subsidiary service centers.
The seven largest steel producers in the United states accounted for
about 70 percent of total raw steel production in 1982. These firms not only
operate blast furnaces, steelmaking furnaces, and rolling and finishing
facilities, but own and operate mines which provide iron ore, coal, and
limestone for the production of iron. In addition to the 7 . largest firms,
there are over 80 other U.S. steel producers, many of which are relatively
small, nonintegrated companies which produce steel in electric furnaces, using
recycled iron and steel scrap as their primary raw material. ·
According to a study conducted by the Office of Technology Assessment, !I
slightly more than one-half of all technical personnel in the industry are
employed in production and quality control, with somewhat less than one-fifth
in engineering and R. & D. · Vertically integrated firms typically employ large
numbers of technical people in production positions, whereas alloy/specialty
!I Office of Technology Assessment, Technoloitv
Competitiveness, Washington, D.C. 1980, p. 363.
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firms typically employ a .. high proportion of technical people in quality
control and marketing areas.
These differences in . the use of technical
personnel are, to some extent, a reflect ion of the relative importance of
these areas to the two industry segments. The nonintegrated segment employs
the fewest technical people, due in part to the greater simplicity of both
that segment's processes and its products.
Employment level during the 1950's and 1960's were higher, on the
average, than during the 1970's. Between 1952 and 1960, the peak employment
year was 1953, with 650,000 employees. According to data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, !/ output per man-hour rose slightly during this time
period. During the 1960's, productivity grew more rapidly and by the late
1960's, a 36-percent increase in output per man-hour had been achieved
compared with that of the 1952 level. Peak employment for the decade, 548,000
workers, was attai.ned in 1965. Growth in productivity continued throughout
the 1970's, with employment declining from a high of 531,000 workers in 1970.
Sharp declines in the number of employees have occurred since 1979,
during which, an average of 453 ,000 persons were employed in t~e industry,
versus a 1982 average of 289,000.
This reduction reflects a number of
factors, including reduced production, and further increases in productivity
which have resulted from structural and technological changes in the
industry. An example of the degree to which productivity has increased is
illustrated in a comparison of steel production in 1971 and 198i. In 1981,
the industry produced 120. 8 million tons of steel with 391, 000 employees,
which compares with a total of 487 ,000 employees in 1971, when a comparable
tonnage was produced.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. iron and steel· manufacturers would
translate into an estimated 21 workers diSpbced in all sectors of the U.S.
economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships), according to the
staff of.the U.S. International Trade Commission, using the BLS input-o.utput
model, as seen in the following tabulation:

Industry sector

Displaced employment
Number

Iron and steel-------------------:--------:
8
Other manufacturing--------------------:
4
All other------------------------------:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--9
Total------------------------------:
21

!I U.S. Department of Labor statistics, as reported by American Iron & Steel
Institute ..
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Selected member state industry profiles
France.--At the end of World War 11. the French. steel industry was
composed of a number of small- and medium.sized firms which. with the
exception of several coastal plants. had emerged relatively undamaged from the
war. A considerable proportion of French steel capacity. however. was in need
of modernization. as investment during the depression years preceding the war
had been 11,iniul.
In .addition to c0111DUnitywide programs. the :French
Governaent was activelJ' involved in industry reconstruction. Under the Monnet
plan. unr of the French finas were encouraged to merge.
Between 1948 and·
1956. sh major industrial groupings involving· about 75 percent of French
steel capacity were regrouped.
At the same time, one of the primary
Government objectives for the industry was to increase capacity and
production. During the l950's capacity increased from. 15.2 million tons in
1955 to 19. 7 aiUion tons in 1960~
As shown in figure 3. increases in
production followed a similar pattern.
In addition to guiding investment
decisions and providing aid to the industry, the Government imposed price
controls on steel.
In the post-war period, through the early 1960 • s. the
'FHMh lnduatry wee one of the least profitable in the European Coal and steel
Community (ECSC).
.
During the 1960' s, the French Government became actively involved in
implementing. a series of modified 4-year plans designed to increase the·
·efficiency and international competitiveness of French steelmakers. The plans
were put into effect following a 1966 industry study which revealed that the
French steel industry lagged behind its foreign competitors both in
productivity and optimal plant size.
During the time the plans were in
effect, steeluking capacity continued to grow at roughly the same rate as in
prior periods. increasing to 28.8 million tons in 1970. Production followed
suit, rising to 26.2 million tons in 1970.
The 1970's proved to be difficult years for the French steel industry·and
·its counterparts in the industrialized countries. In response to growth in
world steel demand and optimistic projections for continued growth. expan~ion
plans were implemented in the early 1970' s which resulted in significant
capacity being brought on line by the mid-1970' s.
Anticipated growth in
demand did not occur. however. and capacity utilization has not exceeded 73
percent since 1975. From a peak level of 37.1 million tons in 1975, capacity
was triamed to 32.6 million tons by 1982, with plans for further reductions to
be implemented.
The depression had a pronounced effect on the financial health of the
French steel industry.
When t~e 1naustry faced COLLapse in L~10, the
Government and banks intervened and took effective control of the industry by
converting a part of the industry's debt of more than $8 billion into equity
in new holding companies.
The defacto nationalization became law under
legislation passed in 1981.
Although employment and capacity have been
reduced through restructuring efforts. financial losses have continued through
1982.
Restructuring resulted ·in a concentration of operations in ..two
companies. These two companies accounted for about 85 percent of French crude
steel production in 1982.

FIGURE 3.--CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION AND USABLE CAPACITY. F'RANCE. 1959-82
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West Germany.--The West German steel industry is the largest in Western
Europe and in 1982, was the fourth largest in the world. At the end of World
War II. however. the industry needed rebuilding, due to the substantial damage
incurred during the war.
Major restructuring began in 1952, with the
formation of the ECSC. The process was assisted by large-scale investment in
the steel industries begun in 1951. In 1952, the Government allowed internal
steel prices, which had been controlled, to rise in order to provide
sufficient profit for financing capital projects. By the late 1950's, many of
the companies that had been decentralized following the war again began to
reacquire control of their former establishments, often doing so through the
purchase of a firm's stoct.
.
Steelmaking capacity in West Germany rose during the decade of the
1950's. from 27.4 million tons in 1955 .to 38.9 million tons in 1960. As shown
in figure 4. production followed· suit, with the country regaining its former
position as the world's third largest producer in 1955. During the 1960's,
growth continued with capacity increasing. to 58.5 million tons in 1970.
Profitability, however, was relatively low with after tax profits averaging
only 1.9 percent of total assets during 1962-65. !/
As in the case of France, optimistic forecasts for continued growth in
demand for steel led to a rapid expansion of capacity during the 1970's. By
1978, capacity had reached a peak of 75.9 million tons, representing a
30-percent increase over that of 1970. Demand was not great enough to support
this level of capacity however, and as ~ result, utilization rates have not
exceeded 67 percent since 1975..
The restructuring· since 1978 has had the
effect of reducing capacity. ·to 72. 7 million tons in 1982, a level which was
still substantially higher than production.
Presently, concentration in the
industry is relatively high, with four of the nine major firms accounting for
about 60 percent of total crude steel production. All but one of the major
firms are privately owned.
United Kingdom.--The British steel industry has had a long history of
direct Government involvement. In 1950, the Labor government nationalized the
14 integrated United Kingdom steel producers. The following year, however, 13
of the 14 companies were denationalized and returned to the private sector by
conservative government legislation. Beginning in 1953. the prices and plans
of :the steel industry became subject to review by the Iron and Steel Board,
which was responsible for examining and approving specific projects and, in
consultation with industry, setting maximum prices for products. As indicated
in figure 5. during the 1950' s capacity and production increased.
Capacity
grew from 22.1 million tons in 1955 to 28.9 million tons in 1960.

Although formal government price:eontrols eased in the 1960's, from 1964
onward intervention continued through administrative guidance.
In 1967, the
Government renationalized about 91 percent of the industry, an action that
affected 14 companies operating 22 plants. Capacity increased slightly during
the decade of the 1960's,_ climbing to 32.3 million tons in 1970.
·

ll J. Singer, Trade Liberalization and the Candian Steel Industry (Toronto:
Universi'ty of Toronto Press), 1969, p. 51.

flGURE 4.--CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION AND USABLE CAPACITY
VEST GERHAHY 1959-82
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The firms nationalized by the Government faced a number of problems in
the late 1960' s and 1970' s. including substantial debt, outdated equipment,
and surplus capacity.
As capacity continued to increase in the 1970's (to a
peak of 34.1 million tons in 1972), the increases were smaller in comparison
with the capacity expansions undertaken in other countries.
Capacity
utilization, which averaged 84 percent in the 1960' s. rose to 87 percent
during 1970-74, before falling to an average of 58 percent during 1979-82. A
particularly low production level in 1980 reflects the effect of an industry
strike.
During the. 1980' s. substantial. res.fructuring occurred in the British
steel. industry, as many facilities operated by the nationalized company were
permanently closed in an effort to return the industry to profitability. As a
result of these measures, crude. steelmaking capacity was cut, to about 27. 5
million tons per year in 1982.
U.S. market
U.S. demand for steel over the past three decades has grown, albeit at a
relatively low rate.
Steel consumption per capita remained at approximately
the same level during the period, whereas c.onsumption per dollar of real GNP
fell. With respect to the steel markets, about 60 percent of steel shipments
are made to the capital goods sector ,of the economy. making steel demand
highly sensitive to capital spending levels.
The largest markets for steel
are the automotive and construction industries, followed by the container and
packaging industry and the machinery and equipment.industry.
During the 1950's, U.S. demand for steel averaged 72 million short tons
per year; demand increased during the 1960's to an annual average exceeding
100 million tons during 1965-69. Growth continued in the 1970' s. reaching a
peak of 123 million tons in 1973.
In the following years, demand fell,
averaging 108 million tons during 1977-81. In 1982, the;economic recession in
the United States had a severe impact on the industry, as demand fell to 76
million tons. the lowest level since the early 1960' s·.
U.S. shipments
The growth in steel demand in the United States through the early 1970's
was accompanied by a corresponding increase in shipments. To accommodate this
growth, steelmaking capacity was added, primarily during the 1950's, so that
by 1960 the United States had a capacity of 140 million tons, representing an
increase of 59 million tons over the 90 million ton capacity in 1950.
By
1974, capacity had increased to 155.5 million tons.
Those sectors which
accounted for growth in domestic shipments during the past three decades are
presented in table 54.
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Table 54.--Steel mill products: U.S. shipments by market classification,
specified years 1954-82
Market classification .

1954

-------------- 7 --1,000

Distributors !/----·---------:
Automotive------------------:
Construction £!---------~---:
Containers------------------:
Machinery (industrial
equipment tools)----------: .
All others------------------:
Total-------------------:

1974

1964

9,948
11, 793
9,540
5,871

13,845
18,387
13,600
6,552

3,517
22,484
63,153

5,338
27,223
84,945

1982

net tons-----------------

..

20,400
18,928
17 ,609
8,218

13,067
9,288
8,570
4,470

6,440
37,877
109,472

2. 5.84
23,588
61,567

!I Excludes shipments to oil and gas supply houses.
£1 Excludes shiJ;>111ents to oil and gas indus~ry.
Source:

Compiled from statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not. add to the total shown.
Throughout the period, the five largest markets for· steel accounted for·
60 to 70 percent of total steel shipments.
In 1982 shipments were at a
relatively low level, reflecting weakness· in the construction and automotive
markets.
Although some of the weakness is cyclical in nature, .. structural
changes in demand for steel in certain segments have affected steel usage
rates. Steel, for example, has encountered competition in the container and
packaging industries from aluminum and plastics. In the automotive industry,
smaller cars are requiring smaller amounts of steel per vehicle~ and some car
parts which have traditionally been .made of steel are now being made from
other materials.
U. s. imports
During most of the 1950' s the United. States was a net exporter of steel.
In 1959, however, the United· States became a net importer when a 4-month
strike cut domestic production and consumers sought alternate sources of
supply.
In that year, imports accounted for 6 percent of the market. as·
opposed to less than 3 percent in previous years. Whereas, import levels fell
somewhat in subsequent years, they maintained a higher share of the U.S.
market.
In 1965, another year of labor contract negotiations, consumers hedged
against a possible strike, which did not materialize, by increasing foreign
purchases by over 60 percent, to more than 10 million tons (10 percent of the
market).
These imports, competitively priced and of good quality, gained
market acceptance, as evidenced by increases in imports in the next 2 years.
During the labor contract negotiations, in 1968, imports increased by 57
percent (to 18 million tons) and accounted for 17 percent of the market,.
despite the fact that no stiike occurred.
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After an increase in imports during the 1971 contract year, steel
management and labor worked out an experimental negotiation agreement CENA) in
1973 which eliminated the threat of a general strike, with binding arbitration
in the event of negotiating difficulties. Although the ENA may have helped
reduce the tendency toward increased imports. in contract negotiation years,
imports have continued to make inroads in the U.S. market, as is evident by
the record 21.8 percent market share achieved in 1982.
The role of steel imports from EC countries has increased substantially
over the past three decades, as their share of u. s. consumption rose from an
average of less than 2 percent in the 19SO's to·S percent in the 1960's, and 6
percent during 1978-82. Imports from other countries, notably Japan and newly
industrialized countries such as Brazil and the Republic of Korea, have grown·
even more rapidly however, and the share of EC imports to total U.S. steel
imports has fallen from 84 percent. in the early 19SO' s to an average of 32
percent during 1978-82. France, West Germany, and the United Kingdom have
been important U.S. suppliers throughout the period, ~s shown in table SS.
With respect to the composition of imports during the 19SO's and 1960's,
EC steel shipments .to the United States were the relatively simple products,
such as concrete reinforcing bars, structural shapes and wire rods. By the
1970's, however, higher valued hot- and cold-rolled sheets were the most
significant imports, with pipe and plate imports rising in importance during
the 1970's and 1980's.
The United Kingdom and West Germany concentrated on exporting hollow bars
and drill steel to the United States in the early 1960's ~nd steel sheets in
the late 1960's.
French imports shifted from an emphasis on concrete
reinforcing bars in the 19SO' s to wire rods in the 1960' s. By 1980, both
French and West German imports had shifted to sheets arid plates, and British
steel, to structural shapes and bars. By 1982, though imports of sheets from
France and West Germany remained. high, West Germany had moved into oil country
tubular goods, and France, into wire rods. British steel imports continued to
be high in bars and shapes along with rising imports of oil country tubular
goods.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
Service, reliability, product quality, and price are four important
competitive factors in the steel market. In the past several decades, EC
·producers were able to establish themselves as reliable suppliers of quality;
price-competitive steel p.roducts in the U.S. market. A report published by
the Federal Trade Connnission notes that EC steel prices in the 1960' s were
lower than those in the United States, enabling increased market penetration. 11 In addition to connnenting on the volatility in EC export

!/ Federal Trade Commission,
International Rivals, 1977.

The United States

Steel Industry and Its

· Table 55.--Steel mill products:

·u.s. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchandise, imports for consumption,
and apparent consumption, by specified years, 1950-82
Ratio of--

Imports
Producers'
shipments

Year

:

Exports
Total

----------·------------------------1,000 short
1950---------------------------:
1955---------------------------:
1960---------------------------:
1~65---------------------------:
1970---------------------~-----:

1975---------------------------:
1978---------------------------:
1979------------~--------------:

1980---------------------------:
1981---------------------------:
1982---------------------------:
:

Source:

AISI statistical reports.

72,232
84, 717
71,149
92,666
90,, 798
79·,,957
97,,935
100,.262
83,853
88,450
61;567

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2,639
4,061
2,977
2,496
7,053
2,953
2,422
2,818
4,101
2,904
1,842

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1,014
773
3,359
10,383
u·,364
12,012
21,135
17,518
15,495
19,898
16,663

West
Germ.any

France

:
:
:
:
:
:
: .
:
:
:
:
- ·

United
:Kingdom

Consumption

tons----------------------------------~

164
156
343
858
934
754
1,759
1,341
967
1,289
977

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

173
80.
587
1,178
1,752
1,070
2,294
. 1,868
1,298
2,164
2,080

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

64
49
209
720
824
573
672
434
237
574
486

: 70,607
: 81,629
: 71,531
:100,553
: 97,109
: 89,016
:116,648
: 114 ,962
: 95,247
:105,444
: 76,338

Imports from the
3 countries tci
consumption

Imports from 3
countries to
total imports

: --------------Percent-------------:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

39.5
29.3
33.9
26.5
26.3
20.0
22.3
20.8
16.l
20.2
21.3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

..

o.6
.3
1.6
2.7
3.6
2.1
4.1
3~2

2.6
3.8
4.6

N

.....
"""
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prices, a study published by Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc., 1/ states that
European producers were under considerable pressure to export, especially
during 1965-68 and 1975-76. During the former period, growth in EC demand did
not match growth in capacity. In the latter period, EC demand fell sharply,
leaving producers with substantial excess capacity.
During the past several decades, a number of actions in the area of trade
affected conditions of competit_ion in the U.S. steel market. In 1968, certain
European countries and Japan reached voluntary restraint agreements (VRA' s),
which took effect on January 1, 1969, and lasted for 3 years. The VRA's were
later extended, in modified form, until 1974. In 1976, quotas were imposed on
specialty steel imports (i.e., stainless and alloy tool steel) for a 3-year
period which was subsequently extended until early 1980. In 1978, in response
to trade problems in steel,-the U.S. Government established the trigger-price
mechanism (TPK) to monitor prices of steel imports (not including specialty
steel) for possible violations of U.S. antidumping laws.
The TPK was
suspended in Karch 1980, reinstated in October 1980, and suspended a second
time
in
January . 1982,
when
steel
companies
filed antidumping and
countervailing duty petitions. In October 1982, domestic petitioners withdrew
certain antidumping and countervailing duty cases filed against EC countries,
bringing into effect an intergovernmental arrangement affecting trade in steel
products.
Under the terms of the arrangement, EC countries will restrict
certain exports to the United States through December 31, 1985. Specialty
steel imports were again subject to quotas or increased tariffs for a 4-year
period starting in mid-1983, as a result of import relief granted by the
President under section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974.
Comparative analysis prepared by World Steel Dynamics indicates that U.S.
carbon steel production costs were highly competitive with those of France,
West Germany, and the United Kingdom during 1973-80. The appreciation of the
dollar since 1980, however, contributed to a marked deterioration in the U.S.
position.
Comparison at the standard operating rate (SOR) shows how
producers' costs would differ, if all were operating at 90 percent of
capacity~
Costs calculated at actual operating rates are generally higher
than those at the SOR, reflecting operating rates below 90 percent during most
of the past decade, as shown in the following tabulation (per ton):

Actual operating rate

standard operating rate
Year

1973-------:
1974------:
1975------:
1976------:
1977------:
1978------:
1979------:
1980------:
1981------:
1982------:

United
States :France
$199
245
287
306
332
356
399
448
488
523

$231
296
340
330
341
369
426
479
441
417

West : United :United
German1:Kingdom :States
$195
253
283
286
313
349
381
417
389
388

$'.1.79
243
298
289
320
383
432
487
474
444

$194
243
300
314
342
359
401
473
507
623

France
$225
288
367
354
388
412
467
523
480
480

United
: West
:German1: Kingdom
$201
255
325
324
368
404
423
467
439
467

$178
254
336
306
354
425
465
602
546
523

ll Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Economics of International Steel Trade, 1977.
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International markets
The major markets for steel over the past thL"ee decades have been in
EuL"ope (East and West), and North America (table 56). The share of these
areas has declined over time, however, reflecting increased consumption in
Asian markets and in Latin America. On a country basis, the largest markets
in recent years have been the u.s.s.R., the United states, and Japan. Two
other country markets, West Germany and the People's Republic of China, have
also been large-steel-consuming countries. !/
Table 56.--Steel:
Region

Western Europe--:
Eastern Europe--:
North America---:
Latin America---:
Africa---------~:

Middle East-----:
Asia------------:
Oceania---------:
Total-------:

Apparent world consumption, !I by regions, 1955-82

1982 2/
-----------------------1,000 short tons--------------------1955

80,468
63,911
118,387
7. 727
. 4 ,233
1,885
17,681
31869
298,161

1960

106,603
96. 716
105,027
9,623
4,828
2,524
50,430
5 1093
380,845

1965

..

126,952
129,752
153,109
13,746
7,584 :
3,803
61,310
7.407
503,663

1970

174,185
167,373
151~643

20,139
9,987
5,489
118,045
8 1245
655,108

1978

146,075
234,094
176,334
36,418
14,998
17,004
156,804
6,696
788,413

135,500
221,800
104,800
35,600
16,400
17,100
167,500
1.000
705,700

!/ Crude steel equivalent.
~/

Estimated.

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and
International Iron & Steei Institute (IISI).
In terms of the volume of steel traded, ·exports as a· percent of world
steel production have increased over the past three decades from 10-15 percent
during the 1950's, to 15-20 percent in the 1960's, and to 20-25 percent in the
1970's. As indicated in table 57, West Germany has been the largest of the
exporting countries profiled. The share. of U.S. steel exports in the world
total
fell
from
an
average
of
about
14
percent
in
the
the
1950's, to less than 2 percent during 1977-81.

!/ IISI, Steel Statistical Yearbook, 1982.
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Table 57.--Average share of world steel exports for France, West Germany,
United Kingdom, and the United States, specified years 1950-81
Year

.. .

1950-59-------:
1960-69-------:
1970-79-------:
1977-81-------:
Source:

·West
Germany

France
17 .5

12.4

11.0
8.3
8.0

17.8

United
Kingdom

United
States
lQ.3
6.8
3.8
3.1

14.2
13.2

13.7
4.3
2.9
1.9

IISI, United Nations and AISI.

U.S. exports
U.S. exports have accounted for 3 to 4 percent of domestic steel industry
shipments _over the past three decades. The value of exports rose from $4 77
million in 1963 to $2.6 billion in 1981~ or by 538 percent (table B-36).
Canada has traditionally been the largest foreign market, with Mexico rising
in importance in recent years.
During the 1950' s and the first half of the 1960' s, U. s. exports were
assisted substantially by a Government program managed by the U.S. Agency for
International Developmen~. (AID). -. Under the program, U.S. foreign aid to
developing countries was given to encourage structural development in these
countries. Although the importance of AID in steel exports has diminished
since the mid-1960's, the program continues to be a factor in U.S. export
sales.
Industry sources indicate that about one-third of steel exports can be
characterized· as "continuity" sales, whereby foreign companies with U.S. ties
or u. s. ownership purchase steel for their· foreign plants. The balance is
more on the line of "opportunistic" sales. In 1969-70, for example, U.S.
producers exported .significant quantities of semifinished steel to Europe and
other areas due .to shortages.
Also, in the 1960's and 1970's, certain
domestic producers were suppliers of steel used in the construction of Mexican
railroads. In recent years, minimills (i.e., nonintegrated steel producers)
have developed export markets for certain products such as wire rod. The
strength of the dollar in 1982, however, was probably an important factor in
these exports falling 88 percent from that of their 1980 level (table 58).
Table 58.--Steel Mill Products: U.S., West German, and United Kingdom
exports, specified years 1950 to 1982
Year

United States :

France

.: West

Germany

United Kingdom

----------------------------1,000 short ton----------------------1950------:
1955------:
1960--·----:
1965------:
1970------:

2,840
4,079
2,988
2,508
-7,080

3,618
5,462
6,076
7,240
8,131

1,925
. 2 ,849
8,652
10,524
13,277

2,634
2,820
3,418
4,328
4 ,577
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Table 58.--steel Kill Products: U.S., West German, and United Kingdom
exports, specified years 1950 to 1982 (continued)
Year

.

United States :

France

: West Germany

United Kingdom

----------------------------1,000 short ton----------------------1975---...:--:
1978------:
1979------:
1980------:
1981------:
1982------:

3,063
2,603
2,932
4,239
3,016
1,942

9,022
11,542
11,568
11,802
11,972
9,811

.

p ,937
20,411
21,259
.21,008
21,162
18,676

3,516
4,825
4,990
3,066
4,355
3. 899 .

Source: United Nations, statistics of World Trade in Steel and IISI Steel
Statistical Yearbook, 1982.
EC exports
Steel exports accounted for a significant share of EC countries•
shipments·· throughout-·· the - past·- three decades.
Although the largest export
markets have been in Wester;n Europe, significant trade has developed with
other areas, including the United States. The composition of EC steel exports
has shifted over the past three decades in response to changing market
conditions.
Steel mill exports during the 1950's were composed of basic
products. By the 1970' s the trend in exports had shift"ed to higher :value
products such as pipe and plate.
EC steel exports as a percent of world steel exports has experienced a
gradual decline. During the 1950's EC exports, in conjunction with those of
the United states, composed a major portion of world steel exports. During
the 1960' s'
however.
Japanese steel exports began to increase in
significance. Throughout the 1970's both Japan and the EC countries accounted
for a large share of the world• s steel exports. In the past several years
however, developing nations and their emerging steel industries have begun to
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take a larger share of the world's steel export market, reducing the shares of
both the EC and Japan.
Of the three countries profiled, exports as a percent of total production
have been highest for France Can average of 60 percent) followed by West
Germany (59 percent) and the United Kingdom (32 percent) during 1978-82.
France's traditional export markets have been other Western European
countries.
During the 1950' s French steel was exported most often to West
Germany and Switzerland.
By the 1960' s, Italy and Belguim-Luxembourg a~so
became large recipients of French steel exports. In the latter part of the
1960' s, the United States became one of France's top three export markets.
Throughout the 1970's West Germany continued to be France's largest cus~omer
of exported steel until 1978, when Italy became the largest.
West Germany's traditional· export markets during the 1950's were ~he
Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland.
During the early 1960's, however,
France displaced the Netherlands as West Germany's number one steel export
market. By the mid 1960's, the United States had become one of West Germany's
top three export markets for steel and remained so until the late 1970' s when
the U.S.S.R. became the largest recipient.
British steel exports during th~ 1950' s were traditionally to Australia
and Canada, with other former colonies also. important export markets. B·y the
mid-1960' s, the United States had become the United Kingdom's largest steel
export market, a position it maintained· until the late 1970.' s when West
Germany became the United Kingdom's largest export market.
Conditions of competition in international markets
The U.S. steel industry does not compete .on a large scale with EC
producers in international.markets~ Whereas EC producers developed sufficient
capacity to meet both domestic and foreign demand, U.S. producers, with few
exceptions, have constructed facilities inland close to major consuming
regions, with the focus on meeting domestic demand. Where competition does
occur, price is· viewed as a primary factor influencing steel sales. Other
factors affecting competition in. international markets include the duty-free
status EC exports enjoy in other EC countries and in countries which are
members of the European Free Trade Association, as well as special ties with
various former European colonies.
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Teleco1IU11unications Apparatus
Description and uses
In
the
United States
the manufacturers
of
"teleconununications
apparatus" !/ comprise a number of separate, distinct, and nonhomogeneous
industries. Although a conunon thread connecting the industries might be the
electrical and electronic nature of the products manufactured, the industries
themselves have little else in common.
The industries which comprise the
teleco1IU11unications group include: £1
o
o
o

Telephone and telegraph apparatus,
Commercial radio and television apparatus; radar, navigation
search, and detection apparatus, and
Consumer audio, radio, and television apparatus.

Due to the distinct character of each of the industries, and for purposes of
presentation, the· following discussion will be separated into three industry
groupings based on the four digit SIC numbers under which most of the
industries are classified--telephone and telegraph apparatus, radio and
television co1IU11unication equipment, and radio and television receiving sets.
Telephone and telegraph apparatus, (SIC No. 3661) . --The telephone and
telegraph apparatus covered in this heading are those electrical and
electronic products used to· transmit, route, and receive information
principally by wire. 11 The information may be forwarded by means of analog
or coded signals.
The coded signals may be telegraph, teletype, or most
recently, digital in format. Telephone and telegraph equipment includes, but
is not limited to, the ubiquitous telephone set (instrument), teletypewriters,
switching equipment (both central office and private), and wire transmission
and reception apparatus. Special-purpose business machines used for billing
and accounting of toll fees are also included. However, products not covered
by this heading include such items as radio links (both land and satellite),
~I tape recorders used as telephone answering devices, telephone poles, cable
and wire, hardware, or individual components such as transistors, resistors or
capacitors.
Radio and TV conununications equipment, (SIC ·No. 3662) .--This group of
industries principally produces conunercial and military electronics products.
The major industrial subheadings under SIC No. 3662 are--

11 Group 724, Standard International Trade Classification, Revised.
~I Not included in tel~communications, SITC group 724, are the industries
which produce computers, calculators, and other automatic data processing
machines, the industry producing magnetic tape recorders and tape players; or
the industry producing components such as resistors, capacitors, wire, coils,
or semiconductor products.
11 The distinction between wire transmission and radio transmission
apparatus is sometimes imprecise, since electronic apparatus can be used for
either wire or radio transmission or reception.
fl/ Included with "Radio and television conununication equipment (SIC No.
3622)."
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Communications systems and equipment, (except broadcast) including
microwave and mobile communication equipment,
o Broadcast, studio, and related electronic equipment,
o Intercommunication equipment, alarm systems, and traf.fic control
equipment,
o Search and detection, and navigation and guidance systems and
equipment, and
o Electronic systems and equipment, n.e.c.

o

Alarm systems, components, and traffic control .apparatus are not included in
SITC No. 724, and will not be included in the following analysis.
Communications apparatus includes radio communication equipment used for
radiotelephonic, radiotelegraphic, and radiobroadcasting transmission and
reception and is divided into three categories--radio receiver, radio
transceivers, and other radio apparatus and parts. l/
Radio receivers are designed to receive signals on one or more bands in
the radiofrequency spectrum. The commercial entertainment bands~ AM and FM,
are popular bands found on radio receivers. Many receivers are also able to
intercept frequencies in the short-wave frequency range, 1.6 MHz to 30 MHz.
Special-purpose receivers can intercept signals ·on other bands, such as the
fire, police, ambulance, aviation, or military bands.
Radio transceivers are combinations of transmitters and receivers, which
share electronic components and circuits;
Transceivers· allow for. two-way
cormnunication (transmitting and receiving) using a single unit; however, these
uni ts oper.ate in only one mode at a time and are not capable of simultaneously
receiving and transmitting. Many consumer-type tranceivers are for use in the
. Citizens Band. (CB). They provide short-distance radio communication service
for the business or ·personal activities of licensees.
Commercial- and
military-grade transceivers are used for land mobile, aviation, public safety,
and military conununications.
·
Other radio apparatus includes transmitters, antennas, and parts of radio
apparatus. Transmitters emit the radio signals which are intercepted by radio
receivers. Transmitters may be used in communications systems where there is
one source of intelligence and many, widely dispersed reception sites. An
example of such systems is commercial radio transmission wherei~ many
receivers can tune into one radio station.
Antennas are used in both the transmission and reception of radio
signals. They act as the transducer between the transmitter or receiver and
free space. Since radio·communications systems are generally designed to

!/ Radio communication is ·the transmission of intelligence through the use
of electromagnetic .waves propagated through the medium of free space. It is
accomplished by impressing sound or coded data onto a radiofrequency
electromagnetic wave which is then·radiated by a radio transmitter through its
antenna. ~hen tuned to the proper frequency, a radio receiver detects this
electromagnetic wave, separates the. intelligence from the wave, and converts
the intelligence back into the original form.
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transmit or receive on a limited segment of· the r·adiofrequency spectrum, so
are antennas.
This allows them to function more efficiently in either
transmitting or receiving radio signals.
Radio communication apparatus has many uses due to the almost
instantaneous contact between a transmitter and many, widely dispersed
receivers without any physical link such as a cable. _Some of the more
important uses are in commercial radio CAM and FM), public safety (police,
fire protection, and ambulance service), transportation (land, sea, and air
carriers), and military and space communications.
Also included under this telecommunication heading are special-use
military electronics such as electronics countermeasures (ECK) equipment,
electronics intelligence and intercept CELINT) equipment, and sonar equipment.
Radio navigational aids CNAVAIDS) are electronic systems which assist the
navigator or surveyor in determining position.
Radar is an electronic
transmitter and receiver which can determine the distance from its antenna to
objects around it. The general applications of NAVAID's are both navigational
Cin aircraft and ships) and early warning or detection (radar).
This report also includes radio remote control equipment. Such apparatus
is used to electrically control the actions of a machine at a distance without
interconnecting wires. Certain classes of guided missiles as well as garage
door openers use radio remote control apparatus.
Television cameras are used· to convert optical images into coded
electromagnetic signals for a number of purposes.
The electrically coded
image may be amplified and transmitted for immediate use, it may be stored, or
it may be analyzed. Typically the television camera is used to originate live
programs for entertainment broadcasters, as a surveillance monitor, as a
teaching aid (also originating live programs), and more recently by consumers
as a substitute for motion-picture film cameras.
Commercial television apparatus is covered by SIC No. 3662 and consists
of broadcast and studio equipment, transmitting equipment, cable television
equipment, and other miscellaneous equipment,
including closed-circuit
televison systems and video players.
Broadcast and studio equipment and
transmitting equipment make up the bulk of this group and are used principally
in commercial establishments.
Radio and TV rece1v1ng sets, SIC No. 3651.--This group of industries
generally produces consumer electronics products. In addition to ~adio and TV
receivers, SIC No. 3651 includes consumer high-fidelity components, including
audio and video recorders and players (not included in SI!C No. 724), stereo
compact systems, tuners, amplifiers, receivers, TV chassis and other home-type
audio equipment, as well as speakers, including loudspeaker systems and
loudspeakers sold separately, microphones, home-type electronic kits, and
commercial sound equipment.
Complete television receivers include both color and monochrome receivers
which are fully· assembled and ready to function when purchased by the
consumer. These television receivers range in screen size from about 2 inches
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for small battery-operated portable units to 25 inches for console televisions
and up to 6 feet for projection-type televisions. Consumers use television
receivers principally for entertainment either by watching broadcasts directly
off the air or by using their sets with newer devices such as video games or
video tape recorders. Television receivers may also be used as display units
for home computers. Combinations of television receivers and radio receivers,
and combinations of TV receivers or radio receivers and other electronic
products such as clocks, tape players, or tape recorders are also covered in
this SIC grouping.
"Microphones,
loudspeakers,
and
related
equipment"
consists
of
microphones, loudspeakers, audiofrequency electric amplifiers, electric sound
amplifier sets, headphones, and parts of the foregoing. Microphones convert
sound waves into electrical signals which may then be used as an input for
sound recording devices or audiofrequency amplifiers.
They are used in
conjunction with home entertainment tape recorders, professional sound studio
recording systems, and public-address systems for live performances. They are
also used extensively in industrial applications as sound-sensing devices.
Loudspeakers and headphones convert electrical signals into sound.
Loudspeakers are used in consumer entertainment appliances, consumer
high-fidelity stereophonic systems, public address or sound re-enforcement
systems, musical instrument amplifiers, and automobile radio sets.
Head
phones are used with consumer audio products, in professional sound studio
recording, and iri radio artd television broadcasting stations.
Audiofrequency electric amplifiers boost weak electric signds from an
input source to levels which can drive a loudspeaker or headphone at a useful
sound level.
Such amplifiers are used with many kinds of consumer audio
products, such as radios, high-fidelity stereo equipment, and public-address
systems.
Electric sound amplifier sets are principally compo~ed of the foregoing
items and are designed to operate together.
Amplifier sets are used in
public-address and sound reenforcement systems where there is a need to
communicate with groups of people in large areas such as auditoriums,
airports, railway and bus stations, and sports stadiums.

U.S. industry profile
Telephone and telegraph industry.--The telephone and telegraph apparatus
mariufacturing industry has exis~ed since the invention of the telephone in the
1880's. The industry is very concentrated; the two largest .manufacturers are
owned by the two largest operating companies.
Until recently the phone· system in the United States was a privately
owned, legally franchised monopoly.
Recently, there ·has been a Governmentd irected shift from publicly regulated monopoly to a deregulated, competitive
market. In the manufacturing and supplying industry, the four largest U.S.
firms have an estimated 85 percent concentration ratio. With the deregulation
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of the terminal equipment market and the proposed divestiture of the large
telephone operating companies there has been a significant increase in imports
and in the number of U.S. suppliers of telephone and telegraph apparatus.
Until the divestiture is completed, the largest U.S. manufacturer is
prohibited from selling on the open market. After the breakup· of the parent
company, this manufacturer will be free to sell any products in any market, as
well as to continue to supply products to it's former affiliates.
It is estimated that the number of establishments supplying telephone and
telegraph apparatus has increased from 90 in 1963 to 270 in 1981. Although
the largest manufacturer is closing down and consolidating inefficient, older
plants in anticipation of a competitive market place, new companies are being
established to supply new and innovative products ~o the deregulated market.
Persons employed in the manufacture of telephone and telegraph apparatus
include the most highly skilled engineers and scientists in the world. The
manufacturing segment of the industry employs moderately to highly skilled
workers with a diminishing use of unskilled labor.
In the manufacture of
telephone and telegraph products there is some large volume production such as
the telephone instrument.
Employment is estimated to have risen only
moderately from 90,000.persons in 1963 to 148,000 in 1981, or 2.8 percent per
year. The efficient use of new manufacturing processes and automation have
kept quality high, cost low, and contributed to the moderate increase in
employment.
Radio and TV communication· industry.--It is estimated that the number of
establishments producing commercial electronics products in the United States
has increased from 1, 100 in 1963 to 2 ,300 in 1981. The size of the firms
engaged vary from multinational conglomerates to the smallest firm producing
specialty parts.
Employment is estimated to have increased from 385,000 persons in 1963 to
425,000 in 1981. Skill levels range from scientific and engineering graduate
degrees to the moderately skilled technician level. There is little use of
unskilled labor in these industries. The products produced are technically
complex and are produced in low volume (when compared with consumer electronic
products).
Radio and TV rece1v1ng sets industry.--These products are purchased for
consumption by the general population or consumer.
Included are consumer
high-fidelity apparatus and audio components, e.g., loudspeakers, radios
(clock and regular>. automobile radios, radio-phonograph-tape recorder-TV
combinations, TV receivers (monochrome and color), and special parts of all of
the foregoing.
Not ·included are such products as video and audio tape
recorders, since these products are· not included in the definition of
telecommunications, SITC No. 724. !I
Prior to and just after World War II, the U.S. radio manufacturers formed
a viable and healthy industry. In 1954, there were 84 establishments engaged
in the manufacture of radios, of which 53 were specialized at more than 90
percent.
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Although television was invented in the United States and tested before
World War II, it was not until after the war that final ·standards were set and
commercial,
revenue
operation
commenced.
In
1954,
there were
59
establishments engaged in the manufacture of TV receivers. with 36 of these
specialized at more than 90 percent.
No dominant producer has emerged,
although two U.S. firms have achieved for 20 to 25 percent each of the U.S.
market for many years.
Of the 15 U.S.-owned firms manufacturing television receivers in the
United States in 1971, 5 remain under U.S. ownership (two of these are a very
small regional manufacturer and a private labe~ manufacturer); 3 were bought
by Dutch interests; 5 have gone out of business; and 2 were bought by Japanese
firms. In addition, 6 Japanese firms, 2 Taiwan firms, and 1 Korean firm have .
established TV final asssembly operations in the United States. Only one
foreign firm (Japanese) established and operates a picture tube manufacturing
plant in the United States.
The remaining industries which - make - .up this sector of the overall
telecommunication heading are those which make audio high-fidelity products
and loudspeakers. As with radio receivers, there was a viable U.S. industry
in high-fidelity products ~ntil the invention of the transistor. Today, there
are no known producers of consumer audio amplifiers. although there are a few
manufacturers of commercial grade and special effects amplifiers and apparatus.
Employment is estimated to have decreased from 81,300 persons in 1963 to
60,600 in 1981, after having peaked at 116. 700 in 1967. The skill level
required for the production of. consumer electronic products range . from
semiskilled to skilled.
!I Magnetic tape recorders were .i.nvented and developed in the United States
toward the end of World War II. By 1950, a significant U.S. industry had
developed. High-quality reel-to-reel recorders were available for consumer as
well as commercial ·use. In 195.4, there were 88 establishments (67 of which
were 90 percent specialized) manufacturing tape recorders.
The value of
shipments was $26 million (which is significant when compared with the $41
million of table model radios shipped in the same year). In the late 1950's,
Japan began to export reel-to-reel tape recorders. In the middle 1960's the
cartridge tape deck was introduced in Europe and subsequently the cassette
recorder in the early 1970's. These newe~ machines simplified the handling of
the magnetic tape and became very popular. In the United States today there
are no manufacturers of consumer audio tape recorders or players. There are
several manufacturers of commerical equipment. These producers, however, also
make machines for other applications such as scientific data recording and
digital data. In the mid-1950's, the video tape recorder (VTR) was invented
and developed in the United States. These machines have revolution_ized the
television program production industry.
No U.S. firms have manufactured a
consumer VTR in the United States. Japan began production of consumer VTR's
in the mid-1970' s and currently· dominates the world market. U.S. imports of
VTR' s amounted to $478 million, $1,000 million, and $1,032 million in 1980,
1981, and 1982, respectively.
U.S. firms are ·not expected to enter this
market.
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To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. telecommunication apparatus manufacturers
would translate into an estimated 101 workers displaced in all sectors of the
U.S. economy (based on 1982 production/employment relationships), according to
the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission, using the BLS
input-output model, as seen in the following tabulation:

Industry sector

Telecommunications------------------------------------:
Other manufacturing-----~--~--------------------------:
All other---------------------------~-----------------:

Displaced employment
Number
40
30
31
101

~~~~~~~~-'-~~""-=

Total-----------------------------------~---------:

European Community and selected member state industry profiles

11

In 1981, there were 93 firms located. in Western Europe with sales of
electronics products £1 in excess of $100 million. Of these 93 firms, 43 had
sales of over $500 million, including 15 U.S. companies and 2 Japanese
companies. There were 24 firms with sales over $1 billion. These figures are
not directly comparable with the telecommunications data ·shown elsewher;e in
this report since the sales figures include sales of office business machines
and other electronics apparatus not classified as telecommunications in the
SITC (Rev. 1). For the top 20 firms reporting research and development
(R. & D.) figures, the average expenditures for R. & D. as a percent of sales
was 7. 7 percent.
In the firms with sales t;>f over $1 billion, sales per
employee averaged $56,700.
Production of telecommunication-related products amounted to $32. 8
billion in 1982. Of this amount, the United Kingdom, France, and West Germany
accounted for 65 percent, or $27 .4 billion. ~/ Electronics production is
reasonably well distributed in the EC with a number of major companies based
in the various member states. In most countries. telecommunications systems
are owned and operated by the State. !/ Thus, procurement of the traditional
telephone and telegraph apparatus is often made from domestic sources or
member nations. The presence of U.S. firms in the EC is not exceptional.

11 The source for data in this section is the Mackintosh Yearbook of Western
European Electronics Data 1983; Benn Electronics Publications Limited; Linton,
England.
gt Little data are available for the Netherlands; the firm with the largest
sales of electronics products is located there.
~/ Ibid.
!I The most notable exception being the United Kingdom which is selling off
the telephone system previously owned and operated by the Government.
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Exports of telecommunications apparatus by EC member countries have risen
tenfold between 1963 and 1981. The EC exports of $8. 9 billion in 1981 were
almost equal to Japan's telecommunications exports of $9.8 billion. However,
if the EC is to be viewed as an economic unit, then the internal trade (shown
in table 59) of $3.7 billion in 1981 should be subtracted, making the exports
from EC members to non-members _$5. 2 billion in 1981. Other specific data for
the United Kingdom, France, and West Germany are presented in the following
sections.
Table 59.--Telecommunications apparatus: Exports of member states
to each other, specified years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)
Country

1963

1967

1972

1977

1981

France--------------------: 39,402
50,617
135,310
477,971
723,964
West Germany--------------: 52,537
63,407
223,392
384,280
657,758
Italy------------~--------: 25,414
29,460
80,319
360,378
576,530
Netherlands---------------:104,202
119,867
272,141
649,678
575,287
United Kingdom------------: 10,386
17,713
89,038
139,301 :
408,659
Belgium-Luxembourg--------: 25,699
29,876
129,403
263,625
355,781
Greece--------------------: 12,719
15,926
74,444
56,084
167,636
Ireland----~--------------:
7,291
5,961
18,586
41,200
100,980
Denmark-----.-------------- : --=-11:::..L:,2::..;l;;.. 4;.. . .;.__1=5"-'L.07....::6=6'--'--....::3:.::5""",""'9--'4-'-7--'--'--=8'-"0...... ;:.6. ;. 92;;;.._:........._..;;..9..._7"'"'2~5-=6
Total-----------------:288,864
348,593 :1,058,580 :2,453,209
3,663,824
Source:

Compiled from the official statistics of the United Nations.

United Kingdom.--ln 1981, production of telecommunications apparatus was
approximately $6.8 billion. Employment in the industry was estimated to be
201,000 workers. The value of exports was $1.5 billion.
France.--In 1981, production of telecommunications apparatus was valued
at approximately $7.5 billion and employment was estimated to be 126,000
workers. Although these figures indicate much higher productivity than in the
United Kingdom or West Germany (see below), it is more likely an error in·the
data due to the considerable variation between countries in statistical
reporting.
France exported $1.1 billion of telecommunications products in
1981.
West Germany.--In 1981 production of telecommunications goods was valued
at ·approximately $7.1 billion, and the work force producing these products was
estimated at 196,000 persons.
The value of exports from Germany was $3.1
billion.
(This is not believed to be a statistical error; other sources
confirm West Germany's high propensity to export.)
U.S. market
Until recently, the U.S. the market for telephone and telegraph apparatus
was restricted to telephone and telegraph operating companies. These
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companies provided complete telephone and telegraph service to the consumer
with minor exceptions. The customer premises equipment (CPE) was rented to
the consumer for his use. !I
All other apparatus such as switching and
transmission was housed in facilities owned by the operating company. In a
short period of time CPE has gone from a closed operating company market to an
open consumer market.
Although this new market is immature, imports have
already made significant penet("ation. Even the la'rgest of U. s. producers are
purchasing imports for their own private label.
Telephone and telegraph switching and transmission equipment primarily is
supplied by U.S. manufacturers, particularly by those which are currently the
captive suppliers of the operating companies.
The diversity of the products covered under radio and TV communication
equipment reflects a diver~ity. of markets. These markets have one thing in
common--they are, with few exceptions, commercial markets.
For instance,
radio navigational aid and radar apparatus are sold to the commercial aviation
and military markets. A second market segment is for the retrofit of new
equipment to extend the life of older airplanes~ A third segment would be for
surface-mounted equipment used in ships and airports. These markets rise and
fall with the aerospace industry and military budgets.
Communications markets are relatively mature.
Commercial radio and
television broadcasters are a typical market for studio equipment of all
types. Land mobile radio equipment is sold to police and fire departments,
utilities, delivery and taxi services, and to the general public. (The new
cellular, land mobile, frequency reuse, two way, radio telephone systems are
expected to create a large commercial market.) In addition, a market segment
has developed for cable television apparatus. This market was principally a
rural one 25 years ago.
Recently, most of· the growth bas taken place in
suburban and urban area!I. This market was relatively small until the urban
growth. It is now attracting foreign competitors.
The markets ·for radio, TV receivers, and higb-fideli.ty audio apparatus
are mature consumer markets. It is estimated that over 50 percent of the TV
market is for replacements, although there is a strong second-set market. In
radios, the cheaper portables and table"'-top models are now disposable, in that
the cost of repair usually is far in excess of the replacement cost. In the
case of high-fidelity entertainment equipment, purchasers are always in
pursuit of that "better sound." Technical innovations from time to time help
to increase sales. For example, the digital audio disc (DAD) · i1 is being
introduced by Japanese companies with much fanfare .

.!I In 1968, a landmar~ court .case was. decided in favor of allowing customers
to attach nontehphone comp.any equipment to that owned by the telephone
companies.
Individual consumers. may now own and connect duly registered
telephone apparatus to the public switched networ~.
ll A phonograph like record on which the music has been digitally encoded.
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U.S. shipments
The data in the following three tabulations are bas~d on the official
statistics of the u. s. Department of Commerce. The deflation index used is
for manufactured goods and is based on the year 1972.
Telephone and telegraph apparatus .--U.S. producers• shipments increased
from $1.5 billion in 1963 to $12.2 billion in 1981, as shown in the following
tabulation Cin millions of dollars):

1963

Item

1967

1972

2,248
2,581

1977

1981

3,974

7,095 :

12 ,177

3~914

5,050

..

6,150

:

:

Shipments--------------------------: 1,538
Shipments adjusted for inflation
•.
1,860
(1972)--------------------~--~~~-:

The deflated measure of output shows more than a threefold increase in the
18-year period. The compound annual growth rate based on the constant 1972
dollar value of shipments was 6.9 percent per year.
Radio and TV communication eguipment.--u.s. producers' shipments increased
from $5. 9 billion in 1963 to $25. 3 billion in 1981°, as shown in the following
tabulation (in millions of dollars):
·

Item
Shipments !/-------------~---------:
Shipments !/adjusted for inflation :
(1972)---------------------------:

1963

1967

1972

5,936

7,302

8,040 :13,048

25,299

7,177

8,383

8,040 : 9,287

12, 777

1977

1981

!I The value of shipments may not be completely accurate between 1963 and
1977 since i t is believed that classified military electronics was not shown
in these figures during the Vietnam conflict.
The deflated measure of output shows that output increased by 78 percent
during the 18-year period. The compound annual growth rate during this period
based on the· cons.tant 1972 dollar value of shipments was 3 .3 percent per
year. This is consistent with the type and maturity of products produced.
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shipments
increased from
Radio and TV receivers.--u.s.
producers'
billion in 196~ to $5.6 million in 1981, as shown in the following
tabulation (in millions of dollars):

.$1.9

Item

1963

1.967

1972

1977

Shipments---------------:
Shipments adjusted for
inflation (1972)------:

1,853.2

3,316.1

3,465.1

4,584.4

5,634;5.

2,240.9

3,807.2

3,465.1

3,262.9

2,997.2

1981

As can be seen, the output in constant dollars of the industry which produces
radio, televisions, and audio consumer products has been declining since
1967.
This is consistent with the demise of the radio . industry and the
decline in TV and audio manufacture in the United States.
Telecommunications.--Summing all of the values of shipments from the
preceding subparagraphs gives the total value of telecommunications product
shipments and is shown in the following tabulation (in millions of dollars):

Item
Shipments---------------:
Shipments adjusted for
inflation (19 72 )------:

1963
9,327
11,278

1967

1972

1977 .

1981

12,866

15,479

24,728

43,110

·15,479

17,600

21,924

14. 771 :

Total telecommunications shipments increased from approximately $9. 3 billion
in 1963 to $43 .1 billion in 1981. . Using the constant 1972 dollar value of
shipments, output of all of the industries included ·in the telecommunications
sector increased 1.9 times between 1963 and 1981. The compound annual growth
rate based on the constant' dollar value of.shipments was 3.8 percent per year.
U.S. imports
The value of U.S. imports of telecommunications products increased
eighty-sevenfold during the period 1963-81, . as shown in table B-1. During the
same period, the value of imports of telecommunication·s products from the
European Community increased roughly s~xfold and the value of U.S. total
shipments increased about fivefold. The overall low value of imports from the
EC does not ~arrant analysis by type of product except in so far as a
particular EC-member country is strong in a particular product area.
Import penetraHon from all countries and from the EC. --The U. s. import
penetration ratio in the United State·s for telecommunications products. from
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all countries has increased consistently from O. 9 percent in 1963 to 14. 4
percent in 1981, as shown in table B-1. Import penetration has been paced by
consumer imports principally from Japan and the Far East.
Although EC exports of high-fidelity apparatus to the U.S. consumer
market were strong in the 1950's and early 1960's, !I SQch products now
account for very little of the EC's exports tQ the United States. There is a
technical barrier between consumer television markets in the United States and
Europe in that the U.S. and European transmission standards are quite
disparate. 2/ Recently, however, the introduction of digital technology to
the European consumer-TV receiver may allow European producers to manufacture
sets which are easily made compatible with any set of standards worldwide.
Balance of trade.--The bala~ce of trade in telecommunications between the
United States and the EC has been positive for the United States from 1963
through 1981, as shown in table 60.
Table 60.--Telecommunications apparatus: U.S. trade surplus with EC member
states, specified years 1963 to 1981
{In thousands of

dollar~)

Year

Va be

19 72-------:-------------·------------·----:
1977------------------------------------:

!/ 19,477
!/ 78,334
!/ 125,503
!I 274,826

1981---------------------------~7-------:

577,152

1963---------------------------~--------:
1967---------------------------------~--:

!I Data for the Netherlands are not available.
Source:

Official statistics of the United Nations.

Conditions of competition ih the U.S. market
Competition in the U.S. market is predicated on ·vigorous antitrust and
anticartel enforcement, and strong consumer advocacy. The United States· is
the world leader in all facets of electronics technology and the production
thereof. The finest research laboratories in the world, which are privately
owned and operated, exist in the United States. Kost of the recent electronic
technological progress rests on the invention in a private U.S. research
laboratory, funded by the private sector, of the transistor and subsequent
solid-state electronics technology.

!I Extremely high-quality loudspeakers, microphones, and amplifiers were
introduced in Europe. The consumer cartridge and cassette tape recorders are
of European invention. These products became instantly popular in the United
states.
l_I Unlike the United States and Japan, which use essentially the same
system for transmission of images.
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European research and development in telecommunications is of equal
quality to that done in the United States though not as broad in scope or as
large in scale.
The quality of European telecommunications products is
reputedly quite high. In many cases, there are differing technical standards
which act as nontariff barriers.
In most cases, U.S. and EC prices are
comparable. There have been no cases brought before the U.S. International
Trade Commission alleging dumping of telecommunications products from the EC.
International markets
Telephone and telegraph apparatus markets. --As noted in the section on
the "U.S. Industry," except for the United States, telephone and telegraph
systems are Government owned and operated. This results is essentially closed
markets for the hardware used ·by the operating companies.
The operating
companies, if they do not own the producers, have established long~term
relationships with their local suppliers.
U.S. firms which supply foreign
countries with telephone and telegraph products have usually done so from
subsidiaries
within
the
procuring
country.
Establishment
of
close
relationships with embryonic postal telephone administrations is important to
long-term supply contracts. Telephone systems in general must have long-term
logistic support and a fixed set of design criteria and specifications in
order to make logistic support economical. That is, all parts of the system
must be integrated and designed to work reliably over long periods of time
with all other parts of the system.
Thus, initial suppliers have the
opportunity to use the learning·curve over long-term contracts.
Terminal equipment is more easily designed to interface with the
telephone systems than other types of telephone equipment such as central
office switching equipment. Terminal equipment by its very nature is hung on
the ends of the network, not integrated into the network. Therefore, there is
a more open global market for terminal equipment than for transmission and
switching equipment. The United States is currently negotiating with other
countries to deregulate or open up their markets for such equipment in order
to increase the flow of trade.
The United States has two natural markets for telephone and telegraph
products--Canada and Mexico. English-speaking countries such as the United
Kingdom and Australia are also in the top 10 U.S. export markets.
In
addition, countries which are engaged in massive expansion and upgrading of
their telephone and wire telecommunications systems are also good markets for
the U.S. manufacturers. Two examples of such countries are Korea and Saudi
Arabia.
Radio and TV communications markets .--The variety of the products which
comprise this group of commercial electronics products and systems do not
allow a single description of market structure. For instance about one-third
of U.S. exports of commercial electronics systems and components are of
navigational aids (NAVAIDS), radar, and radio remote control apparatus. The
United states is a worldwide supplier of aviation electronics (avionics)
apparatus; the EC is also a strong supplier.
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Radio and TV receiving set markets .--Once certain technical standards
have been established, it becomes difficult if not impossible to make major
technical changes in the market.
For instance, Japan and. the United States
use a fully compatible set of TV transmission standards. Europe uses several
different standards which are not compatible with those used in the United
states and Japan.
It is unlikely due to the huge consumer investment in
television receivers (not to mention the co11D11ercial investment .in broadcast
equipment) that the United States or· Japan will ever adopt the European
transmission system or vice versa.
Therefore, worldwide markets for consumer radios and TV receivers tend to
be technically segregated.
However, there are no technical reasons why
consumer .products cannot be produced to foreign specifications and standards
and sold outside of the producing country.
(See Import penetration from all
countries and from the EC).
Japan has captured the largest worldwide market share in consumer
electronics products. the Japanese are· willing to produce equipment to any
set of technical specifications. According to Japanese statistics, Europe is
the largest purchaser of consumer electronics produced in Japan; the United
States a close second, and all of Asia a close third. l/
Telecommunications equipment markets.--the United States is the fifth
largest nonmember market for EC telecommunications products. The EC, however,
is the largest importer of U.S. telecommunications products.
Though the
balance of trade is positive for the United States, Japan exports more to the
EC than does the United States. U.S. and EC producers compete in the Saudia
Arabian telecommunications market.
In 1977, Saudi Arabia imported 103.4
million dollars• worth of equipment from the EC and 138. 7 million dollars•
worth from the United States.
By 1981, EC exports to Saudi Arabia had
increased to $494 million, nearly four times the amount of U.S. exports to
Saudi Arabia that year.
Another major market for EC producers is Libya.
Saudi Arabia and Libya were the top two nonmember state markets for EC
telecommunications products in 1981.
U.S. exports
In 1963, exports were $473 million; and in 1981, $3.5 billion (table
8-41). The compound annual growth rate over the period of 18 years was 11.0
percent. In the most recent 'period, 1977-81, the compound annual growth rate
was 13. 3 percent.
Considering that there was an 11-percent decline in the
value of exports. when comparing the value of exports in 1967. with that in
1963, the low 18-year growth rate is not unexpected. The U.S. export ratio,
defined as the value of exports of telecommunications products divided by the
value of shipments, has shown some improvement in the past 18 years. This
ratio was lowest. C 3.7 percent) in 1967 and highest (8.6 percent) in 1977. In
198i, the export ratio was down slightly (8.1 percent).

l/ As noted before. however, Japanese subsidiaries supply the U.S. market
with consumer electronics products ·from Taiwan, Korea, Ho·ng Kong, Singapore,
and other Southeast Asia nations.
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Exports to the EC
West Germany and the· Unite·d Kingdom· have been the pr.incipal European
markets for u.s. exports: In ·1981, these two countries .received $481 million
of U.S. exports, 63 percent of all U.S. telecommunication exports to the EC as
a whole.
.,

EC exports

:.

~ ~

.

In 1981, the total value of exports from all member of the EC was $8. ·9
billion (see table 61). Of this amount, 41 percent, or $3. 7 billion, was
internal trade between member states (table 8-42). Between 1963 and 1981,
trade between members varied, ranging from 31 to 41 percent of the value of
exports of all members. Overall, EC telecommunications exports to the United
States have increased very slowly and in no period exceeded 1 percent of U.S.
apparent consumption. West Germany and the United Kingdom remained the chief
European sources throughout the period, and in 1981,. accounted for 32 percent
of U.S. telecommunications equipment· imported from the EC (table 61).
Table 61.--Telecommunication apparatus: Exports between EC member states,
exports to nonmembers, trade with the United States, and U.S. exports to
the EC, specified years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)
Trade flows

1963

1967

1972

1977

Total exports by EC
members-----------------:888,032 :1,122,740 : 2. 5 72 ,342 :6,933,564
Exports to EC members
348,593 :1,058,580 :2,453,209
by members !l-----------:288,864
Exports to nonmember
774, 147 :1,513,762 :4,480,355
nations !l--------------:599,168
Exports to the United
States !I by EC
49,842
64,207
102,889
members-----------------: 33,088
Exports to the United
States by Japan---------:133,855
348,787 :1,111,072 :2,325,986
Exports from the United
States to the EC--------: 52,565
128, 176
377, 715
189. 711

1981

8,883,395
3,663,824
5,219,573
192,249
3,051,649
769,639

!I Data for the Netherlands are not available for 1963. 1967, 1972, and
1977, and are, therefore, not included.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Conditions of competition in international markets
Many U.S. producers have established manufacturing facilities in countries
which encumber foreign access to their markets but permit foreign investment
in manufacturing facilities for domestic production. U.S. producers have been
successful in establishing such faciiities in the European Community~. but, to
date, have not been as successful in establishing them in Japan.
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In recent years, developing countries have emulated certain developed
countries, demanding a specified amount of domestic content in produ~ts sold
in their markets. ·However, ·in developing countrles lacking an established
production base, foreign manufacturers find market access easier.
The principal strength of u.s. producers of telecommunications equipment
in international markets is their technological edge. U.S. manufacturers are
unquestionably superior
foreign producers in the designing, manufacturing,
and installation of most telecommunications products.

to
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Textiles
Description and uses
The raw materials used in the manufacture of textiles .are primarily
fibers, either natural or manmade. The most popular textile fibers used are
cotton and manmade fibers (such as polyester, nylon·, acrylic, rayon, and
acetate); wool, silk, and oth·er vegetable fibers maintain a very small but
important share of consumption. In 1982, the U.S. textile industry consumed
11.1 billion pounds of fiber, including 3.2 billion pounds of polyester, 2.5
billion pounds of cotton, and 1.9 billion pounds of nylon.
Fibers can be processed directly into fabrics but are usually
manufactured into yarns which are subsequently made into textile mili products
(primarily fabrics). The term ''textiles" includes the· products classified in
Standard Industrial Classification Code 22 and covers yarn, !I cordage,
thread, fabric (including some finished products manufactured in fabric
mills), fabricated knit apparel, floor coverings, and various miscellaneous
products, such as felt and lace goods, paddings; waste, and filling.
Textile· fabrics are formed by several methods 1 including weaving,
·- knitting, braiding, crocheting, felting, bonding, and laminating.
Weaving
accounts for the largest amount of textile fabric; knitting is. second, much of
which becomes a finished apparel product, such.as hosiery and underwear.
The apparel industry is the leading consumer of textile products. In the
United States, about 40 percent of the textile output is consumed in the
production of apparel. Other important markets for textile products include
homefurnishings (sheets, blankets, drapes, and so forth) and industrial
products such as tires, dryer felts, filter bags, rubber reinforcement,
motor-vehicle interiors,· nets, cordage, geotextiles l/ 1 and medical and
surgical products.
U.S. industry profile
The United States is the world's
totaling almost $50 billion in 1982.
more than 5,000, about two-thirds of
These mills are primarily located
Carolinas and Georgia .

leading textile producer, with shipments
The number of U.S. textile mills totals
which employ less than 100 workers each.
in the Southeast, especially in the

.The distribution of textiles is complex. Kanmade. fibers and continuous
filament yarns are obtained from the manmade-fiber producer; cotton and wool
are obtained through brokers, merchants, and cooperatives as well as directly
from producers. Kost fiber is manufactured into yarn by integrated textile

!/ Substantial quantities of the yarns used in textile manufacture are made
by manmade-·fiber producers and need no further processing before being used in
the production of fabric. Such yarns are in continuous (unbroken) form and
are considered raw materials.
~I Geotextiles are fabrics which are permeable and are used on or below the
surface of the earth as soil. stabilizers or components of an engineered
structure.
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mills, arid specialized yarn spinners.
However, a substantial amount is
distributed directly to product manufacturers, that use the ·fiber largely as
filling. Manufactured yarns are sent to fabric mills, or directly to product
manufacturers, particularly those engaged in producing knit apparel.
Most
fabric is sold in finished form to end users by the textile mill that produces
it.
However, some yarn and fabric are handled by intermediaries (textile
wholesalers> which arrange for ya.rn or fabric to be manufactured on contract.
Finally, there are yarn and fabric processors which dye, finish, print·,
embroider, coat, or· laminate textile products before they are sold to product
manufacturers.
Prior to the 1960's, small firms employing less than 200 workers
accounted for most U.S. textile production. However, during the 1960' s and.
the .1970 9 s, large f.irms employing over 1,000 workers accounted for more than
one-half of te.xtile production.
This shift was . the result of several
factors.
The newer and more efficient textil~ equipment which delivered
larger production loads became more expensive· and required higher capital
outlays.
Thus, only large firms could justify major· investments · in newer
equipment.
The search for higher profit margins caused many firms, which
produced yarn or fabric exclusively, . to integrate vertically, and/or
horizontally. Therefore firms grew larger, either. through acquisition or by
establishing new production facilities, to enable them to make a greater
variety of textile products; diversification enabled them to cope with the
fluctuating demand of one or a few textile products. Other factors, such as
dependable supplies of raw materia~s, wider dis.tribution of market outlets,
and production in larger and more economical operating units, also contributed
to the concentration of production in fewer firms. By the 1980's, the largest
50 firms in textiles accounted for 50 percent of the industry• s total output;
the largest 15 firms, for roughly' 35 percent. !I
New plant and equipment expenditures by U.S. textile producers increased
during 1967-82. Such expenditures were $0.7 billion in 1967, $1.1 billion in
1972, and $1.3 billion in 1977 and 1982. Profits in the textile industry have
traditionally been below the average for all manufacturing industries; since
1967, they have averaged annually under 3 percent of sales, whereas net
prof its for all manufacturing industries have averaged annually around 5
percent of sales.
Net profits in the textile industry totaled about $700
million in 1967 and 1972, $800 million in 1977, and $900 million in 1982.
Average employment in the textile industry has declined since 1967. In
1967, the industry employed 957,000 workers; in 1972, 986,000 workers
(representing
an
increase of
3 percent);
in 1977,
910,000. workers
(representing a decline of almost 8 percent); and in 1982, 750,000 workers
(representing a decline of 20 percent). The decline since the 1970' s was
caused chiefly by increased productivity, increased imports, and stagnant·
domestic demand. Although the annual output per worker increased from $20,700
in 1967 to $62,900 in 1982, real output as measured by the Federal Reserve
Board• s Industrial Production Index increased by 33 percent during 1967-76,
and declined by 6 percent during 1976-82, to produce an overall net increase
of 25 percent during 1967-82. In 1967, textile employees worked an average of
40.9 hours.a week and received $2.60 per hour; in ·1972, the average was 41.3
!I American Textile Manufacturers Institute, Washington, D.C.
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hours per week and $2.74 per hour; in 1977, 40.4 hours and $3.99 per hour; and
in 1982, 37.4 hours and $5.83 per hour. In 1967, labor accounted for an
estimated 51 percent of the value of U. s. textile shipments, but in 1982.
labor accounted for less than 39 percent of this value.
To the extent that any loss of domestic and/or international market share
results from targeting practices, the corresponding absence ,of each $1 million
in production not undertaken by U.S. ·textile manufacturers would translate
into an estimated 41 workers displaced in all sectors of the U.S. economy
(based on 1982 production/employment relationships), according to the staff i)f
the U.S. International Trade Commission, using -the BLS input-output model. as
seen in the following tabulation:

Industry sector

Displaced employment
Number

Textile------------------------------------------:
21
Other manufacturing------------------------------:
8
All other----------------------------------------:
12
~------------------,.--------Tot al - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~-------------------:
41

EC and selected member state industry profiles
Since 1973, employment and output in the textile industry in the European
Community have declined. The EC textile industry employed 1.9 million workers
in 1973, 1.7 million in 1980, and 1.5 million in 1982. Yarn production has
declined consistently since 1976, when it was 5.1 billion pounds, to 4.0
billion pounds in 1981. Similarly, woven fabric production declined, from 3.1
billion pounds in 1976 to 2.2 billion pounds in 1981.
The Community• s textile mills consumed approximately 7. 6 billion pounds
of fiber in 1980, the second largest world textile market after the United
States.
Four nations--West Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and
Italy--accounted for about 80 percent of this fiber consumption in 1980.
These four nations are also the largest textile traders in the European
Community, accounting for over three-fourths of its exports and imports.
Outside the EC member states, the United States has been both an important
source and market for textiles produced in the European Conununi ty. Although
West Germany is one of the largest EC textile exporters, the United States has
not ranked among its top 10 markets in many of the years during the 1960's and
1970's.
However, the United States has traditionally been among the 10
leading textile markets for Italy, the United Kingdom, and France, each of
whose textile industries are briefly described below.
Italy.--Since 1976, Italian yarn and fabric production has declined. In
1976, yarn production totaled about 1,600 million pounds. But in 1980, yarn
production. dropped to 1,555 million pounds, and· in 1981 it dropped to 1,383
million pounds. Woven fabric production showed the same trend. It was 766
million pounds in 1976, but declined to 519 million pounds in 1980, and then
to 455 million pounds in 1981.
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In 1980 the industry consumed an estimated 1.6 billion pounds of textile
fibers.
Capacity data for certain sectors of the industry include cotton
spinning, where capacity decreased from 693 million pounds in 1979 to 671
million pounds in 1980, but rose to 700.5 million pounds in 1981, and fabric
weaving, where capacity also declined from 639 million pounds .in 1979 to 594
million pounds in 1980; it also rose to 664 million pounds in 1981.
Employment in spinning and weaving declined from 105 ,000 workers in 1974
to 94 ,000 in 1977. In 1980 and 1981 the decline continued; in 1980, there
were 85,189 employees in spinning, weaving, and finishing, and in 1981, there
were 82, 280 workers in the same sectors. Kuch of the decline in number of
mills and employment has been the result of extensive modernization programs
desig~ed to gradually reduce the labor component in textile production.
With
encouragement from the Government, there is presently a continuing emphasis
for fewer companies to provide more efficient output of various textiles.
Italian textiles are used chiefly in apparel, although substantial
quantities are also consumed by industrial and homefurnishing manufacturers.
The textile distribution pattern consists of distributors or agents, textile
wholesalers, yarn processors and fabric makers, and dyers arid .finishers.
However, much of the distribution is now carried out by individual ·textile
manufacturing .. companies which sell directly to product manufacturers.
In
Italy, as in the United states, manmade-fiber producers sell directly to
various end users such as fabric and product makers, yarn processors,
.independent fabric makers, and contract textile finishers.
The United·Kingdom.--The textile industry in the United Kingdom consumed
The weaving
an estimated 1. 7 billion pounds of textile fibers in 1980.
sector, the largest sector in the United Kingdom textile industry, had a
capacity of 40,200 looms in 1978, 31,300 looms in 1980, and 20,300 looms in
1982.
The woven fabric producers operated at 85. 4 percent of capacity in
1978, 83.6 percent in 1980, and 83.5 percent in 1982.
The industry in the United Kingdom consists of many small, highly
diversified companies. several holding companies control a number of these
small, chiefly vertically integrated companies. In 1973, the British textile
industry consisted of 3,691 companies; in 1972, 2,679 companies; in 1977,
about 2,500 companies: and in 1982, slightly over 2,000 companies. The number
of employees in textiles declined from 605,000 in 1963 to 438,000 in 1972; the
number rose to 480,200 workers in 1977, but again declined to 317,900 in
1981. The steady decline in the number of companies and workers is due to the
consolidation and elimination of many nonprofitable operations, lower textile
production (textile output dropped 26 percent from 1978 to 1980 and a further
13 ·percent from 1980 to 1982), and equipment modernization.
Like the United States and Italy, British textiles are used chiefly in
apparel and secondarily in industrial and household products. The British
textile industry distributes its products through yarn processors, fabric
makers, dyers and finishers, and a great number of intermediaries (especially
contract textile manufacturers and textile.wholesalers) some of whom belong to
large textile organizations.
The numerous intermediary companies are
necessary in order to market the wide variety of specialized textiles still
produced by the many small firms in the industry.
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France.--The textile industry of France had an estimated $16 billion in
sales in 1980. !I Capacity utilization had typically been about 7S percent,
though for 1981 and 1982, it is estimated to have been slightly lower. The
French textile industry is renowned as a diversified producer of high-quality
textiles.
The industry in France is recognized as a wqrld leader in the
production of certain types of textiles of fine quality and design, such as
wool worsteds.
In 1980, there were 2, SSS French establishments manufacturing an entire
range of textile products, less than the number of textile firms operating in
1974 and 1977 but above those in existence during 1982. The textile industry
employed 347,900 workers in 1974; 297,300 workers in 1977; and 243,900 workers
in 1980.
Like other important textile nations in .the European Community,
France has suffered a decline iQ number of plants and employment in the late
1970' s and early 1980' s chiefly because of foreign competition, consolidations
<encouraged by the Government to make the remaining plants more competitive),
and the large-scale modernization of plants.
French textiles are used chiefly in apparel (especially dresses, coats,
suits, trousers, and underclothes), household textiles (particularly sheets,
pillowcases,
curtains, and draperies),
and various industrial products
(including tarpaulins, filter products, industrial felts, and automotive
equipment).
The French textile distribution system is composed of yarn
processors, fabric makers, and contract textile dyers and finishers. However,
since the early 1980's the number of contract dyers and finishers, and textile
wholesalers, has been decreasing due to industry modernization. Many of these
formerly independent functions are being performed by larger organizations
(with government encouragement); in additiOn, some textile manufacturers are·
taking on the tasks of dyeing and finishing their own products and arranging
for direct distribution to customers.
U.S. market
During 1967-82, U.S.
$20.1 billion in 1967 to
annually until it reached
market reduced consumption

consumption of textiles· increased SO percent from
$30.4 billion in 1977, and continued to increase
$SO.O billion in 1981.
Then in 1982, a stagnant
to $47.2 million.

Factors of demand for textiles in the United states are price, consumer
need,
fashion,
comfort, and new or improved industrial and household
applications. In the .area of fashion, designers piay an important role iu the
te~tile industry, one that has been increasing in recent years especially in
developed countries.
In the area of improved industrial applications, new
uses include geotextiles, portable liquid storage tanks, inflatable convention
and stadium coverings,
heat-r.esistant products for space exploration,
net-enclosing breeding pens for sea fish, and snow chains for automobiles.
Lastly, new or improved household applications include disposable diapers,
wiping cloths, reusable bags, abrasive cloths, and temporary storage closets.
!I Kuch of the French textile data presented here was
Bulletin 82/6 published by Comitextil, Brussels, Belgium.

obtained from
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U.S. shipments
Quantity data are not available for overall U.S. s.hipments of textiles.
However, domestic fiber consumption, almost all of which enters into some form
of textiles, is considered an indirect measurement of textile shipments.
These data, along with the value of textile shipments, are shown, for selected
years, in the following tabulation:
Domestic consumption
of fibers !/
(million pounds)
9,365
1972-------7------------------------- 12,318
1977--------------------------------~ 12,729
1982--------------------------------- 11,140
1967----~----------------------------

Value of textile
shipments 'J./
(million dollars)
19,797
28,064
40,551
47 ,217

!I Textile Organon, a publication of the Textile Economics Bureau, Inc.,
Karch 1983, p. 38.
i1 U.S. Department ·of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
From 1967 to the middle 1970's, the quantity of domestic textile
shipments increased. Afterwards, in the late 1970's and the early 1980's, the
quantity of shipments gradually declined, principally due to sluggish demand
for apparel and homefurnishings and increased imports of apparel, which
further limited opportunities for domestic textile shipments. In contrast,
from 1967 to the early 1980's, the value of shipments rose. The increase in
the 1970's can be attributed in part to real growth in U.S. textile
consumption. However, the increase in the late 1970's and early 1980's is
largely the result of inflation and the production of more expensive textile
products.
U.S. imports
In value, U.S. imports of textiles increased from $0.8 billion in 1967 to
$1. 5 billion in 1972, and to $1. 8 billion in 1977, and to $2. 8 billion in
1982. Though quantity data are not available for overall textile imports,
imports of cotton, wool, and manmade fibers, which account for a preponderant
share of all textile imports, totaled an estimated 3. 7 billion equivalent
square yards in 1972, 2. 2 billion equivalent square yards in 1977, and 2~ 2
billion equivalent square yards in 1982. !I. The quantity of textile imports,
as measured in equivalent square yards, of cotton, wool, and manmade fibers,
has trended irregularly lower since 1972.
The major cause of the lower
imports has been the sharp drop in imported manmade-fiber yarns. During this
period, the domestic users of textile yarns have generally shifted to U.S.!I Square yard equivalents of imports of textiles are an overall measure of
trade in ·physical terms.
Textiles, except fabrics which are measured in
actual square yards, are assigned a conversion factor which converts other
physical units (such as pounds of yarn> into square yard equivalents.
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produced yarns which became abundant and competitively priced as larger and
In addition,
the
more cost-efficient U.S. plants were established.
institution of the Kultifiber Arrangement for textile products of manmade
fibers in the early 1970's contributed to the reduced imports. In the years
after 1972, imports of textiles have typically accounted for between 4 and 6
percent of domestic consumption.
The European Community was a moderate supplier of textile imports to the
U.S. market during the 1970's and early 1980's.
The European Community
accounted for generally between 15 and 30 percent of U.S. textile imports and
less than 2 percent of U.S. textile consumption. EC imports increased from
$117 million in 1967 to $477 million in 1972;. then remained at a level of
between $400 million and $600 million per year through the early 1980's.
Textile imports from Italy, the United Kingdom, and France, which
accounted for over 70 percent of u .s. imports from the European Community in
1982, however, increased since the late 1960's. In 1967, Italy furnished $42
million in textile imports; in 1972, $79 million; in 1977, $113 million; and
in 1982, an estimated $204 million. Next in importance, the United Kingdom
supplied $47 million in textile imports in 1967; $93 million in 1972;
$94 million in 1977; and an estimated $101 million in 1982. Lastly, France
shipped $27 million in textiles to the United States in 1967; $61 million in
1972; $62 million in 1977; but only an estimated $57 million in 1982, down 29
percent from the $80 million in 1981.
Conditions of competition in the U.S. market
Textiles imported from the European Community generally compete in the
U.S. market by offering products with special attributes such as handwork
yarnsfrom France, handwoven wool fabrics and axminster carpets from the the
United Kingdom, expensive spun rayon fabrics from West Germany, wilton carpets
from Belgium, and silk twills, other fancy~colored silk fabrics, and wool
blends from Italy. over $10 million of each of those products was imported
annually in recent years.
Some textiles from the Community have captive
consumers in the U. s. market because of quality, special uses, and consumer
preferences.
However, by far the largest portion of the U.S. market uses
basic textiles (fabrics, yarns, and so forth) and is competitive primarily on
a price basis. Consequently, those textiles with lower overall unit costs
prevail, particularly spun yarn, polyester-cotton apparel fabrics, denims,
sheetings, and knit apparel fabrics.
In these products, U.S. firms have a
decided advantag~.
During the 1a~~ decade~ both the European Community
suppliers and the U.S. suppliers have retained rather consistant shares of the
U.S. textile market.
International markets
Data on world consumption of textiles are not available. However, the
approximate size of the world's largest markets can be measured by the total
amount of. textile fibers consumed.
According to the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, !I the United States is the world's
!/World apparel fibre consumption survey, 1983.
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largest consumer of textile fibers, !/ consuming approximately 10.6 billion
pounds in 1980.
In that year, the European Community was the second largest
market, consuming 9. 5 billion pounds; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(U.S.S.R.) was the third largest market, consuming about 9.0 billion pounds;
the People's Republic of ·china (China) was the fourth largest market,
consuming about 8.9 billion pounds; and Japan was the fifth la.rgest market,
consuming almost 4.2 billion pounds.
Within the European Community, the
leading textile markets in 1980 were West Germany, which consumed 3.1 billion
pounds of textile fibers; France and the United Kingdom, which each consumed
1.7 billion pounds; and Italy, which consumed 1.6 billion.
In 1981, the European Community was the world's largest source of
textiles, accounting for $7.5 billion in exports.
It was also the world's
largest buyer of textiles, importing an estimated $7 .4 billion in 1981. Of
the four leading textile producing nations in the European Community--West
Germany, Italy, France, and the United Kingdom--only Italy exported more
textiles than it imported in 1981.
The United States exported $3.6 billion in textiles in 1981 and imported
$3.0 billion, and Japan exported $5.2 billion in the same year and imported
$1. 5 billion.
China has also emerged as one of the largest exporters of
textiles in the world with 1981 exports estimated at over $2.0 billion.
The United States and the European Community are the principal foreign
textile suppliers for each other's markets.
Also, Japan is an important
source of textiles for both markets. The European Community is an important
supplier of textiles to the u.s.S.R.
The United States and the European
Community fall behind Japan and Hong Kong as suppliers to China because (1)
the Asian countries• generally have a price advantage, (2) these two countries
have traditionally been an important source of imported textiles for China,
and (3) these two countries are closer to China both geographically and
culturally.
U.S. exports
The value of U.S. textile exports was about $531 million in 1967; then it
rose to $779 million in 1972 and to $1, 959 million in 1977.
Since 1977,
exports grew annually, and reached $3,619 million in 1981.
However,
stagnating demand and the strong U. s. dollar in 1982 produced a decline of 22
percent in the value of exports (to about. $2,784 million), the first recorded
annual decrease in the value of U.S. exports of textiles since 1974.
In the 1960's and the 1970's, the United States• most important export
markets were Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Belgium.
Mexico,
Saudi Arabia, and Japan have became important U.S. markets in the 1980's.
Canada remained the leading U.S. market in 1981 ($583 million) and the United
Kingdom was the second· ($245 million), Mexico was the third most important
market ($157 million), Saudi Arabia was fifth ($140 million), and Japan was
!I Cotton, wool, flax, and manmade fibers.
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seventh ($113 million). These new markets consumed chiefly fabric, some of
which, especially in ·the case of Mexico, came back into the United States as
finished apparel.
The 10 top U.S. markets in 1981 included 3 European
Community nations--the United Kingdom ($245 million) and Belgium
($117 million), as shown in table B-43.
EC exports
The European Community exported $659 million of textiles to the United
States, its largest market outside the Community, in 1981. The three largest
markets, all of which were member states, included West Germany ( $2. 8 billion
in textiles from other Community members in 1981), France ($2.2 billion), and
the United Kingdom ($1.6 billion), as shown in table B-44. The leading EC
textile consuming nations have ·increased their textile imports from other
nations of the Community in almost every year since 1963. In addition, the
European Community as a whole ''(including trade within the Community) has shown
an increasing trend in all textile exports from 1963, when they were only $2.9
billion, to 1981, when they reached $18.8 billion. EC exports to the United
States also increased during this period, rising from $107 million in 1963 to
$659 million in 1981.
Of the European Community nations, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, France,
and the United Kingdom have been the largest textile exporters in the last
several years.
In 1981, the textile exports of west Germany totaled $4. 9
billion; Italy, $3.8 billion; Belgium, $2.8 billion; France, $2.5 billion; and
the United Kingdom, $2.2 billion. Except for west Germany and Belgium, the
United states has ranked among the 10 top markets for these countries for most
years since 1970. The largest EC textile exporters to the United States in
1981 were Italy <which exported $236 million worth of textiles to the United
States), the United Kingdom ($127 million), and France ($80 million) (table
B-45, B-46, and B-47).
Conditions of competition in international markets
Producers in west Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy compete
with each other for foreign textile markets as well as for their own markets.
Likewise, U.S. exporters compete with individual nations' producers rather
than with the European Community as a whole.
The European community has an advantage over the United States in the
area of duties and non tariff barriers.
The European Community has
preferential duty arrangements with many countries outside the Community.
Also within the Community, u. s. pcoducts are dutiable whereas trade among EC
members is duty-free. In addition, rules of origin, in effect since 1973, are
applied by the European Community in its preferential trade arrangements 11.

ll The European Community's rules of origin apply to the trade between the
Community and its numerous preferential partners, including the seven nations
of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).
The rules provide that
preferential tariff tt"eatment be extended by the Community to goods from the
exporting area which have been wholly produced or imported and substantially
processed, within the exporting area. As this rule is intet"preted in the
·
(continued)
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other less significant restrictions that exist in European community markets
include import licensing requirements, country-of-origin labeling, listing of
fiber content, and listing of samples on shipping documents •.
'Ihe EC member states also have a trade advantage over ·the
in Africa · and Asia due to their past cultural, social,
relationships. However, when U.S. and EC exporters compete in
which are now becoming more important to the textile industry,
equally well in quality, price, service, and product diversity.

United States
and economic
.new markets,
each competes

(Continued)
1/ European Community, apparel, homefurnishings, or other end products made
in - the Community from fabrics produced in the United States and many other·
countries would not qualify for preferential status because it only passes
through one level of processing. C~nsequently, manufacturers in the EFTA or
the European Community might hesitate to purchase U.. S.-made fabric because
articles produced from such fabric ·would have a· higher tariff· when shipped
between the two areas than articles made with EC or EFTA-produced fabric.
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submitted to the Subcommittee on Trade materially injured by reason of imports
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·
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1983. Because of a later request for a
determined not to review the presidln1
· ' ~ . ·• · .
··
·- · · ··· ·
public bearin& in connection with the
officer's initial determination (I.D.)
l'llDl&..,..411flW11MMia . . _,
fnvestJgation. the Commiuion
(Order No. ·49J srantiftla joint motton.~oaUNG caae ~· .
·
requested. and the Court granted. a 30- . terminate this iavestfgation with respect
· day extension in the investisatioa. until· to respondent King Machinery. Inc.
·
Unvatlptlon ·No. 73t-T.\-44i fllnllf-Court.· · October 11, 1983.
.
·
(!Cins1 on the bais of a consent order
: Remand)
.. .
Notice of the institution of the remand . sgreemenL
_
.•
•
·' _, Investigation was given by postlns
Authority: 19 U.S.C. 1337. 47 FR 25134. fune
!m~ !~~~ ~t«!t F!'Q!n ·: · copies of the notice in the Office oC the
10. 1982 and 48 FR 2DZ5. May 5. um. and

usrrc

u
separate sheets

aa .-·

o.c. ·

France

. -

..

·

:.·c~.· ·

-·

. ·. ·· .

·· ·:.-· · '··· ·

~.---Secretary,U.S.lntemaHonalTrade

-'--•--tf
: .:.. . · · -.:·. c. ;_:..~·· ·Commission. Wuhfnstoil. O.C. and by ·
. . .:.. .,..
.
Dete~ on
1
In response.to
order of the Colirt of_.·
•Sartlitat 1aprimded ror1n 1i.mcaotthe
lntema.tional Trade in the case of · . ~- . . T.nff Sdl9chilet ol th• United Stata.. .
~·-#- (Court. -:·.. . •Cl•.~ Ec:lia did not mab _,.,.,.
Roquttlla Ft'tllfl& v.• Unit-.J
~ ~-. detarmiallma ~ crystalliAe amt llqllid
.
No. 82-5-00638. Shp Op. 83-7:'-- entered . -. · IOl'bitol. fmqad det8llllinlq t11at an iadU.cr, 111 tile
July 18. 1983), and on the bam of the . ·• United Sia• wu matuiaUy illjuftd or tbnateiwd
records.• deveJoped in investigations ~. · · Wida -LllW iniutJ by,.._ af LTFV lm1IOfla of
Nos._731-TA.:...W
(F'mal} and m-TA-44
- ·· diaMGra
_.tinol ~Franc.. 1'11ant-. Chainnan EW9
,.._ .
•
•
witb l'lllPKf to di• Commialon'• aapttve ·
1
mu.--'urt
Remand}.
the
Commisa1on
·
datermiMtiaa
on liquid 1artrilaL
(Fi
determines that as of the date of the
• Commiiaioner Siem al.lo def.nninn that a
Commission's determination ia
darif'&CaliOll of her detenninalion ... of rile dare of
investigation No. 731-TA~ (F'l.081}, an
the Co~isaion's darerminalion. ratller Lban a n.w

an

•

I 'J'11e •_,r.' la defined in t 21J7.%(i) Of tlie
Commiaaion"• RW.. of Practtca and Proc9dunr (19

CfR 201.%(IJJ.

defennm111lon bmaed oa n- dat.. nrsull1 in a
. raffirmatioa of her original detmninatiorL IA- tllal
an induat17 in I.be United Starn waa lllllterially
iajund by tHaon ol LTFV imparts of 1arbitoi hum

Fram:a.

. .

H21o.53(c).21CJ.53(hJ,Z11..20and21Utor

~n·a Ruin of Practice and
nuw:uunr (ti CFR 21Q.5.3(c) and (hi and 19
CFR. Z11.20and Z1t.ztJ.
SUPPUMIHTARY INFORMATION: The

Conunision published notice of the LO.
ia the Federal R91ister of September 23.
1983. 48 FR 43413. The Commission has
not received a "'titian for review of the
LO. or comments from sovemment
agencies or the public.· ·
The Commission has determined not
to review lhe initial determination
terminating King as a respondent and
issuing the consent order. The consent
order allows King to continue importing ·
and selling vertical milling machines

(332-161) .
(48 FR 4S81B. Oct. 7, 1983). the .
FOR FURTHER INFORMA'nON CONTACT:
Commission hereby revises lta scbedule
William E. Perry, Esq.. Office of the
• Import Jnvestigadons; Compettttve
as follows: The preheariq conference
Gener81 CounaeL telephone 202-523Condltloa Relating to the lmpol1atlon 0499.
will be held on JanmD'J 24. 1984: the
hearing will be held on February 9. 198': of lndus1rial Molds Into the United
By order of the Commi11icm.
States From canadll
and the Commission's final ·
·
·
·
Juued: October a 1sas. . ..- ..
determination shall 'be iuued 411 or
AGENCY: United SJa!es Inlemational
JCmmeth L M--.
Trade Commission.
before March 19. 19&1.
Secretaiy.
ACTIOIC This notice announces the
fF1l Dac.11-a1tt ..a.. ......
_,
IFFKTIW DATE: October 17, 1983.
bearins location in connection with the 'llUJNG coac 7ll2IMl4 1111
SUPPLsuwrARY INJIORllATION: The
Commiuion'• investigation on the
Commisaion instituted this final
competitive conditions relating to the
antidumpjns invesliaation effective
importation of industrial molcb into the
(332-112) •
. .·• . . :·eo· •...
Septemberl9. l983. and scheduled•
United Stales from Canada.
Import ~ Fofelgft:. ~1
hearina to be held in cmmectiOD
EFFECTIVE DATl:Odober A 1983.
. Industrial Targeting and Jta Elfecta oa
thereWith for .December7, 1983 {48 FR
·SUPPUlilNT.Aitv INJIOAMATION: Notice Ja U.S. lnduatrtes; Phale II, the European
46480. OcL S. 1983). On October7.. 1983 . • hereby given Jhat the public hearin8 Jn
~ and Jlember .StatM:
(48 FR 45228). lhe Department of
conn.action with 1be ime;stiption will be ·
Commerce extended the investigation in held be8iJmin8 at 10 a.m. onFebniary z.
ACUNCY: United States Jntemai:fona)
response to a request from the China
1984. to be continued on February 3. .
Trade Commitlion. ·
National Import and Export Corporation. 1984. if required.in the Westin Hotel.· . ACTDC Thia notice announces the itart
the expotter of the subjec:t merchandise . Marquette Roo111. Renaillance Center~ .· of the second phase of the C9mmiaalon'•
in the People's Republic of China. The .. Debaft. Michipa. .Nolice of the . ·
inveatiption of roreisn industrial ·
tarsetlng. investigation 332-182. and
effect of tbe extemiaD wu to dwlse , . lutltution of the in'Vestiptioa.,...
tbe scbeduled date for Commerce to .
· publiabed in 1he Federal Rqiamrd
lnfonm the public of the schedule of
--'-- 1•• &1--1 .1-•-•--.i- &....,;,_
e!-tember:21.l983 (48'FR mm•:Jo ·
. · puhlJC
tbat phue.
incJucflna the~
of a
111-.r . . UIUll uaurulllilo9UUU ll'Uill
._..
he•.4....
- . ·. ~
November 28. JSas. to FebruaJ7 2. '19M. ..·· POii ~ 1Nl'ORMA110ll CONTACT:
--..
Accordingly, the Commiaicm t. revtmDs · · David S1fnpdud ~), OfBce lllPK11VE'DATIC October18. tSSS.
ltl achedule lnthe IDVeltiptlon ID.
· . _oftndmtries.Marbinel'f ud EqaipmeDt
POii PUllTHEll INl'ORllA'nON CONTACT:
conform witla Ccmmen:e·s new ·, · · · · . . Dlvtsicm. O;S.. luternational Trade
Dr:. J-"'- Su---'a. ~--. ~- of
schedule.
. "'."' : . . ComzniNla. Waldqton. D.C aad. .
Ullll
WllCI
.IJU-.:AOW~ ""™
'nle CommiuJon•s
w~ -~ •. · .· "87·Gn1.r-arib8Cmuduiaa;_ ·
..:
~~or Dr. Hemy
to have been held OD Decemhs!', 'lS8J. - Jnaed: Odaher A 1883. · .. .. . . . · •
.........,.AllY JNFORllAnOIC I2le
· baa been rescheduled to basin at lO
x.medl.& M-.
·
.... · ·: ConimJWon matitu.led the jU8leDi . . .
on February 9, 1984. in the Headng. . - . ~
·
.
tnvestipdon on lts own motion under
Room. U.S. Intemattonal.Trade
lft!)m.. . . .~·. :ii .......
--- - -·-·.- HCtion 332(bl of the Tariff Act of 1930
Commisaion Buildlng.'81B·Slntel NW~cam,.....
. (18U.S.C.1332(b)}onApril18.1983. at
WasJUnston, D.C. Requests to appear at
the request of the Subcommittee oa
tbe heariDa lhould be llled.ln wr:ltiq · . ·.
Trade of the House <:ommittee GD W8J1
with tbe Secze!al!' to-Ovnmiaskm
[lnY•Bg Elion No. 337-TA-J 44l .
and Means. Notice of inltltulon ~1he
not lat.Br Iba tbe c1me of bmlDesa {S:JS
Impart lnvatlgatloM; Certain 'DJnct
investig•tioa and the sc:bedule of the ·
· p.m.J on Jmmm7 27. l981.A11 peraoaa Current 8ruahJesa Axial Flow F--. .·
ftnt phale of tbe fnvestfptioa. wbiclr
desiring ta.appear.atthelleam, and
Commfaton DedaiOn Not To Rmew
concerned industrial targeting by Japan.
make oral presentatJom should file · -_
lnitlal Determtnatlon Partially
·
·
wu publiahed in .the Federal Register of
prehearing briefs and attend•
.. ·
Terminating the lnveatlgatl~
May 11. 1983. (48 FR ZUIOJ.
prehearing conference to be held at 10
·
·
·· Jn the original notice of investigation. ·
a.m. on JanWIJ'J 24. 198C. 1n room 111 of
ACUNCY: U.S. Intemational lnde
lt wu amunmoed that lhe investigation
die U.S. Intematfanal Trad,
Commi•aicm. -·
would be cUvtded intO thne phases: the·
Cammisaicm Buildlna. The deadDDe far . ACTION: The COmmission.hu
·.. · · ' · ftnt to consider Japanese.industrial · ·
fllJng prehearing bdefs ii Febniary 3.
determined not to review u hlitial ·
tarpttng. the aec:ond to consider the ~
1984. A public version of the prehearina
detennination (LD) (Order No. 7l
European Community'• industrial · .
staff' report ccmtainina preliminary
terminatins the -above-capUODed
taraeting and the 1hird to camider
·
industrial tarsettns of other major U.S.·
findings of fad bl thfs..iDvestiptian will , investigation u to U.S. Letten Patent
h1lc record in J
. Noa. 4.332,668 and 4.030.00S. ·
trading partners. .
. .. . . .
be 1 d . th
Pace m • pu
· 8DUal7 Accmdlngly, 1he 1.D. has become the
-· Pbaae·D will attempt to answer the·
2f, 198'.
Commission'• .determination u Jo thit
following questions about EC and
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAC'r.
matt~ '
.
member states industrial targetins: {1)
Lury Reavis (202-S23--0298). Office of
Aulhari1J: 19usc.·1337, 47 FR 25134. Jun•· Which industries have the EC and
Investigations. U.S. Intemational Trade
10. 198Z. and 4i FRmzzs. MaJ 5.1983; to be
member states targeted? (2) What
Commission. WasbingtoD. D.C. 20438.
codified at 19 CFR 2lo.53 (c) and (h):
specific pniclices &ave the EC and
By order of the Camininion:
member states used to further the
Issued: October 17, 1983.
SUPPUllENTARY·INFOAMATION: The
international competitiveness of these
Kenneth R. Muoa.
Commission. baa received neither a
industries? (3} What have been the
petition for review of the l.D. r.or
effects of these practices on the
Secnfory.
comments from the public or other
competitiveness of the targeted EC
1rao--::insl'ilr.4~us-i
9ovemmenl agencies.
industries and their U.S. competitors?
8IU.IMG cooc 70ZIMZ-a

..

bnrina.

a.m.• ·

,.
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APPENDIX B
STATISTICAL TABLES

Tabla B-1.--U.s. producers' shipments, azporta of domastic marchandiaa, imports for conaumption, total and froa KC, apparent consumption, and
emplormant in alleged targeted industries, specified 1ear1 1963 to 1982
Importa
Prod1ucer1'
: 1h i p111en ti !/ ;

Industry and year

Bllportl

Ratio of-Proa
BC

Total

:Consumption !I:

----·-------------------------1,000 dollar•---------------------Aircraft and aerospace:
1963----------------------------:
1967----------------------------:
1972-------------------------.;. __ :
1977----------------------------:
1978----------------------------:
1979----------------------------:
1980----------------------------:
1981----------------------------:
1982--------------------'--------:
~pparel:

6,Cl186,000
9,9•75,000
11, e,49, ooo
16, •. 47 ,ooo
19, E·54, 000
26. 1'05. 000
31, g129 ,000
35. 9163. 000
33. 8:58. 000

:

:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

,l,084,216
1,518,480
2,919,408
5,865,777
8,150,000
9,662,000
12,761,000
14,612,000
11,638,000

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

91,099
249,173
409,720
600,613
660,000
1,077,000
1,908,000
2,586,000
2,481,000

:

:

:
31,280 :
:
129,516 :
:
174,UB :
: ·392,627 :
:
348,337 :
:
583,218 :
: 1,017,713 :
: 1,229,671 :
: 1,250,623 :
:

5,092;883
8,705,693
9,139,312
11,181,836
12,194,000
18,120,000
21,076,000
23,937,000
24,701,000

:

:
:
:
:
:
:.
:
:
:

I111pOrt1 froa : Import• from
BC to
:
BC to
total i•1>0J:t1 __ L ~onaumption 1/
--------------Percent------------'34.3
52.0
42:6
65;4
52.a
54.2
53.3
47.6
50.4

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

0.6
1. 5
1.9
3.5
2.9
3.2
4.8
5.1
5.1

Total
employment !/
1,000 workers.
)23
991
.588

566
620
713
.766
111

739

:

20, e.u, 500
26,326,900
34,1'84,100
38. 1'47 ,300
39,081,700
42, 4·81, 500
46,018,100
47 ,3.98,600

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

126,285
209,980
560,159
600,503
843,140
1,093',495
1,128,983
846,548

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

649,224
1,760,169
3,734,765
4,877,977
5,065,023
5,782,703
6,857,002
7,506,856

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

182,620
236,683
360,310
481,542
1,468,759
1,423,475
1,399,081
1,430,511

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

21,137,439
27 ,877 ,089
37,958,706
43,024,774
43,303,583
47,170,708
51, 746,119
54,058,908

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

31.0
13.7
9.7
9.9
9.3
7.3
5.8
5.7

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1.0 •
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0

17,621,100
22,768,500
28,111,900
1981---~------------------------: 33,416,400
1982----------------------------: 33,938,400
Automobiles and trucks:
1963----------------------------: 17. 5.17. 422
1967----------------------------: 19,?45,485
1972----------------------------: 30,787,231
1977-------------.,.--------------: 45,100,000
1978----------------------------: 49. •·92. 000
1979----------------------------: 47,~89,000
1980----------------------------: 40. 9159 ,ooo
1981----------------..:.-----------: 43,1'71,000
1982----------------------------: 37 ,(136,000

:
:
:
:
:

4,138,886
5,401,821
7,483,107
8,506,198
8,968,923

:
:
:
:
:

755,353
968,329
1,159,045
1,646,771
2,296,278

:
:
:
:
:

241,690
301,863
300,276
283,823
·315,674

:
:
:
:
:

14,237,567
18,335,008
21,787,838
26,556,973
27,265,755

:
:
:
:
:

32.0
31.2
25.9
17.2
13.7

:
:
:
:
:

1. 7
1.6
1.4
1.1
1.2

250. 7
292.6
323.7
336.2
340.0

:
:
:
:
:
:

525,234
969,096
1,735,942
4,849,680
3,641,652
4,689,282
3,995,617
3,996,144
2,922,854

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

612,806
3,172,958
6,653,267
13,794,746
14,097,951
14,879,520
17,096,351
17,993,510
20,179,508

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

511,742
782,284
1,940,436
3,099,314
3,400,706
3,959,567
4,182,504
3,516,451
4,002,101

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

17,604,994
21,449,347
35,704,556
58,505,066
59,948,299
58,179,238
54,059,134
57,768,366
54,292,654

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

83.5 :
41.3:
29.2 :
22.5 :
24.1 :
26.6 :
24.5 :
19.5 :
19.2 :

2.9
3.9
5.4
5.7
5.7
6.8
1.1
6.1
7.3

330
321
339
3U
300
325
300
250
225

1967----------------------------:
1972----------------------------:
1977----------------------------:
197,8---.,-------------------------:
1979----------------------------:
1980--------------·--------------:
1981----------------------------:
1982----------------------------:
~utomatic data processing
. -chines (computers):
1978----------------------------:
1979----------------------------:
1980----------------------------:

:

Saa footnote1 and end

of

table.

:
:
:
:

:

:

:

1,398.0
1,368.2
1,334.4
1,321.8
1,306.2
1,307.3
1,251.1
1,175.0

Table B-1.--U.S. producer•' abl1P119nta, ezporta of doaieatlc .. rcbandlae, l11POrta for cona1111ptlon, total and froa the luropean ComnunltJ, apparent
conaumptlon, and eaploJ119nt ln alleged targeted lnduatrlea, apeclfled rear• 1954 to 1982--Contlnued
lllporta

Induatrr and rear

aatlo .of-bporta
lllporta froa : lllporta froa
:Conaaptlon !I:
rroa
IC to
:
IC to
:
Total
IC
total laoorta_ l c:on•!lllDUon 1.1. :
________
;._percent----------------------~-------------1.000 dollar•-------------------

• Producera • •
:•blpMnta 11:

.

Coal:
1963----------------------------: 2,632,900
1961------------------------·-- : 3,100,500
1972----------------------------: 5,518,000
1977--------------------:--------: 14,043,040
1978---------~------------------: 23,180,500
1979--------------------------: 27,226,SOO
1980---------------------------: 21,308,000
1981---------------------------: 36,00S,000
1982---------------------------: 41,670,000
:
HeaYJ electrical equl111111nt:
1963-------------------------:
!I
1967------------------------:
i!/
1972--------------------------: 1,500,000
1977-------------------------: 1,270,000
1971---------------------------: 1,300,000
1979----------------------------: 1,100,100
1,150,000
1910---~---~------------------:
1911------------------------: 1,175,000
1912---------------------------: 1,200,000
Iron and 1teel alll product•:
:
1963---------------------------: 12,137,000
1967---------------------------: 15,342,000
1972----------------------------: 19,754,000
1977--------------------·-------: 35,153,000
1971---------------------------: 42,5•5,000
1979-----------~----------------: 41,071,000
43,661,000
1911----------------.;._-----: 51.367,000
1912--------------------:· 3•,577 ,000

1980-----------,------------:
:

lee footnote• at end of table.

.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

..

482,055
501,262
1,019,113
2,130,350
2,102,198
3,481,061
5,037,379
6,00S,873
6,U0,539

!I
!'

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

550,000.:
411,600 :
390,200 :
395,500 :
791,600 :
554,500 :
570,000 :

:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

465,210
414,936
603,139
1,031,071
1,321,73•
1,871,•36
2,556,617
2,275,267
1,601,•30

6,302
·3,956
5,436
191,694
48S,417
391,693
12,i96
72,337
32,829

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1,678
1,791
302
159,294
36S,16S
245,928
4,323
2,051
383

:

!'

:

3/

:

16,700
19,500
21,100
44,100
33,100
34,500

:
:
:
:
:
:

ll

:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2,200
7,100
1,400
•.100
4,600
1,100
11,500
10,300
13,400

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

!'
!I

:

3/
iH,100
929,300
732,300
402,500
653,600
664,500

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

21 :

45 :
6 :
83

!'
!
!I

:
:

:

24.6
23.6
27.7
26.1 •
31.1
31.I

U6
131
160

l'

!I
!I

75

- ·63
5 :
3 :
1

1,000 worker•

1
2
1

248

237
227
229
229
217

i/

11
1

!I
l'
·!'

!'
!'
.5
.5 :
1.1

2.9
1.6
2.0

•5·

40
38
35
32

30.
29

:

: . 633,111 :
264,200 :
: 1,292,195 :
550,900 :
: 2·,793,641 : 1,137,000 :
: 5,531,317 : 1,957,000
: 6,916,165 : 2,2•1,316
: 6,966,737 :·1,911,371
: 6,115,355 : 1,591,772
: 10,217,660.: 3,2•2,000
: 1,951,396 : 2,921,210
:

2,157,147
2,603,194
4,504,323
11,504,384
21,S63,019
24,137,132
23,353,517
29,734,534
35,262,290

Total
eaplo,..nt !/

13,0CM,908
16,219,259
21,943,109
40,347,240
41,133,131
53,159.301
U,996,731
59.,339,730
41,933,966
.

:
:.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

41.7
42.6
40.7
35.•
32.• 5
21.•
23.2
31.6

32.6

2.0
3.4
5.2
•• 9
•. 1
I

3.1

I

3.3

I

520

SSS
UI

.•n
••9
453
399

5.5

391

7.0

21t

Table B-1.--u.s. proclacer1• 1bl.-ant1. eaport1 of doma1tlc . . rcbandl••, laiporta for conalllliptlon, apparent con11111ptlon, total and
frOll th• Baropaan C-1nltJ (BC)• and nplor-.nt ln alleged targeted lndaatrlH. apaclflad reara 1963 to 1912..:-eontlnued
·aatlo of--

Iaiporta.
InduatrJ and fear

·: Produc:er1•
;ahl ...11t1 !I:

Baporta

Prom
BC

Total

: Cona1111ptlon !I:

..:..---·--------------------1,000 dollar•----------------llachlne toola:
1963----------------------------:
1967---------~------------------:

1972----------------------------:
1977----------------------------:
1978-----------·-----------------:
1979----~----------------------:

1980-------------·---------------:
1981----------------------,-~----:

1982------------_;--------------:
Semlconductora:
·

1,01),600
2,80:1,800
1,90:1,900
3,67·~.900

4,73:2,800
6,1211>,500
7,211&,700
7 ,6311>.ooo
5,5411,900

2.104.100
4,532,300.
5,402,593
1971----------------~----------:
1979---------------------------: 1.056.797
1980----------------------------: 8,993,180
9,671,694
1981----------------~-----------:
1982------'---·------------------: 10,370,000
.relec-unlcatlons:
1963----------------------------: 9,327,000
1967----------------------------: 12,866,100
1972----------------------------: u.u9,100
1917--------------...,------.-------: 24,127,400
1978--------------------------~: 28,317. 526
1979----------------------------: 32 ,33.4 '768
1980-------------~--------------: 38.3H,246
1981----------------------------: 43,U.0,500
1982----------------------------: 49,6(18,809
Teatllee:
1967----------------------------: 19,797,000
1972----------------------------: 28,0114,000
1977----------------------------: 40,5!il,OOO
1978----------------------------: 42,2111.000
1979----------------------------: 45,1:17,000
1980----------------------------: 47,2~i6,000
1981----------------------------: 50,24il,OOO
1982----------------------------: 47 ,2ll7 ,000
1972---------------------~-----:

1977----------------------------:

185.413
222,432
238,107
426,729
738,648
878,630
1,093,598
1,453,067
1,010,155

u.291
203,411
139,321
415,981
835;677
1,241,513
1,511,132
1,726.144 :
1,497,497

U3,5SO
1,501,259
1,952,139
2,634,823
3,471,234 •
3,606,919
3,821,715

330,278
1,356,025
1,190,331
2,4U,662
3,348,107
3,611,584
4,205,115

521,928
472,188
698,541
2,123,512
2,455,643
2,682,557
3,120,399
3,500,430
3,554,714
530,932
778,779
1,958,933
2,22S,382
3,189,351
3,632,043
3,618,903
2,784,108

21,600
115,900
67,700
161,900
283,200
370,900
445,000
421,200
382,100

1,309,408
2,714,779 .•
1,805,120
3,739,152
4,829,829
6,413,383
7,6U,934
7,903,017
6,035,542

3/ Not available.
Complied from official atatlatlce

Source:

01F

62
57
49

2
4
4

Total
eaplOJm&nt!I
1,000 workera
84
104
78
84
95
108
109
111

35
34
30
29
24
26

5

12.9
5.7
5.1

1.7
1.8

90,437
112,211
211,528
201,686
197,859

2,561,528
4,381,066
5,240,092
6.8691636
8.864.653
9.612.299
10.153.400

6.8
5.8
4.7

1.7
2.5
2.6
2.2
1.8

75,791
497,186
1,774,051
3;658,010
4,855,383
4,811,865
5,369,751
6,643,570
6,690,111

33,018
49,842
64,268
102,890
271,111
156,638
1S7 ,472
192,481
191,161 :

8,874,063
12.191.098
16.554.951
28,385,UO
30,787,266
34,U0,076 •
40,612.598
46.253,640
52.744.206

43.7
10.0
3.6
2.8
5.7
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.9

0.37
0.39
0.39
0.36
0.90
0.45
0.39
0.42
0.36

558
642
540
534
580
600

811,904
1,525,100
1,772,363
2,200,130
2,216,363
2,493,319
3,045,920
2,807,U9

.111,481
476,542
435,441
535,076
484,513
525,002 •.
532,053
513,720

20,077.972
28,810,321
30,364.430
42,255,748
44,164.012 :
46,177,276

14.5

0.6
1.7

956,900
986,000
910,000
899.000
885.ooo
141.000
823.000
750,000

!/ 42,412
!/ 71,014

49.5aa.on
47 ,240,371 .•

!I Betlmated by the ataff of the U.S. :cnternatlonal Trade Comml11lon.
!I Lese "lban 0.05 percent.

!1

Import• froa : 1aiport1 frOll
BC to
:
BC to
total l!N>Orta : conall8Ptlon 1/
--------------Percent-------------

the United Natlone.

complied from offlclal 1tat111t1c1 of the U.S. Department of Collllll8rce, ezcept •• noted .

. . '.

~

1.0

31.2

24.6
24.3
21.9
21.1
17.5
18.3

6
6
6
5
6

1.1

1.3
1.1

1.1
1.1
1.1

88

98
114
134
161
185
105
197

631

635
590
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Table B-2.--Aircraft and aerospace: U.S. exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963

1967

1972
1977
:
1,000 dollars

1981

406,885 :1,186,023
840, 115
305,077
1, 711, 841
Not disclosed . ! / - - - 29,913
70,575
402,354
220,791
1,301,357
Japan-------------9,808
135,438
222,721
280,239
1,038,626
West Germany------40,672
193,890
169,753
200,990
959,446
Canada----------15,013
49,705
214,285
Uni ted Kingdo,mm----368,915
744,827
10,472
9,789
37,627
678,933
Saudi. Arabia-----272,315
20,694
58,010
151,353
214,230
674,561
France---------10,499
30,707
44,604
88,816
278,663
Swi tzerland1--------117. 401
689.426 :1.245.689 :3 1 033 1 458
Al l o t h e r - - - - - - 1.223.746
T o t a l - - - - - - - - :1,084,216 :1,518,480 :2,919,408 :5,865,777 :14,612,000

..

!/ Because of the confidentiality of military aerospace sales, names of
specific markets for such exports are not available.
Source:

Compiled from official stati sties of the United Nations.

Table B-3.--Aircraft and aerospace: EC exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
1963

Market

1967

·1972

1977

1981

l,000 dollars
17,639
31,280
203,921
24,466
34, 120
S,062

France
United States
West Germany
United Kingdom

Italy
Eygpt
Libya
Spai
All others
Total

333

8,415
302.056
627,292

81,161
129,516
44,575
28,827
15,983
1,589

181,674
174,448
126, 277
59,671
21,260
1,242

S,036

27,390

869,259
392,627
251,548
151,884
38,241
34,109
'711.

""ti .,

'"TI ... v_,.

')011.

f
6-V:I I '°.&.<J

32,554
15,129
30,776
391.517
648.068 :1.593,010
730, 758 :1,255,159 :3,435,738

195,664
3, 433, 545
10,039,977

,

:

Source:

2,890,061
1,229,671
747,468
680, 120
425,600
2.28,633

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

c:.
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Table 8-4.--Aircraft and aerospace: French exports, by principal markets,
by specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

United States
United Kingdom
Australia
Spain
Italy
Thailand
Japa
Singapore
All othe
Total
Source:

1963

1967

1,654
1,651
20
6,890
7 I 717
4
41S

29,933
9, 104
36,686
22,764
5,450

100, 116
118, 467

118' 884
222,965

1972
1977
1,000 dollars
31,739
27,802.
7,823
6,659
10,841

114

.

2,874
216
252,860
340, 814

1981

176,436
512,525
71,891
173,250
6,226
148,896
11, 679 :
147,896
6,395
146, 123
53,370
87,895
890
81,049
291
76,862
668,749
632,649
995,927
2,006,596

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-5.--Aircraft and aerospace: United Kingdom exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

United States
Spain
Yugoslavi
Swede
Switzerland
United Arab Emirates~:
Trinidad & Tobago
Sudan
All othe
Total
Source:

1963

1967

9,031
1,033
1,386
2,450
1,856

64,973
953
423
1,744
2,138

199
4,679
108,318
128,952

275
432
198,841
269 779
I

1972
1977
:
1,000 dollars
84,165
3,073
414
5,386
11,019
2,885
502
329
373,602
481,375

1981

129,029
218,703
6,628
14,332
5,960
1,941 :
5,944
4,695 •·
5,607
6,797
4,833
4,770
2,646
861
1,257
1,262
2,371,493
704,419
2,630,775
860,402

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table

and aerospace: West German exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

B-6.~Aircraft

1963

Market

1967

1972

1977

1981

1. 000 dollars

Franca
United Kingdom
Italy
United States
Netherlands
Spai
Indonesia
Switzerland
All other
Total
Source:

3,040
1,473
1,469
1,773
46,778
158

..
..

149
5,796
60,636

37,669
14,588
2,739
8,599
3,259
1,960
1
1,763
15,954
86,532

23,922
13' 278

832
12,046
. 16,013
2,084
921
37,070
106,166

2,545,919
685,723
384,596
48,902
132,595
15,809
106, 112
36,203 ':
35,065
51,578
17,584
9,166
14,697
11, 496
12,628
3,459
52,761
1101028
3,359,224
915,097

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table 8-7,;_Apparel: U.S. exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Mark~t

Maxie

United Kingdom
canad
J'apan
Dominican Republic-:
Sweda
Wast Germany
Venezuala
All othe
Total
Source:

1963

1967

5,426
2,510
7,305
2,609
949
2,873
3,471
1,572
63' 118
89 833
I

10,859
2,653
10,.331
2,123
355
4,497
3,783
1,647
90,037
.126~285

1972
48,289
3, 128
22,029
5,473
1,418
3,473
7,796
5,998
112, 376
209,980

1977

1981

202,849
102,575 ..
89,264
30,549
70,246
55,958
69,459
19,728
67,838
24,412
43,537
13,224
43,343
27,654
39,824
21,153
5021623
2641906
1,128,983
560, 159

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table

B-8.~Apparel:

Market

1963

West Germany
Netherlands
Belgium-Luxembourg---:
Franc
Switzerland
:
United Kingdom
Austria
United States
All other
Total
Source:

. 1967

1972

1977

1981

..
146,044
266,295
1,148,308
131,630
244,753
606,602
SS, 503,:
106,317
359,148
.63' 398 :;
340,256
117' 741
65,671
95,178
242,391
52, 110
56,073 :
112, 187
15,332
32,313
78,292
154,351 .. 182,620
236,683
270,396
386,992
784,355
954,435
1,488,282
3,908,222 :

..

1,930,930
2,398,559
1,225,157
1,386,016
921,394
1, 229 .• 109
783,942
1,151,411
738, 960
477,072
352, 174
' 718,943
523,945
351,952
360,310
321,916
2,498,708
2,072,477
8,475,408 .:10,967,567

..

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table

B-9.~Apparel:

Market
Belgium-Luxembourg~:

Germany
Italy
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Netherlands
Japa
All other
Total
Source:

EC exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981

French exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981

1963
11, 212
34,040
4,322
10, 146
7,867
17,765
4, 773
441
65,625
156,191

1967

1972

25,281
57,626
15,573
lQ,916
·8,464
21,428
9,938
931
60,872
219,029

117,397
271, 894
59' 121
59,975
15,239
'43,941
31, 519
12,963
131,882
743,931

1977

1981

434,451
319,575
327,812
309., 240
83,425
1~0,.524
139,517
88,796
103,874
54,649
98,076
111,619
92,084
71,006.. :
43,789
58,560.
513,927
327,764
1,428,435
1, .8.90 253

Compiled from official statistics of the· United Nations.

I
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Table

B-10.-App~rel:
~talian exports, by principal
~pacified years 1963 to 1981

Market

1963

West Germany---Franc
Switzerland----United Kingdomm--Netherlands----Li by

67,923
38,193
17,281
te,751
23,890
2,547
9,448
95,451
62,594
336,078

Belgium-Luxembourg~:

United States
All other
Total
Source:

··
:

1967
137,470
65,196
20,516
16,025
41,349
5,933
20,476
108 ,.761
87,323
503,049

1972

1977

583,133
177,942
47,814
16 718
91,826
11, 786
47,599
133;187
128,575
1,218,580
I

markets,

1,029,592
370,703
129,441
130, 710
153,981
45,677
134,280
146,792
416,402
2,557,478

1981
1,408,279
718, 848

260,958
249,997
223,576
221,239
198,992
189,700
823f142
4,294, 731

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table 8-11.- Automatic data processing machines: U.S. exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1972 to 1981
Market

1972

1977

1981

1 1000 dollars
-

United Kingdo
canad a
West Germany
Franc
~---Jel~ICU

All othe
Total
Source:

42, 313
141,278
61,584
55,545

115, 976
213,942
96,241
80,137

705,336
634,574
542,072
424,447

A l'I,._
..

,V

84,816

:1:1 .. ,;;,10

2151096
575,236

466 1A63
1,057,575

213801071
5,081,078

IC"

~:I I

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

.......

e .,,.
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Tabla B-12.- Automatic data processing machines: EC exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1972 to 1981
Plarkat

1972

Franca--------------Federal Republic of Gennany------United Kingdo1..,.___________
Italy--------------Netherlands-----------All o t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - -

242,819
231,379
· 88,901
· 131,366
77,558
745,803

1977

1981
1, 000 dollar-s----484,133
419,043
307,735 .
219,894
169,888 :
1.311,741 ·

780,945
736,528
674,268
499,381
342,411
· 2,411,303

Tot.al----------------·-·~1,~5~1~7·,~82~6~-~2~,9~1~2~,-4~34--..:..-._..5~,~4~4~4•,~83;:.6

Sour-ca:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-13.-Automatic data processing machines: French exports, by principal
by principal markets, specified years 1972 to 1981
Plarket

West Germany
United l<ingdo
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium-Luxemburg
All other
Total
Source:

...

·•.

1972

93' 121
19,885
27,363
16' 314
10,514
121,497
288,694

1977
:
1.000 dollars
136,048 ..
59,363
55,917 : .
37,778
3.3,384
259, 911
582,401

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

173,260
124,496
92,271
56,843
56,056
397,257
900,183
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Table

B-14.~Automatic

data processing machines: United Kingdom exports, by
principal markets, specified years 1972 to 1981

Market

1972

1981

1977

- - - - - - 1 ,000 dollars
West G e r m a n y , - - - - - - - - - - - 70,275
143,963
248,927
Franca,---------------..
49,042
148,960
215,935
Italy·--------------19,823
34, 164
121,067
Netherlands------------12,269
35,371 . .
67,004
United S t a t e s , - - - - - - - - - - - 14,621
37,287
66,693
All o t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ___.1_4_s.,.6~4-4_..._......2~7-5.,_18~3..._._ ___.S~4~2~,~7.......
S4
Total-------------311,674
674,928
1,262,380
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-15.--Automatic data processing machines: West German exports, by
principal markets, specified years 1972 to 1981
1972

Market

1981

1977

-----1,000 dollars----France·--------------Italy-------------United Kingdo
Netherlands-----------...--Switzerland-----------All othe,...- - - - - - - - - - - - - Total-------------

m-----------

1

Source:

__

137,074
76,790
51,907
32,301
26,815
__.254.931
...........................
579,818

223,236
110,982
103,616
65,870
39,806
....._._._
........._
386.041
929,551

___

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

279,836
220,502
177,443
106,186
104,521
631.015
1,519,503

______

~
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Table

B-16.~Automobiles

·and trucks: U.S. exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

Market

Canada
Saudi Arabi
Venezuela
Kuwait
Iraq
Mexic
Peru
Japa
All othe
Total

...
..

1963

1967

1972
1977
1 1 000 dollars

42,534
"678' 138 :1,457,442 :3,549,940
12,557
12,321 •·
14,147
257,064
43,571
31,460
50,948
244,880
14,435
16,368
20,056
150,801
3,693
1, 739
3,501
5l
82,328
76,962 ,. .86,485
131,317
24,162
15,782
11, 414
.10,271
8,967
·9~510
90,432
24,766
318.;284
361.517
277.388
971.420
550,531 :1,202,957 :1,941,698 :5,410;769

.

..

.,

Source:

1981

3,638,143
467,161
170, 192
. 143, 778
118, 197
114, 103
66,344
63,396
9941179
5,775~483

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table

B-17.~Automobiles

Market

and trucks: EC exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

1963

1967

1972

1977

1981

- - - - - - - - - - 1 , 000 d o l l a r s - - - - - - 1,747,401
4,252,863
169,982
767,205
265,232
Italy-------3,516,451
3,099,314
511,
742
782,284
2,0Q0,436
Uni ted S t a t e s - - - 3,330,805
1,821,125
47~622·
:
91,
186
592,440
Uni ted Kingdomm-----1,828,075
3,181,359
208,584
280,402
806,342
France------Federal Republic ·of
Germany-----185, 295
442, 293
1, 297, 573. : 3, 077, 288
3, 101, 532
Belgium-Luxembourg--: 298~540
387,767
992,655
2,377,503
2,752,018
Netherlands----232,166
330,862
717,008
1,911,956
1,475,162
Switzerland----170,168
190,011
452,761
899,783
1,384,742
All other
:~l.,5~5~3~1~1~3-6~:1~,~7-8-3.,8_9~8;.....:,..-3~
1 1-8~4~1 -3~72__.;.....;;8~,-98_0~,~0-2_6_.__..1_1~,-62_4~,~4-2-5
Total
:3,472,485 :4,455,685 :10,810,792 :25,742,391
34,619,357
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table

and trucks: French exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

B-18.~Automobiles

1963

l"larket

1967

1972

1977

1981

Italy--------85, 350
49, 286
351, 631
784, 684
1, 459, 400
West Germany·------:
83,347
124,526
488,320
915,.482
791,426
United Kingdo1mm----10,622
23,407
2.16,729
459,500
594,232
Nigeri
3,659
5,019
19,386
308,869
535,105
United S t a t e s - - - - 36, 438
32, 594
41, 761
108, 680
370, 190
Belgium-Luxemburg----85,920
82,898
210,882
414,814
354,826
Netherlands---------..
12,273
31,937
144,702
492,761
284,375
Switzerland,------30,079
34,401
95,001
166,725
216,894
All other~-~~~~~~__.2~1~2~·~1-1~7_._--=2~9~2~,6~7~2--~6~5~3~·~6~98~:~1~·~70~2~·~3~5~7....:..~2~,~1~-2~5~,~82~9
Total------559,805
676, 740 :2, 186, 110 :5,353,872
6, 732,277
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table 9-19.--Automobiles and trucks: West German exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

1963

Market

1967

1977

1972

1981

1 , 000 dollars
345,045
143,768

United States
Belgium/Luxemburg
.......
__

_.

.. "'ft

J. l;auy

United l<ingdo
Franc
Switzerland
Netherlands
Austria
All othe
Total
Source:

l.~~,

.•

..

A"'"

.. 4V

16,179
99,984
86' 511
86,856
~6,540

541,162
: -i .. 535, 465

592,965 :1,502,107
206,233
618, 253
97,468
304,583
219,881
33 677
125,761
355,837
88,208
224,246
96,453
194,837
86,674
232,683
.;
621,576 :1,114,803
:1,949,015 :.4' 767' 290
I

2,511,976
1,720,520
C.ftft

"'".,

~~~.""~'

818,132
811,008
472,271
665,491
757,593
3,251,297
11, 607, 585

Compiled from-official· statistics of the United Nations.

2,671,138
2,167,987
1,955,847
1,784,169
1,591,541
766,022
594,860
589,903
S,097,856
:17,119,323
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Table B-20.--COal: U.S. exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Marie et

1963

1967

..
Japan

Canada
Italy
Franc
Netherlands-:
Spai
West Germany-:
Belgium
All other
Total

60,461
135, 717
73,982
26,102
48,938
14,550
51,002
26,806
44.497
482,055

1972
1,000 dollars
•,

131,137·
143, 759 ·:
59,506
19,754
21,231
10,383
44,434
13,733
57.325
!>01,262

350,856
276,634
70, 191
31,951
42,082
44,613
41,773
22,822
139.191
1,019, 113

..

.
.

.

1977

898, 838
791,527
213,478
97,899
86,255
82,654
43,456
6!>,5!>6
450.687
2,730,350 :

1981

1,476,632
977,683
551,925
480,406
351,366
322,396 ..
229,805
228,088
1.391.512
6,005,873

Source:. Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-2L--Coal: West Gennan exports, _by principal markets ·
specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

Franca
Belgium
Italy
Netherlands-:
Austria
Switzerland-:
United
Kingdom
Hungary
All otlier
Total
Source:

1963

1967

227,072
138,035
34, 106
92, 732
32, 129
32,402

·169,314
114,461
44, 313
73,931
27,080
14, 719

53
123
53.567
. 610,219

48
0
43.665
487,531·

1972
1 •000 dollars

1977

:

303,325
253,242
64,367
67,530
22,098
13 363
I

..

17,633
22
60.083
801,663

..

563I131
415,459
156,694
88,829
61,242
23,990
· u,363_:
55
298.107 :
1,625,870 :

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

770,054
628,563
21!>,459
2i.0,372
84,437
36,028
35,138
24,187
121,878
2,126,116
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Table B-22.--Heavy electrical equipment: EC exports, b~ principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963

1967

1977

1972

1981

1 1000 dollars

.

France
Federal Republic of
Germany
Saudi Arabi
Italy
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Belgium-Luxembourg
Switzerland .
All othe
Total

4,900

12,250 :

6,300
350
10, 100
11,200
2,800
8,400
4,900

951200
144,150
:

.

10,100
1,230
12,300
17,000
6, 100
11,400
7,100
12a 1s20
206,000

.

27,900 :

..

76,740

130, 140

73,770
114, 750
35,160
49,350
94,350
2,100
55,860
91,510
26,350
90,370
35,160
75,290
80,690
16,940
44,800
28,200
55,500
76,950
68,130
16,800
39,000
2431520
110. 790 :1.093,240
432, 130 :1,181,100 : 1, 840, 130

..

:

--Source: Estimated by staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission from
official statistics of the United Nations.

i

Table B-23.--Heavy electrical equipment: French exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963-1981
Market

1963

1972

1967

1977

1981

24,920
13,390
11, 770
10, 110
5,130
8,740
4,870
7 ,360
148,260
234,550

45,650
23,990
18' 770
18,490
16,820
14,230
12,790
12,190
2211970
384,900

1 1000 dollars
:

West Germany
Itaiy
Belgium-Luxembourg
United Kingdom
United.States
Brazil
Saudi Arabia
Spai
All other
Total

2,020
2, 140
1,570
460
170
560
10
810
13,760
21,500

3,050
2,460
1,980
1, 130
1,480
120
40
_1,540
19,840
31,640

12,920
6,310
6,680
3,380
2,640
3,050
80
2,920
43,000
80, i5o

Source: Estimated by staff of the U.S. I!'lternational Trade Commission from
official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table B-24.--Heavy electrical equipment: West German exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
fllarket

1963

..

..

. --·-· . --·-

-··

-· ····--·

-

.

Franca
Italy
Netherlands
Switzerland
Saudi Arabia
Austri
United Kingdom
Belgium-Luxembourg
All other
Total

1967

2,700
6,830
·-··
6,340
3,560
120
2,420 :
1,220
3,960
26.580
53, 730

..

•·

1972
1 , 000 dollars

8~320

14, 680
16,130
19. 370
11,290
840
11,060
7,520
13, 730
76.970
171,590

8,300
9,670
4,990
710
3;710
3,100
5,640
39.640
84,080

.•

1977

1981

43,700
34,250
43,220
27,560
22,030
28,880
22,100
25,480
252,930
500, 150

72,430
51,880
Sl,720
45,690
43I180
41,890
39,600
32, 830
346.040
752,260

Source: Estimated by staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission from
official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-25.-flachine tools: U.S. exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

~rket

Maxie
Canada
United Kingdom
;Tapa
West Germany
France
Brazil
Australia
All othe
Total

:
:

1963
..

7,685
22,960
19,267
25,384
l~,175

11, 359
5,155
. 3' 601
&5 1 191
194,777

1977
1972
1 1 000 dollars

1967

13,231
48, 311
37,248
21,655
8,188
14,300
5,229
8,097
79.968
236,227

..

17,802
43,198
16,561
31,322
10,368
12,213
25,757
4,837
97.944
260,002

42,018
61,081
26,627
22,076
23,708
10,799
40,522
6,622
218.617
452,070

:

Source_:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

261,331
255,230
68,903
54,675
35,387
30,293
23,284
21,651
292.961
1,043 715
I
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Table 8-26.--Machine tools: EC exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
·1963

Market

1967

1972

1977

1981

1, 000 dollars
United States
Franc
Austria
West Germany
. United Kingdom
Std tzerland
Italy
Spai
All other
Total
Source:

:

19,988
65,563
13 941
19,175
35,022
39,957
85,150
31,526
342.634
652,956
I

:

15,348
69,785
192,871
88,336
194,839
205,245
12,847
41,439
61,382
23,743
75,702
129,058
69,729
66,492
138,135
28,618
63,536
73,975
60, 611
104,055
121,051
72,573
37~ 130
71,093
4101348
823.046 :119981387
846,710 :1,511,467 :2,991,197

..

493,950
390,658
259,320
226,617
202,311
167,655
151,576
148,946
21417.476
4,404,509

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-27.--fltachine tools: French exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

West Germany
United States
United Kingdom
i'texic
Italy
Switzerland
Portugal
Belgium-Luxembourg
All other
Total
Source:

1963

4,761
1, 181
3,603
62i
7,313
2,883
540
3,516
341238
58, 756 ·:

1967

3,615
8, 133
4,647
349

S,376
2,235
301
2,638
441657
71, 951

1972
1977
:
1 1000 dollars
18,352
3,942 :
S,105
957
11,908
4,792
1,676
6,134
781132
130,998

1981

27,292
10,496
13,483

39,825
31,205
19,867

313

17 738

21,393
5,547
1, 121
11, 584
1781098
269,387

16,994
16,922
13,031
12,668
2231498
391,748

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

I
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Table B-28.--'1achine tools: Italian expc>rts, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 198-1
Market

Franc
West Germany
United States
fllexic
United Kingdom
Switzerland
Spai
Turkey
All othe
Total

1963

:

..

7,515
3-, 137
1,938
448
2,629
4,605
3,659
344
. 38,080
62,355

1967

8,_497
8,743 :
23, 838
2~285

.

6,977
3,584,:
6,853
558
51,033
112, 368

1972
1977
1,000 dollars
33,442
27,613
9,352
1,888
9,641
7,311
17,345 :
1,972 ,.
111,375
219. 939

.

37,782
53,267
17,441
4,366
18 919
9;588
13 ,585
9,004
272 1 955
436,907

1981

.

I

·-.

115,940
95,869
45,931
33,574
30,909
28,012
20,056
17,280
402,930
790,501

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Source:

Table B-29.--'1achine tools: United Kingdom exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

United States
West Germany
Franc
Canada

Ireland
Italy
Switzerland
India
All othe Total
Source:

1963

6,044
4,831
9,200
5,393
926
11, 705
2,510
18,573
67' 171
126,353

1967

·-

30,190
5, 183
8,235 :
13,103
942
4,276
1,327
4, 182
58,428
125,866

1977
1972
:
LOOO dollars
15,236
13 ,892
18,971
6,433
2,458
9,594
6,232
4,363
131, 506
208,685

46,594
22,740
16,515
10,480
7,805 :
11,316
6,626
4,709
195,925
322,710

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

152,151
42,285
30,085
26,871
14,596
14,109
13,258
13,221
260,283
566,859
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Table B-30.--Machine tools: West German exports, by principal
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963

1967

Sllleden---~~~~~-

A11 other·-------Total---------Source:

'

11,445
41,957
10,041
27,009
16,051
62,755
28,429
13,945
156.784
368,416

11, 144
61,363
50,472"
53,461
18,472
47,921
20,486
18,334
205.649
487,302

32,734
51,378
124,678 . 135, 138
105,674
38,166
44, 835
89,757
37,699
34 071
78,445
81,951
50,065
43,161
47,663
30,915
437.616 :1.112.579
864,621 :1,771,904
I

•·

232,852
210,742
186 33"1
130,633
113 943
109,219
103,843
87 115
1.226.982
2,401,660
I

I

I

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

.

Table

U;S. exports; 'by principal markets,
specified years 1972 to 1981

B-31.~Semiconductors:

Market

.

1972

P'talaysia
Singapor
Philippin•s
Canad
Korea
Mexic
Thailand
West Germal'_'y
All other
Total

1,1$5
~4, 117

,......
,
,;:

:

1977

i .ooo

..

Source:
Commerce.

1981

1, 000 dollars

..
Austria.-------FrancA--------United S t a t e s - - - - Uni ted Kingdo·mm----Spain1---------Italy--------Swi tzer l a n d - - - - - - -

1977

1972

25,639
172
46, 129
105
45,794
290.293
473 550
I

.

1981

aollar~

244,548
224,654
63,249
38,303
142,187
86,602
15,439
113' 127
578,950
1,507,059

Compiled from.official statistics of the U.S. Department of

725, 734
437,934
387,222
240,436
228,332
220,597
184,971
182,315
999,438
3,606,979
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Table·

B-32.~Semiconductors:

EC exports, by principal markets,
specified years, 1972 to 1981
. 1972

Market

1977

I

1981

- - - - - 1 , 0 0 0 dollars-----

West Germany
Franc

..

~taly

United States
Netherlands
United Kindgo
Singapore
Swede
All othe
Total

...

113 412
75,756
58,064
42,482
68,728
53,341
7,802
25,531
484,060 :
929., 176
I

301,088
171,968
194,135
77,014
219.477
79,650
·27,309
50,869
1,034,210
2,155,720

419,506
301,227
281, 815
276,080
204,515
199,069
88,748
76,251
1,300,448
3,147,659

Source·: · Compiled from official statistics of the United. Nations.

Table

B-33.~Semiconductors:

French exports, by principal markets, specified
years, 1972 to 1981

Market

West G e r m a n y - - - - - - - - - - - Italy---..._---------United Ki"9dom-----------United S t a t e s : - - - - - - - - - - - Netherlands------------Spain-----------------~

J'apan1--------------Swede,._.-------------~

1972

54,609
11,767
25,691
8,413
28,126
1,785
6,173
1,475

1981
1977
1 1 000 dollars----114,723
37,277
36,314
19,088
85,997
21,117
12,657
6,352

202,569
105,979
80,763
64,930
59,113
20,729
18,428
14,670

All o t h e r · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ___.:3~5~1 ~6-9-8....:..--~9~3~,5~6-2.___ ___.1_3~s.1 _e~46
Total------------173,737
427,087
703,027
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table 8-34.--Semiconductors: Italian exports, by principal markets,
specified years, 1972 to 1981
Market

1972

1977

1981

- - - - - 1 , 0 0 0 dollars
West G e r m a n y , - - - - - - - - - - - France--------------United S t a t e s , - - - - - - - - - - - Singapore------------United K i n d g o m - - - - - - - - - - Spain--------------S1dtzerland-------------

25,857
72,832
102,271
21, 917
59, 864
53, 304
2,444
7,942
45,259
2,966
8,688
28,308
5,163
8,849
23,705
1,2,43
7,634
11,239
817
. 1,424
5,565
Belguim-Luxembuf'9---------~
3,614
2,716
4,716
All othe,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_6••7~0-7_..___3_5••_3o_5~----3~e••_63=-7
. Total-------------·
80,728
205,254
313,004
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-35.--Semiconductors: West Germany exports, by principal markets,
specified .years, 1972 to 1981
Market

Franc
Italy
United Kingdo
Netherlands
United States
Austria
Spai
Switzerland
All othe
Total
Source:

1972

44,672
39I139
19,633
22,708
6,414
13,942
2,998
10,363
70,555
230,424

:

1977
1,000 dollar~
68,545
131, 802
27,000
65,549
18,395
76,687

21,480
19,753
196,840
626,051

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

164,129
145,344
87,484
86,568

71, 978
60,474
31,262
31, 009
351, 288
1;029,536
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Tabla B-36.-Steel Mill Products: U.S. exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963..,.81
Plarkat

:

1963

1967

...

Canada

99,609
. 15, 363
.1, 389
i, 123
21, 267
. 4,459 ..
1,993 :
8,081
311 1.858
477,142

Maxie

Saudi Arabia
United Kingdom
Venezual
Peru
Egypt
Japa
All otha
Total
Source:

143,034
24;651
1,432
18,492
10,547
7,450
984
4,794
265.592
476,976

1972
1977
1 , 000 dollars

...

. 196,669
31.7 I 934
"36, 534
104,128
5,128
39,233
22,635
39;484
25,634
78, 771
6,077
12,698
2,23"1 ·•
16,925
7,205 :
15,844
376,356
625,837
678,469
1,250,854 :

1981

672,358
648,192
150, 390
85,330
. 78,813
46,743
38,666
38,521
852,745
2,611,758

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table B-37 .-Steel Mill Products.: EC exports by principal markets,
specified years 1963"'."'91
ritarket

1963

1967

..

1972
.. 1977
1 1 000 do i lars

549,325 :1,090,193
264, 115
1,946,437
426,323
551,853 :1,429,289
2,279,831
424,299
628,382 :1,321,742
2,308,998
240,862
370,208
727,543
1,242,129
321,126
272,808
474,578
1,084,454
63,317
104,343
221,995
893,066
100,777
Belgium-Luxembourg~:
207,123
393,584
839,676
174,185
Switzerland
160,757
332,460
492,045
All other
:1.547,722 :2,076,986 :3,297,249
8 1486 1 466
Total·
:3,562,726 :4,921,785 :9,288,633 :19,573,102

United States
West Germany
Franc
Netherlands
Italy
.United Kingdom

:

Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

3,488,183
3,029,745
2,979,651
1,514,272
·. 1,443,380
1,325,722
1,217,162
769,055
131242. 985
29,010,155
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Table B-38.-Steel Mill Products: French exports, by principle markets,
specified years 1963-8\
Market

1963

West Germany
United Statas
Italy
_Belgium-Luxembourg----:
United Kingdom
Spain
Netherlands
:
Mexico
All othe
Total
S-ource:

1967

.
173, 710
38,653
97,324
26,775
11,205
16,349
14,993
932
317.882
697,823

1972
1. 000 dollars

186,131 : 364,505
208,735
85,628
81,575
152,269
117, 516
58,889
31,678
20, 148
43,946
24,746
39,138
67,508
4,529
3,294
631. 690
382.149
881,698 :1,622,376

.

.

1981

1977

573, 712
435,916
523,943
239,637
130, 717
123,728
117,416
22,950
1.630,071
3,798,090

..

814,416
669,721
635,676
367,419
207,753
186,674
181,837
179,438
2.466,609
5,709,543

Compiled from· official statistics of the United· Natioui>

-liible 8-H.-Steel Mill Products: United Kimjdom exports, by principle
markets, specified years 1963-81
Market

1963

1967

1972

1977

1981

LOOO doliars

United States
West Germany
T-..... 1!!'11o--..-.I

. . . Cl'.&.GIHIW

Canada
Franc:
India
Netherlands
Sweden
All othe
Total
Source:

.

...

50,914
17,574
12 ' ...
2G2
.....
.,,,.,,.
23,959
12, 799
26,120
16,328
25,600
359, 19.0
545, 877

91,694
10, 124
1A #;A?

~--w1-··-

28,286
10,520
22,794
12,455
34,210
370,768
595,493

176,766
23,242
34,?22
38,329
22,103
64,203
21,316
41,563
469,323
891,567

250,625
94,936
84;743
51,025
82,432
38,253
56,250
54, 871
904 349
1,617,484
I

Compi1ed from official statistics of the United Nations.

366,302
194,703
128,256
115 443
108,259
93,103
82,013
69, 770
1,108,721
2,266,570
I
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Table B-40.-Steel Mill Products: West German exports, by principle markets,
specified years ·1963-81
Market

1963

1967

1972

19n

United States
58,749
191,675 : .318 786
285 120--:·. ~493,726
Franc
237,372
Netherlands
120,445
189,631
364,403
United Kingdom
6,962
21, 117
59,060
Belgium-Luxembourg-:
40, 195'
87,687
151,454
Italy
124,811 : 113 909
155,938'
Switzerland
83,962
69,659
131, 481
Denmark
35,828
47,366
83,704
All other
. 652.304 :1.1011732
366.810
Total
:1,075,134 :1,659,068 :2,860,284
I

I

I

Source:

Table

Compiled

f~om

1,209,344
1·,010,060
776, 888
. 532, 178
447,962
403,482
370, 303
284,668
417311870
9,766,755

official statistics of the United Nations.

apparatus: u. s. ·~ports
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

Market

1963.

1967

47,465
5,375
14,476
12, 394
5,524
938
1,423
·. 8 663
376.309
472,567

92,428
13,272
33,736
30,137
21,431
6, 127
5,681
12,457
258.957
474,826

..

Source:

579,680
830, 356
657,206
337 ,.347
343,466
240,982
210,435
151,168
311411400
6,492,040

e-·41. -Telecommunications

Canada
Maxie
West Germany
United Kingdom
J'apa
Republic of Korea
Saudi Arabia
Venezuela
All other
Total

1981

:
:

I

..

I

by principal

1977
1972
1 1000 dollars
293,627
183 631
166,915
79,065
101, 811
66,405
102,637
49,445
45,157
71,358
7,545 :
67,925
2,892
138,703
12,255
39,902
3891629 :1.1401636
836,024 :2,123,514
I

.

.

:
=
statistics of.the United.Nations.
Compiled from official

1981

423I118
362,237
253 I 512
227,761
159,553
136,158
129' 377
125,791
11668.023
3,485,530.
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Table B-42.--Telecommunications apparatus: Exports of EC member states
t9 each other, specifi~ years 1963 to 1981

Country
Franca
West Germany
Italy
Netherlands
United Kingdo
Belgiu~Luxembourg.

Greece
Ire_land
Denmark
Total
Source:

{In thousands of dollars}
:
:
1963
1967
1972
39,402
52,537
25,414
:104,202
10,386
25,699
12,719
7,291
11,214
:288,864

1977

50,617
135, 310
477,971
63,407
223,392
384,280
29,460
80,319
360,378
119, 867
272,141
649,678
17,713
89,038
139,301
29,876
129,403
263,625
15,926
74,444
56,084
5,961
18, 586
-41,200
15,766
35,947
80 1692
348,593 :1,058,580 :2,453,209

1981
723,964
657,758
576,530
575,287
408,659
355,781
167,636
100,980
97,256
3,663,824

Compiled from the official statistics of the United Nations.

Table 9-43.-Textile: U.S. exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963

Canada
United Kingdom
Mexic

83,337
15,965
6,365

T:."":ii

15,974

.,,~,_

.......

Saudi Arabia
Belgiu~Luxembourg~:

Japan
Hong Kong
All other
Total
Source:

423
13,266
4,828
6,607
225.674
373,439

1967

99, 136
24,095
7,201
23,221
835
11, 889
6,634
6,229
245,137
424 377
I

.

.

1972
i 1000 dollar~
197,362
43,498
15,073
11:

,'7n

.V,~#V

1,752
14,768
. 20, 748
7,949
2691399
586,919

1977

445,157
89,247
35, 104
56,542
27,914
87,785
48,778
16,329
11s 1002
: 1, 531, 958

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

1981

582,983
245,333
157,282
1A"7
,,
139,625
117,071
113 386
90,499
1,688,017
3,281,555

.

~c:.n

,~..,,;,

I
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Table B-44.~Textila: EC exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
fllarkat

1963

West Gennany
~13,110
Franca
129,728
United Kingdom
118' 144
. 304,078
Netherlands
Belgium-Luxembourg---:. 173,078
97,769
Italy
.•
172,427
United States
Switzerland
106,709
All othe
:1.262.018
:2,877,839
Total
Source:

1967

1972

606,278
252,049
140,564
381, 871
239, 833
143,178
177,481
122,978
1.587.680
3,651,912

. 1977

1981

1,484,623
2, 469, 112
2,845,986
734,875
1,596,244
2,247,174
289,579 :
861, 1.33
1,625,810
739,701
1,241,999
1,330,243
553,349
1,057,308
1,265,378
324,641
670,997
1,026, 948
476,542
435,441
658,762
224,770
439,254 :
623,157
2.659.666 : 5.26i.306 : 1. u8. 112
7,487,746 :14,032,794 :18,772,230

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.

Table 8-45.-Textile': French exports, by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981.
Market

West Gennany
Belgium-Luxembou~~:

Italy
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Switzerland
United States
Austria
All othe
Total
Source:

1963

134,617
47,780
33,027
19,659
31,335
22,427
~1,584

14,743
204.460
534,632

1967

1972
1,000 dollars

130,047
59,579
42,870
16,299
36,501
21,389
27,280
10,501
. 255.532
599,998

316,229
151,618
92,396
251979
61,905
33,789
60,604
11, 175
323.216
1,076, 911

1917

1981

467,693
282,167
215,497
100,914
89, 122
56,651
61,623
25,985
619.937
1,919,589

515,092
318,539
307,226
196,758
.. 106,404
87,734
80,446
53,632
901.so1
2,467,632

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table B-46.-Textile: Italian exports. by principal markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963

West Germany
114. 738
.. 44.083
Franc
United Kingdom
34,901
United States
43,173
:
Belgium-Luxembourg-:
18' 437
Austri
11,596
Japan
2,520
Switzerland
20,443
All other
210. 364
Total
500,255
Source:

1967

..

1972
1. 000 dollars ·

136,133
54,742
34,934
41, 800
21,480
13,076
5,148
19,145
264,311
509,769

361,976
147,059
44,233
79,198
60,856
20,204
17,773
27,627
419,960
1,178,886

Compiled from official statistics of the

..

Un~ted

1977

1981

571,819
324.271
174,251
112. 774
112. 563
59,563
54,923
69,201
753.502
2,232,878

821,238
530,075
332,444
236, 100
168,183
113,177
108,l89107,807
11399,392
3,756,605

..

Nations.

Table B-47. -Textile: United Kingdom exports, by principal markets,
. specified years 1963 to 1981
Market

1963
:
:

Ireland
West Germany
France
United States
Netherlands
Belgium-Luxembourg---:
Italy
Japa
All other
Total
So.urea:

1967

1972
1 1 000 dollars

1977

1981

154,486
175,601
105,043
94,496
85,838
74,460
58,988
56,242
1.0531882
1,859,036

200,760
197,827
.. 174.840
126,709
121.262
103,832
102,083
77,011
11056.534
2,160,858

~

32,730
46, 713
14,069
55,880
16,573
8,533
20,605
i7,169
409,955
622,227

36,991
35,196
14,890
46,553
14,435
9,076
13,562
21,019
4351204
626,926

72,696
63,608
30,361
93,218
30,054
21.743
22,289
30,005
6801118
1,044,362

Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations.
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Table

B-48.~Aircraft

and aerospace: U.S. and EC exports to world markets,
specified years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)
Year

U.S. exports

1963----------------~---------------------

1967·----------------------------------------__________________
1972~--------------------...._

1977·--------------------------------------1981----------------------------------------

1,084 216
1,518,480· -:
2,919;408
5,865,777
14,612,000 .
I

EC
exports·
627,292
730,758
1,255,159
3,435,738
10,039,977

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, and United Nations data.
Note:

Quantity data are not available.

Table 8-49.--Apparel: U.S. and EC exports to world
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
_(In thousands

of

dollars)

Year
1963~--------------------------------------

1967--------------------------------------1972---------------------------------------1977---------------------------------------1981---------------------------------------

U.S. exports
89,833:
126,285:
209,980:
560,159:
.1,128,983:

EC

exports
954,435
1,488,282
3,908,222
8,475,408
10,967,567

Source:. Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and the United Nations.
Note:

Quantity data are not available.
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Table

processing machines: U.S. and EC exports
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

8-SO.~Automatic d~ta

to

~rld

(In thousands of dollars)
Year

U.S. exports

1963------------------~

1967-------------------~
1972-----.-----------------~
1977--------------------~

1981---------------------~

EC

exports

225,462
420 .. 712
575,236
1,057,575
5,081,078

303' 126 .
677 ,872

1,517,826
2,912,434
5,444,836

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the United Nations .
. .
Note: quantity data are not available.

Table B-51.-Automobiles and trucks: U.S 1 and EC exports
to world markets, specified years 1963 to 1981

Year

.

1963----1967----1972----1977----1981-----

.

U.S. exports

EC exports

Value

Quantity

269
368
535
906 .

679

Quantity

Value

1,000

1,000

dollars

dollars

. 525,234
969,096
1,735,942
4,849.680
3,996,144

6,370

3,473,485.
4,455,685
10,810,792

6,861

25,742,391

S,877

34,619,357

3,464
3,912

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1963-81, and United Nations data, 1963-81.
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Table S-52.--Coal:

U.S. and EC exports· to world markets, specified
years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)

Year.

U.S. exports

1963--~--------~----------~--------~---

1967·-------------------------------------- ,.
.

1972--~--------~----------~--------~--1977------------------------------------~

...

1981--------------------------------------Source:
Note:

482,055
501,262
1,019, 113
2,730,350
6,005, 813

:

.

EC exports
935,448
682,708
1,053,952
2,078,086
. 2,768,441

Compiled from official statistics of·the United Nations, 1963-81.
Quantity data are not available.

Tabla B-53.-Haavy electrical equipment: U.S. and EC exports to world
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
Year

.(In thousands of dollars)
U.S. exports

1963:--------------------------------------1967--------------------------------------1972------------------------------------~
1977----------------------------~~------1981--------~~------------------------~

49,660
86, 720
133, 780
418,600
554,500

EC exports
144,150
206,000
432,130
1,181,100
1,840,130

Source: Estimated by the staff of the International Trade Commission from
official statistics of the United Nations, 1963-81.
Note:

Quantity data are not available.
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table,~54.---Machine

tools: U.S. and EC exports to world markets,
specified y.ears 1963 tc:> 1981

Year

(In thousands of dollars)
U.S. exports

1963------------------1967------------------------1972-----------------------------· 1977------------------------1981--------------------------Source:
Note:

Compiled from official

s~tistics

EC
exports
652,956

194,777
236,227
260,002
452,070
1,043,715

846, 710

1,511,467
2 .• 991, 197

4,404,509

of.the United Nations.

Quantity.data are not available.

Table 8-55.~Semiconductors: U.S. arid EC' exports to world markets,
specified years, 1972, 1977, and 1981

Year

Cin thousands of dollars)
U.S. expor"ts

1972-----------1977------------1981-----------Source:

EC exports

473' 550
1,507,059
3,606,979

Compiled from official statis.tics of the United Nations.

Note.--quantity data are not available.

929,176
2,155,720
3,147,659
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Table B-56.-Steel Mill Products: U.-S. and EC exports to world markets,
·specified year 1963 to 1981
Yliar

1963
1967
1972
1977
1981
Source:

<

...

u'. s .. 9xports· .

1.000 short
~

.

1, ooo. short
1,000 dollars

,.

2, 151. 5
1,706.8
2,955.3
2,101.0
2,956.4

..

..

EC 9xports

"

.

. 447I142
476,976
678,469
1,250,854
.2,.611, 758

.
.

~
"

1, 000 dollars .

28,915.5
40,340.8
54,992.6
. 59I159 •3
67,~33.3

3,562,726
4,921,785
9,288,633
19,573,102
29,010,155

United Nations data, and IISI Steel Statistical Yearbook, 1982.

Table B-57.-Telecommunications: U.S. and EC exports to world markets,
speci-fied years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)
Year

..

. . u. s.

.

exports

'·

1963------------------------------------1967--------------------------------------1972-------------------------------------1977------------------------------,-------1981------------------------------------Source:
Note:

528(928
472, 188
698~541

2,123,512
3,500.430

Compiled from official statistics of the Uniteq Nations.
quantity data are not available.

Net EC
exports
599,168
774,147
1,513 762
4,480,355
5,219,573
I
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Tabla e-sa.~Textiles: · u.s; and EC exports to "'°rld
markets, specified years 1963 to 1981
(In thousands of dollars)
Year

U.S. exports

EC

exports

1977-----------------~--------------------.

. 373, 439
424,377 :.
586,919
1, s:o' 958

2,877,839
3,651,912
7,487,746
14,032,794

1981--------------~~--------------------

3,281,555

18,772,230

1963--~~----~----~-------------------~

1967-------------------------------------

1972•-------------------------------------

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and the United .Nations.
Note:

Quantity data are not available.

